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INTRODUCTION 

In the Commlwist Mallifesto, Marx and Engels state their fa
mous dictum that, whereas previously analysts sought to ex
plain the world, the purpose of their analysis is to change the 
world. And to change it in a particular way, i.e., to over
throw the rule of capital and establish a socialist society, itself 
merely a transitional phase to a communist society. Al
though Marx's ideas changed considerably between the pub
lication of the Mall(j"esto and the writing of his mature works, 
the central revolutionary purpose of his theoretical investi
gations remained unchanged. 

In what follows, the theoretical core of Marx's critique of 
capitalism is presented to demonstrate that this critique, now 
over 100 years old, is also a critique of contemporary capi
talism. The presentation is not an exercise in the history of 
thought, but rather an attempt to analyze the nature of con
temporary capitalist society. My purpose is not to explain 
Marx's thought per se, but to explain capitalism. However, 
the basis of the explanation that follows can be found in the 
work of Marx, particularly the three volumes of Capital. In
sofar as anyone except a student of the development of ideas 
should be interested in Marx's work, it is because that work 
explains the social world around him. And if this book 
makes Marx's writings more understandable, but provides 
no insight to capitalist society in the latter part of the twen
tieth century, it has failed in its purpose. 

Anyone sampling the writings of those who identify 
themselves as Marxists quickly discovers that the term 
"Marxist" or "Marxian analysis" encompasses a wide vari
ety of views, some of which arc clearly in opposition. To 
some, these contradictory and frequently antagonistic inter
pretations indicate basic confusion within the structure of 
Marx's argument. While certainly there arc points of internal 
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cont'usil)Il, the cumpl'tiIlg and cunHining incerprl'tatiuns (and 
outright rl:jectiuns) ut' Marx's theury largely rl'Hect the dif
tl-rl'lIC politic,l! perspectives uf those calling thelllselves 
.. Marxists." Allllust tWill the 1Il0l1lellC Clpir,li was pub
Iishl'd. Marxists divided illCo two call1ps: those who, like 
Marx. concluded that rapitalislIl could not be reformed to 
'Ill\, basic degree and required violene overthrow by the 
wurking cbss and its political party; and those who thought 
that Marx's analysis could provide the basis for the reform 
and rationalization of capitalism, and a peaceful, even parlia
lllentary transition to socialism. In the first decades of this 
ceneury, these two camps were personified in V. I. Lenin, 
leader of the Russian Revolution, and Karl Kautsky, head of 
the German Social Democratic Party and former personal 
secretary to Friedrich Engcls. The great debate between 
Lenin the revolutionary and Kautsky the reformer continues 
to rage among Marxist intellectuals and within the commu
nist movemenc in each country of the world, 

It is essential to realize at the outset that Man's theory is 
not a critique of the 'llmscs of capitalism. While Capiral (par
ticularly Volume I) is filled with contemporary examples of 
the horrors of the Industrial Revolution and capitalist abuses 
of the masses of the British population, Marx clearly consid
ered capitalism to be progressive compared to previous social 
systems.' Marx's critique demonstrated that capitalism was 
(and is) but onc historically specific mode of social reproduc
tion, and one with its own inherent limits. The purpose of 
his theorizing (and the purpose of this book) was not to ex
pose the abuses of capitalism, which were and are obvious to 
any observer, but to reveal the contradictory nature of capi
talism, which necessarily sets limits to its development. 

The key to unlocking the inner nature of capitalism is the 
labor theory of value. This theory, sometimes referred to as 
"the law of value," is not an aspect of the analysis of capi
talism, but the theoretical core from which all uther analysis 
unfolds. This view, that value theory is the theory of capi-

, The progressiveness of capitalism IS discussed in Chapters 11 Jnd Ill. 
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talist society, is reflected in the organization of this book. We 
begin with three chapters on value theory and its implica
tions, in which it is demonstrated that the general production 
of useful objects ("use values," Marx called them) for ex
change ("exchange values") necessarily implies a capitalist 
society, which is a society based on exploitation (the appro
priation by the capitalist class of unpaid labor performed by 
the working class). These chapters demonstrate the central 
role in capitalist society of the process of value formation. 
the necessarily disruptive process by which technical changes 
generate uneven developmenr among capitalist producers. 
This disruptive process manifests itself in the movement of 
relative prices. While capitalism is only one form of exploi
tative society, it is the only form in which the products of 
labor circulate in general in money form. The theory of 
money and credit (Chapters IV and V) unfolds from the the
ory of value, a logical extension of the contradictions arising 
from the process of value formation. This process of value 
formation, brought 'about by the movement of money capi
tal, is a process of intra class struggle, competition among 
capitals. The nature and inherent necessity of competition is 
demonstrated in Chapter VI. A consequence of competition 
(movement of capital) is technical change. what Marx called 
"the revolutionizing of the forces of production." This tech
nical change is the central motive force of economic crises. 
giving rise to the famous "law of the tendency for the rate 
of profit to fall." The contradictory impact of technical 
change is explained in Chapter VII (on "fixed" capital). and 
brought together with the other elements of value theory 
(money, credit, and competition) in Chapter VIII. where 
economic crises are treated in detail. 

The overall purpose of this unfolding of value theory is. 
as said. to explain the economic crises presently gripping the 
capitalist world. The intClltion is not merely to demonstrate 
the general tendency toward crises but also to account tor 
their particular contemporary form. Capitalism i, .111 inher
ently dynamic mode of social reproduction. and the f,,)[Ill, 

its crises take change as capitalism matures. Thus. if \';llue 
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theory is gcncrally valid, it must bc able to account for con
crete dcvdopmcnts such as generally inflationary pressures, 
charJctl'ristic of capitalist economics since the 1960s, associ
ated both with rapid accumulation and with depression and 
unemployment. The theory must also reveal the causes of 
intcrnational monetary instability and thc failure of tradi
tional Keynesian remedies to maintain domestic economic 
stability. In short, valuc theory has the task of explaining the 
concrete manifestations of capitalist crises throughout the 
capitalist epoch-depression, inflation, deflation, and "stag
flation. " 

Placing value theory at the center of the analysis of capi
talism is not common to all those who consider themselves 
Marxists. Contrary to this theoretical view is the work of 
Paul Baran and Paul Sweezy, 2 which explicitly rejects value 
theory as a tool of analysis. The Baran and Sweezy position 
has a large following in the English-speaking world: Howard 
Sherman, Erik Olin Wright, and Thomas Weisskoff arc 
American representatives of this school. Others give some 
attention to value theory, but do not utilize it to explain 
crises and implicitly accept a secondary role for value theory. 
An example here would be Samir Amin, whose work is in 
French but extensively translated into English. 

However, a growing group of writers recognizes the cen
tral role of value theory in the analysis of capitalism. This is 
particularly true in Europe, where the work of Ben Fine, 
Laurence Harris, Susan Himmelweit, Simon Mohun and 
Michel De Vroey generally complements the arguments of 
this book. In the United States, value theorists are still an 
emerging group, and the clearest example is Ira Gerstein; one 
should also includc James lkcker and Anwar Shaikh. These 
writers and this book have in common the vicw that valuc 
theory is the key to unlocking the inner nature of capitalism; 
that because of what Marx called "the fetishism of commod
ities," capitalism cannot be fruitfully analyzed in terms of its 

~ All rhe: people referred to III dll'> IntroductlOll .lrt' dl~cll!-oSL'd or (lIed 
subsequently; 'ipcntic reference [0 thelT \\lurk IS not gl\'L'1I hnc. 
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surface manifestations (prices, profits, wages, etc.). Rather, 
these surface appearances hide the true nature of capitalist 
society and must be understood as reflections of the under
lying value relations. 

Historically, this recognition of the obfuscations of capi
talism, that its operation creates illusions that cannot be taken 
at face value, is in the tradition of earlier Marxist writers 
such as Lenin, I. I. Ruben, and Henryck Grossman. This 
emphasis on the obfuscating nature of capitalist reproduction 
has been analyzed, often brilliantly, by the contemporary 
Italian Marxist Lucio Colletti. 

In terms of Marx's work, the emphasis on value theory 
coincides with his "mature" writings-the Gnmdrisse, Capi
tal, Theories of Surplus Vallle, and A Contribution to the Cri
tique of Political Economy. Marx's analysis of capitalism de
veloped and changed profoundly after 1848, when the course 
of political events in Europe drove him to devote his time 
largely to theoretical studies. J In all of these works. "a/lie 
plays a central, deter.minant role. In these mature works 
there are certainly inconsistencies, incomplete arguments and 
directly contradictory statements, though to a far less extent 
than Marx's critics would have onc believe. What is consist
ent throughout is the central role of the law of value and its 
most important manifestation. the tendency of the rate of 
profit to fall. This interpretation of Marx's work. which is 
the basis of this book. can be called. for want of a better 
term, "orthodox" Marxism. a label that critics of capitalism 
should accept with pride. The pride does not come from a 
desire slavishly to repeat Marx. but from the recognition that 
the label refers to a particular method of analysis. In this 
method. value theory is employed to reveal the exploitation 
that the forms of capitalist reproduction obfuscate. 

In the chapters that follow. the obfuscating nature of cap
italist production will be a repeated theme. The obfuscatlons 
of capitalist society arise not from :Iny conspiracy (though 

.' The (ourse of M;lrx's cucc:r is .1Iulyzcd ill Martlll NI(\'Ibu ....... Intfl,du\'

tlon to the Grr",d,.i'<J~·. 
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certainly capitalists Clmspin: in order to maintain their class 
rule). hut from the nature of capitalist society itsclC in which 
the CI.ISS reiJtions of that society appear as rclations betweCII 
cOlllmodities. Wc have lIOW uscd thc tcrm "law of value" or 
"valuc theory" nUIIIcrous times. In the most gcneral sense, 
valuc thcory is lIot primarily a thcory of cxchange or allo
cation, but a theory that reveals the class rclations underlying 
J commodity-producing socicty. 

Thus, as noted, our discussion must begin with an analysis 
of the valuc relation, the fundamental relation in capitalist 
society and the relation that is the dijferetltia specUica of capi
talism. In beginning this way, we immediately encounter the 
work of Marx's closest friend and repeated collaborator, 
Friedrich Engels. Engels was a towering figure in the world 
communist movement, a brilliant theoretician himself and 
responsible for the publication of Volumes 11 and III of Cap
ital, which were left in various degrees of completion when 
Marx died. Every person who picks up either of the last two 
volumes of Capital owes a debt to Friedrich Engels. 

Yet, as wc shall see, Engels completely misconstrued 
Marx's value theory. It is Engels's presentation of the law of 
value that we use as our point of theoretical departure. It 
might seem a bit out of place to begin with a theoretical 
exposition from another century when our purpose is to 
demonstrate and elaborate the contemporary relevance of 
value theory. However, Engels's interpretation of Marx pro
vides an excellent vehicle for establishing the historically spe
cific nature of capitalist society. This insight is the basis for 
understanding the "laws of motion" of capitalist society, and 
these laws of motion show capitalism to be not only a his
torically specific mode of social reproduction but also a his
torically transitory onc, in that its development is limited by 
those very laws. 

Our discussion of the law of value provides the basis for 
developing a theory of economic crises. This llIethod, de
veloping crisis theory out of value theory, necessarily leads 
one through a discussion and analysis of money and credit 
(Chapters IV and V), competition (Chapter VI), and fixed 
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capital (Chapter VII) before economic crises as such can be 
considered. Crisis theory arises out of the integration of all 
these elements, as the contradictions associated with each as
sert their concrete form through a break in the circulation of 
capital. Marxian writers who do not give central emphasis 
to value theory do not, in general, see the necessity to treat 
the topics dealt with in Chapters IV through VII, except in 
passing or as topics in their own right, largely divorced from 
the process of accumulation. 

Crisis theories can, indeed, be formulated, however par
tially, without value theory. This is done by considering 
crises divorced from the production of commodities and em
phasizing the circulation of commodities. Such theorists can 
be identified as "circulationists," and their theories take two 
forms: "underconsumptionism" and the "profit-squeeze" 
hypothesis. In the first view, which goes back at least as far 
as the French nineteenth-century radical Sismondi, economic 
crises ("depressions" or "recessions") are the consequence of 
inadequate aggregate demand. Such a crisis theory can be 
fully developed without any reference to Marxian analysis; 
indeed, John Maynard Keynes did precisely this. It is prob
ably more correct to identify Marxists who hold to such a 
crisis theory as neo-Keynesians or radical Keynesians. Profit 
squeeze theorists similarly require no recourse to value the
ory, pegging their crisis theory to the wage-profit relation
ship in the tradition of Ricardo. According to these authors, 
crises result when accumulation reduces the size of the re
serve army of the unemployed and wages arc consequently 
forced up and profits down. This theoretical position is 
sometimes called thc "class strugglc" theory of crises. though 
this is a misnomer, for reasons elaborated elsewhere.' These 
two theories are in fact opposite sides of the same coin: for 
one, crises are the result of profits being too high. and. for 
the other, crises result from profits being too low. Surpris-

~ Scc John Weeks. "The Pron'\s of ACCUlllllbtiol1 And the 'Profit SqucC7C' 

Hypothesis." Seifll'f .",d S,,(ie,)". 4.' (r .• 1I I'll')). 
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in~I\'. it is not beyond the wit of some writers to hold to 
both. 

The argulllent of this book implies the rejection of both of 
these circubtionist theories. though they are mentioned only 
in passin~ so as not to break the flow of the argument. Value 
thcory is thc heart of the analysis of capitalism. and value 
theory as presented in Chapters I through III implies a par
ticubr crisis thcory. From one's crisis theory emerges onc's 
\'ic\\, of thc cxtent to which capitalism can be reformed. 
Thus. the tiIlJl chapter here is not only a theoretical integra
tion of prcvious elements but also a political statement of the 
historically transitory nature of the capitalist mode of pro
duction. 



CHAPTER I 

VALUE AS 

EMBODIED LABOR 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of value that Marx developed provides at the 
same time (1) the revelation that capitalism is merely one 
form of exploitative (class) so~iety; (2) the explanation of the 
historical transition from precapitalist to capitalist society; (3) 
a theory of the concrete operation of a capitalist economy; 
and (4) an explanation of why others would explain the 
workings of a capitalist economy in an alternative theoretical 
framework. The theory explains not only current reality and 
how history gave rise to current reality but why erroneous 
theories of that reality exist. Without a clear grasp of the 
concept of value, such explanatory claim by a theory seems 
at best exaggerated, at worst metaphysical and vacuous-to 
explain everything is to explain nothing. Yet, the theory of 
value does provide the basis for all these analytical tasks. 
Capitalist society is the first society in which the reproduc
tion of society and of the class rclations of that society re
quire the gcneral circulation of commodities. This implies 
that the task of the theory of a capitalist society is to explain 
the integration of circulation and production, how socially 
isolated (private) production is rcndered social. That is. how 
a social division of labor is affected without a conscious or
ganization of social production. Within capitalist relations of 
production, this is obviously achieved through the exchange 
of products as comJ11odities, and products not onl\' .In' l'X-
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(hJn~cd but must bc exch'lIlged. 1 lkcause of the ccntral me
,ll.ltir~g role of cxchangc in capitalist society, the analysis of 
the qUJntitative aspect of exchange necessarily nurst be con
sidercd. Indced, it appears chat this aspect of cxchangc's mc
lliating role is chc dominant onc, since to individual produc
ers the ratio in which their products cxchange against other 
products as commodities determines the conditions or even 
the possibility of repeating the production and circulation 
process. 

While the quantitative aspect of exchange must be ad
dressed and analyzed by any value theory, what distinguishes 
Marx's value theory is that the quantitative aspect of ex
change plays a minor role compared to the analysis of the 
qualitative aspect, and the former derives from the latter. In 
other words, the rate at which things exchange can only be 
considered once one has a theory of why they exchange. The 
two aspects are inseparable, and no "technical" explanation 
of exchange exists divorced from the social relations that 
govern exchange. While this relationship between the quali
tative and quantitative aspects is basic to Marx's method and 
to che understanding of the operation of a capitalist econ
omy, it has been overlooked by generations of Marxian writ
ers, and stressed infrequently. Therefore, any serious consid
eration of the labor theory of value must begin with a clear 
formulation of whac Marx called "the form of value" in or
der to avoid theoretical mistakes. 

B. ENGELS'S FORMULATION OF THE THEORY OF VALUE 

The power of Marx's theory of value lies in its treatment of 
the form of value, and this is the scientific basis of his consid-

, Marx summarizes this epoch-characterizing necessity by writing "the 
character that Jthe producer's] own !abor possesses of being socially useful 
takes the form of the condition. that the product must be not only useful. 
but useful for others. and the social character that his particular labor has of 
being the equal of all other particular kinds of labor. takes the form that all 
the physically different articles that arc the products of labar, have onc COIll

mon quality. viz., that of having value." Capit,)/. I, p. 7H. All references to 
Capital arc to the Progress Publishers. editions 19711. 1%7. and 1971 far 
volumes I. 11. and Ill. respectively. 
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eration of the magnitude of value. As many writers have 
pointed out, consideration of the latter without attention to 
the former characterizes the value theory of Ricardo, for ex
ample, and even more, ofSraffa and Sraffians.' Yet the treat
ment of the labor theory of value' as if it were merely a 
theory of the magnitude of value is common among those 
who consider themselves Marxists, and they can find sup
port for their approach in an authority no less illustrious than 
Friedrich Engels. 

Engels had a central role in the struggle to build the com
munist movement, and by doing so earned the respect of 
subsequent generations of revolutionaries. Engels was not 
merely Marx's friend and benefactor but also a revolutionary 
theorist of great importance. Recognition of Engels's contri
butions does not, however, require that his work be immune 
to criticism, and the following discussion, which demon
strates his basic disagreements with Marx, in no way implies 
that he did not make major contributions to the development 
of socialist thought and practice. 

Engels appended to the end of Volume III of Capital a 
now-famous essay "Law of Value and Rate of Profit" in 
which he sought to answer Marx's critics by providing a 
brief explanation of his long-time collaborator's value the
ory. Because of the close association of Marx and Engels, 
this statement came to have major influence on the thinking 
of subsequent Marxists. A careful consideration of Engels's 
view is not merely an exercise in the history of thought, but 
can provide a full and clear understanding of the labor theory 
of value and, therefore, of the concrete operation of a ca pi
talist economy. 

In his defcnse of Marx, Engels begins by considering the 

2 On the difference betweC'n ilicardo .111d M.lTx. scc Ira (;c..·r~t(,lIl. "Pro
duction. Circulation Jnd V.llue," /:'t"tlfhlHl)' ,wd SI1(II't}' (August 147(1); ,lIld l)1l 

Marx and Sraffa, Sus an Himlllelweit and 5imon Mohun, "The Anom,IIl" 
of Capital," Cm""ril~\?c J1/j""J/I~"l;'{l1PlIl"'io (Autllmn lY7H) . 

.. Following Gerstein Jnd Himlllclweit Jnd Mohull. I ,hall me the term 
"JabOT theaTV of \'.llue" (0 refer to the theoT\' dut .1ll.11\,7l·~ till' (llT11l n( 

value. Jnd ";hc lahor-embodlcd theory of \'.lh;l'" tll Tefer In Iho\c IhCllrlC\ 

that consider only the 111.1gnltudc of \,.tlllt'. The dl\lllllthlll \\"111 bCl"lHllC \ Ic.lf 
below. 
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intcrprctJtion of Marx's theory of valuc by Sombart, a nine
tccnth-ct'ntury Gt'rman economist who argued that valuc is 
not an clllpirical. but a mcntal construct.· That is, in a capi
talist cconomy, value is not something of the real world, 
dot's not cxist indcpmdcntiy of onc's concciving it, but is a 
concept that ont' creatcs in order to explain reality, Engcis 
agrct'd with this view' but objccted that it was incomplete, 
that "it by no means exhausts the entire significance of the 
bw of valut' for the economic stages of society's devciop
llIt'Ilt dominJtt'd by the la w. "6 

Engds tht'n proceeds to argue that the law of value has 
ruled exchange for the entire history of the circulation of 
products as commoditics: "the Marxian law of value holds 
generally, as far as economic laws are valid at all, for the 
whole period of simple commodity-production, that is, up 
to the time when the latter suffers a modification through 
the appearance of the capitalist form of production .... 
[T]hus the law of value has prevailed during a period of from 
five to seven thousand years.'" 

This is, indeed, a conclusion that leaps off the page at the 
reader (particularly since Engels's upper-limit estimate, seven 
thousand years, reaches back beyond recorded civilization). 
The assertion has two parts, which are closely related. First, 
that "the law of value holds generally" for all periods of 
commodity circulation. Second, that it holds lip to the ap
pearance of capitalism, when it undergoes a "modification." 
More important than the particular time span suggested by 
Engcis is the fundamental view that the value form is not 

• Friednch Engels. "LJW of Value and Rate of Prolit." in C.,pit<l/, Ill, pp. 
HI7-818. 

~ Engcls's comment is: "So says Sombart; it CJnnot be said that this con
ception of the SIgnifIcance at" the law of value lor the capitalist form of 
production is wrong." Ih,d .. p. H<)4. 

Morishima and Catephores state. "Engcls rejected ISolllbart"s1 interpre
tation immcdiatdy." Bm they refer to Sombart's implicit 11I11ir;uioTl of {he: 
law of value [0 capitJli<;m. Michio Morishima and Gcof!,!;C Catcphorcs. 
Val"e. Exploit,wo" ,/lid C;",,,·tlr (N. Y.: McGraw-Hill. 1 'nK). p. 17'). 

'. C"pital. Ill. p. H'!4 . 
. Ihid .. pp. H')'!-')()(). 
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specific to capitalism. Indeed, he suggests that it persists only 
in modified form under capitalism, and its pure form char
acterizes precapitalist society. These two related aspects of 
Engels's theory of value result from his method of analysis. 

Engels develops his theory of the cause of exchange on the 
basis of a presupposed surplus of products arising in "more 
or less communistic communities. "8 It is unclear if this sur
plus is a general surplus over subsistence production or par
ticular surpluses of specific use values. The ambiguity is im
portant, for the former implies a class society, since a general 
surplus can exist as an objective phenomenon only if it is 
appropriated from the direct producer. In the absence of spe
cific reference to classes, there can be no analysis of the ap
propriation of the surplus product from a producing class to 
a nonproducing class. Without classes, no part of society's 
production appears as a surplus. In such circumstances, a sur
plus product must be deduced on the basis of some physical 
(subsistence) definition of surplus, wliich the analyst neces
sarily imposes externally upon the society. Thus, a general 
surplus product either is an objective phenomenon of ex
ploitation, an observable, material fact of society; or it be
comes arbitrarily and subjectively defined by an external ob
server. On the other hand, if Engels is not referring to a 
general surplus, but to surpluses of specific products (use val
ues), then he necessarily implies a division of labor, such that 
the surpluses reflect the producers' anticipation of being able 
to exchange onc use value for another. In other words. a 
process is presupposed by which individual producers or 
groups of producers have decided to specialize to sOllle de
gree. In either case, wc have a presupposition of certain so
cial relations upon which exchange is predicated. a point pur
sued in detail in the following section. 

On the basis of these surpluses. exchange dl'\'Clops be
tween communities first, "but later also prevails within the 
community. "" Thus the explanation of exchange is based on 

, I/lid., p. H'J5. 
, I/lid. 
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the existence of individual productivity or specialization. 
Further, this exchange generates the dissolution of these 
primitive communities, so that the circulation of the prod
ucts of labor is seen as the motive force for changes in social 
rt:iations Jmong producers. The exchange is carried out by 
"family heads," who have the right to the product of their 
labor. I" As the argument develops, we begin to get a picture 
of the society being considered, which presumably endured 
for tive to seven thousand years: a society of independent, 
exchanging producers ("working peasants ... with ... their 
own farmsteads"), specializing within a social division of la
bor, and with property rights to the entire product of their 
labor. It is unclear how such a society allows for exploitation 
and classes, since the basis of class society is the appropria
tion of the surplus product of the direct producers, but this 
anticipates the critique of Engels's argument. 

This exchange is explicitly treated as marginal to the re
production of the producing families ("the little that such a 
family had to obtain by barter or buy")," and the method of 
manufacture of the products obtained in exchange is pre
sumed to be known by the exchanging families, i.e., not just 
by the producer of each product. At this point Engels gives 
an explanation for the division of labor that the exchange 
process presupposes: "[Exchange 1 consisted principally of 
the objects of handicraft production, that is, such things the 
nature of whose manufacture was by no means unknown to 
the peasant, and which he did not produce only because he 
lacked the raw material or because the purchased article was 
much better or very much cheaper. "12 

This implies that specialization-division oflabor-derives 
from some process akin to "comparative advantage"; choice 
of what to produce is an individually determined onc based 
on resource endowments and abilities. Explicit here is a view 
that those in the exchange process meet each other in the 
marketplace as equals-"the peasants, as well as the people 

'. Ibid. 
,. Ihid .. p. H97. 
, Ihid. 
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from whom they bought, were themselves workers; the ex
changed products were each one's own products."'3 We must 
keep in mind that Engels is not describing a class society in 
which the surplus products are appropriated and exchanged 
by the ruling class, but a society of equals, exchanging the 
products of their labor. 

The analysis of the magnitude of value follows directly 
from this analysis of social relations. 

Hence the peasant of the Middle Ages knew fairly ac
curately the labor time required for the manufacture of 
the article obtained by him in barter. What had they 
expended in making these products? Labor and labor 
alone .... [H]ow then could they exchange these prod
ucts of theirs for those of other laboring producers 
otherwise than in the ratio of the labor expellded Oil them? 
Not only was the labor-time spent on these products the 
only suitable measure for the quantitative determination 
of the values to be exchanged; no other was possible." 

The argument for the quantitative determination of ex-
change is clinched by Engels with a rhetorical question ap
pealing to the native intelligence of the peasant and crafts
man, "Or is it believed that the peasant and the artisan were 
so stupid as to give up the product of ten hours labor of onc 
person for that of a single hour's labor of another?"'; 

We can summarize Engels's theory of value as follows: 
exchange occurs because of the production of a technologi
cally available surplus and specialization that is prompted by 
producers achieving quality or cost advantages based on ac
cess to raw materials or individual abilities; the magnitude of 
value is determined by the knowledge or perception by the 

IJ Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
1~ This concluding question is huttrcsscd by the .1sscnion. '" N IlH on)\, 

does the peasant know the JrtiS.Hl '.,; workmg. conditions. but rhe i.ulcr 

knows those of rhe peas.mt JS wdl . People in the Middk Al-!l" were 
thus able to check up with (lmsidl'r.lhlc .1CCllT.lCY 011 ('.l(h other'", rrodlldlnll 

costs ... ~lt least jll respect of .\rticlC\ of d.lily ~Clll'r,ll u<o;('." lI'1d. 
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l·xdl.lnging p~lrtics llf thc Iabor timc rcquircd in production; 
.me! this knll\dcdgc is obtaincd from dircct observation. Fur
ther. this SYStClll of cxchangc is bascd upon cach indepcndcnt 
producL'f possessing thc right to thc full product of his labor. 

Engcls thell argucs that such a theory nccessarily implics 
th.lt the bw of nluc so stated undergoes a nujor modifica
tion with the introduction of money ("metallic money" is 
Engels's term); indeed. that this law of value operates in its 
purest form when exchangcs :lrc barter. I" With the introduc
tion of a moncy commodity. "value" in thc sense Engels 
uses the term becomes obscured. The obfuscation is of a par
ticuiJr type; 11Jmely, that which before was directly per
ceived-at least according to the argument-can no longer 
be pt:rcei\"Cd; to wit, with the introduction of money, "[T]he 
peasant JIld artisan were partly unable to estimate approxi
mately the labor cm ployed therein .... From the practical 
point of view, money became the decisive measure of value . 
. . . [TJhe more [commodities] came from distant countries, 
and the less, therefore, the labor-time necessary for their pro
duction could be checked. "I' 

Our purpose at the moment is to provide a faithful ren
dering of Engels's theory. However, onc cannot help but 
note that it is not obvious why money should play an obfus
cating rolc. If peasants and artisans have direct knowledge of 
the concrete labor time expended in production of commod
ities. and exchange is based on this knowledge, the introduc
tion of money merely requires the seller to keep in mind 
how much of his labor time is exchanged against a givell 
quantity of the money commodity when he becomes a buyer 
of a commodity whose embodied labor time he knows. In 
other words, if labor times arc known, they arc known 
whether exchanges involve money or not. I" Engcls deals 

'. Engcls refers to "thiS b.lrtcr 011 rhe h.lSis of qu,lIluty of Llbor." Ibid .. p. 
H'iH . 

. - Ih,d .. p. HlJ'!. 

,~ And the labor time cmholhcd ill money is irrcin',lIIt w the (·xch.IT1!-!;l' 
If it is kno\vn. then mOTley 15 no JiffcrcTH from ,lilY other cOTlllTlodny in the 
theory. If unknov.m, thi .. l~nor.1TH:l' only ,1fTcrt<; the prodlH er ,lilt! l'xch.lIl~cr 
of moncy. not tho'\l' \"'Il() L'xch,IJlW' other (()IJ1IlHHlltlc ... \'1,1 1l1OIlCY 
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with this inconsistency by saying, "[CJonsciousness [on the 
part of peasants and artisans I of the value-measuring prop
erty of labor had been fairly well dimmed by the habit of 
reckoning with money; in the popular mind money began to 
represent absolute value. "14 

Whether or not one thinks that consciousness and habit 
play a decisive role in the quantitative determination of ex
change, this position would seem to be inconsistent with En
gels's rhetorical question about the intelligence of peasants 
and artisans. One could ask, "is it believed that the peasant 
and artisan, having direct knowledge of embodied labor 
times, were so stupid as to forget this knowledge with the 
introduction of money?" Given that the theory is based on 
perception, the key to the obfuscation of embodied labor 
time would have to be the fact that commodities begin to 

come "from distant countries," so that embodied labor can
not be directly known. Money In such a theory plays no role 
except as a convenient unit of account; it is merely a means 
of circulation. 20 Its use in exchange does not affect Engels's 
theory so long as exchange is between individual direct pro
ducers, his comments to the contrary notwithstanding. 21 

Once Engels has presented his theory of value, which is 
explicitly formulated for noncapitalist relations of produc
tions, he considers the transition to capitalism and the rele
vance of value, as he has defined it, for that mode of pro
duction. Once capitalist relations arc considered, one must 
establish a theory of profit. On this point, hc begins with 
merchant's capital, a form of capital that pre-datcs industrial 
capital and the appropriation of surplus value. Herc his ar-

,., [hid . 

.:'I' Tht' theory of mOTley .1IlJ the IIHHH.'y form I~ l"lll1sidcTCd in CI1.lptcr IV. 

after Wt.' have: J("JJt with the \"I)Ul' form. 
:1 Ihid .• p. H9Y. In (;Jct, dscwheTr Ellgcl~ "l'cms to .lrgul' dl1~: "the intnl

ductioTl of l11etallic mOIH.'y hrought into opl'T.ltioll J series of law.., ",llIdl 
rcm.tin valid for all coulltries .1I1d historlcl) l'ppchs in ",ll1ch Illet.till( I11tllln 

is ;1 J11l'diulll of l'x(hall~l'." Fricdnch Engc)", Alltl.f)"lm".c (Pl'kin~. h'n'I~1l 
Languages Press. 1Y76). ['. IH7. 

Since IlH .. ·tallic money .lppe.1Tcd 111 .1IltlQllIlY. Il~ "scrH'~ \lfl.lw~" mu ... t h.t\'c 

prc";:lilcd for se..'\Tr.d tholls,md ye.IP;. ro-exlstent with till' C\l h.ll1~c I':llt-!cl ... 
J(l.IlyzC'\, The..' only function of mOlley 11H'lltlllllCd I' ,I' I1It',1I1' nl llTl1I1.1I11111 
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gumt'nt parallels his earlier one. Merchants, like artisans and 
pt'asJnts. know each others' costs, and on the basis of these 
perceptions, "the merchant's efforts are deliberately and con
sciousl\' aillled at llIJking this rate of profit cqual for all par
ticipants." cc Thus, in pn:capitalist times, not only did prod
ucts exchange as commodities according to cmbodicd tabor 
timc but therc was a tcndency lor ratcs of protit on merchant 
capital to equalize. 2., Both of these tendencies were the result 
of direct knowledge and perception of labor times and costs. 

It should be noted that the existence of merchant's profit 
contradicts exchange at embodied tabor time. Since by defi
nition merchant's capital exists only in circulation ("pinned 
in circulation" Man says), protit must arise from unequal 
exchange-buying below value and selling above value. En
gels points this out and observes that the precapitalist world 
was characterized by equal exchange domestically (between 
individual producers) and unequal exchange internationally 
(under merchant's capital). In this context he makcs the ob
scrvation that the opposite holds in thc "prcscnt-day world. "24 

So \ve have the suggestion of a fundamental differencc bc
twcen capitalist and precapitalist cxchange based on the gco
graphical character of that exchange. It thus appcars that thc 
law of value developed by Engels cannot abstract from thc 
spatial dimension of cxchangc. 

From this theory of value derivcs a particular view of the 
transition to capitalism. The vicw Engels presents in his es
say at the end of Volume III of Capital is substantially the 
same as that in Allti-Dulzrill,e, where he summarizcs his anal
ysis by writing, "Thc entire process [of thc devclopment of 
capitalism] is explained by purely ccollolllic causes, without the 
necessity for rccoursc etJC/I ill a sillgle instance to robbcry, thc 
state, or political intcrfcrcncc of allY killd."", 

In Engels's view, whcreas the transition may have in-
volved force, we can understand it by abstracting from force, 

" Ibid .. pp. 901-902. 
'1 "[T]his high rate of profit. equal for all participants." Ihitl .. p. <)()2. 
,. Ibid. 
,; Engels, A"ri.D"/"'"g. p. 2()H. Emphasis added. 
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the state, etc., "political influence of any kind," and consid
ering it in purely economic terms. Since the development of 
capitalism involves the separation of labor from the means 
of production, it must be the case that this separation itself 
can be explained by purely economic causes with no neces
sary recourse to force. 26 In specific, the precapitalist society 
in which Engels's law of value operates is one in which rural 
and urban producers have control or ownership of their tools 
and land (in the case of farmers). Such an arrangement can
not be the basis of capitalist production, since under capitalist 
production relations it is the capitalist who monopolizes the 
means of production, with the result that the mass of the 
laboring population must of necessity hire itself out to the 
capitalist. Engels, then, hypothesizes that this basic change 
is achieved essentially without force. This is consistent with 
his view that it is exchange that generates changes in social 
rclations, noted above. 

Engels then explains how the transition to capitalism oc
curred by asking another rhetorical question: "Now what 
could induce the merchant to take on thl' extra business of a 
contractor?";27 that is, to organize and control the production 
process. Thus, the explanation of the transition is situated at 
the individual level. The epochal dissolution of feudal rela
tions, the separation of labor from the means of production, 
will be explained by the motivations of individuals. By tak
ing this approach, Engels anticipates the argument ofSweezy 
in the debate over the transition to capitalism that developed 
in the 1950s. 2" 

The answer to the question is obvious: only the anticipa
tion of an increased profit would induce the mercl13nt to be-

21, In .if/ri.DII/."".\!. Engl'ls .lrgtlt.'~ th.H (,lpn.lhst prl\',Hc properly l'l11l'TgC"t 

"in the interest o( incrcJscd prOdU(tll)11 ,lT1d of {he further,tIlct.' of tT.-lde

hence as a result of l'C0l10ll1K CdUSl'~.·· 

,- Capital. Ill. p. <i1l5 . 
.'M Itodncv HiltOll, cd .. Tl'e' T',HI.'",fltlll Fn"" Fmd"Ii.'''' t(1 ("'rlt"I"", (I \)JJ

don: NC\v' Left Books. ]<J7()}. S\\'Cl'zy .1rgllc~ th.u I.lIhilord ... ..,\\ H~ hl'd It' 

wage labor in respolIsl' to the sprc.ld of l'Xdl.IIl~C. ~lIllT till''' (l)Tm of l'\
plotting lahor proved more prlltiLlhlc. 
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come .1 .. contr;lctllr." ,., The question arises, however, as to 

the source llf this increased protit. Since the artisan is as
sumed to ha\'e the ri~ht to the full product of his tabor, no 
increased protit CII1 be made without a change in the social 
reIJtions of production. In other words, somehow the mer
chant must etll:ct an appropriation of part of the product of 
the artisJn's labor. Engels considers that the artisan willingly, 
\'olunt.lrily accepts the exploitation that profit making re
quires, "B\' thus .~II,ml/ltceill.~ the 1I'('al't'T r('glllar t'IIlp 10 yl/l CIlt , 

[the merchants I could depress the weaver's wage to such a 
degree that a part of the labor-time furnished remained un
paid for."" 

Thus the transition from individual private property in the 
product of bbor, with the artisan owning his own means of 
production, to capitalist exploitation and the separation of 
labor from the means of labor is achieved through a volun
tar\, agreement, a sort of social contract in which onc group 
chooses wage slavery and the other group greater profit. 
Further. wage employment is assumed to involve a guaran
tee of regular employment compared to the situation of self
employmmt. This would seem to be a somewhat controver
sial assessment of the stlbility of capitalist employment. En
gels attempts to give verisimilitude to this theory of the tran
sition to capitalism with a numerical example involving "the 
certainly very modest surplus value rate of 25 percent. "'I 
Once this voluntary pact between exploited and exploiter is 
put into operation, the "merchant-contractor" is able to un
dersell his competitors, and these "will also gradually be 
converted into contractors," presumably by their seeking out 
more artisans willing to trade part of their product for reg
ular employment. As this process develops. wc embark upon 
the epoch of the production of surplus value. The main mo
tive force for this development is the advance of the produc
tive forces associated with large-scale industry. which ren
ders the remaining craftsmen. who stubbornly refuse to treat 

" Capital. Ill. p. ')05. 
" Ibid .. emphaSIS added. 
" Ihid 
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with the merchants-cum-contractor, un viable because of 
higher costs. 

Engels establishes his theory of the rate of proft in capital
ist production without ever employing the concept of value 
of labor power (valorized necessary labor time). For him, 
profit arises purely from a change in the distribution of the 
net product of labor, and the precise rate of surplus value is 
determined at the outset separately in each production unit, 
depending upon the bargain struck between exploiter and 
exploited. 

We can brieRy summarize Engels's view of the transition 
to capitalism: it is a purely economic process, induced by the 
prospect of higher profit, with merchant capitalists becom
ing contractors; the profit is obtained through a largely vol
untary agreement of artisans to surrender their independent 
status and accept lower "wages," implying that profit arises 
in distribution, not production; and finally, the process is 
generalized by the development of the productive forces, 
which makes capitalistically produced commodities progres
sively cheaper. 

C. MEEK'S VIEW Ol' VALUE 

BEfORE CAPlT ALlST RELA nONS 

For those who feel that the concept of value should not have 
as its theoretical basis the perccplioll by individuals. Ronald 
Meek provides an alternative interpretation that maintains 
the spirit of Engels's general outlook. Meek's JllJlysis seeks 
to demonstrate the regulating rolc of value on an objectivc 
basis, rather than upon the subjective (perception)." Like 
Engels, Meek argues that Marx"s value .lI1alysis .Ipplics to a 
range of "commodity producing systems." and clpitalislll 
must be visualized "first alld foremost as a /I,',-li(///,II./;'''''' ,1/ 
I//(, sysle/ll (~( ((1/1lII/(lciil), pn,dll({i"II."" 

Meek's argumellt is that Marx must h.I\·c belieyed th.1t 

., I~OI1Jld M~l"k. SI/IIII, .. \I,II.\" .11,,1 .·\/In (I.nndon: Uul'''''''' .lIld H.ll\' 

l'n7). 
" Ih"l .. p. 12H. 
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v.llue rult'd exchange bdore capitalism, since he (Marx) 
spt'Ilds much of Volume I of Capital considering the ex
ch.ll1ge of commodities at their embodied labor times. Since 
we know that commodities do not exchange in such propor
tions under capitalist relations,.\4 why else would Marx begin 
with exchange under such a rule unless he thought it had 
actually occurred historically? In short, Meek thinks that 
commodities exchanged at value before capitalism, then 
("the morning aii:er") exchange at prices of production after 
capitalism develops. By "prices of production" is meant ex
change values that tend to equalize the rate of profit across 
industries (see Chapter Ill). 

Marx's I".~i(al analysis of commodities, money, and 
value. I believe, and in particular his analysis of the 
transformation of values into prices, lVas envisaged by 
him as a kind of "corrected reflection" of a real devel
opment which had taken place in history .... 

In its "classical form" as Marx conceived it, simple or 
petty production is a state of affairs . . . in which a 
significant minority of products is produced as com
modities, under fairly competitive conditions, by inde
pendent artisans and peasants who own their own 
means of production and who therefore think of their 
net receipts as a reward for their labor. 35 

Meek's position is quite close to Engcls's: both postulate 
a precapitalistic society of independent producers united with 
their means of production, exchanging their products ac
cording to embodied labor time. However, in Meek's view, 
this exchange IS quantitatively achieved not by knowledge or 
perception, but by competition. When critics argued that 

\..& ThIS is because the movement of capital [ends (0 cqu.llizc the r.He of 
profll. Thus relevant for c.lpitalism at the level of analysis of Illany capital; 
arc "modiflt.'d V,l)UCS." Scc Gcrstcm. "ProductIOn. Circubnoll :Ind Value," 

Marx considers these "modiflt."d V,1)\1('5" ("'prices of production") in the tirst 
part of Vo!. III of C'pilai. 

" (.".'p'lai. p. 14.1. 
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Meek's system implied competition, he conceded this and 
sought to establish historical evidence for it. 36 

In fact, Engels's argument implies competition among 
producers, even if he does not argue this explicitly. Knowl
edge of embodied labor time is useful only if it can be acted 
upon, Morishima and Catephores point out; if, for example, 
urban artisans produce within guilds that control member
ship and output levels, then monopoly pricing by the guilds 
could force peasants to accept exchange ratios above those 
implied by embodied labor times. These authors conclude 
that mobility of persons b.etween crafts and occupations is a 
necessary condition to equalize rates of remuneration per 
unit of labor timeY In other words, exchange at any mo
ment would be determined by supply and demand. If there 
were excess demand for a commodity, attempts by the buyer 
to obtain it at its embodied labor time either would be un
successful or leave some buyers unsatisfied, which would 
eventually push up the market price of the commodity, and 
it would no longer exchange at its embodied labor time. A 
barter in which a peasant surrendered, say, "ten hours of 
labor time for a single hour's lab or of another" (to use En
gels's example) would reflect not stupidity, but market con
ditions and the fact that all market exchanges occur between 
individuals in the context of l/IallY buyers and sellers. 

Thus Meek's competitive mechanism would seem a nec
essary component of Engcls's theory of value. We can sum
marize the amended analysis as follows: prior to the capitalist 
epoch, there existed for a considerable period of time socie
ties of commodity producers who had right to the product 
of their labor; exchange in such societies tended to be at elll
bodied labor times. and this rule of exchange WJS generated 
by competition 3mong producers, including Illobilit\· be
tween occupations . 

.... M. Morishima and G. Catl'phorc"" "Is Thefe .1 'Hlstonc.t1 Tr.lIl~'-t.)r

mation Prohlcm '?" /;'(1111(1"';( J,w',hJI. H5 (1 (75). Jnd Ml'd~ \ nTh' The CTl

tiquc is .1lso found .IS ChJptl'T 7 of fV1ichio MOTlsluI11.t ,md (;t'or~(' ( ',1tl'

phorcs. I '"iUf, EXl'/t1ir,rtit1" ,Jlld (;f{II4'r/l, \Vc \.'Oll!\idcr rhl'JT (THllPH' Iwln\ .. 
\' Morishim.l Jnd CJtcphorl'~. I '"/IIt', /;"xI'/t'itdtll'tI ,lIId (;"lU"/', p IH-t 
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D. ENGELS'S THEORY IN RELATION TO MARX'S 

An introduction to Engds's A" M"rx's C'pi!,,/ published un
der the auspices of the Institute of Marxism-Leninism of the 
Soviet Union contains an assessment of the essay by Engels 
that we have summarized above, "Engels's essay is a splen
did model of genuine materialist explanation of the Marxian 
theory of value; and is still unsurpassed as a weapon in the 
tight against all kinds of idealist distortions of Marxism. "J8 

In the following chapter, we shall show that such an as
sessment is incorrect. The entire thrust, as well as the intri
cate detail of Marx's mature work is contrary to Engels's 
view.·N In these works, Marx contradicts, refutes, and wages 
polemical attacks against precisely the views presented in 
"Law of Value and Rate of Profit." Our primary purpose in 
what follows is to develop the central theoretical concepts 
that reveal the operations of a capitalist economy and that 
allow a scientific understanding of its concrete operation. 
With such a purpose, it is of secondary interest which partic
ular person was correct. However, because of Engels's great 
stature among Marxists, it is impossible to avoid direct crit
icism of his work, particularly since his essay provides an 
almost heuristic vehicle tor demonstrating what is incorrect. 
To avoid a presentation that appears as an exercise in the 
history of thought for its own sake, demonstration of Marx's 
opposition to Engels's views is set off in an appendix. This 
allows the central thrust of the discussion to be a develop
ment of the value concept, rather than "Marx's value con
cept." However, in the appendix it is demonstrated, "be
yond a shadow of doubt," that Marx's and Engels's VIews 
were oppmed. 

'" "Forword." in Fnedrich Engds. 0" Jlarx's C,'pi'<I/ (Moscow: Progress 
Publishers. 1'172). p. 'I. where "law 01 Value and Rat,· 01 Protit" is re
printed. 

\'1 Here \VC rcfa to :\ Ctltlfrihfltitl1l Il) IIH' Critl'll4j' ,~f PolltlClll /;cClI/(lmy, 

Cnmd,is.\'t'. C,lpifai, Jnd T/lt'(lrit's l~r SlIrphH I'ailfl'.';, 



CHAPTER II 

VALUE AS 

A SOCIAL RELATION 

A. CONCRETE AND ABSTRACT LABOR 

The method of Engels, which is common to modern neo
Ricardians and Sraffians, is to move immediately from con
crete labor to value-creating labor; or, in other words, from 
the use value of labor immediately to exchange value. The 
twofold nature of labor and labor power is ignored in this 
approach. In a (amous letter, Marx gave what he considered 
"the two best points in my book" (Capital), and the fIrSt he 
lists is the dual and contradictory nature of value-creating 
labor power. 1 

The significance of this insight can be demonstrated by 
considering the cxchange of two commodities. As use val
ues, they are by nature noncomparable, possessing different 
objective characteristics. It is as values that they exchange, in 
which their useful character is abstracted. The problem of 
their noncomparability as use values is not resolved analyti
cally by treating thcm as products of human labor. Just as 
the use values themselves arc qualitatively different, so arc 
the labors that produce thelll. The work of a carpenter is 
qualitatively different from that of a Llrmer, just as a chair is 
different from an car of corn. The physical fact that each 
expenditure of dfort occurs in the diIlll'l1sion of time no 
more indicates the exchange valuc of the commodities than 
the fact that both occupy .1 certain amount of three dimcll
sional space. Marx makes this point clearly. "Because trade 
may, for exam plc, consist in thc cxchange of the lahor of .1 

I Karl MJrx aJld Fricdnch Engl'ls. Sc/(ofd (.'t1/T/,.'pt'PIdr"u' (l\1nSlll\\ Prn~

"." Puhlishers. 1%5), p. 1'J~ 
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shoemaker. miner. spinner. painter and so on, is therefore 
the labor of the painter the best lIleasure of the value of 
shoes?'" 

The misukc is obvious if one asks. can the square footage 
of painted walls be the measure of the value of shoes? Clearly 
it cannot bc, for some mediating form is required whereby 
that which is common to the use values (and concrete labor) 
becomes manifest. It is contrary to the laws of physics that 
a painted wall be directly transubstantiated into a number of 
shoes; concrete labor is not directly reducible to exchange 
value. as Engels would have it. Marx could have been com
menting upon "Law of Value and Rate of Profit" when he 
wrote, "Boisguillebert's work proves that it is possible to 

regard labor-time as the measure of the value of commodi
ties. while contusing the labor which is materialized in the 
exchange value of commodities and measured in time units 
with the direct physical activity of individuals."J 

As our argument unfolds, wc will show that value in the 
scientific sense is unobservable directly and that knowledge 
or perception of labor time is in any case irrelevant to the 
determination of exchange values. Be this as it may, if one 
does know the time a shoemaker spends making a shoe, this 
provides no additional information for determining the ex
change value of the shoes than knowing it is, in fact, shoes 
that are being made. 

Just as the distinction between abstract and concrete labor 
allows one to see the mistake of Engels's stress on perception 
of labor time. it also will, by a more involved process of 
argument, reveal that Meek is incorrect in arguing that com
petition among independent producers who own their own 
means of production results in exchanges at value. It will 
become clear that value systematically rules exchange only 
under capitalist relations of production and in no other sys
tem, historical or hypothetical. 

1 Karl Marx, :\ Cofltrihl/tiOtI to tilt' Critiqlu' (~r PO/lfic,Ji /;'(Mltlfny (Moscow: 
Progress Publishers. 1970). p. 5f,. 

I Ibid .. p. 54. 
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B. PRIVATE LABOR AND SOCIAL LABOR 

Engels and others before and after him took the quantitative 
aspect of exchange as the problem posed for solution.' Yet 
the actual problem is much broader: how do we analyze a 
society characterized by the general production and circula
tion of the products of labor as commodities? Given this, 
onc must decide at what historical juncture the analysis is to 
begin, since excha,nge, and exchange with money, is thou
sands of years old (as Engels points out). It is obvious that 
commodity circulation reaches its most developed stage un
der capitalism, both quantitatively (the extent of the valori
zation of the productions of labor) and qualitatively (the 
complexity of production and circulation). If we view a sys
tem in its most developed form, we can observe tendencies 
and characteristics that were latent at earlier stages. For this 
reason, the commodity and its implications are revealed by 
viewing It in the context of capitalism. Thus, the intention 
to explain commodity circulation and to reveal the laws of 
motion of capitalist society coincide analytically. 

The central characteristic of the capitalist mode of produc
tion, a characteristic from which all others follow, is that the 
private lab or of individuals is not directly social, but must be 
rendered social by the exchange of products as commodities. 
By directly social labor, we mean labor performed within 
social relations in which the particular concrete labor carried 
out by individuals is consciously assigned by the social unit. 
which by definition implies also that the products created are 
also consciously determined at the same time, and that these 
products are distributed as use values. not through exchange. 
In all societies individuals labor. but within capitalist rela
tions of production this labor is carried om in production 
units that are socially isolated. No division of labor is estab-

~ Marx comments .IS foJlo\\'~ 011 this. referring to OIlC of the United St.Hl'~ 
of America's founding fJthcr~: "From tht' oubet Fr.lnklin rcg.ud ... lahor-llTllC 

from J restricted C'conomir 'it.lTldpolTlt .IS the ml'.t!)l1rc of v.1luc The tr.111~

formation of actual products into exrh.1I1gc-\'.1111c\ I~ t.1kcll fllr ~r.mlcd. ,l11J 
it is therefore only J question of di",c(l\,l'rlll~ .111l(.'.t\lITl' oftl1l'ir vAlue" JI"t! . 
p. 56. 
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IisheJ b\' CUS[OIll or ccntral authority prior to production. 
Producers discovcr through the cxchange of their products 
whcther their individual production decisions conforlll to the 
rCljuirclllL'nt that socicty as a whole be reproduced in an ad
equate m.llIncr. In some manner, via the interaction of com
Illodity producers, private bbor Illust be integrated into a 
socially cohesi\'e whole. The labor theory of value is the 
analysis of how private labor becomes socialized and explains 
this process through an analysis of how concrete, specific 
labor is rendered abstract.; 

In capitalist society, the rclations of production dictate spe
citic laws ot" exchange. In this mode of production, the direct 
producer has been separated from the means of production 
and can only be reunited with them via exchange-by the 
capitalist ad\'ancing capital in money form for labor power 
and the means of production. 

To understand this, we must first consider the manner in 
\vhich concrete labor is rendered abstract. In a society of 
commodity producers, concrete labor is expended in the la
bor process. This concrete expenditure of labor power pro
vides the material basis for the circulation of commodities, 
since only that which is produced can be exchanged. How
ever, different commodity producers may expend different 
quantities of labor time in the production of the same prod
uct, so that even in onc branch of industry exchange need 
not imply a standard or normal expenditure of concrete labor 
time in production. At this point in the analysis, exchange 
merely renders all lab or times commensurate, comparable: 
we do not yet have a theory to explain why there should be 
a tendency for producers of the same commodity to produce 
with equal efficiency'" Obviously, it is the social interaction 

; In Rubin's words, "ProductiVIty of labor-abstract lahor-valuc-dis
tribution of social labor: thIS IS the scheme of a commodity ecollomy ill 
which value plays the role of reguiator." I. I. Rubin, Essay.< 0/1 ,\/a,,,'.< TI"",y 
of Val,,, (Detroit: Black and Red. n.d.). p. 07. The same schema is used in 
Gerstein. "Production. Circulatton and Value." h"'IOIIlY "/Id Socie,y (Augusl 
1976). 

, Karl Marx and Friednch Engels, Col/eard Work., (New York: Interna
tional Publishers. 1976), VI. pp. 126ff .. where Marx comments upon Prou
dhon's embodied iabor theory of value. 
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of producers as commodity producers (competition) that es
tablishes this norm. But competition itself is insufficient to 

do so; it must be competition within certaitl relatiolls of pro duc
tio/I. 

Consider first the case of individual producers who own 
their own means of production and take the extreme case 
where none of the inputs used in production is bought, but 
all are produced within a self-contained labor process (such 
as a subsistence farmer selling a portion of his product). In 
this case, only the final prodl)ct of the labor process is a com
modity. Each article of the means of production is produced 
in social isolation by each producer, never facing the disci
pline of competition. There is no social mechanism for 
bringing about a normal expenditure of labor time in the 
products that are the means of production. In such a situa
tion, competition's only function is to impose the rule of a 
uniform selling price in the market place. Here, price is a 
"merely formal moment for the exchange of use values.'" 

This hypothetical situation involves essentially noncom
modity production, in that exchange does not appear until 
the end of the process, when all aspects of the labor process 
have already been determined independently of exchange. 
Because the means of production are not exchanged, the pro
ducer faces no objective necessity to expend any particular 
amount of labor time on them. The only objective necessity 
is that his or her total labor expenditure (and that of the 
family) on use values produced, exchanged and not ex
changed, be sufficient to allow for the reproduction oi the 
family. Should some producers be able to deliver their com
modities with less expenditure of effort than others, the 
more "efficient" producers will enjoy a higher standard of 

1 "To the extent that motlcy I11cdiJtl'S tlw~ t'xcil.lngc the I.ktermin.Hlol1 o( 
prices will become importJllt 011 both sides. but it will do so for Ithe bllvt'rl 
only so far as he does not want to pJY too much for the USI' I'IJ/II( of !J.hor; 
not in so far as he is concerned with its \',l)U(.' lemphasis J.aded1. The CSSl'IlCl' 

of the relation remains uTlchanged evell if this PrlCC which hq~ltl .. . 1 .. n)l1-

vcntional and traditionJI is thereaftn II1cTcasmgly Jl'tCT11111ll'd Cl"OlhH11I('1Ily: 

nothing is essentially Ch.ltlgcd therehy, hlY.1.lISr the.: dctl'rIllIll.1tltHl \l( 

prices remains a mady}lrtPIlll "hlm!'''1 for the l'xdul\gl' of mCfl' \1,,(' \·.lltIC" .. 

K. M.rx. GnlllJrissc (New York: VIt1t.I~e. 197.1). I' 41>, 
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living. This hight:!" stalllbrd of living of sOllle 111 no way 
pressures the less driciellt to raise their efticiency. Indeed, as 
ClIvious as they Illay be. the diH<:rences in concrete labor 
time expended Illay be beyond the ability of producers to 
change, due to differences in soil fertility, size of family, etc. 

There is a mort' profound point to be made, which casts 
doubt upon the very validity of comparing concrete labor 
times in this hypothetical case. Since inputs are not ex
changed, there is no real distinction in the process of the 
reproduction of the family between labor performed for ex
change and labor performed directly for household con
sumption. In the context of family production relations, 
where exchange is Illarginal, any division between labor that 
is economic (for exchange) and labor that is not is arbitrary. 
In other words, there is no social mechanism by which it can 
enter the consciousness of people that part of the activity of 
living and working must conform to an external norm, 
while another part need not. Basically, the exchanging fam
ily unit in this hypothetical case is involved not in commod
ity production, but in the production of use values, some of 
which are exchanged. However wily and avaricious the in
dividual producers may be, they are constrained by their so
cial relations of production in their ability to rationalize their 
production, because they have no monetary costs. Without 
monetary costs, there is no vehicle to provide the inforll1a
tion to adjust production along economic lines. Certainly all 
producers, in all circumstances, seek to economize on time, 
to expend less effort rather than more, but this applies to the 
entire process of family reproduction, not specifically to pro
duction for exchange. Marx makes this point in the Gnllld
risse, when he writes of precapitalist exchange, 

Economy of time, to this all econoll1Y ultimately re
duces itself. Society likewise has to distribute its time in 
a purposeful way, in order to achieve a production ad
equate to its overall needs. .. Thus, economy of time, 
along with the planned distribution of labor time among 
the branches of production, remains the first economic 
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law on the basis of communal production .... How
ever, this is essentially different from a measurement of ex
change values (labor or products) by labor time. The labor of 
individuals in the same branch of work, and the various 
kinds of work, are different from one another not only 
quantitatively but also qualitatively.8 
A distinction can be drawn between the law of the econ

omy of concrete labor time, applicable in all societies with 
or without exchange, and the law of the minimization of 
abstract labor time (law of value). The general conclusion 
that the exchange of products does not in and of itself impose 
a social standard in production applies even in a case where 
the family production unit specializes and produces a producr 
that is exchanged in its entirety. As long as inputs arc merely 
use values and not commodities, no mechanism exists to im
pose an objective standard. The argument that exchanging a 
product implies a normalization in production is an argu
ment of bourgeois neoclassical theory, the theory of "oppor
wnity cost." There it is argued that individuals survey the 
opportunities before them, then impute a value to their time 
based upon the most advantageous alternative. As we shall 
sce, Marx's theory of value turns not upon the perception of 
individuals, but upon forces external to them, which arc re
flected in the consciousness of individuals. 

To this point we have been considering the case whac the 
producing unit purchases none of the inputs. The rolr of 
value as a regulator of exchange is further c1arifil'd by con
sidering the next logical stage. where the means of produc
tion are monetized. Once a portion of the means of produc
tion must be bought, the condition for the repeated cyclr of 
production-exchange changes, since it has now become an 
extended cycle of exchange-production-exchange. Since 
money has been advanced prior to production for the meam 
of production, those means of production must he replaced 
in money form before they can be replacni in material form. 
a condition not imposed upon the producer in our tirst hy-

, Ibid .• p. 17.1. ClIlphJ'" added 
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pothetical case. The law of exchange takes on a new char
acter, as the price of the production must cover at least the 
money 3dv3nced. As more and more means of production 
are bought, this imposes as an objective necessity that price 
cover money costs. Costs now do not reflect the subjective 
assessment of the producer of his or her expended effort, but 
an external necessity. The use value emerging from the labor 
process is becoming a commodity in reality as well as form. 
In the first case, exchange had an overall indeterminacy 
quantitatively, since the concrete labor of each producer ap
peared only as his own labor. In the second case, the means 
of production are presented to the producer as something 
separate from him, the product of social labor-the labor of 
others. 'I 

If we consider the historical development of commodity 
production, as opposed to our hypothetical example, the fIrSt 
major monetization of the means of production comes with 
the requirement that peasants pay money rent, rather than 
rent in kind. At this point, it becomes possible to talk of 
greater determinacy in exchange relations: "The transfor
mation of rent in kind into money-rent, taking place first 
sporadically and then on a more or less national scale, pre
supposes a considerable development of commerce, of urban 
industry, of commodity-production in general, and thereby 
money circulation. It furthermore assumes a market-price 
for products and that they be sold at prices roughly approxilllatil/,I! 
their values, which need I/ot at all be the case III/der earlier f0rtlls. "I" 

In this quotation Marx is unambiguously clear in saying 
that commodities do not exchange at value before the devel
opment of money rent, a relatively late development; then 

" .. Although the dlTect producer still continues to produce at least the 
grcJtcr part of his me,U}s of subsistellce himself. J certain portion of this 
product must now he converted into commodities, mllst be rrodun·J JS 

commodities. The chaTJ.cter of the entire mode of production is thus mure 
or less changed. It loses its independence. its dcL1Chllll'll[ from social con
nectIOn. The Tatio of cost of production. v.:hich now comprises greater or 
lesser expenditures of money. hecomes oeClsi\T," Ctlpif,i/. Ill. p. 7(J7. 

,,, Ihid,. emphasis .l<ldcd, 
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they do so only as a rough approximation. Our point here 
is not to establish what Marx concluded, but to understand 
the development of exchange. As long as money costs are 
few and quantitatively represent a small part of the mass of 
the means of production, the producer is under no compul
sion to exchange his pr?ducts. If exchange is quantitatively 
unfavorable, he can retreat into "natural economy" except 
for those absolutely essential items that can be obtained only 
in exchange. But as the means of production increasingly 
take the form of commodities, the product of the labor proc
ess must be exchanged. A commodity per se is a product that 
not only is exchangeable but must be exchanged. 11 As the 
means of production become monetized, the producer is 
forced to cons.ider the product's exchangeability prior to pro
duction; i.e., he must consider it as a commodity from the 
outset. "The division of a product into a useful thing and a 
value becomes practically importallt only when exchangc has ac
quired such an extention that useful articles arc produced for 
the purpose of being exchanged and their charaClcr as lIalucs 
has therefore to be taken into aCCOUl1t, beforehand, durin.~ prodllc
tiOI1. "12 

Products become commodities, not in the isolated act of 
exchange, but insofar as products in general become com
modities, and they are stamped as such in the production 
process, so their subsequent sale does not make them com
modities, but is merely one moment in general commodity 
circulation. As we shall argue later. the moment of circula
tion always derives from the moment of production, 1.' and 
this generalization applies to commodities as well. When on(' 
observes a fully developed commodity-producing (capitalist) 
society, it appears that products become commodities merely 
by being exchanged, but this is an illusion. exchange being 

11 Capital. I, p. 1Il5. 
" /bid .. p. 7H. 
D "[TJhl' intensity of exchange. If!'> C'xtcnt and !'otructurc. arc dC'tl'rI11I1H.'d 

by the development and stnKturc of productllll1. A detinHe prOdU(1I011 

thus determines .1 definite (OIlSlllnptiol1. dlMrlbutlO11 .md (':\l-h"I1~l' .1~ well 
as dc/i"ifc r«'id(hlflJ hrfll'rnl ,hcg di/1frcII' mmnOIt.\ .. (;nm.lr".'''. p I.)\.) 
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merely the final moment of commodity circulation. To treat 
the exchange of products in precapitalist societies as evidence 
of commodity production is to presuppose the underlying 
social relations of the most developed form of exchange; par
ticularly the monetization of the means of production. 14 

In this context, we can see that Engels confuses the role of 
money in exchange. In Engels's view, as we noted in Chap
ter I, value is a phenomenon of direct perception by individ
uals, and the general use of money makes this perception 
more p,roblematical. In reality, the reverse is the case. What 
one perceives is concrete lab or, the actual activity of produc
ing. The transformation of this concrete labor into abstract 
(value-producing) labor and socially necessary labor is not 
directly observable. Perception plays no role in the determi
nation of exchange rates, so its role cannot be obscured by 
money. Rather, the introduction of money forces the pro
ducer to consider his costs as a socially imposed norm, which 
he must recover in exchange or be unable to repeat his pro
duction, whatever his perceptions. 

At this point it should become clear that under conditions 
of petty commodity production (self-proprietorship), even if 
all the means of production are monetized (exchanged for), 
commodities will not, except as an exception, exchange at 
their values. This is because a portion of the labor time em
bodied in commodities so produced remains concrete labor. 
The living labor expended in production is that of the pro
prietor and family and is not monetized, and, therefore, not 
normalized by exchange. This labor remains private; al
though its product is exchanged against other products, it 
does not directly enter exchange and become social labor. 
The rest of the labor embodied in the product must be re
placed by money since it has been directly exchanged, but 
there is no necessity that the living labor be replaced by 

" And this leads to placing major importance on exchange in precapitalist 
societies. since the conditions for its full development have b"en implicitly 
assumed. Commenting nn this. Marx writes. "'lit is simply wrong to place 
exchange .It the (cnter of J communal -;ocicty as the origil1.1I. constituent 
element." [hid .. p. 103. 
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money in its entirety, since it never assumed money form 
before production. Were we dealing with wage labor . 
talist relations of production-then the paid port" 
lab or would have to be converted into money _ .... ""'.;......-:;c. 
portion (surplus value) into profit. Failure t t~~om-
modity at a price covering wages advanced ( the ~ey 
advanced for the means of production, of euTse) w~d : i 
leave the capitalist unable to re-initiate pro q~n at tH'~ /~-: 
same level. Failure to realize unpaid labor as '~~~ ... ~' 
mean that the capitalist would lack the money foMc~h\\f..' 
lation. The family-Iabor production unit does not face 'these 
necessities, since accumulation is not relevant-the size of the 
family sets the limit to the size of the production unit. Marx 
summarizes this difference well: "For the peasant owning a 
parcel, the limit of exploitation [lower limit] is not set by the 
average profit of capital, in so far as he is a small capitalist; 
nor, on the other hand, by the necessity of rent, in so far as 
he is a landlord. The absolute limit for him as a small capi
talist is no more than the wages he pays to himself, after 
deducting costs. So long as the price of the product covers 
these wages, he will cultivate his land and often al wages dou·n 
10 a physical minimum. "'5 

This, of course, implies that exchange is not ruled by 
value, even if the peasant exchanges in a society that is pre
dominantly capitalist. "For the peasant parcel holder to cul
tivate his land, or to buy land for cultivation, it is therefore 
not necessary, as under the normal capitalist mode of pro
duction, that the market-price of the agricultural products 
rise high enough to afford him the average profit. and still 
less a fixed excess above this average profit in the form of 
rent. It is not IIt?eessary. ther~fclYc, that thc markct·priec risc. eilher 
lip to the value or the price (~(prodIlClion (~(llis prodlw. "1" 

Because living labor is not monetized. "the regulating 
market-price of the product will reach its value (1P11)' Imdcr 
extraordinary circrmlstallCCS. "" The peasant with unusually 

" Cdpildl. Ill. pp. /lOS-HO". Emph";, added. 
" Ihid .. p. S06. Emph.", addl'd. 
,. Ihid .. p. 80S. 
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~olld bnd will have expended less \\'orkin~ tiIlle in produc
ing J givt'n Jlllount of corn, for exaIllple, than a less fortu
nltely endowed peasant. As a consequence, the labor of the 
tirst peasant is worth more in exchange. '" The fact that a 
signitlcant portion of the labor necessary to produce corn is 
not monetized in this case means there is an indeterminacy 
in the regulation of price. Value can only act as a regulator 
of price once the entire product, all inputs. are Illonetized; 
until this occurs, the product is not a commodity in its en
tirety and all the concrete labor time expended on it need not 
be replaced by money. This, in turn, occurs only with the 
development of capitalist production.'" 

It is important not to get caught up in a semantical argu
ment. As value has been defined here. it regulates price only 
under capitalist rclations and can be used as a tool of analysis 
only in capitalist society. Obviously, value reaches its full 
development as a historical process. Fine. whose analysis of 
value and the law of value is essentially in agreement with 
the argument of this chapter, refers to "lower forms of 
value" which exist in precapitalist society.2" Certainly, this 
is a legitimate use of terms, though it has the danger of open
ing the door to confusion and misinterpretation. The essen
tial point to be made, whatever terms arc used, is that only 
under capitalism is concrete labor in general metamorphosed 
into abstract labor, and only under capitalism is this neces
sary m order to bring about the reproduction of class rcla
tions. 

" "One portion of the surplus labor of the peasants. who work under the 
least fJ.\'orablc conditions. is bestowed gratis upon SOCiL'ty and does not at 
all enter into the regulation of price of production or into the rrC.HlOn of 
",Iue in general." Ibid .• p. 80(,. 

,. "[T[hl' product wholly assumes the form of a colTlmodity only-.1> .1 

result of the fact that the entire product has to he transformcd into l'xchangc 
value and that also all the mgredients necessary for its product l't1[l'r It .IS 

commodities-ill Mller u10rds it u1holl}' h(,((lIIII'S .1 (OHWI(ldily Ill/I)' lI';th 'he (/('I'I'i

opmml (Jf1d 011 thl' hasis of (apltl1iis/ prodllcti(lll," Karl M.Hx. Thl'Min ilf SlIrl'illJ 
Valu, (Moscow: Progress Publishers. 1(171). Ill. p. 74. EmphaSIS adtkd. 

~I Ben Fine. "On Marx's Theory of Agricultural Helll," EC(HWIII)' d,ul So
ciety H. 3 (Au~ust 1(179). 
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C. SUBJECTIVE AND OBJECTIVE THEORY OF VALUE 

The argument so far can be summarized briefly: the value of 
a commodity is determined objectively, independently of the 
perception or knowledge of the exchanging parties, and this 
objectification of labor time is achieved through the money 
form. Individuals' judgments as to what portion of their own 
Iaboring time or the la boring time of others is necessary for 
production is merely that-a s,!bjective judgment. ~I 

With this in mind, we can roughly categorize the laws of 
exchange under different modes of production. In all socie
ties, exchange is a part of the general process of social repro
duction and governed by the necessity that the society must 
be reproduced in material and class terms. When exchange 
is marginal, the production and distribution of use values is. 
by definition, carried out primarily without exchange. In this 
case, where few inpllts are monetized. exchange is regulated 
by the condition that the exchange of use values cannot be 
on terms so unfavorable to the exchanging parties that it 
leaves those on one side of the exchange unable to satisfy 
their' subsistence needs. If this requirement is not met. one 
side must cease exchanging and retreat into isolation from 
market relations. Such a very general law of exchange allows 
for considerable indeterminacy in exchange ratios, and in
determinacy resolved in practice by the relative power oi the 
exchanging parties. While not wishing to coin a phrase, we 
might say that, when exchange is infrequent and the means 
of production unmonetized, it is ruled. for direct producers. 
by the "law of subsistence." 

Once the means of production start to take on a money 
form, the indeterminacy is reduced. but remains. Here, ('x-

" Commenting on thl' work of Bailey. Marx wrHes: "Their 'nund' 101 
buyers Jnd sdlersl. their consciousness. may he rompletl'lv I~nor>nt of, 
unaware of the existence of. wh.lt in (.Kt dClCTmiTll-S the value of (heir prod
ucts or their products as values. TIll'\' Ihuyers and sdlersl arc pbred in 
rdationships which determine tlll'ir thinkllll(, hut the\' nu\' \wt know It. 

Economic cJtcRorics arc rdil,ctcd III thr I11l1ld III .1. \'cry distortrd f".tsh
ion. He IHailerJ tr:m!lifcrs the..' prohlc..'m into the spherc of (OnSClOllsncs!lo, 

hecause his theory has got strtlrk." Ihid .. p. lh,~. 
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change is ruled by the "law of monetary costs and subsist
encl' ... As long as labor power is not monetized, it is not 
possible to speak of value, except as all externally, idealisti
cally imposed benchmark; it would be an anachronism to do 
so. ~~ When labor power becomes a commodity, under capi
talist relations of production, it first becomes possible to ap
ply the concept of value, and the indeterminacy of exchange 
disappears. At this point, exchange is ruled by the law of 
value, a law that has two clauses: competition forces all pro
ducers to produce with the minimum input of concrete labor 
time, and forces a tendency toward a normal rate of profit 
in all industries. These two aspects of the law of value can 
be called the "law of socially necessary labor time" and the 
"law of the tendency of the rate of profit to equalize." The 
law of value involves both, and neither is relevant before 
capital establishes its dominance over the sphere of produc
tion. 

Both of these aspects of the law of value arc realized 
through competition; not in Meek's world of "reasonably" 
competitive independent producers, but through the com
petition among capitals. The monetization of all inputs co
incides with their becoming part of the circuit of capitaP-' 
generating the first aspect of the law. The movement of cap
ital between branches of industry, predicated upon the avail
ability of free wage labor, tends to equalize the rate of profit 
across branches. Thus, the law of value, the law of the ex
change of equivalent quantities of sociallabor, is, in fact, the 
law of surplus valuc--the law of the appropriation of unpaid 
labor. "' 

.!:: Marx criticizes Smith and Ricardo for such anachronistic ,Ugullll"lltS: 

"Although Adam Smith determines the value of commoditil's by the I.lbor
time contained In them. he then nevertheless transfers this determination of 
value in actual fact to pre-Smithian times. IRicardol slips into thl' 
anachronism of allowing the primitive fisherman and hunter tu calculate the 
value of implements." Marx. A COlltributioll, p. W. 

'-' The means of production exchange against constant capital and Iabor 
power against variable capital. 

,. Colletti states this well. "In conclusion: the law of value which is indeed 
a law of exchange of equivalellrs. as soon as it IS realized and hecullles d(lwi· 
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D. THE "NECESSARY ILLUSION" 

The task of theory is not only to explain reality but, through 
that explanation, to account for why other theories would 
explain the same reality differently. To this point, we have 
engaged only in the former task: to develop the concept of 
value and demonstrate the circumstances under which it be
comes socially significant as a regulator of the interactions of 
producers. The question remains as to why anyone (and par
ticularly Marx's life-long collaborator, Engels) would view 
value in a completely different and opposed way. This is not 
a mere exercise in the history of economic thought, but a 
task that allows one to reveal starkly the illusions-obfuscat
ing forms-generated by the process of the circulation of 
capital. In other words, the labor theory of value is not only 
a theory of the social regulation of production but a theory 
of how that production becomes Jerisllized-why it appears 
as something it is not. 25 

Engels begins with commodity exchange on the basis of 
equivalent exchange (commodities exchanging at their val
ues) in a context in which each producer has the right to his 
labor. Marx begins similarly, with no explicit statement as 
to the social relations of production involved. But from this 
starting point, the two distinct approaches emerge and the 
theoretical arguments go separate ways. In the former case. 
the presumption that individuals hold right to their labor is 
never questioned, but maintained throughout, and social re
lations of production arc not considered at all, until it be
comes necessary to deal with the historical reality of capital
ism. In the latter case, the analysis reveals, step by step, that 
the assumption of individual private property is inconsistent 
with the actual operation of the law of value and must be 

flatlt, reveals its true nature as the law of mrpllH II"/u( and c.1pHahst .appro· 
priation.·· Lucio Collctti. ~,om ROI/Hedl/ 10 Le"j" (New York: Monthlv Re
view Press. 1979). p. 95. 

" "Marx's theory of value IS identical to hIS Iheo,y ,'llrll<h"<,,, and It is 
precisely by virtue of this clement, .. that Marx's theorv d,lle" \11 principle 
from the whole of claSSICal political eronoll1v," Collctt., ,h,d, p 77 
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discarded. '" For Marx, the right to one's labor was lIIaely till 

uSSlllllpt;(lIl; for Engds it characterized an actual society. 
In bourgeois society, wealth presents itsdf as commodi

ties, and, if we abstract from the circulation of capital, com
modity circulation appears JS the exchange of equivalents. If 
wc ignore the social rdations under which commodities are 
produced and begin with a particular commodity already in 
the market, what we observe is the commodity exchanged 
by the seller for money; then the seller uses the money to 
buy another commodity. Marx called this sequence "simple 
commodity circulation" and symbolized it in the notation C
M-C. Viewed in isolation, C-M-C implies by definition no 
exploitation. But as we have seen in previous sections, this 
assumption of equal exchange presupposes a quantitative 
measure of "equalness." This quantitative measure is value, 
or rather, the magnitude of value. This measure, in turn, 
presupposes that the means of production and labor power 
arc commodities, i.e., capitalist relations of production. In 
the absence of these social relations, the equivalence is merely 
formal, in that it is not based on socially necessary labor 
time. Only under capitalist relations is it possible to compare 
the living labor objectificd in commodities and make the for
mal equivalence an equivalence in essence. Thus, wc can be
gin by assuming individual property in commodities, but 
will quickly discover that our startmg point, the simple cir
culation of commodities, implies the circulation of capital. 
We discover that C-M-C (commodities-money-commodi
ties) implies M-C-M', the advance of money as capital for 
labor power and the means of production (M-C), the ex
ploitation of labor in production, and the subsequent reali
zation of the commodities as money capital. What we have 
discovered is that C-M-C is not "simple" in the sense of pre
dating capitalism, but subsumed in capital's circulation as the 

>. Marx subsequently comments on his assumption made in Chapter I or 
Volume I ... At fIrSt the rights of property seemed to us to be based on a 
man's own laboT. At Icas[, some such aSJllmplicm was ncct'ss<lry '1111((.' only 
commodity-owners wIth equal rights confronted each other." C"p;,,,l. I. p. 
547. Emphasis added. 
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exchange forced upon the proletariat. Workers exchange 
their commodity, labor power, for money, then use this 
money to obtain their means of subsistence. To re-initiate 
the circuit, they must offer their working capacity again for 
sale. Capitalists, on the other hand, as part of the same ex
change advance money for labor power and receive at the 
end of their circuit an expanded quantity of money. Equal 
exchange (C-M-C) is merely a derivative part of a social re
lationship of exploitation. 

This logical progression reveals the social reality beneath 
the exchange of equivalents. Commodity exchange is ruled 
by value when labor power itself is a commodity, which 
necessarily implies the historical process by which labor has 
been separated from the means of production. With this sep
aration, workers must sell their labor power in order to ob
tain their means of subsistence, and capitalists must buy it in 
order to initiate production. Thus, the exchange of equiva
lents is an illusion since it is based upon the buying and sell
ing of labor power, which involves the appropriation of un
paid labor (surplus value). This appropriation occurs in 
production, as the capitalist consumes the use value of labor 
power, forcing the worker to labor the full working day, 
beyond the time necessary to produce the commodities 
equivalent to the value of labor power. 

The illusion of equivalent exchange is not a mere ruse but 
necessary. Capitalist competition enforces a tendency toward 
minimization of concrete labor and equalization of the rate 
of profit across branches of industry. Thus the equivalence 
involved is an equivalence among capitalists, whereby each 
tends to receive an equal "reward" for the capital he or she 
puts in motion. 27 For the \\lorker. the equi\'alence is of a dij':· 
ferent sort, since he or she I13S only labor power to sell. For 
this class, the sale of labor power at its value IS equality in 
form, but exploitation in essence. since the worker surrt'1l-

~7 Here wc .1hstr.1Lt frnm 1Ill' lr.lIl,fllTm.Hlnn ll( \'.1)11('\ lilt" pn(c\ of pro
duction. which dnl'~ not .lffc(t the .lr~lIllH'lll 
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ders the right to the product of his or her lab or by virtue of 
the exchange. ,. 

The illusion of equal exchange, or the equal-exchange-ap
propriation-of-unpaid-labor contradiction, corresponds co 
the illusion of private property under capitalist relations of 
production. A world of commodity exchange is formally or 
legalistically based upon private property, but this is merely 
formal. As a legal fiction, all persons in a capitalist society 
are guaranteed the right to private property, the right to 
hold, accumulate, and alienate wealth. However, in reality, 
the operation of capitalist society presupposes the negation 
of this right. Capitalist accumulation is based upon the ap
propriation of unpaid iabor through the buying and selling 
of labor power. For society as a whole, lab or power becomes 
a commodity when the masses of the population are separated 
from their means of production-their property is expropri
ated by the process Marx called "primitive accumulation. "2. 

Capitalist private property is not a system of individual 
rights co property, but the monopolization of the means of 
production by the bourgeoisie.}(I 

" Marx summarizes this contradiction between appearance and reality as 
follows: "Production based on exchange value and the community based on 
the exchange of these exchange values---even though they seem ... to posit 
property as the outcome of labor alone. and to posit private property over 
the product of one's own labor as condition-and labar as general condition 
of wealth. all presuppose alld produce the seporatioll oJ lobor .fro", its objfClive 
collditiolls. This exchange of equivalents proceeds; it is only the sur}ace layer 
[emphasis addedJ of a production which rests on the appropriation of alien 
labor wit/lout exchallge. but with the se",hlm"e of ex(hOf'ge. This system of 
exchange rests on capilal as its foundation. and when it is regarded in iso
lation from capital. then it is a mere illusion. but a necessary illusion. Thus 
there is no longer any ground for astonishment that the system of exchange 
valucs-exc1JatJ~t' of equivaletlts rhrou.,?h [ahor-turns into. or rather rt'IJt'Llls as 
its hidd", ba(kgroulld. complete separation of labar and property [emphasis 
addedJ.·· Crz",driss<·. p. 5()9. 

':1 "The so-c.lllcd primitl\T accumulation. therefore. is Iluthill~ else than 
the hlstoneal process of divorcing the producer frolll thc.' means of produc
tion'" Capital. I. p. (,hH. 

"" "Political Economy confuses on principle t\\/(J \'ery dincft'llt kll1o~ of 
private property, of \,.,hich onc re~t5 on the prooucer\ own l.tbor. the other 
on the employment of the Lthor of others, It foq~et~ th,lt the I.Htl'r not only 
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The appropriation of unpaid labor-direct and obvious in 
systems of slavery and serfdom-appears as the exchange of 
equivalents under capitalism; this facade of equality reflects 
a facade of private property for all, and conceals the fact that 
the only property of the worker is his or her capacity to 
labor. Further,' this "property" alienable by the worker can 
only be sold to capitalists. The la"V of exchange under capi
talism is as follows: capitalists exchange at value and appro
priate surplus value and accumulate; workers exchange at 
value and surrender unpaid labor. 31 

The recognition that the law of value first became opera
tive under capitalism and not before is a scientific insight of 
considerable political importance and is the cutting edge of 
Marxism's attack on reformist political practice . .11 To argue 
that the law of value ruled for five to seven thousand years, 
as Engels does (and Meek for a more modest period), is to 

argue that exchange can occur among independent, self-cm
ployed producers without generating capitalism. That is, it 
posits a world of competing producers, exchanging their la
bor, without any contradictions that would give rise to the 
concentration and centralization of production. In short. im
plicit in the argument is that commodity exchange itself can 
be equal and socially egalitarian, and is characterized by ex
ploitation only when it comes under the domination of cap
ital. This view, commodity production and the competition 
among producers that it implies, treats exchange as intrinsi
cally benign, capable of regulating and reproducing a society 
of equals. This, in turn, implies that commodity production 
and competition are not themselves sources of exploitation. 

is the direct .antithesis of the former. hut dhsolutdy ~rows on Ih tomh 
only," Ibid .• p. 716, 

.'1 "[AJccording to Marx. wh.lt makes thiS rcl.1tlOll of cqu.1.hry J;mH,JJ .1l1d 
conceals real inequality is thl' fact th.u the properly at rhe disposal nf the 
\\'orkcr (his own laborin~ capJritr) is only property 111 ,1rrfi2rdt/a, ,. (.'Oll(·ltl. 

From RtllHJrclll ft1 Lfni", p. 94 . 
. 1~ Colll,tti goes so f.1.r .)s to say. "ThiS confUSIOn hc(wC'('11 bw of bbl)r 

time (which .1pplics to all societies) .Hld Us tl'ushl7Cd n,'.Ihl.1t1on III the world 
of capit.ll Jnd of (0I1111l0dUIl'S 11.1' ... · nf ,·.lluc! /.I rll .. rt't'( 1'1 "",d,-m rn'l

si(JrrisnI." Ibid .. p. 91. El11r1u!"l', .1ddcd. 
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economic crisis. ete.. but only become so under capitalism. 
Another way of saying this is that the contradiction between 
use value and exchange value is not antagonistic. From this 
it follows that commodity production need not be abolished 
to end the crises. class antagonisms. etc.. associated with 
capitalism. 

This. of course. was precisely the argument of Proudhon. 
which Marx attacked so sharply," He did so because the pro
duction of commodities necessarily implies capitalism. and 
as it develops it generates capitalists and proletarians. If one 
does not recognize this. it is possible to believe that regula
tion of the abuses capitalism generates within commodity 
production will have a major impact on eliminating the class 
antagonisms of the system and the tendency toward crises. 

The debate over whether commodity exchange itself im
plies capitalist exploitation has a long history in Marxist lit
erature. It is over exactly this issue that Lenin berated the 
"Norodnik" economists in Russia. Like Proudhon (and En
gels). these spokesmen of the peasantry argued that a society 
of independent. proprietor farmers and craftsmen could form 
the basis of a commodity-producing society and that capital
ism distorted commodity production. Lenin rejected this ro
mantic view. arguing that independent commodity produc
tion necessarily implies capitalism. 

[SJeparate producers. each producing commodities on 
his own for the market. enter into competition with onc 
another: each strives to sell at the highest price and to 
buy at the lowest, a Ilccessary reslllt or which is that tilt' 
strollg hecome stroll.,!cr alld the lVeak go Iwder, a minority 
are enriched and the masses are ruined. This leads to the 
conversion of independent producers into wage-work
ers and of numerous small enterprises into a few big 
ones. 

The enrichment of a few individuals and the impover-

\\ MJTX dot's ti1l'') III Tile l'ol'f'rty (~r Plti/(lJ(lpily. 
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ishment of the masses-such are the inevitable conse
quences of the law of competition. l4 

Given the conditions for general commodity production
producers untied to the land or guilds by servile social rei a
tions-one has the conditions for the development of capi
talism. The spread of commodity circulation necessarily 
leads by its own laws of competition to the negation of in
dependent, separate, and isolated producers. Commodity 
production appears as the exchange of equivalents. but nec
essarily implies the division of society into the two great an
tagonistic classes of modern times-the capitalist class and 
the proletariat. 

E. THE LAW OF VALUE SUMMARIZED 

Having established the historical specificity of the law of 
value-that it applies to capitalist relations of production 
alone-we can now summarize its operation. In every soci
ety a division of labor must be brought about such that the 
products produced conform in variety and quantity to the 
necessity of social reproduction. In precapitalist society. this 
division of labor is achieved through a conscious regulation 
prior to production and distribution. This is achieved through 
largely servile social relations-slavery and serfdom being 
the best known examples. With the separation of labor from 
the means of production. production becomes socially iso
lated, with each capitalist arriving at his or her production 
decisions in a formally independent manner. It is in this sense 
that capitalist production is anarchic. 

This anarchy is both reRected in and rendered illto an or
derly anarchy through exchange. Conceptually. the tirst con
sequence of this exchange is that each capitalist is forced to 

produce in an efficient way. The exchange of the Illeans of 
production and labor power presents each capitalist with J 

standardized monetary cost for a given quantit\' of these. 

U V. I. Lenin. "On the So-C.llkd f\1.lrkct Ql1('\tJ(lll." IT1 c'\lfhdrd Irt'rk.\ 
(Moscow: Progr('~~ Puhh,hcp>, I'n~). pp. t).",. tJS. 
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Thcsc quanti tics must thcn bc consumcd productively sub
jcct [0 a standardizcd selling price. As somc capitals consume 
productivc L'apital morc L'iticicntly, their protits increase ac
cordingly, and thc less cfticient capitals must emulate the 
morc efficient or be eliminated from production. It is by this 
process that socially necessary labor timc is established in 
each industry. The concrete labor consumed in production
living and dead-is rendered comparable in exchange and 
normalized through competition. In this manner, value 
comes to rule production. The socially determined normal 
labor time exists "behind the backs" of each capitalist, and 
without entering thc consciousness of capitalists regulates 
their production. This is the operation of the law of the min
imization of concrete labor in production. 

In the accumulation process, qualitative changes-produc
tivity change, concentration, and centralization-result in a 
change in the quantitative distribution (composition) of total 
production. At this point, the law of value becomes the law 
of the social division of labor. Shifts in supply and demand 
result in deviations of exchange value from value, resulting 
in profitability deviating systematically across branches of in
dustry. This deviation, which manifests itself in profit dif
ferentials, is reduced by the movement of capital between 
industries. In this process by which workers arc shifted be
tween industries, concrete labor, rendered abstract through 
the exchange of the products of their labor, becomes abstract 
directly. The shift of labor between branches of industry by 
capital separates in practice particular concrete labor carried 
out in the labor process from the worker himself or herself. 
There increasingly comes to be no relationship between the 
particular knowledge or skill of the worker and the work he 
or she carries out. With the mobility of the proletariat among 
labor processes, the worker's labor power is rrndered an ab
stract force, alien to him." 

The law of value. then, is not only the law of labor timL' 
under capitalism (division of labor), the law of surplus valuL' 
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(exploitation), but also the mechanism of alienation. When 
capitalism is immature and laborers carry to the capitalist
controlled labor process skills and knowledge necessary for 
production, this alienation is primarily the alienation of the 
worker from his product. As capitalism develops and the 
division of labor increases within the production process, the 
worker increasingly becomes alienated from the work proc
ess itself, reduced to a mere spurce of homogeneous, abstract 
human energy. The worker becomes in form and essence 
merely an extension of capital, so that the cooperative pro
ductive power of the masses appears as the productive power 
of capital. J6 

'" Capital, I, Chap. XIII. 



APPENDIX 

THE VIEWS OF MARX AND ENGELS 
ON THE LAW OF VALUE 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Friedrich Engcls is a towering figure in the history of the 
revolutionary movement. It is a serious matter for onc to 
take basic exception to his views, particularly since there is 
an unfortunate tendency in the Marxist literature to rely 
upon quotations from authorities rather than scientific argu
ment. In Chapter 11, we used quotations-particularly from 
Man-only when their clarity was so striking that they cried 
out for inclusion. Our purpose in this appendix is to reach 
into the work of Marx and Engels to demonstrate unambig
uously that their views on fundamental issues differed dia
metrically. The issues considered here are: (I) the historical 
specificity of the law of value, (2) the role of perception and 
knowledge in the operation of that law, and (3) the process 
of the transition from precapitalist modes of production to 
the capitalist mode of production. 

B. THE HISTORICAL SPECmCITY OF THE LAW OF VALUE 

In Chapter I, we demonstrated that Engels believed that the 
law of value had operated for five to seven thousand years. 
and it is not necessary to quote from his work again to that 
effect. It remains only to establish Marx's criticism of such 
an interpretation. 

By drawing together Marx's different works. it is possible 
to present a coherent critiquc of Engcls's analysis of cx
change. As wc saw in Chapter l. Engels begins his treatment 
of exchange by considering a society of indcpendl'l1t produc
ers, producing a surplus. in which this surplus is exchanged 
individually to satisfy nceds that each producer ClIlnot satisfy 
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by his own production. We have here the presupposition of 
individual property in the product of labor, the existence of 
a surplus, and a complex division of labor. Marx rejected 
each of these presuppositions explicitly. Writing of the pre
capitalist period, he says, 

[Merchant's capital) therefore merely promotes the ex
change of commodities, yet this exchange is not to be 
conceived at the outset as a bare exchange of commodities 
between direct producers. Under slavery, feudalism, vas
salage ... it is the slave-owner, tile feudal lord, tile tribute
collecting state, wllo are the oult/ers, henct' sellers, ,~(the prod
ucts. 1 [Emphasis added.] 

This exchange is among members of the exploiting classes, 
because property, in Marx's view, was not held privately, 
but was essentially communal, and the individual was only 
an organic part of the community. 

The earth is the great workshop, the arsenal which fur
nishes both means and material of labor, as well as the 
scat, the base of the community, of the community pro
ducing and reproducing itself in living labor. Each in
dividual conducts himself only as a link, as a member of 
this community as proprietor or possessor. 1 

This, according to Marx, implied that the individual can
not be considered as a worker..\ Further, the existence of a 
surplus product is not a natural thing, bue must be explained 
in terms of the social relations that create it; "favorablc nat
ural conditions alone, give us only tile p(1Ssihility, never the 
reality, of surplus labor. '" The presupposition of private 
property and a surplus product is necessary for Engels's 

I Capit.ll. Ill. p. 326. 
1 Gnmdrisse. p. 472. 
I [hid .• pp. 471-412-
• TlreMie.' 4 S"rp/ll.< 1'"1,, ... p. 4W .nd C,'pit"/. I. pp. 41'12-41'1.'- En~ds" 

presupposition of • surplus product i, .1,,, m.do hv Mook. hut moro ~x
plicitly: "1 "sume th.t ,. surrlus prod 11 ct I " III f.rt rrodllrod. hut th.l.t 
forst it is consumed hy thc doroct rrodllrc".·· M,"ck. SmIth . . If.,", ,lnd .~.#rr 

(London: Ch'p",.n .nd H.II. 1'177). p. 1.1.1 
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treatment of the division of Iabor. As we saw in Chapter I, 
Engels believed that the division of Iabor arose sponta
neously and naturally because "[ the peasant] lacked the raw 
material or because the purchased article was much better or 
vcry much cheaper.'" This tormulation assumes what it 
seeks to establish; i.e., it assumes that families "had to ob
tain" some things they required, which presupposes the need 
for things, and presupposes that specialization exists. Herc 
Engels is following in the logic of Proudhon, (, which Marx 
attacked sharply, 

A very large number of products arc not to be found in 
nature [Proudhon says] .... If man's needs go beyond 
naturc's spontaneous production, he is forccd to have 
recourse to individual production .... A single individ
ual, feeling the necd for a very great number of things, 
'cannot set his hand to so many things' [i.e., make thcm 
'vcry much cheaper,' JW]. [However] so many needs to 
satisfy presuppose so //IallY to prodllce-there arc no prod
ucts without production .... Now, the //IO//letll YOII pas
tIIlate //lore thatz otze //Iall '5 halld helpitzg ill prOdll({iotl, YOII 
at ollce presllppose a whole prodllctioll based Otl the dillisioll of 
labor. Thus nced ... itsclf presupposes thc whole divi
sion of labor. In presupposing thc division of labor, you 
get exchange, and, consequently, cxchange value. Onc 
might as wcll have presupposed cxchange value from 
the very beginning.7 

Thus, by postulating that some can produce things cheaper 
and better, Engds presupposes thc need for them in the first 
placc and the division of labor that allows for some to pro-

; Capital. Ill. p. H97. 
~, "How does use value become exchange value? . SIT1cc.: a vcry J.lrgL' 

number of things I need occur in nature only III moderate qUJluitll'S. or 
even not It all. I am forced to assist in the production of \'.:!l.lt I bck. And 
as I Glnnot set my hand to many things. I shalll'ropt1Jt' to other men. . to 
cede to me a parr of their produ([s In ('xclwf,,'!t' for 1Tl1lll'." Proudholl. Phi
losophy of Poverty. quoted in Marx Jnd Engels. Col/atrd Works. VI. pIlI. 

, [hid. pp 11 I-I 12 
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duce them cheaper and better. This, of course, implies that 
exchange arises voluntarily and individualistically. Having 
assumed the division of labor, assumed many needs, and as
sumed, in effect, exchange, Engels then considers the quan
titative basis of exchange. For him, this derives from the 
answer to a rhetorical question, 

What had [the producers]' expended in making these 
products? Labor and labor alone .... [T)hey spent noth
ing but their own labor power. B 

It is exactly such a statement which Marx criticized in the 
Gotha Program ("Labor is the source of wealth"). While it 
is true by definition that human beings expend only their 
labor power on a product, this implies nothing in and of 
itself until one specifics the social rclations within which that 
labor power is carried out, 

Labor is not the sOllrce of all wealth. Nature is just as 
much the source of use value ... as labor.. . Man's 
labor only becomes a source of use values, and hence 
also of wealth, if his rclation to nature. the primary 
source of all instruments and objects of labor. is onc of 
ownership from the start." 

Thus the answer to Engcls's question presupposes private 
ownership, which he assumes ex 1II<1(/,ill<1. Totally ignored 
are the social relations of production of peasant society and 
the exploitation that was the basis of that class society. 
Marx's entire treatment of exchange in precapitalist society 
is based upon the recognition that these societies were char
acterized by servile relations of production in which the di
rect producers. while united with the means of production. 
had no right of property. lkcJUSL' they did not and the 
closely related reason that the means oi production were not 
monetized, value did not rule exchange. Criticizing Torrens. 
Marx makes this explicit. 

, C'pi("I. Ill. p. H<i7. 
'I K.HI Marx. Tilt' F"sI /"(fTP/,lIltlPl,,1 ,,,,d :"tin (Nl'\\ YlHk YIIlI .. q.:::C Hnnk!->. 

1974). p. _>41. 
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"In that early period of society" [Torrens's phrase] (that 
is, precisely when exchange value in general, the prod
Uct as a commodity, is hardly developed at all, and con
sequently whm therc is I/(> law ,~r valllt' either). 10 

The law of value does not exist because, 

[T]he pr~duct wholly assumes the form of a commodity 
only as a result of the fact that the entire product has to 
be transformed into exchange value and that also all the 
ingredients necessary for its production enter it as com
modities-in other words it wholly becomes a com
modity only with the development and on the basis of 
capitalist production. 11 

Marx again and again repeats that value rules ollly under 
capitalism, that the exchange of equivalents that Engels 
places in precapitalist times occurs only under capitalism and 
hides exploitation. In Chapter II (footnote 28) we gave a 
quotation from the Crrllldrissc to this effect. Almost the same 
passage appears in Capital, Volume I, 

[I]t is evident that the laws of appropriation or of private 
property, laws that are based on the production and cir
culation of commodities, become by their own inner 
and inexorable dialectic changed into their very oppo
site. The exchange of equivalents, the ori.l!illal operatioll 
lvith which we started, has now become turned round in 
such a way that there is ollly <1/1 apparcllt c.whall,f!c. 12 

This inversion does not occur historically, but is the rela
tionship between surface appearance ("necessary illusion") 
and the underlying reality, 

At first. the rights of property seemed to us to be based 
on a man's own labor. At least, some such ilSSlllllptioll 

was necessary since only commodity-owners with equal 
rights confronted each other, and the sole means by 

:" Tht'tlrlt'$ of SlIrpfll.'; ! ',!lIIt', Ill. p. 75 

" [hid. 
" Clp",i/. I. p. 0;47. 
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which a man could become possessed of the commodi
ties of others. was by alienating his own commo~·.·P.I'!~ 
... Now. however. property turns out to be II'Ii..~~",",,-
on the part of the capitalist. to appropriate If!id 
labor of others or its product. and to be the ssi~ 
ity. on the part of the labQrer. of appropriat is owft.. 
product. The separation of property from la or as be-'
come the necessary consequence of a law thati<!l~ filly ~ 
originated in their identity. [Emphasis added. P~'!'!Ir, I HI 

Having made this line of argument. Marx refers s~~~ 
:ally to a society of independent producers exchanging 
:quivalents as the "paradise lost of the bourgeoisie. where 
Jeople did not confront onc another as capitalists, wage
:arners. landowners. tenant farmers, usurers, and so on, but 
;imply as persons who produced commodities and sold 
:hem. "14 It is exactly such a lost paradise of unexploited pro
:lucers that Engels creates in order to analyze exchange. 

B. THE ROLE Of PERCEPTION 

AND KNOWLEDGE Of LABOR TIME 

I\s we have seen. Engc1s explained equivalent exchange on 
:he basis of the knowledge of producers-having knowledge 
)f the production of others. the exchanging parties would be 
'stupid" to accept other than equivalent exchange. In Chap
:er 11, we showed that this explanation confuses concrete and 
Ibstract labor. and we need not repeat that argument (or 
\-hrx's views given there). For Marx, the law of value was 
111 objective law, independent of perception. 

The "circumstances" which dctCfminc the \'Jluc of a 
commodity arc by no mcans further c1ucid.1tcd by bemg 
described as circumstances which influence the "mind" 
of those engaging in exchange .. 1~ circumst.lnCL·S which. 
as such. likewise exist (or pL'rhaps thL'Y do not. or per-

11 Jb,d 

,~ :\ CI1lllrrimtillPl, p. flO, 
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haps they are incorrectly conceived) in the consciousness 
of those engaging in exchange. 15 

In his movement from Iabor-in-production to price, En
gds is again following the method of Proudhon, which 
Marx ridiculed, 

Begin, he [Proudhon] says, by measuring the relative 
value of a product by the quantity of labor embodied in 
it, and supply and demand will infallibly balance onc 
another .... [TJhe product's price will express exactly 
its true value. 16 

This is Engels's argument: each buyer measures lab or time 
in production by observation, then exchange reflects this as
sessment. Marx comments: 

Instead of saying like everyone else: when the weather 
is fine, a lot of people are to be seen going out for a 
walk, M. Proudhon makes his people go out for a walk 
in order to be able to ensure them fine weather. 17 

Marx's analogy makes the point that value only appears as 
price, and it is only in the form-the price form-which val
ues affect the consciousness of the parties involved in the 
exchange. The essence of the value-price relationship for En
gels is that the two are identical: individual knowledge of 
values, prior to exchange, brings about exchange at value. 
Thus, like Proudhon, for Engels "people go for a walk in 
order to be able to ensure them fine weather." For Marx, the 
essence of the value-price relationship is their non-equiva
lence. 

But although price ... is the exponent of I a commod
ity's] exchange ratio with money, it does not follow that 
the exponent of this exchange value is necessarily the 
exponent of the magnitude of the cOITImodity's value. IH 

.~ ThcMlf.i Ilf SlIrp/ll.i I ·,!llIf. Ill. p. HlJ. 

". Marx and Engels. Col/I'(/I'd Work.<. VI. r 1.11 
,. Ehid. 

" C"pi/ai. I. p. 1114. 
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The deviation of price from value signals commodity 
producers to vary their supply by momentarily allowing 
producers to realize above or below normal profits. Thus the 
law of value is not the result of knowledge, but "competition 
implements the law according to which the relative value of 
a product is determined by the labor time needed to produce 
it," and, further, this implies that "the determination of 
value by labor time . . . is therefore merely the scientific 
expression of the ecolJomic relations of present-day society." [Em
phasis added.)19 

In summary, Engels's stress on perception arises from not 
considering the social relations within which exchange oc
curs. Having abstracted from social relations, he necessarily 
treats exchange ahistorically and makes value an abstraction 
of the mind in the first instance. Marx argued the opposite-
the minds of people form abstractions only when those ab
stractions exist in reality, independently of whether they are 
perceived. 20 

C. THE TRANSITION TO CAPITALISM 

Engels argued that the development of capitalism could be 
explained in "purely economic" terms, "without the neces
sity for recourse in a single instance" to any "political infer
ence. "21 Marx devoted an entire section of Volume I of Cap
ital to the forceable methods that accompanied the emergence 
of capitalism. Indeed, the titles of the chapters in this section 
indicate his view of the role of violence. Chapters XXVI
XXXIII of Volume I represent almost a continuous analysis 
of the violence necessary for the emergence of the capitalist 
mode of production. 22 

One quotation suffices to demonstrate Marx's vie\\': 

,. Marx and El1grls. C..I/rdra W,'rh. VI. r 1.'4 
,. Gnmdri.<sr. p. 106. 
" .4l11i·D"/",,,.~. 1'. ~ilH. 
~l It is noteworthy that in his re\"l(."ws and summ,uy llf Volume I \If C"I'

itd/, Engcls does not refer to these duptcf\ Fricdrlch En~('h. 0" .\fln.\"\ 
C.pir.1 (Mosrow: i'rogrc" Pllhhshc". 1'172). 
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Direct force, outside of l'Conomic condition" IS of 
course still uscd, but only l'xceptionally lin ninetecnth 
CL'nturv Britainl .... i( is (1(/It'I'II'ise durillg (IIf IIi.((o/'ica/ 
,~t'I''':iis (~("l'i("lis( produc(i()II. The bour!4coisic, at its risc, 
\\'Jnts and uses the pOWl'f of the state to "rl'!4uhte" 
WJ!4l'S, i.e., to force them within the limits suitable for 
surplus value making, to lengthen the working day and 
to keep the laborer himself in the normal dcgrcc of dc
pl'ndl'llce. 'I'/,is i:i all e.'Sw(ia/ c/ell/('II( of (II/' 50-cal/ed prill/i
(i,',. a((III111I/,,(ioll. ~.\ 

This is a particular casc of Man's general conclusion that 
"force is the midwife of every old socicty prcgnant with a 
nc\v onc. "2..J 

The other elements of Engels's vicw of the transition
that it was brought about by mcrchant's capital, that it in
volved artisans voluntarily choosing wage labor-were also 
criticized by Marx when he found these argumcnts in the 
work of others. On thc latter question, Marx argued that the 
apparently voluntary acceptance of wage slavery occurred 
only because workers had forceably becn separated from 
their means of production and had no choice but to become 
proletarians. He viewed sclf-employment as a barrier to thc 
development of capitalism, which had to be eliminated 
through the force of the state. ~o 

Equally important from a theoretical point of view is En
gcls's incorrect treatment of merchant's capital. In Marx's 
view, merchant's capital was the form of capiul (M-C-M') 
without the essence of capital (control O\'l'r production). As 
a consequence: 

I Alii development of ml'fchant's capital tcnds to !4ivc 
productioll morc and more thc character of productioll 
for exchan!4c value and to turn products morc ,11Il1 morc 
into commodities. }'f( its r/c"daplI/('I1f i, ill("/),,h/I' hy 

.'\ Emph,~"'I~ ,lddnl (:"fl'tllf, I. p (IHtJ 

" Ihld . P 71).,. 
" Scc Cn",dn\\(, pp. ;O;-;()H; (."'l'i(,I/, I. pp (IHl-f,H':', (IX(), ()II..t 
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itself of promoting alld explailling the trallsition from olle mode 
of production to allother. 2h 

Marx does consider the case of the merchant extending his 
control over production and comes to a conclusion opposite 
to that of Engels, 

This system presents everywhere an obstacle to the real 
capitalist mode of production and goes under with its 
development. 27 

[n Marx's view, capitalism develops by virtue of the direCl 
producer becoming a capitalist: 

The transition from the feudal mode of production is 
twofold. The producer becomes merchant and capitalist . 
. . . This is the realiy revolutionizing path. Or else, the 
merchant establishes direct sway over production. 
However much this serves historically as a stepping 
stone ... it cannot by itself contribute to the overthrow 
of the old mode of production, but tends rather to pre
serve and retain it as its precondition. 1H 

Thus, for Marx, merchant's capital did not provide the 
path to capitalism, since it was incapable of generating the 
separation of labor from the means of production ("primitive 
accumulation' '). 

As a final note, it should be pointed out that Marx and 
Engels had entirely different explanations oj the origin oj 
surplus value in the initial stages of capitalist development. 
Engels, as part oj his voluntaristic view oi the development 
of wage labor, argued that independent artisans willingly ac
cepted lower wages in exchange for regular employment. 
The idea that capitalists (and capitalism) can deliver "regular 
employment" is in-and-of-itself a quite astounding idea, 
when onc realizes that the capitalist mode of production IS 

". Capital. Ill. p. -'27. Emph.,j, added. 
" 1bid .. p. J.H. 
" 1hid .. 1' .. l.14. 
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tht' tirst to gent'fatt' idlent'ss for a parr of tht' laboring pop
ulation as an t'ndemic and systt'lllllt;( characteristic of its op
nation. Indeed, even if wc only consider employment at the 
level of individual capitals, a basic advantage of capitalist re
btions of production is precisely that capitalists can hire and 
tire workers at will. This is a necessary characteristic for a 
mode of production based on production for exchange value 
and constant revolutionizing of the means of production. In
herent in capitalist accumulation is what Marx called "that 
monstrosity, an industrial reserve army, kept in misery in 
order to be always at the disposal of capital," and the reserve 
army and the fluctuations of the market "dispels all fixity 
and security in the situation of the laborer. "2') Engels clearly 
reverses reality. It is the control of the means of production 
that gives the direct producer any security at all, and sepa
ration from the means of production eliminates that security. 

Only slightly less astonishing is the argument that produc
ers would willingly accept a lower standard of living, even 
if such security of employment were magically guaranteed. 
Such an cxplanation for the production of surplus valuc 
comes very close to the arguments of a social contract type. ", 

Marx's explanation of surplus value was entirely different. 
First, the forced, violent process of the separation of labor 
from the means of production (particularly land) created a 
free, impoverished proletariat which had the "choice" of 
vagabondage or wage-slavery. Given a large pool of free
wage labor, impoverished and politically powerless, capital
ists could force down the standard of living of their workers 
to a base minimum and ruthlessly extend the working day . .11 

, .• CJpital. I. p. 457. 
-',n "Ho\v then. in old Europe. WJS the expropriation of the IabofL'r from 

his conditions of la bar, i.e., the coexistence of capital ,md \ahar, bruu~ht 
about' By a social contract of a quite ori~inal kind laccordin~ tu E. C;. 
Wakcticldl. 'Mankind have adopted a ... simple contrivancc for promutill~ 
the accumulation of capital.' which. of course, since the time of AdaIH. 
Roared in their imJ~inJtion ... : 'they have divided themselves into oWllers 

of capital .tnd owners of lahor. This division W.1S the result of concert and 
combination.' " Ihid .. p. 71 H. Ma" IS quotill~ frolll W.lkctidd hnc. 

" Sce Cdritd/, I. Ch.lptcr XI .1IId also X ("The WorkiJl~ I).,,''). 
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D. ORIGIN Of THE OPPOSING VIEWS 

We have shown the fundamental disagreements between 
Marx and Engels over the analysis of capitalism. It is possi
ble, in very general terms, to identify the origins of the dif
ferences. In The German Ideology, written by Marx and En
gels in the 1840s, one finds a theoretical method that places 
circulation and production on the same analytical level. code
termining the development of society. 32 Engels never changed 
from this position: 

Political economy, in the widest sense, is the science of 
the laws governing the production and exchange of the 
material means of subsistence in human society .... 
[E)ach has what a(e also for a large part its OU'II special 
laws. But on the other hand, they constantly determine 
and influence each other to such an extent that they 
might be termed the abscissa and ordinate of the eco
nomic curve. 33 

Certainly by the time he came to write A COl1lribllfion to 
the Critique of Political Ecollomy, Marx had totally broken 
with this position. In the Gnmdrissc he makes this clear, deal
ing first with distribution 34 then exchange in regard to pro
duction: 

But (1) no exchange is possible without diviSIOn of la
bor, whether this is naturally evolved or is already the 
result of a historical process; (2) private exchange pre
supposes private production; (3) the illtclIsit)' of c.wllall.,!c, 
its extellt alld lIature, lire determincd ily the del'c/(ll'mc/It and 
stnlCtllre of productioll. 

" Karl Marx and Fricdrich Engl'is. nil' (;rrm, ... Id!'"h,.Cl' (New York: In
ternational Publishers. 1972), p. SH, 

" IllIIi.Dllhri",C. p, 1 HI>, 
J.& Marx writes. "the structure of dl~tnhlltl0n 1!r1 (omrll-tely dl'tc..'rmlllcd 

by the structu,,' of production" !(;nllldn.<;!', p, 'ISI, Compare tn Engcl,. 
"Distribution, howevcr. is not cl l11l'rdy P;lSSI\'l' rc:"sult of prnducfloll ~nJ 
exchange; it rraCfJ .f1U1 flJ InlUIt 1111 hellh." .-'\n'I-J)llhri".~. r. It)(l, C'mphasls 
added. 
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Production is the decisive phase both with regard to the 
contradictory aspects of production ,lilt! wirlr rt:~,lYtl III rlr,' 
,'rha ph,l.<t's. [Emphasis added. I'; 
In general terms, the theoretical ditTerences between Marx 

and EnlSels derive from the fact that Engels remained a cir
cubtionist throughout his writings and, for all his contribu
tions, never grasped the "real science of modern economy," 

The science of modern economy only begins when the 
theon:tical analysis passes from the process of circulation 
to the process of production.'" 

\~ C",uJ,ijSt'. p. LW. SCl' also. :\ COfltributiotl. p. 204, \ .... hL'fC the same 
phrase IS found. 

>, Clp;/,'/, Ill. p. 337. 



CHAPTER 1II 

EXPLOITATION AND THE RATE 

OF SURPLUS VALUE 

A. SOCIAL PRODUCTION AND 

THE RATE Of SURPLUS VALUE 

In the previous chapters we have developed the explanation 
of the law of value that locates value at the social rather than 
the individual level. We can reformulate our critique of the 
"embodied labor time" view of value in this way. The ar
gument of Engcls and of those who move directly from con
crete labor to exchange value is that value (embodied labor 
time) not only arises in production but is directly translated 
into exchange value without the interaction of producers as 
commodity sellers. Following Marx, we have argued that 
value originates in production, in that the expenditure ofliv
ing labor is the only source of value, but the particular con
crete labor time expended in each work process does not 
measure the magnitude of value; first, because it is concrete. 
not abstract labor, and, second, because it may be above or 
below the normal labor time imposed by the interaction of 
capitals (competition). Value is socially necessary abstract la
bor time. and each producer's value creation is but a frac
tional ("aliquot") part of total social labor. In each work 
process, concrete labor is expended, then rendered abstract 
in exchange; the interaction of capitals generates a social 
norm that each capital must emulate. and the abstract labor 
created under the domination of each capital appears as part 
of society's total socialized Iabor. I 

I ",Tlherc is 110 w~y to Tl'dun' uh!ool'r\';)hk' (nnerell' l.1bnT to !'otlful .1h'tI.3l1 

laboT in advancc-. outsidl' of the 111.lrkcI which .3t"tu.llly dr('rI~ thl' reduc
tion." Gcrstcin. "Production. Circul.ulOtl and VJ.luC':' b(m(tm), a"d S(l(il'l}, 
(August 1976). p. H. All in 11,111"\ III ,ml\iml. 
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Just as value has a real existence separate from each partic
ular production process, so exploitation is a social (society
wide) phenomenon under capitalism. While the exploitation 
of labor by capital occurs in production, through the capi
talist's consumption of the use value oflabor power, the total 
mass of surplus value and the rate of surplus value are deter
mined in abstraction from each labor process. Thus the 
quantity and rate of surplus value are in the first instance 
social or society-wide, not the result of an aggregation of 
quantities and rates prevailing in each work place. 

This characteristic of exploitation, which reflects the so
cialized nature of production under capitalism, is clarified by 
considering exploitation in precapitalist society, particularly 
peasant-feudal society. In what broadly can be called "feudal 
society," production was economically isolated, but directly 
social within production units. It was economically isolated 
in that each manor-the area over which the landlord's au
thority extended-was largely self-contained. Inputs-the 
means of production-were not exchanged between produc
tion units to any great degree. To the extent that the domains 
of landlords were linked, this linkage was purely in the social 
relations between landlords and higher authorities. The link
ages reflected the social organization of society, not the links 
of an intermingled production matrix. 

As a consequence, differences in the productivity of labor 
between production units, even between peasant holdings 
within these units, was particular to each unit. The level of 
production (of use values) depended upon differences in fer
tility of the soil, the particularities of the landholding pattern, 
and other characteristics internal to the manor. Similarly. tbe 
size of the surplus product appropriated by the exploiting 
class depended upon these characteristics and the degree of 
oppression the exploiting class could bring to bear upon the 
direct producers. [n any social system there is a tendency 
toward normalization of social practice. for reasons of cus
tom if no other. But since land was not alienable nor peasants 
freely mobile to any significant degree. there was n0 mech
anism. short of a local revolt of peasants. to bring abollt a 
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normalization of productive efficiency and degree of exploi
tation. 2 Under capitalism, by contrast, the movement of 
capital would tend to eliminate the relatively unfertile land 
from production. When land cannot be bought and sold, the 
landed exploiter has no choice but to use the land over which 
he had been granted rights. 

In such a society, the distinction between necessary labor 
and surplus labor was direct and obvious. The work of the 
peasant was clearly diviqed between the time he worked for 
his family and the time he worked for the landlord. This 
division often took the form of the peasant laboring a certain 
number of days per year in the landlord's fields, in which 
case the actual work itself was divided. Alternatively, or in 
combination with this, the peasant delivered a portion of his 
production directly to the landlord. In this context it is pos
sible to distinguish objectively between necessary labor, the 
labor necessary to reproduce the peasant family, and surplus 
labor, the labor performed for the exploiter of labor, since 
this division existed in reality. 3 However, it is not possible 
to speak of a rate of exploitation for society as a whole. 

A rate of exploitation requires that the concrete labor of 
the direct producer be reducible to abstract labor in order to 

be aggregated; and in the absence of exchange. no such re
duction occurs in reality. so to do it conceptually is purely 
arbitrary. Products are not rendered commensurate in fact. 
and it would be arbitrary to impose this upon them. 

It is, however. heuristically useful to create a hypothetical 
feudal society in which a measurement of exploitation is for
mally possible. Let us assume wc have a society of largely 
self-sufficient feudal manors in which only onc product is 
produced-corn. Assume further that the standard of living 
(necessary corn) is the same for all peasants. In this hypo
thetical society, there is a "rate of exploItation" tlH the so
ciety as a whole (the ratio of surplus corn to necessary corn), 
but this aggregate rate has no social significance; it exists 

, Hobert Brenner. 'The ()n~lIls or Capital"t 1)("\'("lol'n1<"nl." XCII" Lc/i 
Rn· if"'. 104 lIuly-August 1977). 

\ Sl'l' C"l'il,ll. I. p. 227 
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only as a numerical average of each individual rate of ex
ploitation. Each isolated rate of exploitation in this case is 
the result of the particularities of the soil and social organi
zation internal to the unit of social production. Since the 
means of production and labor power are not commodities, 
there is no tendency for individual rates of exploitation to 
move toward the societal average. In our hypothetical soci
ety, and precapitalist society in general, labor was directly 
social in that it was characterized by conscious organization 
directly between people, but production was not socialized, 
by which we mean integrated for society as a whole. 

Capitalism involves precisely the opposite: labor expended 
in production is not directly social, but production necessar
ily becomes socialized. With the separation of the direct pro
ducer from the means of production and the division oflabor 
that implies, self-sufficient production comes to an cnd, and 
each producer's productive activity becomes dependent ob
jectively upon the activity of other producers. Thus wc have 
the contradiction that there are no direct social links between 
producers, but these producers are necessarily enmeshed in 
an interdependent production system. As we have seen, it is 
value that resolves this contradiction by establishing norm~ 
in the use and allocation of concrete labor that are independ
ent of each producer (each capital). 

We can now locate the rate of surplus value at the correct 
level of abstraction. This is facilitated by considering Mori
shima's analysis of the issue. 4 Morishima argues thus: under 
capitalism, the mobility of workers equalizes the length of 
the working day and equalizes wage rates. Workers, not 
being tied to capitalists by servile social relations, will move 
from industries and enterprises where wages are below av
erage and the working day above average length, and this 
process will continue until a normalization of both remunCf
ation and the working day is achieved. Since wages represent 
the value of labor power. their equalization standardizes the 

~ Michio MorishJnu . . \farx·$ !:(OHtl1Il1CS (:.lmhrid~l'. EIl~LlIld: C.ltllhndgc 

University Press. 1'J72). 
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value of labor power throughout the economy. The equali
zation of the length of the working day equalizes the amount 
of surplus value each worker produces, and the result is an 
equalized rate of surplus value. 

In essence, this argument says that, overall, the societal 
rate of surplus value is the weighted average of all the rates 
in each unit of social production, and competition among 
capitalists for workers tends to reduce the variation around 
the' statistical mean. Ho~ever, the mean remains derivative 
from the individual parts. This approach negates the social 
nature of production under capitalist relations, and, in effect, 
necessary and surplus labor time are reduced to an issue of 
measurement. Here there is a confusion between a theory of 
the equalization of wages and the length of the working day 
with a theory of the origin of surplus value. Absent is a the
ory of what de~ermines the level to which wages normalize. 5 

When this element is included, as it must be, the order of 
logic must be reversed, and the societal rate of surplus value 
established prior to considering many capitals. 

Morishima's explanation of the equalization of the rate of 
exploitation is inadequate, first, because it requires a coun
terfactual assumption of full employment. or at least a rela
tively small reserve army. If the reserve army is large. capi
talists have a pool of unutilized labor power. and the 
mobility of labor is the mobility from employment to un
employment if workers object to their working conditions 
and pay. While there are moments when the reserve army is 
reduced to a low level. this is precisely the moment when 
the competition among capitals for labor power accentuates 
and systematically generates differCl1ces in wages. h The re
serve army is reduced in the accumulation process when var
iable capital is advanced at such a rate to outweigh the ex-

... Morishinu is, of course, lW.He of Marx \. theory of W.1.gc~. and \\T oUe 

not criticizing him (or not considcrin~ the v.1.luc of lahor POWC'r ,H ~1J. Our 
criticism is that he does nO( lIse tht' conet'pt when ht' come\" to dnl\,c the 
r.Ue of surplus VAlue for society as .1 whole. 

t. Scc John Weeks. "The PnK('SS of A rnl111 u i;u 1011 dnd the 'Protit SqllCC1(" 

Hypothesi>." Scif/I((' "".I ";",i('/), 4.1 (1'.111 1'17'1), 
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pdling of living labor from production. In such circumstances, 
capitalists must bid against onc anothcr to obtain labor 
powcr tor expansion, and the necessary consequcnces of this 
is to increase thc yariancc in wages, not to decrease it, as 
Morishima's explanation requires. 7 

The implicit assumption of full employment equilibrium 
by Morishima reflects a purdy formalistic and mechanistic 
treatment of wages in capitalist society. The trcatmcnt is for
malistic in that it is divorced from thc process of accumula
tion, in which wages are capital advanced, not merely in
come to the working class. In fact, wagcs arc trcated as if 
they were merely one component of the net product, qual
itatively no different from profits. A parallel argument could 
be made for the equalization of thc profit ratc, so the differ
ence between profits and wages is purely formal, almost sc
mantic. insofar as the equalization of each across industries 
is concerned. 

In order to understand the rate of surplus value, we require 
a theory that explains the determination of the length of the 
working day and theory of the wage level. One cannot con
sider the equalization of either profits or wages across capi
tals until one has a prior explanation of to what level equal
ization will gravitate. It could be argued that Morishima im
plicitly refers to the value of labor power as the basis for the 
equalization of wages, since he analyzes this elsewhere in his 
book; but there is no explanation of what determines the 
working day. In capitalist society, the working day first be
comes a period of time defined independently of the dircct 
producer, which confronts him as predetermined. In precap
italist society, when the direct producer is united with means 
of production, the time of work is determined indirectly, by 
the need to reproduce the family and to satisfy the demands 
of the appropriating class for a surplus product of a given 
size. Under such circumstances, the division of the peasant's 
life between work and nonwork has little objective meaning, 

~ It is a well-known empirical ~('nC'ralizJtioll for indusrrial capitalist COUIl

tries that the variance in wage r.Hcs among industries incrc.lscs in periods of 
"boom" and decreases \ .... ·hcn accumulation slows or hc(orncs lleg.Hive. 
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since work does not present itself as something external co 
the producer, something out of his control. 

The separation of labor from the means of production 
means that the proletariat can only be reunited with the latter 
by capital and under the domination of capital. The length 
of the working day becomes an object of class struggle as 
the capitalist class attempts to extract as much unpaid labor 
as possible. The very existence of surplus value requires that 
the working day extend lbnger than necessary labor time (the 
value of labor power). The struggle over the duration of 
work is a struggle between the two great classes of capitalist 
society, and in every capitalist country it has been an epochal 
struggle of the working class. H 

The struggle over the duration of work has two aspects. 
As we have seen, capitalist relations create the working day 
as something distinct from the rest of the worker's life. The 
basic struggle for the working class is to establish that this 
working day not be set by the capitalist; i.e., that there be a 
working day of definite limits set by labor, not capital. Ob
viously, this struggle takes the form of its second aspect, the 
limitation of the hours of work. But what is at issue in the 
struggle is much more profound than a question of time; the 
struggle is basically over the extent to which capital controls 
labor. The establishment of a limit to the working day thus 
reflects an assertion of the collective power of the working 
class. 

The successful struggle by the proletariat to limit the 
working day is epochal in a second sense, in that by dctini
tion it restricts the ability of capitalist to raise surplus value 
absolutely and ushers in the period of capitalist accumulation 
when the raising of surplus value relatively is the dominant 
source of accumulation. 9 What before was a technological 
possibility-the reduction of necessary labor time by revo
lutionizing the means of production, which reduces the val-

• May Day ceiebrates a mass mobilization of Amerll'an worker. In Chi
cago demonstrating for the eight-hour day in the 188(15. 

, Ben Fine and Laurence Harris. Rc·rmdill.C errir.,1 (New York: Columlm 
University Press. 1979). 
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pelling of living labor from production. In such circulllstances, 
capitalists must bid against onc another to obtain labor 
power for expansion, and the necessary consequences of this 
is to increase the variance in wages, not to decrease it, as 
Morishima's expla;1Jtion requires. 7 

The implicit assulllption of full employment equilibrium 
by Morishima reflects a purely formalistic and mechanistic 
treatment of wages in capitalist society. The treatment is for
malistic in that it is divorced from the process of accumula
tion, in which wages arc capital advanced, not merely in
come to the working class. In fact, wages are treated as if 
they were merely onc component of the net product, qual
itatively no different from profits. A parallel argument could 
be made for the equalization of the profit rate, so the differ
ence between profits and wages is purely formal, almost se
mantic, insofar as the equalization of each across industries 
is concerned. 

In order to understand the rate of surplus value, wc require 
a theory that explains the determination of the length of the 
working day and theory of the wage level. Onc cannot con
sider the equalization of either profits or wages across capi
tals until one has a prior explanation of to what level equal
ization \vill gravitate. It could be argued that Morishima im
plicitly refers to the value of labor power as the basis for the 
equalization of wages, since he analyzes this elsewhere in his 
book; but there is no explanation of what determines the 
working day. In capitalist society, the working day first be
comes a period of time defined independently of the direct 
producer, which confronts him as predetermined. In precap
ita list society, when the direct producer is united with means 
of production, the time of work is determined indirectly, by 
the need to reproduce the family and to satisfy the demands 
of the appropriating class for a surplus product of a given 
size. Under such circumstances, the division of the peasant's 
life between work and nonwork has little objective meaning, 

- le is a wcl1-kno\'·:n empirical generalization for industri.ll capitalist COUll

crics that the variance in wage rates among industries incrcJses in periods of 
"boom" and decreases when accumulation slows or hecomL's negative. 
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since work does not present itself as something external to 
the producer, something out of his control. 

The separation of labor from the means of production 
means that the proletariat can only be reunited with the latter 
by capital and under the domination of capital. The length 
of the working day becomes an object of class struggle as 
the capitalist class attempts to extract as much unpaid labor 
as possible. The very existence of surplus value requires that 
the working day extend longer than necessary labor time (the 
value of labor power). The struggle over the duration of 
work is a struggle between the two great classes of capitalist 
society, and in every capitalist country it has been an epochal 
struggle of the working c1ass. 8 

The struggle over the duration of work has two aspects. 
As we have seen, capitalist relations create the working day 
as something distinct from the rest of the worker's life. The 
basic struggle for the working class is to establish that this 
working day not be set by the capitalist; i.e., that there be a 
working day of definite limits set by labor, not capital. Ob
viously, this struggle takes the form of its second aspect, the 
limitation of the hours of work. But what is at issue in the 
struggle is much more profound than a question of time; the 
struggle is basically over the extent to which capital controls 
labor. The establishment of a limit to the working day thus 
reflects an assertion of the collective power of the working 
class. 

The successful struggle by the proletariat to limit the 
working day is epochal in a second sense, in that by detini
tion it restricts the ability of capitalist to raise surplus value 
absolutely and ushers in the period of capitalist accumulation 
when the raising of surplus value relatively is the dominant 
source of accumulation. q What before was a technological 
possibility-the reduction of necessary labor time by revo
lutionizing the means of production, which reduces the val-

• May Day celebrates a mass l11obilildtioll of Americ.n worker. in Chi
cago demonstrating for the eight-hour day in the 18BO,. 

, Ben Fine and Laurence Harris. Rr-,,·adin.~ C'pi/.,1 (New York' enlumbt. 
University Press, 1979). 
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ues of (LHlllllollities-becol11es an objective necessity if sur
plus v.due per worker is [0 be increased. Through an 
underst,lIIding of capitalist rclations of production, one can 
explain \\'hv the working day becol11es a source of class con
flict. bm it is not possible to determine the length of the 
working dav theoretically. It is determined in the concrete 
practice of class struggle, historically by legislation and the 
tight to ensure that that legislation be cnforccd. In Marx's 
t'Jmous phrase, "the working day is, therefore, determina
ble, but is, prr Sf, indeterminate. "10 The process by which 
the working day is equalized across branches of industry, be 
it by mobility of workers or class struggle, presupposes a 
process of class conflict at the level of society as a whole." 

The length of the working day exists for society as a 
whole, and variations in particular industries and work places 
arc variations of that predetermined level. The same is true 
for the value of labor power (necessary labor time). In all 
class societies, total production can be divided conceptually 
between necessary product and surplus product, where the 
former is the basis of the reproduction of direct producers 
and the latter appropriated by the ruling class. In capitalist 
society, necessary product or necessary labor is valorized. 
Workers exchange their labor power against money, and ex
change money for the means of consumption. Because of 
this money intermediary, exploitation is veiled under capi
talism, as it appears that the wage covers the entire working 
day; i.e., formally the wage is exchanged for a contracted 
period of time. Surplus labor and necessary labor are not 
separated, as they are under feudalism. Despite the illusion 
that "surplus labor and necessary labor glide one into the 
other, "'~ their division in capitalist production is as real as in 
precapitalist society, and wages are merely onc historical 

'" c,'pJt,,/. I. p. 223. 
11 "Hence it is that in the history of capitalist production. till' determi

nation of what is a working day. presents itself as the resuit of a ,tru~~le. 
a struggle between collective capital. i.e., the class of capiLliists, .lIId collec
tive labor. I.e .. the working class." Ibid., p. 225. 

" Ibid" P 227. 
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form in which the direct producer obtains his means of sub
sistence. The phenomenal form of the payment to labor, 
wages, reflects the value of labor power. The value of labor 
power has two components, the collection of use values con
sumed by workers and the unit values of these use values. 

Each of these components is socially determined, and the 
particular wages paid in various industries derive from the 
socially established norm. That the standard of living is so
cially determined is .obvious. The struggle of the working 
class as a whole, in the context of all the complex factors 
that tend to divide and unite the class, in combination with 
the productivity of labor, set the standard of living. How
ever, it is not primarily the social nature of the standard of 
living of the working class that makes the value of labor 
power a socialized variable. Given the standard of living, the 
labor time necessary to produce the use values that compose 
it depends. upon the overall development of the productive 
forces. Such is not the case under precapitalist relations. 
Where producers are self-sufficient, necessary labor is partic
ular to each, a consequence of the fertility of the soil, size of 
the family, etc. But under capitalism, necessary labor time is 
established independently of the efficiency or inefficiency of 
production in any specific branch of industry. Given the 
standard of living, the value of labor power is determined by 
the social productivity of labor in all branches of industry 
that produce consumption commodities and in the branches 
that produce the means of production for these consumption 
commodities. 

To establish a general rate of surplus value by beginning 
with the relationship between wages and profits in each in
dustry, as Morishima does, negates the socialized nature of 
capitalist production and its complex division of labor. In 
effect, it assumes that each worker produces his OWII means 
of subsistence in isolation. In reality, each worker labors and 
receives a claim on the total value produced in society. He 
then exchanges this claim against a collection of use ,'alues 
that is the result of the combined, cooperative labor of all 
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form in which the direct producer obtains his means of sub
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wages, reflects the value of labor power. The value of labor 
power has two components, the collection of use values con
sumed by workers and the unit values of these use values. 

Each of these components is socially determined, and the 
particular wages paid in various industries derive from the 
socially established norm. That the standard of living is so
cially determined is obvious. The struggle of the working 
class as a whole, in tbe context of all the complex factors 
that tend to divide and unite the class, in combination with 
the productivity of labor, set the standard of living. How
ever, it is not primarily the social nature of the standard of 
living of the working class that makes the value of labor 
power a socialized variable. Given the standard of living, the 
labor time necessary to produce the use values that compose 
it depends upon the overall development of the productive 
forces. Such is not the case under precapitalist relations. 
Where producers are self-sufficient, necessary labor is partic
ular to each, a consequence of the fertility of the soil, size of 
the family, etc. But under capitalism, necessary labor time is 
established independently of the efficiency or inefticiency of 
production in any specific branch of industry. Given the 
standard of living, the value of labor power is determined by 
the social productivity of labor in all branches of industry 
that produce consumption commodities and in the branches 
that produce the means of production for these consumption 
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To establish a general rate of surplus value by beginning 
with the relationship between wages and profits in each in
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workns (mciudint; himsdf)." The rare of surplus value ex
isrs tirsr tl)r capiral as a whok, since borh rhe working day 
Jnd 1ll'(l'SSJry labor rime arc derl'rmilll'd ar rhis level of anal
ysis. This does nor deny rhl' l'xistl'llce of differences in 
wagl's, which reflect skill ditTerl'llces, historical particulari
tit:s, and divisions within the working class. Hur these dif
tcrt:nces do not affect the determination of the rate of surplus 
value, which arises from the class struggle and the develop
ment of the productive forces as a whole. 

The foregoing analysis allows us to proceed on the basis 
of the abstraction that all workers produce equal amounts of 
surplus value, and to employ this abstraction without refer
ence to the particularities of each industry and work process. 
What we have established is the socialized nature of exploi
tation under capitalism in contrast to precapitalist society, 
where exploitation is particular and one cannot speak of a 
rate of exploitation. Each capitalist exploits his workers to 
the extent and degree which capital as a whole exploits the 
working class as a whole, an aspect of what Marx called "the 
operating fraternity of capitalists." 

U. THE RATE 01' PROHT 

The social nature of exploitation under capitalism allows us 
to consider the function of the rate of profit in capitalist so
ciety. The central point to be made is that the role of the rate 
oi profit in capitalist society is to distribute surplus value 
among capitalists and only secondarily has to do with effi
ciency. In bourgeois theory, variations in the profit rate 
among industries indicate allocative efficiency, or "non-op
tional allocation of resources." Bur this conclusion is based 
upon the illusion that dead labor ("capital" in bourgeois po
litical economy) creates value. By developing the concept of 
the average and general rates of profit, wc shall demonstrate 

1\ Wc: arc ignoring tht" productioll of luxury commodities-those: com
modities that arc neither normally bought hy workers nor are inputs into 
the commodities workers olly. 
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the source of this illusion and the distributive role of the rate 
of profit. 

Surplus value is the source of profit and living labor is the 
creator of surplus value. These basic propositions of the la
bor theory of value will be taken as given. I. In order to 
initiate production-unite labor power with the means of 
production-capitalists advance money. The historical proc
ess by which labor is separated from the means of production 
dictates that these elements 'of the forces of production can 
be set in motion only by the movement of capital. Total 
capital advanced is composed of variable capital. exchanged 
for labor power. and constant capital. exchanged for the 
means of production. 

The average rate of profit is the ratio of total surplus value 
to total capital advanced. constant and variable. for capital as 
a whole. This average rate of profit. like the rate of surplus 
value. exists for capital as a whole. behind the backs of cap
italists. as the basis of the profit rate in each industry. 15 The 
conceptual movement from the rate of surplus value to the 
average rate of profit is a simple algebraic exercise. and this 
exercise reflects the social rclations of capitalist society. Be
cause both the means of production and labor power are set 
in motion as capital. the profit calculation is on the basis of 
the sum of these. though only living labor creates surplus 
value. When the average rate of profit is generalized to all 
branches of industry as the general rate of profit, the fact that 

.. For a simple explanation. 'cc Bcn hnc. Marx·.' Capilal (London: 
Macmillan. 1974). and (or a more detaIled lre>llnenl. Capilal. I. C1uplers 
VII-IX. 

" Using thl' usual nOlJlion. 

the ratc of surplus value. -,' 

thc average rate of profil. l' = 

I' = 

.'1(' 

(' 

C 
1T+ 1 

Where C/l? is the \,.1hll' (OI11POSltlOl1 of C.1PU.11. 
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profit is calculated upon capital that is not value creating (but 
only value transferring) creates the need for a transformation 
process. Across industries, the ratio of constant to variable 
capital varies, so if commodities exchanged according to 

their values, relatively more surplus value would be pro
duced and realized in industries where the ratio of constant 
to variable capital was low than where it was high. In other 
words, the rate of profit would vary inversely with the ratio 
of constant to variable capital, since only the latter creates 
surplus value. This apparent contradiction gives rise to the 
transformation problem. 

It is important to understand the sense in which there is a 
problem. The problem is not a conceptual onc, but onc of 
capitalist distribution. The basis upon which surplus value is 
produced is inconsistent with the inherent mobility of capi
tal, which calls forth a general or equalized rate of profit. 
While considering how this distribution of surplus value is 
affected by the requirement that the rate of profit be equal
ized, we must consider the question of efficiency. The effi
ciency of production in capitalist society is determined by 
the extent to which any particular capital conforms to the 
social norm established for the use of concrete labor in the 
production of its particular commodity or commodities. As 
explained in Chapter 11, this norm is socially necessary ab
stract labor time (value), and it is established through the 
interaction of producers. This norm includes both the pro
ductive consumption of the means of production and of la
bor power. Consider the case of two industries, in which all 
the producers (capitals) in each use the same technique of 
production, but in onc industry the prevailing technique in
volves a higher ratio of constant to variable capital than the 
other. If commodities sell at their values, the industries will 
display different rates of profit. By definition, onc is more 
profitable than the other. However, this greater profitability 
implies nothing but the fact that the distribution of surplus 
value dOl's not conform to the distributional requirelllents of 
capitalist social rclations. The differCllce in profit rates does 
not imply that onc industry is more efficient in production 
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than the other, nor does it indicate allocative inefficiency. 
Further, the equalization of the rate of profit has no impact 
upon the average rate of profit (rate of profit for society as 
a whole). 

That the difference in profitability does not reflect effi
ciency in the use of the means of production and labor power 
follows from our assumption that all producers use the same 
prevailing technique. In this respect, bourgeois theory would 
concur, since in that theory all producers are always both 
economically and ~echnically efficient. However, bourgeois 
theory argues that differences in profit rates reflect allocative 
inefficiency, since the marginal product of capital is lower in 
one industry than the other if profit rates differ. On the basis 
of the labor theory of value, no such argument can be made. 
for dead labor does not create value or surplus value. One 
might, however, attempt to salvage the allocative efficiency 
argument by suggesting that differences in profit rates across 
industries (which are the result of differences in the ratio of 
constant to variable capital) indicate that the proportion in 
which commodities are produced is incorrect. and that the 
equalization of the rate of profit establishes "correct" pro
portions. This is an untenable argument, for Sraffa. among 
many others. has demonstrated that the equalization of the 
rate of profit across industries is independent of the compo
sition of output. 16 Any distribution of gross output is con
sistent with an equalized rate of profit. given the technology 
of production. 

We can conclude that the movement of capital to equalize 
the rate of profit has little to do with productive l'fficiency 
nor with allocative efficiency. In capitalist society. realloca
tions of labor power and the means of production arc 
brought about by the movement of capital. of course. This 
is because capitalist production is anarchic. and variations in 
profit rates arc the signa ling mechanisms to which capital 
responds. But there is nothing efficient about this method of 

,,, As long as .111 "hasic" industrll's hJ\'l' po\iti\,(" output" Sec P. Sr.tIi".1. 

Tile ProduCliMJ (l(Ctlftlnt(ldilics by ,\leml.( 1~(C(lmm(ldill(~ (Cll1lhrld~l'. EI1!o!hnd: 
Call1brid~r Uni,·ersity Press. 1'17.1). 
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achieving the division of labor. It is merely the particular 
way in which the division of labor must be achieved in cap
italist society. 

The point we have made is that differences in profit rates 
among industries do not indicate any differences in efficiency 
lmong those industries so long as one maintains the assump
tion that the capitals ("firms") in each industry are equally 
efficient in their productive consumption of labor power and 
the means of production. On this assumption. the "repre
sentative firm" assumption of bourgeois theory. the move
ment of capital among industries merely redistributes surplus 
value. The movement of capital acts only to resolve the con
tradiction between the production of surplus value and the 
necessity that capital everywhere receive an equal return (as 
a tendency). 

The movements of capital in response to differential profit 
rates do result in major qualitative changes in a capitalist so
ciety. but these movements and their effects are the result of 
the uneven development of capital in each industry. The the
ory of the equalization of the rate of profit. which transforms 
values into prices of production. abstracts from differences 
among capitals in order to demonstrate the unique relation
ship between values and prices. Once we move to the level 
of many capitals and their differences in production tech
niques. we must consider the centralization and concentra
tion brought about by the movement of capital. These proc
esses are treated in our discussion of competition and fixed 
capital (Chapters VI and VII). 

The law of the equalization of the rate of profit. an aspect 
of the law of value. is a law of distribution of surplus value 
among capitalists. It resolves the contradiction that surplus 
value is produced by living labor. but distributed on the basis 
of total capital advanced. Since this contradiction arises only 
under capitalism, the law of the equalization of the rate of 
profit is relevant only within capitalist relations. 

This distribution of surplus value among capitalists gen
erates the illusion that dead labor creates value, which in turn 
generates the illusion that the movement of capital achieves 
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allocative efficiency. The rate of profit is equalized by an 
adjustment of values into prices of production. 17 In the proc
ess of this adjustment, surplus value is redistributed such that 
in each branch of the economy a given amount of capital 
receives the same return, regardless of its composition (ratio 
of constant to variable capital).'8 Since constant capital com
mands surplus value in distribution equally with variable 
capital, this generates the illusion that dead labor is value 
creating. Bourgeois theory is based upon this illusion. Its 
analysis is not so much wrong as it is merely a faithful and 
detailed elaboration of the illusion that arises in circulation. 
Perhaps there is no better example of the power of Marx's 
insight that it is the sphere of production that is primary. By 
starting from the sphere of production, we discover that ap
parently crucial regulator of capitalist society-the general 
rate of profit-is merely a distributive algorithm for the "op
erating fraternity of capitalists." 

C. PROFIT, VALUE, AND SOCIALIST SOCIETY 

Since the establishment of the first workers' state by the Bol
shevik seizure of state power in 1917, a debate has raged over 

17 We shall not deal with the details of the transformation process. See 
Gerstein, "Production, Circulation and Value," and Fine and Harris, Rt· 
reading Capital, Chap. 2. 

18 In a two-sector model, this obviously implies that the price of produc
tion must rise in the sector where Cl V is high and will fall in the other. If 
this is achieved by the movement of capital. this implies that capital will 
move from the industry with a high value composition to the mdustry with 
a low value composition. This simplitied model is what, presumably, has 
prompted some to say that the labOT theory of value "predicts' that indus
tries oflow value composition will in general grow faster than ones of h.gh 
value composition. The critics go on to say that th.s does not nunifest .tself 
empirically, so the labor theory of value .s wrong. ISee D. Alhert and 
R. Hahnel, Unorrhodox JI,lrxi,m (Hoston: South End Press. J97H).J The >t

gument cannot be taken too seriously. First H assumc!<I the transfornlOltion 

process must be repeated each time there is an exclunge. MOTc technicall\'. 
Sraffa has shown that in the case of a mulusC'ctoral econom),. It is not Pl)S

siblc to generalize .15 to what type of price movcment Will occur m any 
particular industry. SralT~. The p",dU,(hH' (~I C,'mnwdHln. Clup 4. 
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the extent to which the laws of commodity productioll COII

tinue to be rekvant under socialist construction. A major 
aspen of this debate has been over the roll' of the law of 
vJlue during socialist construction. 1'1 Without treating that 
debate as such. we can consider the isslle on the basis of the 
foregoing analysis. 

Socialism represents the first form of society in which ex
ploitation is abolished (excluding primitive society). Through 
vioknt seizure of power. the proletariat. kd by its vanguard 
party. destroys the rule of capital. This implies the elimina
tion of the capitalist class's monopoly on the means of pro
duction and. consequently. labor power is no longer a com
modity. In dIect. labor and the means of tabor are reunited 
by virtue of the expropriation of the property of the capitalist 
class. This expropriation necessarily implies planning, since 
the state has seized the means of production in the name of 
the working class. and they will no longer be set in motion 
by capital. 

In this context, the question arises as to what role, if any, 
is played by value. which. as we saw, arises because of the 
private nature of capitalist production. As previously dem
onstrated. the law of value has two components: (1) it is the 
law of the minimization of the use of concrete labor in pro
duction, and (2) it is the law of the equalization of the rate 
of profit across industries. Clearly, the second aspect of the 
law of value loses all relevance in socialist society. The equal
ization of the rate of profit serves merely to distribute surplus 
value among capitals in a capitalist society, as argued previ
ously. Since the expropriation of the bourgeoisie eliminates 
capitalists. this distributive function is no longer necessary, 
independently of the relevance of the tirst aspect of the law 
of value. The equalization of the rate of protit is an objective 
law only under capitalist relations of production. EvCll under 

I" St.llm. for C'xJrnplc, characterized thiS as .m ohjcctive I.IW JPplicabll" to 
any $OClcty In \ .... hich produ([s circulate ,15 exchange v.dues. Joscph St;,lin, 
t;(lmomic Prohlrms l~r Socialism i1l thf L'SSR (Pckill~: F()rl'i~11 L.lT1~U.l~l' Press, 
19n). pp. lX-24. This work is Ircatcd III thl' .IPPt'lllllx (()11()w1l1~ this l'hJp
ter 
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these social relations it plays a limited role, since total surplus 
value (and thus total profit) is determined for capital as a 
whole and is quantitatively unaffected by its distribution 
among capitals. 

The irrelevance of profitability differentials among indus
tries under socialist relations of production is relatively un
controversial. More contentious is the functioning or non
functioning of the first aspect of the law value. To consider 
the law of the minimization of labor time, let us treat the 
period of socialist const.ruction during which the means of 
production have been socialized, so that no significant capi
talist ownership remains, though private production may 
(and usually does) persist in agriculture in the form of peas
ant land holdings. 

In capitalist production, the use of concrete labor in pro
duction is minimized by the competition among capitals and 
the commodity status of the means of production and labor 
power. That "~nputs" are commodities means that they con
front the capitalist in money form, and this money form re
quires that they be reconverted into money form in order 
that the production process be initiated afresh. The compe
tition among capitals determines the conditions under which 
these inputs can be reconverted into money. If one capitalist 
employs the means of production or labor power less eco
nomically than average, he will recover less money capital 
than average when he realizes his commodity capital in the 
market. A loss or a profit below normal will result, and the 
less efficient capital will not be able to expand in pace with 
its fellows. 

Under socialist relations, capitalist competition is elimi
nated, and the means of production and labor power are not 
commodities, if we ignore for the moment raw materials 
arising from peasant production. We must consider the im
plication for the law of value of each of these changes under 
socialism. Capitalist competition IS the consequence of the 
separation of workers from the means of production, which 
sets them free in the sense that the allocation of labor is de
termined by the advancing of capital that requires the mo-
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bilitv of labm. 2" Under sOl"ialism, tabor pown is not a com
nwdity in that workers C:ll1not be hired and tired at will. 
Employment can become a right ~uJranteed by the socialist 
state, bl'cJuse the means of production are no longer the mo
nopolv of the capitalist class. Although \vorkers are shifted 
between branches of industry, the ~hiti: is not based upon 
private production decisions. The right to employment nec
essarily implies the elimination of competition. The conse
quence of competition in capitalist society is that the strong 
eliminate the weak capitals and expand by virtue of appro
priating the labor power of the weaker, declining capitals. 
This mechanism of the unplanned attrition of capitals is elim
inated under socialism. Whatever form competition assumes 
under socialism (if any), it cannot be the capitalist competi
tion that is part of tht' law of value. In other words, socialist 
enterprises cannot fight the "civilized warfare" of price com
petition, since labor power is not distributed on the basis of 
free wage labor. The absence of competition reflects the fact 
that labor power and the means of production cannot be set 
in motion by advancing money. Private production has been 
eliminated, in that it is no longer separate, private decisions 
that bring about the division of lab or. Money alone no 
longer represents a claim upon the forces of production. This 
does not preclude monetary calculations in socialist enter
prise, but these monetary calculations cannot be translated 
into the conversion of money into the means of production 
and labor power. 

If labor power and the means of production arc not com
modities, then, by definition, they have no value; they arc 
distributed as use values. Their distribution may involve 
monetary calculations, but this does not alter the fact that 
they are distributed as use values, not values. The distinction 
is not a semantic onc, but reflects the nature of two types of 
social production-capitalist and socialist. Consider tirst ta
bor power. In socialist society people will be expected to 
work and even required to do so in order to participate in 

211 The theory of competition is considered in Charter VI. 
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society's wealth. The requirement that the mass of the pop
ulation work does not make labor power a commodity; this 
is a requirement for the reproduction of any society. social
ist. capitalist. feudal. etc. In the case of capitalist society, the 
opportunity to work-to be united with the means of pro
duction-is contingent upon the needs of capital. When cap
ital is in crisis. the opportunity to work is systematically de
nied to a large portion of the masses. This dependence by 
the proletariat upon capital to unite it with the means of pro
duction is not eliminated by decree. but achieved by elimi
nating production for exchange value. Implied is the con
scious planning of production so that production in general 
and the composition of production is not contingent upon 
the production of surplus value and its distribution among 
capitals. Planning prior to production and planned circula
tion of the products of labor becomes the method by which 
labor power is' freed from its commodity status. This plan
ning requires that the means of production-machinery. in
termediate products. raw materials-in the main also not be 
commodities. Were they commodities. they could be put in 
motion by money. Since the means of production are useless 
without labor power. putting the means of production in 
motion through advancing money would imply the necessity 
to do the same with labor power. 

Here we are speaking of socialist planning. not planning 
in some abstract sense. 21 Socialist planning is the reflection 
of class struggle. in which the working class seizes the con
trol of the means of production from the bourgeoisie and 
asserts its conlrol over the product of its labor and the labor 
process. This control is achieved in form by the elimination 
of capitalist private property and in practice through con
scious. purposeful planning of the social division of labor. 
Central to the task of socialist plannin!/: is the distribution of 
the means of production as use values. In effect. this elimi
nates their existence as capital. since they cannot be bought 

21 That is. we mean plannin~ in che sC'nsC' Hcuelhc1T11 \lSC' It 111 hl~ dc~~tl" 

with Sweezy. See Paul M. Sweezy and Charles Ikttclllellll. 0" th .. 1'r.'".'III<'" 
to Socialism (New York: Monthly He\'ic\\'. 1971). PI' 1 sir 
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or sold. This point can be claritied by considering a society 
in which the state rather than individuals holds title to the 
productive enterprises of society. but in which machinery. 
intermediate products. and raw materials arc commodities. 
That is. they arc commodities in that they could be obtained 
by advancing money. Such a society would be capitalist. and 
the productive enterprises would be capitalist enterprises. In 
this society. the means of production would be distributed 
through markets. so that expansion of enterprises would de
pend upon the successful repetition of the circuit M-C-M'. 
and. therefore. profitability. 

Profitability, in turn. would be determined by competitive 
pressures; and the competition would be made possible by 
the commodity status of the means of production. Labor 
power would in practice if not in form be a commodity, 
since its employment would have to match the distribution 
of the means of production. The hypothetical example points 
up an important distinction. In capitalist society, the mono
polization of the means of production by the bourgeoisie 
takes the form of the ownership of fictitious property, finan
cial representations of the means of production. 22 This ficti
tious property could be eliminated or assumed by the state, 
without in principle eliminating capitalism, if the means of 
production (machinery, intermediate products, raw mate
rials) remained as commodities. What would be altered 
would be the form of administration of the capitalist econ
om y and society. 2..1 In such a society a form of planning 
would occur, since nominally ownership would be central
ized in the state. However. such planning could not eliminate 
the anarchic nature of capitalist production. 

In contrast, in socialist planning the means of production 
and labor power are distributed as use values, and wc need 
to consider the consequences of this for the first aspect of the 
law of value-the law of the minimization of the use of con
crete labor. Since the means of production arc not commod-

'" ThIS point IS pursued in Chapter VI. 
~, V. I. Lenin. " 'Left-win~' Childishness Jnd the I'l'tty-llour~eOls Men

tality." Seluled Work< (Moscow: Progress PublIshe". I'no). 11. 
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Itles, this leaves only the means of subsistence (products for 
personal consumption) to circulate as commodities. If the 
means of subsistence are acquired by the population through 
the exchange of money for them, then they are formally 
commodities in that they are exchange values. However, as 
said in Chapter 11, the formality of exchange does not imply 
that value rules exchange. By a similar argument, it can be 
shown that value is irrelevant to exchange in socialist society. 
Since the inputs to the products of socialist enterprises are 
not values, then the products themselves do not contain ab
stract labor. Labor power' and the means of production enter 
the production process as use values so that no process of 
reduction from concrete to abstract labor occurs. There is no 
process of competition among socialist enterprises by which 
abstract necessary labor time is generated as an objective real
ity independent of the production units. The forces of pro
duction present themselves in socialist society as what they 
are--material objects-not in the fetishized form of com
modities. In the' absence of capitalist competition, exchange 
is "merely a formal moment," in Marx's phrase. 

In our discussion of the operation of socialist society, wc 
have not dealt with the distribution of society's net prod
uct-the distribution of income. Instead, we have focusl'd on 
the social relations within which the means of production 
and labor power arc distributed. As Marx argued in his crit
icisms of the Cotha Program,24 the social rclations that gov
ern the distribution of society's productive forcrs also govern 
the distribution of the social product. Just as in capitalist so
ciety the monopolization of the means of production by an 
exploiting class generates inequality in the distribution of 

~ .. Karl MafX. Tlu' Fir.H IttfrnJilti"'1Il1 .md ,4.."'" (New York: V1I1t.1f!l' B(lok~. 
1974). pp. 339-359. 'The distrlolltlOn of the nw.m of ,,"""l11ptlon .t .11\' 

given tinlC' is merciy a conscqul'llCl' of thl~ dlstrlhlltH)Jl of tlu' (Ol1dithln~ \.l( 
production thl'l1lsclvcs: (he lilstrlhutlOIl of the I.Hter. hnwen'r. I~ A It.'.ttllrc 

of the mode of production. If the l11.l.tcnal t:ondllh)l1~ of pr(hiurtHlTl 

were the cooperative propl'rty o( the workcr~ the1l1~l'h'l'''' .1 ~tl1i':rl·Tlt dl ... tn
butiol1 of the means ofCOnStllllptwl1 fnll11 that ntk.q'lul: I,]! \\'(lllld ' .. 1110\\ 

of it, own accord" (I'. -'4H). 
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wealth and income. so in socialist society non-exploitative 
social relations of production create the conditions for the 
eventual elimination of inequality in the distribution of 
wealth and income. 

In summary. the social basis of the law of value--com
modity production-is eliminated under socialism. Com
modity production is not merely the exchange of products 
against money but a system in which production units carry 
out their activities in isolation and achieve a social division 
of labor through exchange. During socialist construction. 
this isolation of producing units ends. through the conscious 
planning of the distribution of the means of production and 
labor power. Monetary calculations persist. particularly dur
ing the early stages of socialist construction. but these mon
etary calculations do not reflect value. as under capitalism. 
since the social basis of value formation no longer exists. 25 

To the extent that any aspect of the law of value persists 
during socialist construction. it is evidence of the continued 
operation of capitalist social relations of production; 5pecifi
cally. the means of production and labor power remain com
modities. Following on Marx's insight that the law of value 
is the law of the appropriation of unpaid labor. we can add 
that the persistence of the means of production and labor 
power in commodity form implies exploitation. so the op
eration of the law of value is the negation of socialist con
struction. 

It must be stressed that we have not argued that the ex
propriation of the bourgeoisie's property implies necessarily 
the elimination of the law of value. Assumption by the state 
of formal titles of ownership of the economic institutions of 
capitalist society does not in and of itself affect the commod
ity status of labor power and the mealls of production. This 
can be seen in capitalist societies in the behavior of nation
alized industries, which remain capitalist enterprises, since 

2~ Wc [Jkt: this tn be Hcuclhcim's point III hi~ ~OIllL'[IIlH."~ quite cryptiC, 

but parh-hrcakmg \ ...... ork on the la v .. ' of valul' III sociJllst SOCIl'C),. Charlc!-. 
Bctrclhcull, J:rMIO'",{ Calmltltltllls awl h"III.' (~I Pr(ll'ar)' (Nc\\' York: Monthly 

RC'·,ew!'re". 1'J7S). pp. SillY 
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labor power and the means of production are produced and 
distributed as commodities. Socialist transformation requires 
that the expropriation of the bourgeoisie go beyond the sei
zure of title to property. on to the process of eliminating 
commodity production in the means of production and abol
ishing the buying and selling of labor power. Once these 
steps are accomplished. the law of value. a law of capitalist 
accumulation. not a "natural" law. falls into the "dustbin of 
history ... 

D. POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF VALUE THEORY 

The purpose of these first three chapters has been to dem
onstrate that the law of value is the law of the exploitation 
of labor under capitalist social relations. What appears as the 
law of equal exchange hides the appropriation of surplus 
value. By developing this theory. Marx could analyze the 
dynamics of capitalist society and. in particular. crises. In 
addition. he used his analysis of value as the basis of his po
litical critique of populist critics of capitalism. namely 
Proudhon. The Proudhonists. and Sismondi before them. 
argued that commodity production of itself did not give rise 
to exploitation. but rather commodity production within 
capitalist social relations. Proudhon himself argued that one 
could have the former (commodity production) without the 
latter (capital) by eliminating money. since in his view 
money was the social vehicle by which wealth was accu
mulated. In the absence of money. each producer would be 
able to accumulate no more wealth than he could create by 
his own working capacity. Therefore. the Proudhonist strat
egy for the elimination of capitalist exploitation was to re
turn to a society of peasants and craftsmen without wage 
labor. 

Marx demonstrated such a strategy to be a romantic fan
tasy by showing that commodity production necessarily im
plied relations of capitalist exploitation insofar a~ commodity 
production became general. To return to a situation without 
capitalist relations of production would be to return to feu-
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dalism, slavery, or some other form of class society in which 
the means of production and labor power are not commod
ities. The same argument can be made, and was made by 
Marx, against those who seek to construct a socialist society 
without eliminating commodity production. The argument 
that exploitation can be eliminated within a commodity-pro
ducing society still has its supporters, the best known variant 
being the "decentralized market socialism" of Oscar Lange, 
the Polish economist. Central to these visions of a commod
ity-producing socialist society is the argument that the cen
tral social relation in capitalist society is private ownership of 
property. 

The stress on the form of ownership leads directly to the 
~rategy of a peaceful, nonviolent transition to socialism, via 
piecemeal takeover of segments of the economy by the state 
combined with social democratic taxation and expenditure 
policies to redistribute income and wealth. Western Euro
pean Communist parties in particular have selected this road 
to socialist construction. In the United States, where the po
liticalleft has been less influential historically, an even milder 
form of this strategy is pursued by the Communist party 
("Moscow line") and other social democrats. Much more 
emphasis is placed upon regulation and control of monopo
lies, which are seen as the central problem of modern capi
talism. 

Our development of the analysis of value should show 
clearly that none of these reforms-state ownership, redis
tributive policies, or monopoly regulation-implies in itself 
any step toward socialism and the elimination of exploita
tion. Exploitation in capitalist society is the result of the 
commodity status of labor power (and the means of produc
tion). Private ownership is not the basis of labor power and 
the means of production being commodities; quite the re
verse is true. Capitalist private property is made possible by 
the separation of labor from the means of production, and 
this separation can exist even if property becomes the collec
tive property of the capitalist class. 

The truly revolutionary nature of Marx's critique of capi-
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talism lies in his demonstration that exploitation can only be 
eliminated when the products of labor no longer take the 
"fantastic" form of commodities. Regulations, redistribu
tions, and nationalizations merely alter the superficial aspects 
of capitalist society. While the struggle to achieve rhese re
forms certainly plays a significant role in the development of 
class conflict, they in no way alter the essentially capiralisr 
nature of a society. This essential nature is altered not by 
piecemeal reforms and tactical limitations on the operation 
of capital, but by a decisive struggle on the part of the work
ing class to take state power and creare a new, socialist stare 
that eliminates commodity prbduction. 

Between capitalist and communist society lies a period 
of revolutionary transformation from one to the other. 
There is a corresponding period of transition in the po
litical spheres and in this period the state can only take 
the form of a revolutionary dictatorship of the proletar
iat. 26 

26 Marx. The Fim ImenJariollal. p. 355. 



APPENDIX 

STALIN'S VIEWS 
ON THE LAW OF VALUE 

[n the early [950s, Joseph Stalin, then leader of the world's 
leading socialist state, wrote a pamphlet that sought to de
velop theoretically the nature of commodity production dur
ing socialist construction.' The pamphlet deals with a num
ber of issues of socialist construction, but we arc primarily 
interested in its discussion of the law of value. 

Stalin's view of the law of value in this work is similar to 

that of Engels, in that he does not see the law as a law of 
capitalist production: 

Commodity production must not be identified with 
capitalist production. They are two different things. 
Capitalist production is the highest form of commodity 
production. Commodity production leads to capitalism 
only if there is private ownership of the means of pro
duction, iflabor power appears in the market as a com
modity, which can be bought by the capitalist and ex
ploited in the process of production. 2 

He adds that the law of value rules exchange whenever 
there is commodity production. From this, it follows that 
the law of value operates under socialist relations of produc
tion: 

[t is sometimes asked whether the law of value exists 
and operates in our country, under the socialist system. 
Yes, it does exist and does operate. Whenever commod
ities and commodity production exist, there the law of 
value must also exist" 

Stalin. i:cMlOmic Pr£lhlrHJs. 2 [hid .. p. 14. , [hid .. p. 1 H. 
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The difficulty with sorting out what Stalin mcal~.~I;li::!!~ 
istencc" and "operation" is that he nowherc detJII!lit~"''bJ~M 
means by the law of value, though ht, indica 
he does not mean the tendency for the rate of t t~ual-
ize across branches of industry.' HIS cxclusI this 'cC( 
of the law of value leaves somc confusion, h 'er. On~e • 
one hand, he takes pains to reject the relevan:-\i ny colf:. /.;'~.' 
cept of "surplus product" or "surplus labor tim~~~· 
cialist construction,S but on the other hand, he r~p~' 
refers to the "profitability" of industry." Thus, we can only 
speculate on the source of profit under socialism. Whatever 
theory of socialist profit is implicit in Stalin's work, it is not 
the law of value. 

The closest Stalin comes to explaining what he means by 
the law of value occurs when he discusses its alleged influ
ence in a socialist society. He argues that it performs "the 
function of a regulatOr" for "articles of personal consump
tion, "7 It is restricted'tO such commodities because, he points 
out, the means of production are not commodities in the 
USSR to any great degree. However, even for consumer ar
ticles he appears to contradict himself: 

True, the law of value has no regulating function in our 
socialist production, but it nevertheless influences pro
duction, and this fact cannot be ignored when directing 
production. 8 

It is not obvious how a law serves "within certain limits 

, "If this were true, it would he incomprehensible why our light indus
tries, which are the most profitable. arc not being de\'e1oped to the utmost, 
and why preference is given to our heavy industries, which arc oiten less 
profitable, and sometimes altogether unprolitahle." Ihld .. p. 22. 

, "I think we must also discard certain other concepts taken irom Marx', 
Capital . .. and artificially applied to our SOCIalist rrlations. I am rel"rrm~ 
to such concepts, among others. as 'Ill'ccssary' and 'surplus' product. 'nec

essary' and 'surplus' time." Ihid" p. 17. 
, Sce footnote 4 and ihid., p. 23. where he speaks of "plants wl1lrh ar,' 

more profitable." 
; Ihid., p. IR. 
, Ihid .. p. 19. 
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the fUllctioll of a regulator." but "Ius no regulating 
function." only influencing production. Stalin seems to have 
in mind that socialist managers must consider "such things 
as cost accounting and protitabkness. production costs. 
prices. ete. ... and "our enterprises cannot. and must not. 
function without taking the law of value into account. "'1 Onc 
can conclude from this that the rcfi:rence to costs. ete.. 
means that the law of value continues to operate as the reg
ulator of efticicncy (the law of the minimization of use of 
concrete bbor). 

However. as wc have seen. this function of the law of 
value involves the reduction of concrete labor to abstract la
bor. and is the consequence of competition among enter
prises and the buying and selling of labor power and the 
means of production. Yet Stalin argues that these were 1101 

commodities in the USSR when he was writing. Itl If they 
were not commodities. then they could not be values. so 
enterprises could not take value into account. In fact, this is 
a contradictory argument. On the onc hand, the ingredients 
of production arc not values (commodities); on the other, the 
law of value "operates" and "influences" production. Both 
positions cannot be correct. 

This contradiction in the argument surfaces repeatedly in 
Ecollomic Problems. As wc pointed out in Chapter 11, the law 
of value is a law of the social division (allocation) of labor in 
a society of isolated producers. If it operates during socialist 
construction, then it operates as an allocator of la bor power 
and the means of production. Yet how can it do so if these 
are not commodities? Stalin takes both positions within a 
page. Speaking of "the second phase of communist society," 
which the USSR will reach in the future. he says: 

As to the distribution of labor, its distribution among 
the branches of production will be regulated not by the 
law of value. tllilic/r will /ratlc (cas cd to function by that 

. Ihid. 
'" Ihld .. p. 17. 
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time, but by the growth of society's demand for goods. 
[Emphasis added.)" 

Since he is distinguishing that second stage from the pres
ent, it must be concluded that he believed that the law of 
value did play a contemporary allocative role. This is. of 
course, consistent with the statement that the law of value 
influences production. However, onc cannot be but confused 
to read on the next page: 

These comrades forget that the law of value call hI' a 
regulator oJ productioll ollly ullder capitalism. with private 
ownership of the means of production, and competi
tion, anarchy of production and crises of over prodllc
tion.'2 

These directly contradictory statements reflect a confusion 
between the economy of time and the particular form it takes 
under capitalism. If we substitute "the necessity to distribute 
labor time in a purposeful way"'"' for "the law of value" in 
Stalin's pamphlet, the contradictions disappear. He begins 
correctly and incisively to demonstrate that the social basis 
of value has been largely eliminated in the USSR at the time 
of his writing; namely, competition has been eliminated be
cause the means of production arc no longer commodities 
and nor is labor power. This, however, does not eliminate 
the need for the means of production and labor power to be 
employed efficiently and consistently with the complex in
put-output requirements of an industrial society. Faced with 
this problem, the basic problc:m of every society. Stalin re
turns to the law of value. which he prC\'iollsly rejected im
plicitly. This return is achieved via the essentially metaphys
ical and tautological argument that the law of value applies 
to all commodity production. Without analYZing what COI11-

" Ihid .• p. 22. 
12 Ihid .. p. ~3. 

I' WC Jrc par.lphrasillg M.lrx. "E(ol1omy l)f IlIllC. to thl!<o .111 C\-0I10111\' 

ultimately reduces itself. SOl-icty likcwl'"c h.1~ to (ilstnhtllc 1t'I, ImH' III " PUT'

poseflll way . ... Howc\,l'r, Ihi~ l!oo l·~!'ol·l1tl.l11\' dllrc:rnlt frtll1l d IllC"'''UTCI1lCnt 

of exchange \'allll'~ (I.1hor or prOdU(I') hy I.l.hnr IlIllC," (;nmdn\.'1'. r 17-' 
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modity production is. equating it with the law of value is 
purely a tautology. Once commodity production is itself 
analyzed. it is discovered that it involves the ingredients of 
production being commodities. so it occurs only under cap
italism." 

The confusion in the argument derives from Stalin's view 
of economic laws and his conception of the objective and 
subjective. Early in the pamphlet. criticizing those who see 
economic laws as relative. he characterizes economic laws as 
follows: 

It is evident that they confuse laws of science, which 
reflect objective processes in the nature of society, proc
esses which take place independently of the will of man, 
with the laws which are issued by governments, which 
are made by the will of man ... 

[T]he laws of economic development, as in the case 
of natural science, are objective laws, processes of eco
nomic development which take place independently of 
the will of man.15 

Stalin then compares economic laws to the law of grav
ity.'· We have here an important distinction-that octween 
processes that occur independently of their perception by 
people (the law of gravity, for example) and those which arc 
the result of the conscious action of people. Stalin implicitly 
places laws of social organization in the second category. 
However, a law can be objective, in that it is independent of 
the will of people individually and collectively, yet be purely 
social in nature. As Marx wrote in a famous passage: 

" In fact. Stalin implicitly recognizes this. arguing that commodity pro
duction requires that the means of production be commodities. Jnd rhcn:
fore. "Value. like the law of value. is a historical category," li/1id .. p, 
221· This, however, is contradictory to hiS view that thefe is cOlllmodity 
production under slavery and feudalism libid .. p. 141, The confusion .HisL'S 

from not distinguishing between exchange JS J ,1ormal 1IIO"'t'III ill dlstributioll 
and commodity prodlutiOfI. 

" Ibid .• pp. 2. 3-4. 
" Ihid .• p. 3. 
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In the social production of their existence, men inevita
bly enter into definite relations, which are independent of 
their will, namely relations of production. [Emphasis 
added.]17 

Stalin's treatment of economic laws is a further reflection 
of his failure to distinguish between the law of economy of 
time and the particular form that law takes under capitalism. 
The necessity for peo,?le to allocate purposefully their time 
in production is a universal law of human society (and of the 
animal world for that matter), and might be seen as having 
the status of a natural law. But the particular way this is 
achieved is historically specific, depending upon "the totality 
of these rclations of production which constitutes the eco
nomic structure of society, the real formation, on which 
arises a legal and political superstructure. ",. 

In essence, Stalin, like Engcls before him, fails to distin
guish the twofold nature of labor power under capitalism; 
that it is both a use value and a value. As a use value (con
crete labor) it is unchanged throughout history, always ex
isting in this form and always requiring some form of allo
cation. Under capitalism, labor power assumes commodity 
form in order to effect that allocation by a specific process. 
This twofold nature ofJabor power corresponds to a twofold 
nature of "laws" under capitalism. Onc is universal, com
mon to all societies (the law of economy of time) and the 
other particular (the law of value). 

The failure to distinguish the twofold nature of labor 
power under capitalism, in turn. comes from a circulationist 
method. Like Engels, when Stalin periodizes economic life 
he does so not primarily upon the basis of modes of produc
tion (social rclations), but upon the presence or absence of 
commodity circulation. Commodity circulation is equated 
with the exchange of the products of labor to any dql;rec. no 
matter how insignificant quantitatiych' and qualitati\'t'ly. [n 

17:\ C,,,,tri/,,Hi,,,,. r ~1 

'" 'hid. 
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such an approach, the social relations of production play no 
significant analytical roll'. 

In summary, the confusions and internal contradictions in 
Eco//(ll/lj( Pro/Jlfllls derivl' from considering the law of value 
as the "law of embodied (concrete) labor," which in the 
Marxist literature has its ancestry in Engds. 



CHAPTER IV 

THEORY OF MONEY 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Capitalist society is the ·first mode of production in which 
the reproduction of the class structure of society and society 
itself requires the circulation of the products of labor as com
modities. In this type of society, production is for exchange 
value, and products must be converted into money. That is, 
products are commodities, and as commodities they must be 
continually realized in the form of a universal. exchangeable 
equivalent. This universal equivalent is, by definition and 
practice, money. Therefore, the analysis of capitalist society 
necessarily requires (and implies) a theory of money. 

Despite the central role of money in capitalist society, and 
despite the fact that it was capitalist production that Marx 
sought to analyze as his life's work, his theory of money has 
been largely ignored. Even the best treatments of Marxian 
theory refer to the analysis of money only in passing, leaving 
the reader to conclude either that Marx had no theory of 
money, that he had onc but it is not relevant to contempo
rary capitalism, or that it does not differ significantly from 
the bourgeois theory of money, and therefore does not re
quire separate exposition. The purpose of this and the fol
lowing chapter is to develop Marx's theory of money and 
credit, to show how it provides the basis for a critique of the 
bourgeois theory of money and reveals the contradictions 
inherent in commodity circulation. 

Marx's treatment of money is frequently discarded on the 
grounds that his analysis assumed .1 money commodity 
(gold), or "convertible" money. and since money is no 
longer convertible. the analysis is largely .111 anachronism. 
Below, we show that the conyertibility of money was 
not assullled. bur demonstrated as a theoretical conclusion 
by Marx. a conclusion of general Y.llidity. Treating con-
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vertibility as an issue of legal or contractual status is an im
plicit acceptance of the bourgeois theory of money. The 
entire history of the development of the bourgeois theory of 
money, from the time of Hume, is a history of an analysis 
that, step by step, seeks to treat money purely as a facilitator 
of exchange. In this analysis, money is artificially separated 
from the process of accumulation and from commodity pro
duction itself, so that it can be treated as merely a social 
convention. The entire bourgeois treatment of money rests 
upon the assumption that money itself has no value. Once 
one develops the theory of money in the context of capital
ism, it becomes clear that it is not Marx's theory that makes 
an arbitrary assumption about the nature of money, but 
bourgeois theory that does so. In bourgeois theory, the as
sumption of valueless money (money as a mere symbol) is 
absolutely essential, and commodity money undermines that 
theory. In Marx's theory, both valueless money and com
modity money are treated, allowing for a general theory of 
money. 

Exchange is older than capitalism, and this fact, as we have 
seen, has led some to seek a theory of exchange that is gen
erally applicable to all periods characterized by elI.change to 

some degree. But no such general theory is possible, since to 

formulate it involves ignoring the relations of production 
that wholly determine exchange. The same is true of money: 
money is older than capitalism, but no general theory of 
money applicable to all periods of its use is possible. Any 
theory of money necessarily presupposes particular social re
lations of production. Here we disagree with other writers, 
particularly DeBrunhoff,1 who argue that the theory of 
money should be developed for all forms of monetary cir
culation, prior to considering money in capitalist society. As 
we saw in Chapter Ill, if we abstract from capitalism to seek 
"generality," we abstract from the circulation of commodi
ties as capital (fvl-C-M'). This reduces all commodity circu
lation to simple commodity circulation (C-A1-C). To treat 

, DrHrunhoff Jr~t1l'~ that Marx developed hiS theory or money 1I1dl'pL'lld
t'ntly of the c.lpiLlhst mode of production. Her ,1""crtlOlI th,lt lIlolley C1IlIHH 
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simple commodity circulation as the more general case im
plies that the circuit of capital is subsumed within simple 
commodity circulation. But, as has been shown, the oppo
site is the case: simple commodity circulation derives from 
the circuit of capital. The basic error of seeking a general 
theory of money, applicable to all modes of production, is 
that such a theory would by definition abstract from all so
cial relations of production. In consequence, such a theory 
cannot relate the circulat~on or noncirculation of money to 

the production of commodities. This approach must by its 
very method consider only exchange; moreover, it must 
treat exchange in isolation from the social relations that cre
ate the possibility for exchange. In practice, it is impossible 
to abstract from all production relationships, since the con
sideration of exchange necessarily implies that the exchang
ing parties hold title to the commodities they sell. Thus, the 
error of seeking a general theory of money is analogous to 

Engels's error of seeking a general theory of value. The the
ory is not, in fact, general at all, for it must be implicitly 
based upon a society of petty commodity producers (see 
Chapters I and Il). The theory of money that we elaborate 
below is, therefore, not general in the sense of applying to 

various modes of production, but general in that it incorpo
rates the various forms of money that appear in capitalist 
society: commodity money. paper money. and credit. 

B. COMMODITY CIRCULATION AND COMMODITY MONEY 

Marx's procedure in Capital is to begin with a society in 
which there is general commodity circulation and produc
tion, to leave the particular nature of this society otherwise 
unspecified, and to reveal. step by step. that he has necessar
ily been considering capitalist society from the outset.' The 

be understood by looking .H it in its most comp1cx fl1TI11 (rrcdu) I~ correct, 
but it does not follow that this in\'ol\'('~ .1.hstr.1(tm~ (rom (.lr1tah~m. Su
zanne DeBrunhotr .. H,,,,,. "" .\1,onr), (Now York: Un70n Book>. 19711). pp. 
19-23. 

~ This rcvelation should (('Tlle .1 ... rh' !<ourpr1\t' to till' Tl'.l.dn, "'JOlT In the 
tirst scntcrtrc of C,JI"ltli M,HX tclh. 1I!- th.lt he lIltcnd ... t(l n'T1'Hicr capitalist 
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purpost: of proct:t:ding in this manna is to dt:monstratt: that 
privJtt: propt:rty nt:cessarily implies a social system in which 
capitalist propt:rty is dominant, and that frt:e competition 
nt:ct:ssarily generatt:s capitalist competition and with it con
centration and ct:ntralization of capital. Since it is necessary 
to prt:sent certain conceptual abstractions such as the com
modity, value (thus abstract labor), and money before onc 
can consider capital and exploitation under capitalist produc
tion, it appears that these concepts have been developed in
dependently of capitalist relations of production. This ap
pearance is what prompted Engels to believe, incorrectly, 
that Marx's method was "logical-historical"; i.e., that Marx 
developed his concepts in logic in the same order as they 
present themselves in history . .l Wc have seen that Marx's 
treatment of value in the first chapter of Capital presupposes 
capitalist relations of production. Similarly, his discussion of 
money is specific to capitalist relations, and elsewhere he 
makes this explicit.' At this point we use the word "money" 

(bourgeois) society from the outset, "The wealth of those societies in which 
the capitalist mode of production prevails, presents itself as 'an immense 
accumulation of commodities,' its unit being a single commodity. Our in
vestigation must therefore begin with the analysis of a commodity." C"pit"/. 
I, p. 43. 

, Friedrich Engels, "Karl Marx, 'A Contribution to the Critique of Polit
ical Economy,' " in A COlltribllliOll, pp. 225ft'. Marx rejected the "Iogical
historical" method explicitly: "It would therefore be un feasible and wrong 
to let the economic categories follow onc another in the sanH.: sequcnce: as 
th,t in which they were historically decisive. Their sequCl1ce is determined, 
Tuher, by their relation to onc another in m(Jdt'n/ b(lIj~l.?l'(Jis soci{"}', which is 
precisely the opposite of that which seems to be their natur;d order or which 
corresponds to historical development." Gnllldri55c, p. \117. Empl",sis added . 

• "From the development of the law that price determines the mass of 
money in circulation, it follows that presuppositions arc hcn: involved 
which hy '10 meaflS apply 1(' all 5tl1.(?CS ofsocicty; it is absurd. therefore. (0 take. 
for instance. the Influx of money from Asia to Home Jnd its inRucllcc on 
Roman prices. ,1Ild simply to put it heside modern COlllmerci.ll conditions." 
Marx Jnd Engcls. Sclt,ctt'd Corrt'spoudnlCt' (Moscow: Progress Publishers. 
\965). p. !O6. EmphaSIS added. 

Wc CJn contr;lst chls to Engcls's vit:w. "ITllle IIHroductioll of mct,llhc 
money brought into operation a series of !Jw~ wlllch reTl1ain I'illid J'r (Jft 
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to mean the universally accepted form of exchange value for 
a given population of commodity producers. In what fol
lows, we shall deal at length with the question of whether 
this universal equivalent need bc a commodity. The distinc
tion here is between purc symbols of value (e.g., paper 
notes) and commodity money, whcre the latter term refers 
in general to all possible commodity forms which the general 
equivalent might take. The term "money commodity" refers 
to the specific commodity that takes the role of money. 

Under conditions of commodity production, products cir
culate as values, which implies that they not only are ex
changed but must be exchanged. In the abstract, this ex
change can be considered as the exchange of one commodity 
for another, in which a formal equivalence is established 
through exchange. In the abstract, this equivalence is purely 
definitional, reflecting the act of exchange itself, x exchanges 
for y, so x and y are equivalcnt in practice. This we can call 
(following Mar-x) the "equivalent form of value," in that thc 
value of the commodity x is represented by the commodity 
y. Standing alone, commodity x cannot express its value. 
since it is a material objcct with certain natural properties. 
the result of concrete labor. Its value appears as a certain 
quantity of the commodity y. 5 Thc property of the com
modity y, that it is a usc value, is unaffccted by virtue of it 
playing this mcasurement rolc. If thc commodities are wheat 
and iron, and they exchange on thc basis of onc ton of whcat 
for 100 pounds of iron, thcn the value of a ton of wheat is 
this finitc quantity of iron. From this point of view, that of 
the exchangc of whcat, the value of iron is unexpressed. In 
othcr words, concrcte labor. thc use value form of the equiv
alent commodity bccomcs the value forlll of the tirst (0111-

{oulltries and "i510n·(111 rp(l(JrJ in which metallic money is J mC"dmm of ex
change." A"ti-Duhri".~. p. 187. Emph.,i, .ddod . 

.. "The body of the commodity th.lt srrn's .l~ rh" (,,~1I1\'.a)C'1H, ti~urcs .3S 

the materialization of human !.tOOT in the abstr.1ct, .1I1d IS .H the S.3mc time=
the product of some specitically llsr(ul (oncn:tl' l.ahnT. ThC' fon("re-le laboT 
becomes. therefore. the medium for (,xl'n'ssin~ .10stT.lCI hUl1un JabOT." Cap
ital. 1. p. 64. 
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modity.· This is not a play on words. but expresses the fact 
that one commodity becomes the value representation of the 
other. If we bring more commodities into exchange. and 
they all exchange against the commodity y (iron). then the 
value of each is expressed as a certain quantity of y (of iron). 
and y becomes a general equivalent. The fact that iron comes 
to play this function in our abstract example in no way af
fects the fact that iron itself has value. but the value of iron 
is only expressed as a certain amount of the other particular 
commodities. 

In the development of a general equivalent. the abstract 
labor in each commodity is quantitatively expressed as a 
weight or volume of the equivalent commodity. The units 
in which the equivalent commodity are measured are the cal
ibration of the price of those commodities. As the use of this 
particular commodity as the measure of value generalizes. it 
appears that this commodity itself has no price. since. by 
convention. it is the measure of price. The price of the equiv
alent commodity is hidden by the fact that. due to common 
usage as an equivalent. its price is subsumed in itself. This is 
merely to say that the general equivalent cannot measure it
self. anymore than any other single commodity can express 
its own value. By becoming the general equivalent. a COI11-

modity becomes functionally isolated from other commodi
ties. so it stands alone as the representation of all other com
modities. 

The particular natural properties of gold and silver uniquely 
suit these commodities to the role of universal equivalent. 7 

When its use as the universal equivalent is established. the 
commodity in question. now the money commodity. under
goes a profound change. Its use value becomes its ability to 

represent abstract labor in general. While it also has an in
trinsic use value-iron for example-this becomes obscured. 
so it appears that its only use is as the representation of the 

•. "Hence. the second peculiarity of the equivalent form is. that concrete 
labor becomes the form under which its opposite. abstract human I"bor. 
manifests itself" lhid .. p. 64. 

0:\ COn/rib"f,oll. pp. 153-157. 
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value of all other commodities. The process of exchange re
sults in the complete abstraction from the intrinsic properties 
of the money commodity. It now appears that the money 
commodity has no independent use value, since commodity 
producers seek it not for any useful purpose arising from its 
natural properties. This allows for the illusion that the 
money commodity itself is selected arbitrarily, and that its 
value is irrelevant to its role as money. This illusion is vali
dated in the eyes of commodity producers when the state 
issues representations of the money commodity to circulate 
in its stead. 

The illusion is merely illusion, however. The reality is that 
commodities exchange against commodities, and in this 
process one commodity establishes itself as a general equiv
alent. When' this happens, its use value in practice is that it 
is exchange value, but the fact remains that it is the result of 
human labor and a commodity, not merely a valueless con
vention. 

C. CIRCULATION AND THE FUNCTIONS OF MONEY 

The idea that money need not have value derives from con
sidering it only as a medium of exchange, which, in effect, 
treats all exchanges as barter. This can be demonstrated 
through a consideration of the process of circulation. We 
have implicitly been dealing with capitalism in our abstract 
discussion, since it assumed commodity production and the 
formation of abstract necessary labor. When we speak of ex
change of commodities, we do so in the context of the cir
culation of commodities, in which a particular exchange is 
merely a conceptually isolated moment. Every exchange of 
a commodity for the money commodity is part of an endless 
series of exchanges. Any exchange taken in isolation appears 
as barter and can be so analyzed even whell the money com
modity is involved. 

Consider the case where gold circulatcs dircctly as the 
money commodity. Sincc both gold and whcat. say. arc thc 
products of human labor, OIlC could vicw thrir cxchange as 
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b.lrtcring a quantity of onc for a quantity of the other. Al
ternatively, if representations of gold circulate, and a com
modity producer sells wheat for tokens of money, then uses 
these tokens to buy a book, say, barter exchange can again 
be imposed upon the process. One could argue that since 
only a representation of gold was involved, this representa
tion is also a representation of wheat and a book. a mere 
"veil," as the classical economists called money, which hides 
the barter nature of the exchange. Both of these analytical 
methods involve isolating exchange from circulation. The 
first, which treats the money commodity like any other (di
rect barter of gold and wheat), implies the second. If the 
money commodity is like any other, then it plays no distinc
tive role, and money is merely a convention agreed upon by 
commodity producers." 

The mistake in such an approach is revealed when we lo
cate each exchange as part of an interrelated process of com
modity circulation. To consider the circulation of commod
ities, we must return to the point in the analysis where wc 
demonstrated that commodity circulation is the social mech
anism by which isolated producers are integrated into a sys
tem of social production. This implies that price (the denom
ination of value in units of the money commodity) is the 
form of value, but not equal to value, except momentarily. 
As we have seen, each capitalist producer marshals the means 
of production and labor power by advancing money. The 
price each receives for his commodity is the signal to him of 
the extent to which he has consumed his productive capital 
in line with average efficiency. If, overall, the capitals in an 
industry produce in a manner such that the prevailing de
mand conditions allow a rate of profit greater than that in 
other industries, this stimulates the inflow of capital. In such 
a case, price is greater than value, in that the abstract labor 
realized in exchange in the form of the money commodity 

'''But if !exchangeJ is separated from the procC'ss !of circulation!. the 
phase C-M [commodities for money I disappears and thefe rcmain only two 
commodities which confront each other. for ITlst;IIlCt' Iron ,md ~old, whose 
exchange is not a distinn part of the cycle hut IS dircrt h.utL'r." //Jid., p. l}() 
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exceeds the abstract labor embodied in the commodity in 
production. 9 The deviation of price from value is a necessary 
inequality in capitalist production in order that labor and the 
means of production be constantly redistributed. Thus value 
must appear in a form in which that form itself allows for a 
quantitative divergence of value from exchange value. Labor 
time itself cannot be the calibration of value, since this would 
riot allow for the nec~ssary divergence. III The price form 
arises from the necessary contradiction between value and 
exchange value. If value is to determine exchange value, then 
the two must diverge (otherwise it is not a question of de
termination, but identity). The denomination of all com
modities in terms of a generally equivalent commodity is the 
vehicle for this divergence. 

The particular role money plays in this divergence can be 
demonstrated· by use of a simple identity. If commodities 
exchange at value, the price (money form) of some com
modity i is 

P, = aV .. 

where P; is the price of the commodity measured in mone
tary units, a is the number of monetary units per unit of 
labor time, and V; is the value of the commodity. This for
mulation abstracts from the transformation process, so ex
change at value is treated as the set of equilibrium relative 
values. To allow for divergence of relative prices from rela
tive values, we must be precise in our use of the term "ex
change value," which is the abstract labOT time that a com
modity realizes in exchange, 

9 This abstracts frol11 the transfornl.lrion process .. lJl .lhsrraction which 
does not affect the analysis. TIll' deviation of price (rom \".1lu(' III order to 
achieve an equalization of protir TJotes is ronsldrrcd below 

10 "Because price is not cqu.11 to \,;tllle, thcn-fore the \'.lluc-dctcTmminlt 

clement-laboT timc---cannot be the demcllt III which rfl(,~ aTC expressed. 
because labor tinlC \,,!ould then ha\'e (0 ("xrr('s~ Hsclf SII11Uh.1I1COllsly as the 
determining and the non-dC[CTTlllllll1g ,,:·lcmcnt . .l.S rhe ('''llll\'.li('nt And non
equivalent of its cif." (;nmJn'Hf. p. 140. Mar" TTl.1kcs the ... .1I1l(' rOlllt In TJu 

POI'''''y <'f PhiloJ"phy. 
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x, = B;V" 

where B, is the index of the deviation of exchange value from 
price and is different for each commodity. Since all value has 
a material form (use value form) and only what is produced 
can circulate, the weighted sum of the B's for all commodi
ties is unity; what one commodity producer loses in ex
change, another gains, since every sale is a purchase. Price is 
the monetary denomination of exchange value, so we can 
write, as the general case 

where P; = aX;, by definition. The value of the commodity 
is a definite quantity of abstract labor and the B term a dis
tributional parameter determined by the deviation of ex
change value from value. The issue to be considered is what 
determines a, which represents the conversion of labor time 
into monetary units. It was Marx's argument that a repre
sents the value of the money commodity (or more precisely, 
the inverse of this). If money has value, then the conversion 
from labor time to monetary units is unique, and the abso
lute price of the commodity j is determined by the value of 
the money commodity. 

But can a be purely arbitrary, not tied to any commodity? 
First, it should be noted that the calibration of price can be 
arbitrary even with a money commodity. In the case of gold, 
it can be measured in various physical units and these units 
can be assigned different arbitrary monetary calibrations 
(dollars, pounds, yen, etc.). We are not interested in this as
pect. but in the question of the necessity of a money com
modity, and the two issues must not be confused. The 
money commodity provides a theory of the absolute price 
level with relative values given. and a theory that rejects the 
necessity of a money commodity must provide an alternative 
explanation of the price level (the determination of a). In 
bourgeois monetary theory this is provided by the quantity 
theory of money. In this theory. the parameter ex is uniquely 
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determined by the quantity of the medium of exchange in 
circulation, and Marx's theory of the necessity of a money 
commodity provides a critique of this theory. 

The quantity theory of money treats as exogenous to cir
culation the supply of money. This concept of the supply of 
money presupposes what it seeks to establish, that money 
has no .value, since it is presumed that all of the medium of 
circulation available actually circulatesY If all of the medium 
of circulation does not circulate, then the velocity of money 
is indeterminate, and the parameter a is indeterminate. That 
all of the means of circulation in fact circulates is based on 
the assumption that money has no value, since this assump
tion allows one to argue that no one would seek to hold 
money for itself. The argument is, indeed, purely circular: 
money is a mere convention, having no value; thus there is 
no motivation to hold money out of circulation; all money 
therefore circulates; the price level is determined by the 
amount of money in circulation; and since all money circu
lates, money must have no value. 

This theory considers money to have only one function, 
as a means of circulation, i.e., that it merely facilitates ex
change. However, money must also be a standard of value 
and a store of value. As a standard of value, it must provide 
a unique calibration of price that implies a determinant price 
level. As we have seen, a money commodity serves this 
function simply, in that its bodily form is the price form. 
while the valueless-money theory requires a determinant 
supply of money to satisfy indirectly this function. [n the 
case of valueless money, the crucial concept is the supply of 
money and its uniqueness. Ignored in this concept is that 
money serves as a store of value, the form in which a claim 
on social [abor can be accumulated in a capitalist society. It 

11 Sophisticated elaborations of thc "purc" quantlt\' theory that mrlude 
the possibility o(holding monc\' t,1r spcrulatl\'c ("hqllldllv !'r('(crencc") and 
other reasons does not change this rrC'sllmptI01l. hut merel\' ITHrClducC's the 
interest rate .15 a mechanism (or 11I1i"lUC'ly d('tC'rr1\l11111~ the "supply of 
money. 
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is not accidental that this function is ignored, since by defi
nition, hoarded money does not appear in circulation.'2 

In the circuit of capital, capitalists advance money for 
commodities (labor power and the means of production), 
marshal these commodities in production to produce a new 
set of commodities, then realize these commodities in money 
form. This circuit of capital can be summarized in symbols, 

M-C . .. P . .. C'-M', 
where M stands for money, C for commodities, and P for 
the moment of production. The primes indicate a quantita
tive expansion of value (C' > C, M' > M). The first ex
change, M-C, leaves the capitalist with a collection of com
modities that are useless unless employed in production. 
Similarly, the second exchange, C' -M', is necessary in order 
to realize the value and surplus value produced. Since pro
duction is for exchange value, neither C nor C' is an ade
quate form in which to hold capital. Formally, the subse
quent conversion of M' into productive capital seems a 
simple extension of the circulation of capital. However, it is 
in the initiation of a subsequent circuit of capital in which 
hoarding or the storing of value occurs. Formally, capital can 
be held or hoarded as commodities (C or C'), but hoarding 
in this form requires conversion of the commodities into 
money before the circuit can be renewed. Money, the gen
eral equivalent, is realized capital and can be exchanged 
against any commodity. What differentiates money from 
commodities in general is that it need not be realized, since 
it represents abstract labor in general. However, if money 
has no value, is not a commodity, then its worth-what it 
can command in exchange-cannot be predicted nor de
pended upon. If money has no value, then hoarding by cap
italists in money form becomes problematical, and hoarding 
must occur in the form of specific commodities, not a gen
eral equivalent. In fact, legal attempts to cut representations 

1~ "As .l means of circuh.tion money therefore appears always as a fm'lltH 

oJpurchaSf. and Ihis obscures Ihe facI Ihal il fultills differenl funclions in Ihe 
antithetical phases of the metamorphosis of commodities." A. ClHltri/1llti(llI. 

p.98. 
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of money off from the money commodity (nonconvertibil
ity) result in a run on commodity markets when circulation 
of capital encounters difficulties, which generates widespread 
hoarding. 

Marx observed that money is always convertible, in prac
tice if not in law. tJ By this he meant that the circuit of capital 
necessarily involves hoarding, the holding of wealth in a 
store, and that valueless money is inadequate for this func
tion precisely because it is valueless. Thus we can see that a 
period of inflation is not empirical evidence of the intrinsi
cally valueless nature of money, but exactly the opposite: the 
depreciation of representations of money (such as paper 
money) demonstrates the consequence of attempts by the 
state to rep.eal the basic law that money must be a commod
ity. If the value of the money commodity does not rise, then 
inflation reflects the quantitative inconsistency between the 
expansion of representations of money and the performance 
of sociallabor (production of value). 

The basic difference between Marx's theory of money and 
the bourgeois theory of money is epitomized in a further 
function of money that we have yet to consider: money as 
means of payment. Indeed, this function of money does not 
appear at all in bourgeois theory or, if it does, only as a 
triviality. In capitalist society, most transactions are not 
made with specie, but on the basis of contracting indebted
ness (i.e., credit), which involves a promise to repay these 
debts in the future. Obviously such an arrangement involves 
a separation in time between purchase and payment, an un
controversial point. What is controversial is the significance 
of this separation. If money is valueless, then the separation 
is trivial, involving the use of one form of valueless money 
at purchase (credit) and another form of valueless money to 
cancel the debt. However, in Marx's theory. this separation 
is of paramount importance because the lorm of money ad
equate for purchase is not in general satisfactory (or pay
ment. If the separation between purchase and paymcnt (or-

" Ibid. 
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responds to a period during which the value that money 
commands changes, then the conditions under which pay
ment is made are ditTerent from the conditions under which 
purchase was made. The full implications of the separation 
of purchase and payment will be explored in the next chap
ter; for the moment, we note that the intervention of money 
into exchanges does not merely facilitate exchange but cre
ates a system in which commodities may circulate without 
being paid for. 

We have now considered several functions or roles of 
money, and the central point is that these arc not merely 
different functions of the same thing; i.e., wc should not see 
money as analogous to a tool, such as a hammer, which can 
be adequately shifted among different uses. Rather, these 
functions imply different things. As a medium of circulation, 
money can be a mere symbol, even an agreement to pay 
among capitalists. As a store of value or a means of payment, 
it must assume a form in which its relationship to socialized 
bbor can be maintained. A contradiction arises here, since 
the form of money generated by the circulation of commod
ities cannot in general satisfy the other functions of money. 

D. MARX'S "PURE" THEORY 

OF MONEY AND CIRCULATION 

The hoarding function requires that the general equivalent 
be a commodity. This, in fact, is a demonstration that our 
discussion in Section B, although abstract, established a gen
eral point that holds at all levels of abstraction. There wc 
argued that money is a commodity whose use value and 
value become obscured by virtue of its serving as the em
bodiment of exchange value. Treating money as valueless is 
to accept this obfuscation as material fact. The general con
clusion that money must be a commodity does not, of 
course, preclude moments or periods when representations 
of money are divorced from the money commodity. Such 
moments or periods do not invalidate the general conclusion, 
any more than price deviating from value invalidates the law 
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that value is the basis of price. Such moments represent com
plications-the complexity of the concrete-which arc 
understood by first considering money in its simplest form
gold, for example. It is for this reason that Marx develops 
his theory of money abstracting from all the complicated de
velopments of the money form-tokens of money, paper 
money, etc. Money is not assumed to be gold; rather, by 
beginning at this simple level, the development of the more 
complex forms will be explained, and we can establish the 
laws governing them. The simple concept will reveal the 
complex and concrete, as a logical development of the anal
ysis. I ' 

Thus, we begin our analysis of money with the abstraction 
that gold serves as the medium of exchange. In this case, the 
parameter a, which we introduced in the previous section, 
is the inverse of the value of gold. Given the values of all 
other commodities. the price level rises and falls with in
creases and decreases in the productivity of gold production. 
We must investigate the consequences of a change in the sup
ply of gold, with its value given. That is, does an increase in 
the production of gold, and thus its availability, affect the 
general level of gold-denominated prices? Here we refer to 
what Shaikh calls a "pure supply effect," uncomplicated by 
any change in values of gold or other commodities. I~ It 
would seem that an increase in the production or availability 
of gold would give rise to a scenario similar to that predicted 
by the quantity theory: the increased availability of gold 
means that there is more gold to exchange against all other 
commodities, and this excess supply of gold would drive the 
price of gold down (prices of other commodities up), until 

" Gnmdrissr, pp. \05-108. 
" Anwar Shaikh, "On the Laws of International Exchan~e'" Sri,."rr .nd 

Society 43 (Fall 1979). Marx comments. "Any scholnl), in\·estig.tion of the 
rdation between the volume of means of circulation and movement> 111 

commodity prices must assume that the value of the monelar\' maten.1 be 
given .... It is, of course, quite possible to 1I1ete,.e the ,uprlv of precious 
metals while their costs of production remam lIn(han~ed. On the olher h.nd 
a decrease in their value. . will in Ih,' tirsl place he Hlesled onl\' h\' an 
increase in their supply." :1 ClIItrihu',,,,,. p. Ih(1. 
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all gold was sold. In this line of argument an increased avail
ability of gold has the same consequence as an excess supply 
of lny other commodity. Thus it would seem that the quan
tity theory holds tor commodity money. Ricardo argued 
quite similarly in developing the monetary adjustment mech
J.nism tor his theory of comparative advantage. 16 Before con
sidering the basic mistake in this argument, it should be 
pointed out that even if an increase in the availability of gold 
wen: to depress its price,'7 the price level that resulted would 
not be sustainable. If gold exchanged at its price of produc
tion before the increased availability, then the subsequent 
higher price level would imply that gold exchanged below 
its price of production. This would mean that gold producers 
would realize a rate of profit below the general rate of profit, 
and capital would move out of gold production, reducing 
the relative availability of gold until the original absolute 
gold prices were re-established. We can conclude that the use 
of commodity money necessarily implies a unique absolute 
price level, given the value of the money commodity. 

It can be further demonstrated that an increase in the avail
ability of gold would in general not lead to a rise in com
modity prices even as a momentary disequilibrium. While 
money must be a commodity, the money commodity cannot 
be treated as if it were like all other commodities, which the 
above argument does. The money commodity differs from 
all other commodities in that it need not be realized, since it 
is the general equivalent. 1H All other commodities must be 
converted into money in order that the circuit of capital be 

" Shaikh, "On the Laws of International Exchange." 
" Strictly speaking. gold does not have J price in this context. since it is 

itself the denomination of price. It only has an exchange value relative 10 

any other particular commodity. 
" Consider the circuit of capital from the point of view of the producers 

of JII but the money commodity. Their circuit has three moments . .II-C 
... p .. C' -.~1'. capital advanced (M-C.,. the moment of production (P). 
and the moment of realization (C' -M'). The producer of the money com
modity has no realization moment. M-C. P ... C' -M' For the producer 
of the money commodity there can be no problem of realization. ~iIlCl' 

money is realized abstract !abor. 
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renewed. If an excess supply of one of these commodities 
exists, then either the price of the commodity must fall in 
order to sell the excess or part of value and surplus value is 
unrealized and remains in a form in which it is useless to the 
capitalist. Not so with the money commodity. 

All producers must convert their commodities into money; 
money, however, need not be converted into commodities. 
but can be held as the general embodiment of socialized 
wealth. The money commodity is a commodity "of its own 
type," .the commodity into which all others must be con
verted in the circuit of commodities and capital. Thus, the 
circulation of money is stimulated by the need to realize the 
non money commodities, and it is drawn into circulation or 
lies idle depending upon the number and value of commod
ities to be realized. If for some reason the production of com
modities declines (a slow-down in accumulation of capital), 
money falls out of circulation, accumulates in hoards, as a 
preserve of value and wealth. In the simple (abstract) case of 
gold as money, such moments are precisely when commod
ity prices fall, and the value of money rises. When all other 
commodities are depreciated due to the necessity of their re
alization, this is precisely when hoarding is most attractive 
to capitalists. When accumulation accelerates, these hoards 
are reduced, as more money is required as means of circula
tion. In summary, the money commodity differs from all 
others in that it can be held without its value depreciating. 

Precisely because the money commodity is the general 
equivalent, it plays a passive role in circulation. The basic 
error of the quantity theory is to assume that all money must 
circulate. This assumption derives from onc of two mistakes. 
mentioned before. If the money commodity is treated like all 
others, then like all others it must be realized and cannot be 
dormant in hoards. If money is assumed to be valueless, then 
there is no motivation to hoard, since money cannot sen'e as 
an adequate preserver of value. 130th of these mistakes arise 
from considering commodity circulation as mere isolated ex
change, in which money serves simply as a medium of cir
culation. Once exchange is placed in the context of circula-
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tion, and the circulation of capital, the preserving of value 
becomes a necessary function, and the movement of com
modities is shown co determine the movement of money, 
not the reverse. "[Flor a given interval of time during the 
process of circulation, wc have the following relation: the 
quantity of money functioning as the circulating medium is 
equal CO the sum of the prices of the commodities divided by 
the number of moves made by coins of the same denomi
nation. This law holds generally."'9 

In other words, the circulation of money is passive, deter
mined by the quantity of commodities to be realized and 
their values. 21) By passive, we mean that money circulates in 
response to the circulation of commodities. Additional money 
is drawn into the circuit of capital as a result of an increase 
in the number and value of commodities to be realized. 
When we consider interruptions in the circuit of capital, we 
will argue that the availability of money in a particular form 
becomes of paramount importance, but this will not amend 
the general relationship in which the circulation of money 
derives from the circulation of commodities. We can now 
summarize Marx's theory of money for the simple case of 
the direct circulation of commodity money. In the process 
of production a certain mass of commodities is produced. 
The social interaction of producers establishes abstract nec
essary labor time, which is the total value CO be realized. 
These commodities must be thrown into circulation and re
alized as money. The total amount of money drawn inco 
circulation is determined by this total value and the fre
quency with which money turns over in a given period of 
time, where the latter, the velocity of money, is determined 
by institutional factors, geography, ete. Money not in cir
culation serves as a score of value. Finally, this implies that 

,,' Capital, I, p. 121. 
" "Prices are thus high or low nOI because more or less money is in 

circulation. but there is more or lcsc; money in circulation because: prices arc 
high or low. This IS one of the principal economic laws." A Cmllrib"tio", 
pp. 105-106. 
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the absolute prices are set by the value of the money com
modity. 

This summary requires one further comment or question. 
Is it not possible that the money held in hoards would at 
some points be insufficient quantitatively to circulate the 
value of commodities? In principle, onc can conceive of ac
cumulation proceeding at such a pace that all of the money 
commodity is drawn into circ\1lation. At this point it would 
appear that the availability of money would place a brake on 
accumulation, and more commodities could be circulated 
only if the exchange value of money fell, in which case ab
solute prices would no longer be determined by the value of 
money, or if the velocity of money rose. Here we are no 
longer considering the circulation of money as such, but the 
circulation of money in the context of accumulation. We 
consider this question in the following chapter, where accu
mulation and money are interrelated. The question here is 
whether the availability of money can limit accumulation, 
and no satisfactory answer can be given by analyzing money 
in the absence of a theory of accumulation. 

E. REPRESENTATIONS OF MONEY 

We have considered four functions of money in the process 
of the circulation of capital: as a medium of circulation, a 
standard of value, a store of value, and a means of payment. 
The commodity nature of money asserts itself in the last 
three functions and is obscured in the first. As a medium of 
circulation, money merely facilitates exchange by providing 
a general intermediary form that abstract labor can assume 
between exchanges. In exchangc, moncy is mcrely a symbol. 
a representation of the value of commoditics in general form. 
As a store of value, it is not merely a symbol of abstract 
labor, but value itself in its most adequate (liquid) form. 

When money acts as a mcre sym bol. it can be replaced by 
a symbol itself. The intcrmediary role of lIIonC\' does not 
require the physical presence of the money commodity. since 
the simple act of exchange ill\'()I\'cs Dill" .1 st.!I1lL!rdlzed (al-
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ibration of price. 21 The substitution of the representations of 
the money commodity for the money commodity itself re
flects this symbolic role money plays in exchange. When the 
money commodity falls out of circulation in favor of its 
symbolic representations, this does not imply that money 
need not be a commodity, but is the functional division of 
two roles of money: as a means of circulation (wherein a 
pure symbol will suffice) and a store of value (which must 
involve commodity money, "money as such," to assure 
against devaluation of the store). 

The use of symbols of money is a convenience in ex
change, since commodity money is bulky and loses weight 
in use. But this convenience does not prompt its use, but 
presupposes actions by the state to give this convenience so
cial endorsement. A symbol becomes generally accepted 
through some social process. In the case of exchange among 
independent commodity producers, this process cannot be a 
spontaneous one, since competition induces each producer to 
extract maximum advantage in exchange. Without state reg
ulation, money would have to be commodity money in or
der that each producer be assured of its worth, independently 
of the good will of other producers 22 Thus, the issuance of 
coins, tokens and paper money involves the intervention of 
the state, as the state becomes the guarantor of the worth of 
these symbols. This guarantee is maintained by a legal prom
ise of convertibility into the money commodity. In its most 
rigid form this convertibility is achieved by limiting the is
suance of symbols of money to the amount of the money 
commodity available for conversion. In this case, the circu
lation of symbols of money can be considered analytically 
identical to the circulation of gold itself. 

However, the intervention of the state in issuing symbols 
of money qualitatively alters the analysis since there is no 

" C;"",drisst'. pp. 143-144. 
~ In the United Statcs up [0 the early part of the ninl'tccmh Cl'ntllry, 

symbols of money were issued privately (by banks). Such .1 system de
pended upon the fmaneial viabIlity of each bank and tmded to break down 
in periods of economIC crisis. 
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economic law that necessarily limits the amount of currency 
issued by the state to the amount of available gold. Further. 
the moment when capitalists generally may wish to store 
value--during economic crises-is precisely when the state 
may be unable to convert all symbols to gold. This is partic
ularly true when capitalists hold the currency issued by a 
foreign state. over which they have limited influence. The 
issuance of currency represents an integration of the eco
nomic and political spheres. and convertibility can be one 
weapon in the struggle among national capitalist classes. In 
consequence. the development of symbols of money creates 
a separation between domestic and international exchange. 
so that what can serve as a satisfactory medium of circulation 
within a country may be unacceptable between capitalists of 
different countries. This is one aspect of the assertion of the 
necessity of a money commodity, and a symbol of money 
can circulate internationally only if national capitalist classes 
join to create a supraQational institution to assure the worth 
of the international medium of exchange. 

Before considering the role of symbolic money further. 
we must deal with two side issues. Foley has argued that 
commodity money is unnecessary in capitalist circulation. 
since capitalists (and those of other classes) can carry out ex
change on the basis of "promises to pay." i.e .. contract in
debtedness among themselves. 2 ' This argument sees the ex
changing medium as arising spontaneously in the act of 
exchange. which we have rcjected on the grounds that the 
competition among capitals would result in repeated break
downs in such spontaneous agreements. There is a more 
basic objection to the view that exchange can be based upon 
promises among commodity producers. Such promises pre
suppose a nomenclature of price. so that the promises arc 
denominated in standard units. While onc can imagine a 
group of producers spontaneously creating indebtedncss 
among themselves. it is absurd to imagine thclll spnntJ-

!J This argument was presented hy DUllr.1.Tl t-=ok~· Jt1 J. Ic(tllT<: to fill' [(0-

nomics Society or the Department of Ecollomlcs. AmCrlf,ll1 UmvcrsHY 
(Washill!(toll. D,C.) April I'IHO, 
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neously creating a common nomenclature of prices. Thus, 
we must have an explanation of the source of the units in 
which commodity producers calculate their promises. Pre
supposed here is a standard of value, i.e., the prior existence 
(both historically and theoretically) of a money commodity 
that is the basis of monetary calculation. It is a fact that cap
italists in a developed capitalist society do carry out ex
changes on the basis of promises; however, this method of 
facilitating exchange cannot be divorced from the historical 
and social bases upon which such promises have validity. 
The spontaneous and individual exchange relations that 
"promises to pay" represent are made possible by the devel
opment and sophistication of the credit system. To begin the 
analysis of money with one of the most developed forms 
which the medium of circulation assumes is to presume that 
capitalism initiates its existence in its most developed stage. 

The second issue we must briefly consider is the sense in 
which the state can guarantee and regulate symbolic money. 
It might be argued that by asserting its monopoly over the 
issuance of money, the state can render commodity money 
unnecessary.2' Involved here are two issues: first, the process 
of the socialization of credit, which we consider in the next 
chapter, and, second, the extent of the state's control over 
the relationship between symbolic money and the circulation 
of value. It is the second issue that is relevant to the role of 
commodity money. Both issues require an analysis of credit 
in order to be resolved. However, at this point we can point 
out that, if the state seeks to establish a monopoly over the 
issuance of the means of circulation, this does not eliminate 
the need for capitalists at certain times to convert symbols of 
money into commodity money, but merely centralizes in the 
state the convertibility function. 

The issuance of symbols of money creates the possibility 
of symbols of money being greater than the available qUJl1-
tity of the money commodity, and the law regulating the 

~~ The follo\ .... ing diScussion was stimulated by COIllITll'THs by Mike Wi)
hams of Brunei University (Umtcd Kingdom). 
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circulation of worthless symbols of money differs from the 
laws of the circulation of commodity money. In order to 
understand the consequence of variations in the ..:ai;jllilll~~l 
of currency, we must review the process of cir '._"...;.;.~_ .... 
context of commodity money. Capitalists • 
for labor power and the means of producti6tf, ant')h.is ad
vance of money is the process by which previfilisly prcWuced 
means of production and articles of consumVtion are~eal
ized. 25 Production occurs, which establishes" the mast; of 
commodities to be realized at the end of the prodl!c-tio~~ 
riod. If total value produced increases compared to the \he
vious production period, additional money is drawn into cir
culation for the requirements of realization (hoards are 
reduced). The amount of the money commodity serving as 
a means of circulation expands and contracts, depending on 
the tempo of accumulation. 26 The circulation of commodities 
is the basis and motivation for the circulation of money. This 
implies that a "pure" increase in the availability of money 
(i.e., an increase with no change in the value of money) re
sults in increased hoarding. In a society of commodity pro
ducers, commodities must be transformed into money. If for 
some reason, all commodities are not transformed into 
money, this by definition appears as the excess of all com
modities compared to the money commodity, i.e., the 
money commodity appears in shortage. It is a short step to 
the erroneous conclusion that commodities failed to be real
ized because of a shortage of the money commodity.~; This 
view presupposes what it seeks to establish, namely that all 
money circulates, that therefore there are no hoards of 
money to be drawn upon nor motivation to increase them. 

" The advance of money as constant ca piu I realizes the mea", of rroduc
tion, and the variable capital, through the hands of the worklll" cia". re.l
izes the articles of consumption. Capllal, 11, Chapter> XX and XXI. 

'" Ibid., Chapter XVII. 
27 "The movement and changing !(lrIllS of the nr(ul.1tll1~ t"(lml1lndHIC~ 

thus appear as the movement of money ml"dlarlll~ the ('xCh.1n~l· o( com
modities. . The movement of the nrcuLHlO1l rn)(l'~~ I~ rhcrcf\)H" rC'prr
scntcd by the movement of moncy . I.C .• by the (Irt"U/IHIIHI (~,- "hmC)'." ."\ 

Contrib"tio", pp. 1IX1-!O!, 
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The gt'llt'r.ll use uf papt'r muney-valuc:less muney-en
durses thi, quantity-theory illusion. since paper muney 
st'rves primarily as a meJns of circulation. Hepresentations of 
money (by definition valuc:less themselves) represent a claim 
on commodities (social Iabor). but this claim is limited by 
the Jmount of value that can be realized. not by the volume 
of currency itsc:lf. If the quantity of currency exceeds the 
value of commodities (including the money commodity), 
and capitalists attempt to convert their potential claims on 
value (nominal claims) into real claims (commodities them
sc:lves), then the consequence is a rise in prices denominated 
in units of the valueless currency. This process can continue 
until all of the valueless currency is absorbed in circulation. 2" 

It appears that the introduction of valueless currency, even 
if convertible in law, has salvaged the quantity theory of 
money, since the quantity of currency affects the nominal 
price level in a more or less proportionate way. However, it 
is a limited salvage operation, for the bourgeois theory of 
money is not merely a theory of the price level. What wc 
have argued is that increases in the supply of currency tend 
to flow into circulation, since representations of money arc 
inadequate as a store of value. Since these tokens of money 
arc representations of something material (commodity money), 
the claim they represent declines in real terms as their circu
lation increases beyond the value that has been produced. In 
other words, their symbolic nature asserts itself; the contra
diction inherent in them, that they represent money but arc 
not themselves money, is manifested in their depreciation. 
Thus the depreciation of currency due to the increase of its 
quantity is not a theory of the price level, but merc:ly a n:c
ognition of the distinction between the real and the sym
bolic. No theoretical insight is required to predict a rise in 
nominal prices when the symbolic comes into quantitative 
contradiction with the real. The theon:tical insight begins 

~" "The circulation process wlil, 011 the other h.md. ,thsorh or .IS it \vere 

dlgc .. t ,my numher of p,lper norl'~. "inee Irrespective of thl' gold titlc horne 
by rhe rokt. .. n of v.due when entering nTclIbtion. it I~ compressed to .1 tokCII 

of the LJuantity of ~old \" ... hlCh could (irclItHe IIl'-fC.HI." /lnd .. p. 121 
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when one moves to analyze the consequence of this contra
diction upon the material process of the production and cir
culation of value. 

Because the real basis of circulation is commodity money, 
the excess supply of tokens of money has no consequence 
but a change in the calibration of price." Variations in the 
supply of tokens of money do not affect the fact that x 
amount of gold (the money commodity) exchanges against 
y amount of iron, but only changes the symbolic represen
tation of iron in terms of gold. Tile production of commod
ities determines total value and the productive utilization of 
labor power and the means of production. More or less pa
per money in and of itself does not affect this, having no 
direct impact upon employment, production or the mass of 
commodities that circulate. Indirect consequences may oc
cur, and these are considered in the next chapter. 

We can contrast this to the analysis that follows from the 
bourgeois theory of money. In this analysis, an increase in 
paper money flows into circulation. If there be less than full 
employment, the price level rises more than the money 
wage, stimulating increased output,:\o and output increases 
until full employment is reached; if the supply of paper 
money continues to increase, all prices and wages rise pro
portionally to the increase in the supply of paper money. 
Increases in the availability of valueless money stimulates the 
real variables in the economy, to the extent to which these 
are not at their maximum values. The bourgeois theory of 
valueless money is thus not primarily a theory of the price 

» Ibid .• p. 122. Wc arc ahstracting (rom th,· dinsion of capual into monc), 
capital and productivc capital, \\'hich .mplies the functIonal di\'iSlon hetween 
lIIoney capitalists and industrial capitalists. The exp.mlOn and contraction 
of symbols of moncy can afrect the division of surpl", \'aIUl' hetween the 
two. This is ronsidcrcd in the (ollowing chapter. whefe wc trcAt 1I1tt.~r("st

bearing capital. 
"The "rcal wage" fails, leaving the level of emplovmen. SlIhoptlllUI. 

Whether onc conSiders the pUTe qU.1lltlty theory. whl'fl' the money ,urr1y 
has no cfleet on savings .1.nd 1Il\,l'stmc.'nt or the KC'yI1C~I.lT1 \',HI.ltHlI1 I~ of no 
;uulytiral consequence, except III the C,lse oftl1l' hqllldHY troll'. In both t.·.1SC~, 
increases in the money in nTcul.HlO1l stITl1u!atc II1nc.l~C~ IT1 nutI'm 
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level. but a theory of how the symbolic determines the ma
terial. 

Marx's theory of money provides a critique of this analysIs 
by demonstrating that money must be J commodity. Since 
money must be J commodity, two important conclusions 
follo\~: (1) the exchange value of every commodity in terms 
of the money commodity is determinant (given the value of 
the latter), and (2) that the circulation of the money com
modity derives from the circulation of all other commodi
ties. Increases in the availability of the money commodity 
result in money lying in dormant hoards, awaiting its call to 
serve when production increases. Representations of money 
create a "veil" over this process, affecting only the rate at 
which these representations exchange (or symbolize) com
modity money. It is an illusion that variations in the circu
lation of valueless money stimulate or reduce the circulation 
of commodities. Empirically, this illusion arises from the 
fact that the state tends to increase the availability of valueless 
money in periods of rapid accumulation, so it appears that 
valueiess money circulates commodities, though such an in
crease is not necessary, a point we pursue in the next chapter. 
If one accepts this illusion at face value, the circulation of 
valueless money and its impact upon nominal prices appears 
as the proof of the essentially conventional nature of money, 
rather than what it is, the assertion of the primary role of 
commodity money. If the analysis begins with valueless 
money, it is discovered that nominal prices depend upon its 
quantity; then one can argue backwards to commodity 
money and conclude erroneously that the supply of com
modity money would also determine prices. 31 By beginning 
with a form or symbol of money that serves only as a mc
dium of circulation, it becomes possible to attributc this sol-

1\ "The erroneous opinion that it is ... prices that Jrc determined bv the 
quantity of the circulating medium, and that the latter depends on the ~uan
tity of the precious metals in J coullery; this opinion was ha sed by those: 
who fIrst held it. on the absurd hypothesis that commodities are without .1 

price. Jnd money without a value:. when they first cnter mto circulation," 
A COfllrihutio". p. 125. 
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itary function to money itself. So, by a circuitous route, pre
suming money has but one function makes it possible to 
conclude that no other functions exist, and money as a stand
ard of value, store of value, and means of payment are con
veniently written out of the theory. 

The intrinsic role of commodity money in capitalist soci
ety is not merely a theorc;tical issue, but is recognized by 
bourgeois writers, however inaccurately. From the end of 
World War II to the early 1960s, the international capitalist 
economy enjoyed a period of relative stability and more or 
less continuous expansion. As we shall see, in periods of ac
cumulation the role of money as means of circulation is 
dominant, and the other functions recede in importance. In 
such periods, like the postwar boom, it appears that the 
money commodity becomes demonetized, largely irrelevant. 
In this context, th'e bourgeoisie of the major capitalist coun
tries worked through institutions such as the International 
Monetary Fund to endorse the latent role of gold and to re
place it with monetary symbols. 

With the end of the postwar prosperity, however, the ef
forts to abandon gold as a means of international payment 
became increasingly unsuccessful. 32 Indeed, the frenzied 
speculation in gold during the late 1970s reflected the inade
quacy of national currencies as a store of value. The role of 
money as a store of value is perhaps nowhere more impor
tant than in international transactions. In the mid-1970s, for
eign exchange reserves of all capitalist countries were in the 
area of 11160 billion, and the countries' real claims on com
modities were continuously threatened by exchange rate de
preciation, particularly of the dollar (the major form of re
serve holdings)Y In this context, bourgeois publications as 

12 Writing of international finance in 1975. Morm sa)". "Onc conclUSIOn 
springs at once from this analysis. SDRs ISpecial nrawin~ RIghts] n< th< 
worst possible form of international reserves. Thev ha vc all the dlS.d\'an
tages of dollars and gold and none of their advanta!(cs." J.(Oh Morris. "The 
Weird World of International Money." .\I,mrhl), Rn'",,' 27 (NO\'emher 
1975). p. 12. 

)) Ibid. 
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respt·ctable as Tht' Timt's of London and FortI/lit' carried arti
cles seriously considering a return to the gold standard .. 14 A 
detailed analysis of the international fll1ancial crisis of the 
1970s is beyond the scope of this book. However, such an 
analysis would reveal the glittering commodity basis of 
money. which asserts itself in periods of economic crisis . 

. ~ TI,,' Tilllt's (London). February I, 1980; and For'I/"e, April 7, 19BO, "The 
New Allure of the Gold Standard." 



CHAPTER V 

CREDIT, CREDIT CRISES, 

AND SOCIAL CAPITAL 

A. THE "CAPITAL RELATION" 

In capitalist society, the role of commodity money is hidden 
not only by representations of money (paper notes and token 
coins) but also by credit, which can be defined as contractual 
indebtedness. Credit, in effect, allows for circulation without 
money, so that the exchange of commodities coincides with 
the accumula'tion of indebtedness. When these debts fall due 
and are not or cannot be further extended, money serves as 
a means of payment. Thus with the development of credit 
transactions, money falls out of use as a means of circulation 
and becomes the medium for canceling debts; i.e., the pay
ment for transactions that have already occurred. In this case. 
money does not circulate, but lies idle alongside indebtedness 
as "the independent form of existence of exchange value.'" 
The analysis of credit involves the relationship between com
modity circulation independent of money, and the assertion 
of the role of commodity money when debts must be can
ccled. In short, we must consider the contradiction arising 
from the fact that different functions of money give rise to 

different forms of monetary equivalency.2 
Money in capitalist society is the medium by which Iabor 

power and the means of production arc set into motion. This 

I "Insotdr JS Jctu.l1 p.lYTlH.'nts h.1\'C to be I1lJ,,"k. Ilhllll'Y dOl~S not Sl'T\,C as 

J circulating medium. hut as the indi\,tduJ.1 II1('Htl.Hi()1l l'( 50(,"1.11 J.ab.,)r, JS 

the indcpcndt'llt form of C'xistelh'C \)( L':\dl.1l1gc \',llllC' .• 1~ the unin'rs.1) com
modity." (;.'1',(,,1. I. r. 1.>7. 

~ "ThiS contr;tJiction nHlll'~ III .1 hc.ld 111 tih)Sl' ,,11.\ .. <.., .. or" lI1t'ilviJual and 
C0l111llncI.l1 crises whllh .Hl' kTWWIl .1" 1lll'IH:t.1T\, nt\cs ., /I'rd .• p. 1.'\7. 
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rok of money does not occur spontaneously but is the con
sequence of particular social rclations. Money in the abstract 
or money in itself is not a claim upon the productive forces 
of society unless labor has been separated from the means of 
production and both, therefore, exist as commodities. The 
function of money as capital presupposes the capital relation 
itself. The capital relation is the presence of free wage labor 
(dispossessed and alienated labor), and the existence of free 
wage labor allows money to function as a command upon 
the labor power of individuals. J The conversion of money 
into capital, the marshaling of the productive forces through 
exchange, represents particular class relations and the opera
tion of a particular form of class society, capitalism. 

A characteristic of this class society is that its reproduction 
requires the circulation of commodities and, alongside them, 
money. Since capitalist society is the first society in which 
the circulation of commodities and money is general, it ap
pears that circulation is the dominant moment or process in 
capitalist society. This unique feature of capitalism is the ba
sis of erroneous theories that seek to explain the operations 
of the system in terms of circulation. The most extreme ex
ample is neoclassical economic theory, which takes the con
ditions of production as given, and analyzes only the circu
lation of commodities. When circulation rather than relations 
of production is treated as primary, it is a small step to at
tribute an active role to money. This is ahistorical, for 
money has existed in varying degrees of development in 
many societies without giving rise to capitalist accumulation. 

Given the development of capitalist social relations, the 
accumulation of capital appears as the accumulation of 
money. Thc circuit of capital, M-C . .. P . .. C-M', bcgins 
and ends with moncy, so that its point of departurc and cul
mination sccm to be the cxpansion of moncy. As a COIlSC-

\ "The clpltal rdation during the process of production uisl'S only be
cause It IS inherent in the Jct of circulation. in the differellt fundalllent.ll 
economic conditions ill \I,,'hleh huyer and scller confront each other, ill thelT 
class rcLltlOTl. It is not moncy \I .. ,hich hy its n.HUTl' Cfl'Jtcs thIS wealth; it i\ 

father the existence of thIS relation \',:hich permit~ of rhe transformation ut" 
J. mere money-function into a clpltal-fuIlC[IOIl." (.'(lpi(,II, 11. p. J:::!. 
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quence, it appears that the expansion of capital is not mate
rial, but the mere generation of money. From the point of 
view of capitalists, this irrational aspect of accumulation
money-more money-assumes a real existence. In fact, for 
some capitalists, it is possible merely to convert money into 
more money without going through the process of produc
tion. This is the case of money capital or finance capital, in 
which capital in money form, capital as finance, becomes a 
commodity. As finance, capital is not productive, but must 
be converted into commodities in order to set production in 
motion and produce surplus value. The analysis of credit is 
the investigation of the development of money capital as a 
form of wealth accumulation independent of, and in some 
cases, dominant over, industrial capital. 

B. HOARDING AND MONEY CAPITAL 

In the previous chapter we showed that capitalist society 
generates hoarding of money because of the nature of money 
itself. Since the money commodity need not be realized, it 
naturally comes to rest in hoards when it is not all required 
for circulation. In hoards it remains capital and in this way 
differs from hoarding in precapitalist society. 4 Hoarded 
money is unproductive, but from the point of view of the 
capitalist class, it is capital nonetheless, and as such com
mands a rate of return. The basis for the return is tictitious 
capital, symbols of contractual ownership and indebtedness
stocks, bonds, treasury bills, and so on. Capital in this form 
is fictitious in that it is a mere representation of a generalized 
claim on surplus value, rather than a direct claim of o\\"ner
ship on any material object. In consequence. the market 
value of these paper assets may be only loosely related to the 
market value of the means of production they nominally 

~ "Hut it must he borne in mind th.lt Illl,1Tdlll":: takes pJ.1Cl' 111 the simple 
circulation of (ommoditic..'s lon~ bd-oTe this IS hJ.!'<ol·d lll1l·.1rltdh~t production. 
The quantity of mOl1ey c..·xistin~ in society IS dlwJ.Ys !o!Tl'Jlt'r tlUIl the pnt of 
it in actual circulation. Wt' find /111 cJ.pit.1hsl11! hcn: d~.lIn the ~.lInc 

hoards, and the same fortn.Hioll of ho.uds. hut now dS .111 element Immanent 
in the capit.alist process of rrOdUlllllll." Ih,d .. p_ 4"-
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stand for. The markets for financial assets in a capitalist so
ciety represent the mechanism by which idle money asserts 
itself as potential capital. Bourgeois analysis reverses the re
lationship. In bourgeois theory, the buying and selling of 
fictitious capital is viewed as the mechanism by which capital 
performs an active role, in that these financial transactions 
are viewed as determining the movement of capital. While, 
as we shall sce, these transactions do affect the distribution 
of finance among capitalists, their existence arises from the 
necessity that money be idle, hoarded. The central point can 
be summarized as follows: in bourgeois theory, money is 
held in the form of financial assets only because it receives a 
return to induce capitalists to do so; in reality, the existence 
of hoarding is independent of the motivation of individual 
capitalists, and it is the existence of hoarded money that, 
under capitalist relations, calls forth a "return" to hoards. 
This return represents a portion of surplus value, ansmg in 
production. The role of hoards vis-a.-vis fixed capital is 
treated in Chapter VII. 

A moment of historical reflection makes clear that under 
capitalism it is hoarding that demands a return for itself, not 
the return that stimulates hoarding. During precapitalist 
times wealth was accumulated in hoards, frequently in the 
form of a general equivalent, i.e., money. However, except 
for those specifically involved in the usury trade, accumu
lated wealth did not "cam" a return.; It did not do so be
cause of the limited function of money in society. When nei
ther labor power nor the means of production are 
commodities, money is not a potential claim upon the sur
plus labor of society, but merely exchangeable for a limited 
set of the products of labor. Money in this rase cannot enter 
into the process by which wealth is increased, since this is 
done within nonmonetizcd social rclations (serfdom, guild 
system, etc.). Since money in such societies plays a resrrcined 
role in wealth expansion, it ran lay no claim to a rl·tum-if 
is Ilot capital. It serves as part of the process of the distribution 

"Scc M.HX'", JiS(W;SIOIl ofuslIry. Capir,,1, Ill, XXXVI. 
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of products and this only to a limited extent. 6 For this reason, 
precapitalist interest-bearing money exists to facilitate luxury 
consumption and state expenditure (e.g .• hiring of mercen
aries). as it cannot enter into the productive sphere to any 
great degree.1 

To consider the nature of credit. we must first explicitly 
introduce interest-bearing capital into the circuit of capital, 
which is done by adding an additional step or moment to 
M-C-M', 

M*-M-C . .. P . .. C'-M' (= M + m, m = 511)." 
In the first step. money capitalists lend money to industrial 

capitalists (M*-M). The firSt M is designated by a star to 
indicate that while M* = M. the transaction requires that 
the money capitalists receive back money in excess of the 
amount M. Before considering how this excess is deter
mined. it is necessary to explain why the moment M*-M 
occurs. Its function is not obvious. since no value is created 
by it. This is also true of M-C and C' -M'. but both of these 
nonetheless are necessary steps in the circuit of capital. The 
first. M-C. is the way in which alienated labor is reunited 
with the means of production. the only way this can occur 
in a society of free wage labor.· The moment C' -M' effects 
the realization of value (and surplus value). the conversion of 
commodities in particular into the general equivalent, so that 
their abstract quality. value, is manifest in its most general 
form. This provides the basis for the rc-initiation of the cir
cuit. The circuit M-C ... p ... C'M' encompasses the 
process of the production of surplus value, and in this proc-

• See Chapter 11. above. where the development of commodity Clrcubtlon 
is discussed. 

, We arc ignoring merchant's capital and the precapualist dC\'c!opmel1l of 
fictitious capital. This in any case was relevant to a very limited portion of 
hoarded wealth and is part of an analySiS of the 11IStorlL.1 rolc of mcrrh .. u·, 
capital. Capital. Ill. Chapter XX. 

, M denotes money. C. the commoditie, lahor power and the means of 
production. C' the newly produced commoduie> .• nd r the amount of pro
duction. The Jots reflect the tact th.lt (.1plt.11 1~ IlhlnlCntJ.nly out of nrcul.a
tion. S V stands for surplm \'dlue. so .\1' - .\/ = '" = SI' 

., Marx anall'zes the mOlllent .\f·e 111 dctall 111 (.'.,/,,,.,1. 11. Chapter I. 
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l'SS capital must assume diffrrem forms-money capital, pro
ductiw capital, commodity capital (lVI, C, C), For capital as 
a whok. the step A[*-.\I seems redundant, for value is neither 
created nor is its form altered, Wc appear to have merely a 
change of the hands that hold the money-capital, a change 
that is neither quantitative nor qualitative. 

The step cannot be explained by arguing that M*-M is 
necessary in order to provide the finance for the expansion 
of production. The level of operation of capital as a whole 
in any period is set by the material production of the pre
vious period. More specifically, the surplus product of one 
period sets the limit to accumulation in the next, since only 
what has been produced can subsequently be employed as 
ml'ans of production and means of subsistence for the work
ing class. If the step C' -M' (realization) is assumed to occur 
smoothly. then the money necessary for the conversion of 
money capital into productive capital is also assumed. III This 
is another way of demonstrating the passive role of money.11 

In fact. the step M*-M cannot be accounted for or under
stood at the level of capital as a whole, but arises from the 
interaction of many capitals, reflecting the process of cen
tralization (the redistribution of capital). At the level of cap
ital as a whole, we can treat accumulation as being the result 
of the capitalizing of realized surplus value, but this cannot 
hold for many capitals, since it would render impossible all 
but the most trivial quantitative and qualitative aspects of 

,,, In tact. for capital as a whole. M-C alld C' -M' are the sallle step. The 
~Jlc of the meJns of production is thl" rc:aiizJrion mOlllent for ~ome capitals 
JIH.i 'ilmUhallcollsiy the conversion of mOlley capital into productive capiLli 
for others. For the meJns of subsistence till" process is more complex, since 
they arc directly bought by workers. 

11 "Whereas the surplus product. directly produced and appropri.ltl·d hy 
the capitahst5 . is the real hasis of the acculllubtiun of capital al
though It does not ,Ietually funClIon III this capacity ulltil it rc:achc.:s the hanJo, 
of lindustrial capitalists!. It 1<; on the contrary absolutely unproductivc ill i{:<' 
chrY'ialis 'itatc of money-as a hoard and virrual money capital ill proccs~ of 
~rJd\lll formation-runs parallel the process of production in this form, but 
lies outSide of It. It IS a dead weight of capitalist production." C,Jl'itdl. 11. p. 
SIJ2 
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accumulation. 12 The process of accumulation involves the 
quantitative alteration of the social division of labor, as some 
industries expand and others contract, and the introduction 
of technical change, in which the more efficient capitals ex
pand at the expense of the less efficient either in the same 
branch of industry or by leaping into another. Both of these 
processes would be virtually impossible if capitalists were 
limited in their accumulation to the surplus value realized in 
the moment C'-M'. Accumulation requires, in Marx's phrase, 
that money capital be "wholly detached from the parent 
stock. "13 The development of a class of money capitalists ef
fects this detachment. 

At the level of capital as a whole, the system of credit and 
fictitious capital exists as a consequence of hoarding. At the 
level of many capitals, it provides the mechanism by which 
capital can be redistributed in order to bring about changes 
in the structure of production and technology. What is being 
redistributed are claims upon the surplus product of society, 
surplus value. In order that some capitals expand beyond the 
limit set by the surplus -value they realize as profit, surplus 
value must become detached from its source. This detach
ment mechanism involves the development of what Marx 
called "social capital. "I' 

C. CREDIT, INTEREST, AND SOCIAL CAPITAL 

In order that surplus value be redistributed from some capi
tals to others to facilitate centralization, it is necessary that 

" It would treat accumulation as expanded reproduction. On this distinc
tion, sec John Weeks, "The Proces. of Accumulation and the 'Protil 
Squeeze' Hypothesis," Scierl(r and Society. 43 (Fall 1979). 

""Wilh the absolute increase of Ihe \'alue of Ihe annually reproduced 
virtual money-capital its segmentation also become'S c.1sier. so that it is mor(' 
rapidly invested in any particular business, en her in Ihe hands of the same 
capitalist or in those of OIhers.. By Se!(melllatlon of money copilal is 
mean! here thal il is wholly delached (rom Ihe porenl ,lOck m order 10 be 
invested as new money capilal in a new and independenl nusmess." Capital. 
11, p. 502. 

" Capital. Ill. Chapler XXVII. 
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ownership be detached from the units of production. Just as 
the devdopmenr of capitalism initially requires the abolition 
of individual private property in favor of capitalist private 
property," the maturing of capitalism requires the abolition 
of individualized private property among capitalists in favor 
of the socialization of ownership to capital as a whole. In
creasingly capitalists no longer own factories or hold any di
rect claim upon the material means of production, but 
through ownership of fictitious capital hold a claim on a por
tion of total surplus value wherever and in whatever form 
produced. In Marx's words, "The capital ... is here directly 
endowed with the form of social capital . .. as distinct from 
private capital, and its undertakings assume the form of so
cial undertakings as distinct from private undertakings. It is 
the abolition of capital as private property within the frame
work of capitalist production itself." [Emphasis added.] ", 

What is abolished is the industrial capitalist's ownership of 
the means of production. This ownership is passed to the 
money capitalist, thereby "transforming the actual function
ing capitalist into a mere manager. "17 Before exploring the 
consequences of this change, wc note that the discovery of 
"managerial capitalism" by bourgeois economists 111 the 
1930s '" was anticipated by Marx over half a century before. 
The illusions created by the development of socialized capi
talist ownership provide the elements of the "managerial 
revolution" analysis, and these arc treated below. This anal
ysis discovered that the industrial capitalist as a property 
owner, having personified the capital-relation in the youth 
of bourgeois society, later becomes an obstacle to capitalist 
development, as much of an anachronism in his ownership 
role as the feudal lord or guild master and a historical curi
osity. 

The separation of the ownership of capital from the (011-

l~ This dlstincrion was discussed in Chapter 11. 
" Capilal. Ill. p. 436. 
" Capilal. Ill. p. 43(,. 
,~ A. A. Hcrlc Jnd Gardncr Mc;ms, Tilt' Alodt'm Corl'tlr,Hitl1l ,Jtld P,il'.J(( 

Properly (New York: Macrnillan. 1(132). 
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trol of the production process is not a sociological phenom
enon but the result of the need to centralize capital in the 
process of accumulation. This centralization is achieved 
through the development of credit and the formal ascen
dency of financial capital over industrial capital. This ascen
dency may take the form of the control of industry by bank
ing interests, as Lenin discussed in Imperialism." The 
ascendency of financial capital is not, however, a question of 
the role'of institutions but of the nature of mature capitalism. 
Whatever institutional form social capital assumes, finance 
capital remains dominant in the sense that the claim on sur
plus value becomes detached from the level of the production 
unit. It is in this sense that the epoch of imperialism is the 
period in which financial capital dominates industrial capi
tal. 20 This domination is established by the nature of accu
mulation, not by the relationship between institutions. 

In summary, with the development of credit, the owner
ship of capital becomes the ownership of surplus-value-pro
ducing capital in the abstract, not the ownership of specific 
use-value-producing means of production. The concept of 
capital as a whole moves from the category of ideas to an 
actual social category, as capitalists own capital in general, in 
its most abstract form, fictitious capital. These contractual 
documents represent claims on social labor, though the ex
pansion of value is determined in the material process of pro
duction. Private property as such recedes, and all ownership 
is ownership of a claim on surplus value. ~I 

The manner by which this is accomplished is through the 
credit system, in which capital itself becomes a commodity. 
Indeed, we can define capitalist credit as the commodity 

" V. I. Lcnin, Imperialism. the H(~hrSl Sta.~r "(Capllal .. ,m. 111 e,l/wed 1I','rb 
(Moscow: Progress Puhlishcrs. 1<)74). Vo!. XXII. 

.' Ibid. 
" "With the developmcnt of sori,1 production 111<' mc,,,, of produrtion 

ccase to be means of private production .and pfodul"!!<o of rnv.Hc production. 
and can thereafter he only means of prOdU((IOIl 111 the.' hands of .associated 
producers. Howl~\'cr. this l'XprOrrl.ltH)J} .1rrt'.1r~ \\,!thin the c.apir.alist 
system in a contradictory form . .1!<1 .1rrrllprutllll1 llf stKul property hy a 
fcw." Capital. Ill. p. 440. 
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form of capital; it is the existence form of the commodity 
"capital." At the outset, it is difticult to grasp the idea of 
capital being a commodity, for wc are not referring to labor 
power and the means of production, which this capital can 
exchange for, but to capital itsdf. as Jillallcc. 

As pointed out, the step 1'-'1*-M involves no expansion 
(production) of value, nor any change in the form of ca pital. 
Actually, no exchange in the normal sense occurs, since the 
recipient of the finance gives up no commodity or money in 
the step, but promises to return the loan quantitativdy aug
mented at a future date. Thus, the commodity capital, to the 
extent it is circulated by an exchange, exchanges against it
sdf. Every commodity has a use value and an exchange 
value. In the case of the commodity capital, the use value is 
that it can function as capital, be exchanged against produc
tive commodities, whose consumption creates surplus value. 
Thus its use value arises from the existence of the capital
rdation, which allows money or fmance in credit form to be 
a claim upon the average profit of society.22 The concept of 
use value applies here but in a unique way. In the case of all 
other commodities, use value is the result of their natural, 
material properties. When these commodities are useo pro
ductively in the labor process, their use value is consullled 
either at once or over time, depending upon whether they 
are circulating or fixed capitalY How they are consumed 
differs from labor process to labor process, and to a certain 
extent owing to the customs of society, but they are in any 
case consumed materially-"their substance disappears. "24 

The use value of the commodity capital, in contrast, has 
no basis in the material form of this commodity, since capital 

" "The use value of the loaned capital lies in its being able to serve J, 
capital and, as such, to produce the average profit under average condi
tions." Capital, Ill, p. 352. 

LI The distinction between circulating capital (capital advanced for labor 
power and intermediate commodities) and tixed capital (capit"l advJnced (or 

machinery, buildings, etc.) IS trcatcd in Chaptcr VII. 
2~ "In the case of other commodities the llsl'-valuc is ultim.ttdy consumcd. 

In contrast, the commodity capir.t1 is peculiar in th.1t it!-. \'.due ,lIld use 
value not only remain intact but ,1150 IIlrrcasc, through consumptioll of H," 

Capila/. Ill, p. 352. 
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is a purely social relation. That is, capital is not money, nor 
commodities, nor the means of production as such, since all 
of these can and do exist without being capital. Money spent 
by the working class is not capital, for it is not advanced for 
labor power or the means of production. Commodities need 
not be capital if they are not produced under capitalist rela
tions, i.e., peasant production in underdeveloped countries. 
And machinery and tools existed long before the capitalist 
epoch. Thus, capital is a social relation in which each of 
these, money, commodities, means of production, serves 
momentarily as the form this social relation assumes in its 
life cycle. In consequence, the use value of capital as a com
modity is purely social, completely dependent upon the prior 
existence of commodity production (in the sense defined in 
Chapter I1). Capital has no material form as such, though it 
may be represented in material form. As money capital, it 
could be in the form of gold (a money commodity); as pro
ductive capital it exists as a claim on human effort and pur
chased means of production; and as commodity capital it is 
freshly produced commodities awaiting realization as money 
capital again. But none of these material forms represents the 
use value of capital. Their use values are material character
istics of the commodities independently of their function as 
capital. As capital, their consumption occurs in a certain con
text, for a certain purposc--the production of surplus value. 
A tree may yield fruit that is eaten. If the tree grows in an 
orchard of a capitalist farm, and the fruit is sold, it is not 
capital that yields fruit, it is still the tree that generates fruit. 
The failure to make this distinction between the material as
pect of production and the social relations under which pro
duction is organized gives rise to the bourgeois concept of" 
capital as a factor of production. The neo-Ke),nesian critiquc 
of this treatment of capital is deri\"Cd precisely from this dis
tinction, though the implications of the critique Jre not pur
sued to any degrec.~' 

Capital itself is not consuIlled hUI IlHl\TS through the 

.'~ Scc (;, Harrourt. .... ;'lmf CIJmhn~~lf CI1,WI'I'O.qf.\ HI ,hr TIrt'1 1,.,. t~'- C'Jpili1l 
(Camhridgc. En~I.ll1d: (:.1l1lbndgr UT1lVl'r~lty Pn."". I (}72) 
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process of commodity production and circulation in tact. as 
the socialized, abstract representation of commodities. As a 
commodity, it must have a price. and this definitional and 
practical necessity presents a paradox, since loaned capital ;s 
price; the commodity form of capital presents itself as a cer
tain amount of money, or representation of money. In the 
case of all other commodities. price is the money form of the 
commodity. However. for capital. the commodity exists as 
money. implying the apparently absurd contradiction that 
capital has a price. prior to being a commodity. In the cir
culation of capital as a commodity, a price form need be 
created for that which already is price. 

The interest form provides the solution to this quandary 
and is. by its nature, irrationaJ.26 It is irrational in that we 
have a price (money form) that cannot be expressed in mon
etary units. This reflects. first, that what is involved is a re
distribution of surplus value. not its production. Second. and 
related. the capital commodity is the only commodity that 
cannot exchange at its value. for if it did, this would imply 
a zero price. Loan capital represents a certain amount of so
cial labor or value and enters the production process when it 
is converted into commodities. whose use value is consumed 
in the labor process. The price of loan capital-capital as a 
commodity-reflects the expansion of value that occurs after 
the l'vJ*-Al step. It is a deduction from surplus value pro
duced in the labor process, so that the rate of interest requires 
the quantitative division of surplus value into interest and 
profit of enterprise. As with all commodities. the market 
price of the capital commodity is determined by supply and 
demand. However, with all other commodities, the fluctua
tions in supply and demand occur around the value of a COIll

modity, so that market price has a determinant "center of 
gravity" (socially necessary abstract labor time). C:ompL'ti-

21. "Intc:rcst, signifymg the price of clpit.d. is from the outset quite ,Ill 

irratIonal exprcsslOn. The cOllllllodity in lJucstion Ius .1 doubk v.dul'. tiTS! 
a value, Jnd then .1 prirt· diffcrCIH frolll its \'.tiUl'. while pricl' represellt" the 
expression of v,lluc in IllOTlL'Y.'· Ctlpital. Ill, p . .1:;4. 
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tion brings about the general rate of profit in all branches of 
industry as a tendency. 

Since the capital commodity has no value but represents 
value, there is no center of gravity around which the market 
interest rate fluctuates. There are no laws determining the 
rate of interest other than competition itself. The capital 
commodity is not produced, but exists because of the divi
sion of the capitalist class into two functional groups. If by 
some magical stroke the class of money capitalists were 
swept away, there would be no interest category.27 This 
would be impossible, however, since it would prevent the 
social appropriation of surplus value by capital as a whole 
(social capital), which in turn would block the necessary re
division of surplus value that brings about shifts in the divi
sion of labor. Just as profit and the rate of profit are capitalist 
categories that lose any relevance under socialism, so the in
terest form disappears with the passing of capitalist society. 

As wc have seen, the interest form is a necessary devel
opment in the capitalist mode of production. While interest 
reflects no contribution of money capital to the production 
of value, it is essential to the process of the centralization of 
capital. This division of surplus value between interest and 
industrial profit ("profit of enterprise" Marx called it) is es
sentially different from the division of new value into surplus 
value and the value of labor power. If we consider the prod
uct ofliving labor as a mere quantity of value, then it appears 
that we have a threefold division-wages. profit. and inter
est-reflecting the claims of three groups-proletarians. in
dustrial capitalists. and money capitalists. But this division 
should not be viewed quantitatively in the tirst instance. The 
division between surplus value and the value of labor power 
arises from the qualitatively ditTerent position of two classes. 

n "It is indeed only the scpnation of l-apItJh~h IIltO 111()lwY-(.lpHJ.hst~ and 
industrial capitalists th.H tr.lTlsforl11s a portion of the protit IIlto Intcrest. th.u 
generally crcatC's the catc~ory of IIltt'resl; ,ll1d 11 1~ 1lI1ly the ((ll11pctitlon 

between th(,.~sc two kinds of raplt.lhst~ which (fl'Jh.·~ IIH.' rate of mtcrcst. 
... If.111 (a pi tal were in the IlJnds of the IIldu\tnJI l'Jl'lt.tI!\(\ there \\'ould 
be no such thin~ as internt .:md rAtl' l)( lI1ft'Tt"!." (:"111f.". Ill. pp .'70, 371.), 
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The proletariat, separated from the means of production, 
surrenders its control over the labor process and, in doing 
so, cedes to capital the entire product. The proportion of 
new value that reaches the proletariat as wages is determined 
by the value of labor power. Without this qualitative differ
entiation between workers and capitalists, no surplus value 
is possible. A class division, derived from the relations of 
production, generates a quantitative division of value. Fur
ther, this quantitative division is theoretically determinant, 
since it is based upon a commodity with a determinant value, 
labor power. 28 

The division between interest and profit of enterprise is 
secondary, in that it requires (or presupposes) the prior di
vision of value into surplus value and the value of labor 
power. In the case of interest and profit of enterprise, the 
division is purely quantitative, in that it does not follow 
from a class division as such. Industrial capitalists and money 
capitalists are both part of the class that holds monopoly over 
the means of production. Their rclation to the means of pro
duction is essentially the same; they are partners in the proc
ess of capitalist exploitation, having established a division of 
labor among themselves in order to facilitate accumulation. 
The division of surplus value between them is the result of 
their intraclass competition and takes the form of fluctua
tions in the price of a valueless commodity, loan capitaP" 

'" For a discllssion of the value of labor power, sce Weeks, "The I'rocess 
of Accumulation." 

!,J "If we inquire further as to why the limits of a Illl'JIl ratl' of intt.'rcst 
cannot be deduced from general laws, wc tind the answer lies silllply in the 
nature of interest. It is merely a part of the average protit. The sallle capital 
appears in two roles-as loanable capital in the lender's hands and ,IS 11111115-

trial. or commercial. capital in the hands of the functioning capitalist. But 
it functIons just once, and produces protitjllst onct:'. III the pruductioll proc
ess Itself the nature of capital as loanable capital pJ..ys no role. Two 
entirely different elements-la bOT power and capital-act as dl'termiI1JlllS 111 

the division between surplus value and \Vagl's these are fUTlctions of 
two independent variables, which limit onc another; and it is their qU(JlitLttil'l' 

d~ffrrr'lce that is the source of the qua",ittltll'f dil'iJIO'1 of the produced \',due..' . 
. Nothing of the kind occurs in the case of interest. Herc the qu,liit.ttin' 

differentiation proceeds rather from the purely 'll1dfltitLHII'C dil'isit1" of 
the same slim of ""pillS ",Ille'" (;"1"/<11, Ill. p .. 1(,4. 
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While the struggle between capital and labor obviously af
fects the share of interest and profit of enterprise insofar as 
that struggle has an impact upon total surplus value, the net 
product should not be analyzed in terms of a threefold divi
sion (or fourfold, if we include rent). The division between 
the value of labor power and surplus value is determined in 
production, while the division between profit of enterprise 
and interest is determinecj. purely in circulation. In the former 
case, exchange (between capital and labor) reflects a division 
prior to that exchange, while in the latter case it is the ex
change itself which affects the division. That is, in the first 
case, exchange is only a part of a value-determining process 
that involves the interaction of production and circulation. 
The material process of production is the basis for the value 
of the commodities that workers consume, and these com
modities and their values establish the value of labor power. 
In addition, total net value is determined in part at the point 
of production by the class struggle over the intensity and 
duration of work. Thus, the exchange between capital and 
labor is merely the final moment in a process of material 
production and class struggle. In the latter case. the exchange 
between industrial capitalists and money capitalists. ex
change is a determining factor in its own right. since the 
commodity exchanged. capital. has not been produced. 

The nature of the interest form and the moment it arises 
in the circuit of capital generates the illusion that the rate of 
interest determines the rate of profit. while in actuality the 
reverse is true. In Chapter 1II we developed the concept of 
the average rate of profit. which is the ratio of surplus value 
to capital advanced. for capital as a whole. This rate of protit 
is the basis of the general rate of pro tit received in each in
dustry. However. because surplus value undergoes this 
quantitative division wc have been considering. the general 
rate of profit cannot be observed directi\'; it has no empirical 
form.)CI What one observes is a rate of intt'rest and a rate of 
industrial or commercial protit. Further. the interest form 

"l "The general r.1tc of protit. howc\'cr . .1rp('.u~ only .1!\ th" lowC'r Iltnit of 
profit, not as .111 crnpirlc.11. JlrC'oh" "I!"lhlc f()rlll ,,(,he .Idll.11 r.1tc of profit." 
[bId .. p. 367. 
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appears as the reward for owning capital, thus the return to 
capital itself. The money capitalist, by lending to the indus
trial capitalist, obtains the formal ownership of the working 
capital employed in the production process. Money capital
ists represent capital as ownership. while the industrial capi
talists represent the functioning of capital." To the industrial 
capitalist, it appears that profit is a residual, purely derivative 
from the interest rate, since a higher interest rate implies a 
lower profit of enterprise, and the rate of interest confronts 
the industrial capitalist as a contractual obligation prior to 
production. Thus the profit received by the industrial capi
talist seems not to be the result of owning capital (since this 
has shifted formally to the mone), capitalist), but from his 
own skill and enterprise in organizing production. 32 

If one takes the twofold division of surplus value as given, 
it (hen is possible to argue that the distribution of new value 
reflects a difference in productive contributions: the worker 
supplies labor power and receives a wage; the entrepreneur 
supplies organizing ability and receives profit, and the money 
capitalist provides capital and receives interest. This is the 
view of neoclassical theory, in which each of thesc-labor, 
entrepreneurial ability, and capital-arc treated symmetri
cally as material inputs to production. 

As we have seen, the basis of this illusion is the quantita
tive division of surplus value, rendered necessary by the ac
cumulltion process, which requires the redistribution of sur
plus value among capitals. The twofold division of surplus 
value in no way reflects any productive division of labor or 

11 "Interest-bearing capital is capital as property 35 distinct frolll cJpital as 

a fi"'C1iOlI." Ibid .. p. 37'). 
l! "In relation to [the industrial capitalist[ illterest appears therefore .1> till' 

mere fruit of owning capital. of capital as slIch abstracted from the repro
duction process of capital. while profit of l"nterprise appears to him . ., 
the exclusive fruit of the functions which he performs with the.: capital. 
J. performance which appears to him as his own activity.. This qualita
tive distinction is by no means meTely J suhJcctivlo notion of the IllUTlCY

capitalist. on the onc hand. Jnd the indl1stridl capitalist. on the other. It resl'i 
upon an objective fact, for interest Hows to the rTlOllcy-clpitalist . who 
IS the mere owner of capitaL" Ihlll.. p. 37H. 
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productive functioning in general. The division reRects the 
separation of the ownership of capital from the function of 
capital, the separation of surplus value from its origin for the 
purpose of converting it into capital for expanded produc
tion. 

D. CREDIT CRISES 

The division of surplus value derives from the developmenr 
of credit, and the development of credit necessarily generates 
credit crises. The analysis of the role of credit in capitalist 
accumulation requires a brief review of the function of 
money as a means of paymenr. The extension of credit facil
itates exchanges without payment. A credit transaction is an 
exchange in ..yhich the borrower receives commodities with 
a promise to make paymenr in the future. This may be di
rect, as when one industrial capitalist provides another with 
short-term credit in a particular sale. Such credits in Marx's 
time were called "bills of exchange," though we shall use the 
term "suppliers' credits." Alternatively, onc industrial capi
talist may borrow from a money capitalist in order to pur
chase commodities from a second industrial capitalist. While 
the two types of credit transactions can have different impli
cations in the accumulation process, they both have the char
acteristic that the commodity exchange creates a debt, and 
commodities circulate as a consequence of growing indebt
edness, not as a result of the parallel circulation oj money. 
In these exchanges, money is not a medium oj circulation, 
but a means of payment for previous transactions. Ob
viously, if credit is defined as money, such a distinction can
not be made, and the function oj money as a means of pay
ment becomes identical with the function as means of 
circulation. The cenrral insight of Marx's theory of money 
in mature capitalist society is the distinction between mone), 
and credit, which implies the distinction hetween money as 
means of payment and means of rirmlation. These distinc
tions provide an understanding of wl1\". whell the circuit of 
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capital is interrupted, "the whole crisis seems to be merely 
a credit and money crisis. ".1.1 

Let us assume that the process of accumulation is proceed
ing normally, in that the average rate of profit is stable or 
rising and surplus value is converted into productive capital, 
so that the mass of commodities and their value increase in 
each circuit of capital. This accumulation is brought about 
by the successive advancing of more capital, and the demand 
for the means of production-a demand among capitalists
progressively expands. As we have seen, the centralization 
of capital requires that these intracapitalist exchanges be on 
the basis of credit. As the accumulation process continues, 
exchange becomes increasingly independent of money, and 
a pyramid of credit-indebtedness builds up. In this expan
sionary process, the predominant form of credit may be 
among industrial capitalists, and there need be no limit to 
the expansion of such credit, except the accumulation proc
ess itself, which sets the material limit to the mass of the 
means of production that can circulate.·H 

In this expansionary period, the monetary demand by in
dustrial capitalists is for the means of circulation. This lim
ited role can be satisfied by a mere symbol of future pay
ment, either through borrowing from money capitalists or 
by mutual agreement between producers. In this period, in
dustrial capital achieves a semi-independence of money cap
ital, for if money capitalists, for whatever reason, decline to 
supply sufficient credit, industrial capitalists can meet their 
demands among themselves. In prosperity there is no reason 
money capitalists should so decline, since what Marx called 
"the regularity of returns" on industrial capital insures the 
interest return. However, this semi-independence asserts it-

II Ibid .. p. 490. 
" "Just as these mutual advances of producers and merchants make up the 

real foundation of credit. so does the instrument of their circulation. the bill 
of exchange. form the basis of credit-money paper. .. These do not rest 
upon [he circulation of money, be It metallic or government-issul'd paper 
money." Ibid .. pp. 400-40!' 
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self by keeping the rate of interest low, since promissory 
notes between industrial capitalists are an adequate substitute 
for bank-capital. 

The key characteristic of this prosperity period is that the 
dominant monetary function is means of circulation, so the 
demand for money as such declines with the rapid accumu
lation of indebtedness. Since monetary demand is here the 
demand for means of circulation, and this can be satisfied by 
any acceptable representation of money (actually, represen
tation of future payment), it appears that anything can serve 
as money. The prosperity period endorses the illusion that 
money need have no value; and as a medium of circulation 
it need not. This primacy of the function of means of circu
lation reflects the eagerness of industrial capitalists to expand 
production, convert sUFplus value into producti\'e capital, so 
they need only a monetary form to bridge the gap between 
commodity capital and productive capital. 35 As this contin
ues, there is nothing to prevent the development of indebt
edness (credit) in excess of the amount of commodity money 
that could potentially circulate. The credit system facilitates 
the expansion of production to its material limit,lt' unre
strained by any dependence upon money as such. 

When the expansion comes to an end, the dominant mon
etary function changes, and money as such asserts itself as a 
means of payment. In a subsequent chapter we consider why 
accumulation should be interrupted. Here we assume that 
the regularity of returns comes to an end and less capital is 
advanced in each successive circuit of capital. At this mo
ment, the demand among capitalists declines, the volume of 
exchanges declines, and previously contracted purchases fall 
due for payment. Suddenly, industrial capitalists requirl' an 
adequate monetary form as means of payment; money as-

~~ That is. to achieve.' realization of the newly produn.-d (0I11J11l1JllIC!'I. thcn 
the purchase of the mC.1I1S of production ;lIld lahor power 

:If, Here \VC do not refer to the cxh.1.lIstton of the n.'Sl'T\'C ,HIll\' {thouRh thl~ 
is a possibility), but the limit set hy the :o.upply 0'- the Tl1l'.1n~ ,)( production. 
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st'rts itself. JIId with it money capital. capital as ownership. 17 

The shift in monetary demand from means of purchase to 
means of payment occurs for all industrial capitalists at the 
same time. The credit system they developed among them
selves during prosperity was based upon a presumption of 
continued expansion, and once that expansion ends, this pyr
amid of credit becomes a demand for payment that must be 
satisfied. 

[n the prosperity period, capital as function is dominant, 
capital as self-expanding value. [n this period the social re
lations of production facilitate the production of surplus 
value, and the forces of production are stretched to their 
limit. When this expansion comes to an end and the produc
tion-exchange-production cycle is interrupted, capital as 
ownership asserts itself. This contradiction between the ma
terial process of production and the social relations that make 
that production viable under capitalism manifests itself in a 
conflict between industrial and money capital that threatens 
a credit collapse and forces a credit crisis. 

The point needs to be developed further, since it provides 
the key to understanding why a credit crisis has apparently 
irrational consequences. Capitalism at its essence is a form of 
socialized production, and production is a material process. 
The purpose of this production from the standpoint of cap
ital is the production of surplus value. The production of 
surplus value is not sufficient for the reproduction of the cap
ital relation; it must also be distributed in a manner that al
lows for that reproduction. The circuit of capital involves 
both of these processes, production and circulation. The pro
duction process involves capital as function, the domination 
of labor in order to achieve exploitation. The distribution of 
surplus value involves ownership, the institutional claims 

" "In tImes of stringency. the demand for loan capital is a demand I,,, 
means of payment and nothing else; it IS by no means cl demand for 111001l')' 

as a means of purchase. At the same time, the rate of interest Illay rist' very 
high, regardless whether real capital, i.c., productive Jnd commodity clpi
tal. exists in abundance or is scaTce. The demand for rnc:ms of payml'lIt i'i 
mere demand for conv('Tobiliry into m01lf'Y." C(lpitl11. Ill. p. 515. 
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upon surplus value already produced. The credit system sep
arates these two, and the separation is personified in the in
dustrial capitalist and the money capitalist. lII 

As long as the production of surplus value proceeds un
interrupted, the industrial capitalist achieves a certain inde
pendence of the money capitalist, which reflects the domi
nance of the material (production) over the social (distribution). 
However, once the production of surplus value is no longer 
adequate, capital as a whole ~nters a period when losses must 
be distributed as well as gains. In this period the rivalry 
among capitalists asserts itself, as a struggle begins to deter
mine who within the class will be survivors. This struggle 
manifests itself as industrial capitalists are forced to liquidate 
their debts; i.e., convert credit to money. Money capitalists 
are then the arbitrators of the struggle for survival. The 
availability of credit drastically declines and industrial capital 
lies idle. The sudden demand for money as means of pay
ment threatens the value of fictitious capital, and thus the 
structure of ownership. 

During prosperity, a volume of credit develops that bears 
no fixed relation to the available money to cancel those 
debts. Unless there is some drastic adjustment mechanism. 
a part of the accumulated debt cannot be paid off and will be 
found valueless. 3• This drastic mechanism is the devaluation 
of commodities. 40 As the expansion of capital ends. co m-

,. ",Wle must proceed from the assumption that the money capitalist and 
the industrial capitalist really confront onc Jnother not just as legally differ
cnt persons, but as persons playing entirely difl'crelll roles in the reproduc
tion process .... The one merely loans )capital). thc othcr emplovs It pro
ductively." Ibid .• p. 372. 

W "In a system of production, whl're the "ntirc continuity of the repro
duction process rests upon credit . .1 crisis IllllM Oh\'lllusiy o((ur-.1 trcm("ll

dous rush for means of payment-whcn nedit ,udd"nl\' (l'ose, and only 
cash payments h3\'e validity. At first 1(1..,«'. theref'"e. the whole ,'mi, 
scems to he merely a credit and 1110ney cri ...... Ihid .. 1'. 4'~ I 

t,. "'n times of a squeeze. wh(,1l (r~dit (Ontr.KIS or ("C ... .t!O(.~ l·l1l1rdy. Illonc,'r 

suddenly stands as the only nU'ans of p.1Yl11l'nt .1.nd trUl' l'XI!r.ll'IKC llf \Oalu(" 
in absolute opposition to .111 othC'T ("nmI110dllil·~. Hcnn' ell(' UI1I\'l'n..1) drprC'
ci:uion of commodities. thl' ditli(ulty nr ("\'l'n III1Pll~!rolhllll\' (lftr.1n!<oI' .. rmm~ 
thcm into moncy, I.C" tlll'ir OWI1 purdy f.tI1U'th' 1("Irm. S('cl"Indl\', cr('dit-
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mudities go unsold, and their market prices fall, which im
plies J rise in the value of money. This rise in the value of 
money protects the market value of fictitious capital and 
claims on indebtedness. The money necessary, but quanti
tatively insufficient, to redeem the accumulated debts inflates 
in exchange value. When the value of private credit is threat
ened, the capitalist mode of production itself provides a par
tial solution to this problem. The insufficiency of money for 
conversion of credit is accompanied by the destruction in the 
market of the values of commodities, so that a credit crisis 
causes the concrete use values to be sacrificed for the ab
stract-credit. In this manner, the ownership of capital is 
protected at the expense of the functioning of capital." In 
this process of canceling debts, the increase in the exchange 
value of money need not result from an attempt by all cred
itors to have their loans paid in gold, a point we develop 
below. A credit crisis occurs because the form of money ad
equate for facilitating exchange is not satisfactory for cancel
ing debts. What was an adequate form of equivalency among 
capitalists during the expansionary period proves not to be 
a general equivalent when debts must be canceled. 

We can now summarize the process that necessarily gen
erates credit crises in capitalist society. The accumulatiun of 
capital requires changes in the division of labor that arc 
brought about by the movement of capital. Were it the case 
that individual capitals could expand only on the basis of the 
surplus value they each realize as profit, the ability of the 

money itself is only money to the extent that it absolutely takes the place of 

actual money to the amount of its nominal value. With a drain on gold its 

convertibility, I.e., its Identity with actual gold. becomes problematic 

Hence coercive measures, raising the rate of intcrest, ere.. for the: purpose 

of safeguarding the condition of this convertibility." Ibid., p. 517. 

" "This basis [of cOI1\'ertibility [ is given with the basis of the mode of 

productIOn itself. A depreciation of credit-money would unsettle all 
eXisting relations. Therefore. the value of commodities is s;lcriflccd for the 

purpose of saft."guardin~ the fantastic and independent c:xistcnce of thiS v,tluc 
In money. . In former modes of produ([ion. this does not occur bee,Hlsc. 
on the narrow hasis upon which they c;[and. neither credit nor credit-moTlcy 
can develop !,reatiy." Ihid., p. S17. 
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system as a whole to alter the division of labor would be 
severely limited. The redistribution of surplus value for ac
cumulation is achieved through the credit system, which in
volves a differentiation between the control of the produc
tion process and the claim upon surplus value (capital as 
function and capital as ownership). As accumulation pro
ceeds, a structure of debt develops, which is not quantita
tively limited by the available commodity money. When ex
pansion comes to an cnd, the accumulated debt must be paid 
off in all or large part. At this moment, the demand for cap
ital as a commodity is a demand for means of payment. 
Money capitalists seek to redeem debts in a form insolated 
from changes in value, and industrial capitalists seek to do 
the same with their produced commodities. The sudden rush 
for money as means of payment pushes up the rate of inter
est, which further r~duces profit of enterprise. Commodities 
go unsold, some debts cannot be paid off or only paid off in 
part, and the market value of fictitious capital is depreciated. 
Finally, we must stress that the credit crisis merely reflects a 
problem in the production of surplus value, a problem we 
have presupposed, to be explained later. But given this pre
supposition, a credit crisis is the necessary outcome of the 
accumulation process. 

E. SOCIALIZED CREDIT AND INFLATION 

The course of a credit crisis described above involves a de
preciation of commodity prices, so that the interruption of 
the circuit of capital is accompanied by deflation. In the last 
twenty years in capitalist countries, recessions have increas
ingly been associated with rising prices, and our theory of 
money and credit should be able to account for this if it is to 

claim generality. 
Recently Fine has developed an explJnation of the minci

dence of inflation and the interruption of the circuit of capital 
(recession), '2 Jnd the following analysis draws upon his 

42 Hcn Fine, i:'CllIIClffti( TJUt1r)' ,,,111 Idfll/fl.~)' (i.tltldnll' Edw,lhi Arnnld. 
I <JHII) 
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work. All discussion of credit must be made in terms of par
ticular institutional forms, since credit is a creation of the 
institutional division of the functioning and ownership of 
capital. These institutional forms change as capitalism devel
ops and matures. In the previous section, we assumed that 
credit was private, in the form of suppliers' credits (between 
industrial capitalists) or loan capital (from money capitalists 
to industrial capitalists). There has been no reference to the 
state, so implicitly it was assumed that the expansion of pri
vate credit was not accompanied by any expansion of rep
resentations of money by the state, in whatever form. 

As argued in Section C, the process of accumulation trans
forms private capital into social capital so that surplus value 
realized as profit may be redistributed from some capitals to 
others to facilitate a redivision of labor. This provides the 
basis for credit crises and stimulates action by the capitalist 
class, through the state, to control these crises. This state 
interference reflects the monopolization of sectors of the 
economy by certain capitals,.) which we consider in the next 
chapter. 

We argued that a credit crisis develops because of a suddm 
increase in the demand for money for means of payment, 
when the quantity of credit has outgrown the quantity of 
commodity money available for its cancellation. This quan
titative imbalance can be rectified in form by the state's in
creasing the supply of representations of money. Achieve
ment of this can be direct, by the issuance of more paper 
currency, or indirect, by the state's increasing its own in
debtedness, i. e., through the purchase by the state of its 
bonds from capitalists. In either case, the effect is to socialize 
credit. In this situation, all bankruptcies and business failures 
are not prevented, but a general shortage of the means of 

11 "ISocial capital I is the .1oolition of the C.1piLdi\[ mode of pruducnoll 
wlthm the capitalist mode of production Jnd hence ;1 sdf-dissolvlIlg nmtr.l

diction. which primd '/;1(1(' repn."scnts a mere ph.I~l' of trallsition to .1 Ill'\\' 

form of production. It manifests itself as slIch .1 contr.lliinioll III its dll'd" 
It establishes ,) monopoly in rcrt.lin "'phl'rL's ,lTlll thereby rClIlIlH'S stJtc 1I1tn

fcrence ,. [hili.. p. 4.1H. 
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payment is prevented. Representations of money circulate to 
replace private debt. This may involve merely a change in 
form of state indebtedness, if the state circulates more rep
resentations of money by exchanging them for its own se
curities held by private capital. Such open market operations 
would reduce the tendency of the rate of interest to rise by 
increasing the prices of state bonds, a process laboriously 
analyzed in bourgeois theory. 

By referring to the theory developed in Chapter IV, we 
can see that such socialization of credit does not resolve the 
basic problem created by the growth of private credit, but 
merely changes the form of its manifestation. The state in 
effect has created a situation in which all the representations 
of money cannot be converted into the money commodity. 
Attempts by capitalists to convert representations of money 
created by the state into a store of value results in the depre
ciation of those representations. What appeared in our earlier 
discussion as a threat to the market value of private debt now 
appears as a general decline in the exchange value of paper 
money. The state may attempt to guarantee convertibility, 
in which case there will be a rush to commodity money, 
exhausting state and private hoards of commodity money (or 
threatening to do so). If convertibility into the generally 
equivalent money commodity is suspended, capitalists will 
seek to exchange their intrinsically worthless representations 
of money for commodities that are near-substitutes for the 
money commodity, or to other national currencies, when wc 
introduce the complication of the division of capitalist soci
ety into countries. Precisely this process occurred in the 
1970s, when there was a run on precious metals and certain 
national currencies such as the Deutsche Mark. 

What appeared in an earlier stage of capitalist ,iL-vclopll1elJ{ 
as a collapse of commodity prices and stork and bond prices 
now breaks out as an inflationary spiral .1Ccoll1panied by 
speculation in commodities. This process. which has dlJr
acterized the developed capitalist rOUlltm" since the lI1id-
1960s demonstrates the necessarv role pl.1\"<'d !". ("lll1l11odity 
money in the circulation of capital. TIll" :r ,,' .! "lJ'iL1I IS 
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incomplete until commodities arc realized in their "fantastic 
form" as money. Credit buying does not achieve this reali
zJtion, but postpones it. Whl'll the expansion of capital 
comes to In cnd, the motive to accumulate is replaced by the 
motive to hoard, to store value for future accumulation. The 
state's economic policies cannot prevent this; they can only 
Jlter the iorm that hoarding takes, and alter the manifesta
tions thJt result from the rush to hoard by capitalists. There
fore, it should come as no surprise that some bourgeois writ
ers should call for a retllrn to the gold standard as a means 
of guaranteeing the worth of representations of money. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE COMPETITION 

AMONG CAPITALS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

In previous chapters we have stressed that capitalist society 
is unique in that its reproduction requires the circulation of 
the products of labor in the form of commodities. This cir
culation, integrated with the production of use values (char
acteristic of all societies), rests on the basis of isolated pro
duction. The circulation of commodities. along with the 
parallel circulation of money, is the mechanism by which 
isolated producers are integrated into a system of social re
production. Competition. a concept wc have alluded to re
peatedly, is the interaction of isolated, independent produc
ers. This concept is of central importance to the understanding 
of capitalist society. Wc have, in fact. prepared the ground 
for an analysis of competition, and it remains only to de
velop the analysis. 

Marx's methodological break with bourgeois political 
economy was so sharp and complete as to constitute a meth
odological revolution. This break derives from the insight 
that capitalism is a historically unique mode of social repro
duction. Most Marxian writers formally recognize this 
methodological break. but elements of bourgeois analysis 
and method continue to tind currency in Marxian writings. 
particularly in the treatment of competition. In general. it 
seems to be the view. among Marxists and non-Marxists 
alike, that while Marx broke Ill'\\, ground in other arcas. his 
treatment of competition was the samc as chat of bourgcois 
theorists. This presumption manifests itself in thc \'icw that 
Marx's theory as outlined in CI/Jil,11 is histori,'alh' 'I'c(itic to 
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cllmperirive capiralism, and musr be aml'lllk'd in lighr of cap
iralism in irs monopoly sragl'. 

These conceprs of (ompl'ririve and monopoly capiralism 
are dosdy rdared to rhe Marxisr debare OVl'r rhe rheory of 
imperialism. Ir is beyond rhe scope of rhis book to rrear thar 
debarl' in any derail, bur rhe concepts of competition, mo
nopoly, and impl'rialism arc so intertwined (and often con
ti.lsed) in thl' literature that some reference cannot be avoided. 
Most modern Marxist writers proceed on the presupposition 
that contemporary capitalist society is noncompetitive. I Those 
who hold this view frequently cite Lenin as a supporting 
authority, for in various writings he describes capitalism of 
his time in terms that superficially seem to imply that com
petition among capitals was no longer a significant force. 2 

The overall view of the monopoly capital school is that, in 
the present stage of capitalist development, competition has 
been virtually eliminated, and this has fundamentally altered 
the nature of capitalist society. The most important change, 
in this view, is that capitalist society is no longer prone to 

crises, but to long-term stagnation. 
This general analysis is in clear contrast to that made by 

Marx, who demonstrated that it is the dynamism of capital
ism that gives rise to its contradictory tendencies (a point 
pursued in Chapters VII and VIII). Specifically, accumula
tion brings the contradictions of capitalism to a head. It is 
first under capitalism that the development of the forces of 
production is inherent in the process of production. This, in 
part, is what makes capitalism a pro,,(rcssillc form of the social 
organization of production compared to previous modes of 
production. The development of the forces of production is 
not the result of the desires of individual capitalists, but the 
result of the internal contradictions of this mode of produc-

1 The work oi Baran and SWCl'ZY is well known. hut thl'Y .Hl· rar fro111 

alone in a.rguing that under imperialism "competition" has bt'lOn dirnin.1tcd. 
Sce. ior example. Samir Amin. L'''f'qllal /),·,,1'1"/"""'" (New York: Monthly 
I~evicw Press. 1971\). pp. ](J2ff. 

~ V. I. Lenin. Imperialijm. ,lie Hi,l!/u'SI S'tJ.\!(' ,!fCdl,ilfJ/i.ml, in CtJllfClfd (F,lrk.' 
(Moscow: Progress Publishcrs. 1974). XXII; and "lmpl'ri .• lisl11 .1Ilt! thl' Sl'lil 
111 SOCIalism." Col/('(("'/ Work<. XXIII. 
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tion. The most basic internal contradiction is that capitalist 
production is formally isolated. and private labor must be 
converted into sociallabor. so that under capitalism product~ 
become commodities. combining in onc object use value and 
exchange value. The necessary condition for the existence of 
the capital rclation is that labor power be a commodity. as 
wc have seen. Further, the existence of labor power as a 
commodity creates the conditions for and necessity of com
petition. That is. competition does not derive from the ex
istence of many capitals ("companies"). but from the capital 
relation itself. In turn. competition thrusts upon capitalists 
the necessity to cheapen commodities. The development of 
the productive forces must be undertaken by capitalists in 
order to survive in the competitive struggle. This necessity 
affects all capitalists and all capitals. no matter how large or 
powerful. 

By its nature. the interaction of capitals forces each capital 
to reduce the labor time embodied in commodities, which 
raises the productivity of labor. This process of increasing 
the number of commodities each worker produces per unit 
of time Marx called the "expelling" of living labor, a process 
we consider in detail in the next two chapters. As wc shall 
see, this dynamic process of technical change ("revolution
izing of the means of production ") is the source of contra
dictory tendencies that give rise to the undermining of the 
accumulation process. It is the development of the forces of 
production that undermines capitalism. Marx was unambig
uously clear that he believed that the dynamism of capitalism 
creates the necessity of crisis. Referring ro the tendency of 
the rate of profit to fall. the manifestation of the basic con
tradictions of capitalist reproduction. Marx wrote 

The progressive tendency of the general rate of protit to 
fall is, therefore. just cll/ 1'."I:]1"I'.<.<i"/1 I'f(U/i,/r 1,1 lire (,ll'il,I/i.<1 

mode of producli"/1 of the progressive de\"l'lopment of the 
social productivity of labor. 

The means-unconditional development of the produc
tive forces of society-come continll.1l1v II1tO nlJ1Hirr 
with the limited purpose. till' self-exp.lI1sioll of the ex-
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lstlng capital. Th~' capitalist mode of production is, for 
this reason, a historical means of devc:loping the material 
forces of production ... and is, at the same time a 
continual conflict between this its historical task and its 
own corresponding rc:lations of production.' 

But the developmcnt of the productive forces docs not oc
cur automatically; it is thl' consequence of the antagonistic 
and contradictory interaction of many capitals. Thc argu
mcnt ovcr the presence or abscncc of competition and tech
nical change in contcmporary capitalist socicty is, thercforc, 
an argumcnt over thc basic nature of capitalism.· 

B. TlJE PLACE OF COMPETITION IN MARX'S THEORY 

Baran and Sweczy ha vc writtcn that "thc Marxian analysis 
of capitalism still rests in thc final analysis on the assumption 
of a competitive cconomy. "5 This statement implies a ccrtain 
method on Marx's part; namely, that competition has a par-

, Capital. Ill. pp. 213. 250. 
, And the debate is not new. It was onc of the many isslles that divided 

"The Opposition" (Trotsky and his supporters) from the majority of thl' 
CPSU (Bolsheviks). In 1926. Stalin wrote: "That Trotsky objects to Lenin's 
theoretical thesis concerning the law of uneven development is not at .111 
surprising. for it is well known that this law refutes Trotsky's thcory of 
permanent revolution . .. 

"What is it that accentUJtes the unevenness and Icnds dt'Cisil/{' signiticJnfl' 
to the uneven development in the conditions of imperialism? .. 

" . that the colossal and /litlrerto ,,"paralldecl development of technique. 
in the broad meaning of the word. makes it easier for certain impl'rialist 
groups to overtake and outstrip others in the struggle for markets. for ,,'Il

ing sources of raw m.ncriais. ete. 
"And it could not be otherwise ... only in the period of devdnp"'! 

imperialism did the colossal technical possibilities show themselves." J. 5t.l
lin. Work.,. VIII. l'J2n (Moscow: Foreign Languagl's Publishing House. 
1954. reprinted London: Red Star Press. Ltd .. IUt.). pp. 326. 329. 

\ P. A. Baran and P. M. Sweezy. MOllopl1ly CapiMI (New York: Monthl\' 
Review Press. 1966). p. 4. They go on to say. "(Marx( never attelllpted tn 
investigate what would at the tllne have been a hypothetic.ll systelll rh.rr
.eterized by the prevalence of large-scale enterprise and Illonopoly" (pp. 4-
5). 
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ticular status in his analysis. the status of an externally Im
posed assumption. From this it follows that his conclusions 
must be sensitive to making alternative assumptions; and. 
further. that the choice among assumptions about competi
tion is an empirical onc. Baran and Sweezy have attributed 
to Marx the methodology of bourgeois economic theory. 
where competition has such a status of an assumption. In 
fact. Marx constructed his theory of competition in a com
pletely different manner from the method of bourgeois the
ory. 

To show this. we first should explain the bourgeois view 
of competition. which defines competition as the free and 
unregulated interaction of individuals in pursuit of their in
terests in the act of exchange. Having defined competition in 
this way. the bourgeois theorists can then enumerate the 
conditions necessary for competition to prevail: many buyers 
and sellers. free entry and exit from the market, ete. For 
them. competition is a question of numbers and the size of 
competitors; as a consequence, it is a trivial issue of how 
many sellers or how many buyers exist for a particular com
modity. If there are "a lot," we have competition; if there 
are "a few," we have "restricted," "limited,"' or "monopo
listic" competition. And if, unfortunately, there is only onc 
seller (buyer), we have "monopoly" {"monopsony"). Onc 
might call this "the quantity theory of competition." 

This treatment of competition is characteristic oi the 
method of bourgeois political economy in general. in that 
competition is considered ahistorically and .1S J relationship 
purely in exchange. h The treatment is ahistorical in that it 
applies equally to all modes ot production \\"hcrt' exchange 
is present; i.e., the conditions for competition (()lIld applY to 

a slave economy as well as onc based on \\".1~l' labor. I'rcsllp-

t, This i~ also true.' o( the..' I1l·(l-I~ll.lr~h.1I1 (henT\' of (\lllll'l'llth11l. ",llId! h 

essentially 110 djlreTcllt from tlH.' ... tl-c.lllni Ill·tld.p .... ,l'.iI Irt',lIlllenl. The Ill'll
nirJrdi.H1 .1ppro.H:h is not (ollsllicn:d .,Cp.H,ttC)y hnl' (Ill th.lI rC,I'\\11 '-'or ~ 

\'cry c1eJr dis(lISSIOI1 llllllp.lrlllg !Ill' I1cn-Hh',lrdl.1l1 IllCdh1li III !\'1.nx \, 

n.ll'lhoJ. scc UCI1 FITll' .1Ild L11ITl'lll"C I LlTlI .... "( :olllnH'n"l.d I"un 111 f\.1.1T\I"'t 
Economic Thcnr\', .. .\"'11,'11.", R .. \!I."'I" (1 tJi'h), PI' 141-1-~ 
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posed arc the social conditions that allow for competition. 
Divorced from any specitlc discussion of capitalism, this the
ory is con tined to the act of exchange, a social rdation char
actnistic of nwdes of production other than capitalism (sce 
Chaptt'fs I and 11). The bourgeois theory is not wrong in the 
sense of wrongly describing a real phenomenon. The phe
nomenon to which it addresses itsdf (the struggle among 
capitals for market shares) is a real process, a process gener
ally recognized by Marxists and non-Marxists alike. Further, 
it is correct to place the act of exchange in a central place in 
the process of competition. What is incorrect, as wc sce be
low, is the treatment of exchange divorced from the class 
relations that arc unique to capitalism. Marx's treatment of 
competition is not an alternative to the bourgeois approach, 
but a treatment that begins in an entirely different manner 
and encompasses the manifestation of competition in the ex
change of commodities as a part of a general theory of com
petition. 

In bourgeois theory, competition among capitals is intro
duced as an external force, and in the absence of this external 
force none of the general economic laws of bourgeois eco
nomics holds: production and consumption arc no longer ef
tlcient, the laws of distribution arc suspended, and supply 
and demand cannot be used as an analytical tool in the short 
nlll or long run. This is because bourgeois theory is grounded 
in the sphere of circulation-exchange-and within this 
sphere no phenomenon can be considered without reference 
to competition. For this reason, competition among capitals 
in bourgeois theory appears not only as the vehicle by which 
economic laws manifest themselves but also as the origin and 
cause of theSe laws. The implications of this last point can be 
seen fully only after wc consider Marx's theory of compL·ti
tion. Indeed. it could be argued that competition is the CCll

tral theoretical element in bourgeois theory. from which all 
of its generalizations derive. 

In value theory, accumulation is the key clement. the proc
ess that gives rise to all the important generalizations regHd-
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ing capitalist reproduction. 7 Although accumulation and 
competition are closely related. the former can be concep
tualized and understood prior to an analysis of competition. 
This is because accumulation is the progressive expansion of 
the circuit of capital. and the circuit of capital is first analyzed 
for capital-as-a-whole. without reference to the interaction 
of many capitals. Here we must stress that we refer to the 
competition among capitals. for since the basis of capital is 
the separation of labor from 'the means of production. the 
circuit of capital cannot involve an abstraction from the com
petition between capital and labor. i.e .. the class struggle: it
self. 

The circuit of capital is the circuit of self-expansion of 
value. M-C-M'. and the basis of this self-expansion (given 
the historical conditions for capital's existence. free wage la
bor) is the production of surplus value. The production of 
surplus value requires the concepts of constant and variable 
capital. and the use of these concepts allows a distinction 
between the production of absolute and relative surplus 
value. These latter concepts are not ideal constructions. but 
correspond to real processes. the speed-up and the length
ening of the working day (absolute surplus value) and the 
progressive application of machinery to the labor process. 
which increases the division of labor (relative surplus value). 
As capitalism develops. the production of relative surplus 
value becomes the primary way of increasing surplus value 
and gives rise to what Marx called "the general law of capi
talist accumulation." which is the endogenous generation of 
surplus labor power-the industrial reserve arm)'. All of this 
analysis brings one through Volume I of CI1,it,l/. Jnd it is 
not necessary in the analysis to deal with the competition 
among capitals. Indeed. to do so would obscurc the analysis 
by introducing a complex concept-"col11pctitlon a 111 on!! 
capitals"-prior to an explanation of the slIllpkr conccpts 
upon which it is predicJted. Onc CJnnot mmldcr rill' WJ\' 

~ In \'d1.lt follow\, I .UB inlkhrcd hl dl~l·\I'''hll1'' \\'1111 Ikll hill' ,md dr.1w 
on points r.li"cd in BCIl hnl' .md I..Ulrt'IhT I LITTI'. Nf'·,,',ld"h .. ' ( "'T"t.lI. ('11.1.p 
1 
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individual capitals interact in the acculllulation process until 
the possibility of accumulation is explained, which itself is 
understood through developing the concept of capital-as-a
whole. It is possible to advance so far in the analysis of cap
italism while abstracting frolll competition because the ac
cUITlulation process is essentially a production process carried 
out under specific relations of production, and these specific 
relations of production require analysis of the exchange be
tween capital and labor, but not the exchange between cap
itals. However, the competition among capitals is subsumed 
within this analysis and is not subsequently developed inde
pendently. 

Once we consider the realization process and the distri
bution of surplus value among capitals and among its phe
nomenal forms-rent, interest, profit of enterprisl~the 
competition among capitals presents itself for analysis and 
must be conceptualized. We have considered onc aspect of 
this cOITlpetition, that between money capital and industrial 
capital. It became necessary to do so in order to account for 
the process by which qualitative changes arc brought about 
during the accumulation process. Prior to considering this 
particular aspect of competition it was not necessary to make 
any assumptions about it, since the issue did not pr~'sent itself 
as long as wc dealt with capital-as-a-whole. It cannot be 
stressed too much that while bourgeois theory initiates its 
analysis of capitalism by postulating competition or non
competition among capitals and cannot pron:ed even a single 
logical step without doing so, value theory develops the the
ory of accumulation without needing to refer to the mutual 
interaction of capitals. H As a final point, competition among 
capitals could be considered when establishing the basis of 
accumulation, in that the analytical elemCllts of the conCl'pt 
arc present in the concept of capital itsl'if. but to do so \\'ould 

; To Llkc Just OIH' l'x.lIl1plc, the tl'ndcncy of !Ill' Lite of profit to Lt! I 1', 

cicJriy "ct our in Volullll' I of C,'pi',,/. .1'> HC the llllllltn.lrI1ll~ t(.'lldCIl(lC .... 

(hOll~h not Identified ,I'> such nCLHI'>t' M,lrx 11,1\ IHH prl'sl'lItnl till' ({)lItT~'t 

of thl' rale of protit. \' .. -h1("h derives frulll rhl' JlltCgr.IIUlIl pf prlldu(ut>11 ,IIHI 

l'XCh,IIl).!;C (the L1sk of Volullll' 11) 
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complicate the analysis without advancing it. For this reason 
Marx sums up the role of the competition among capitals as 
follows: "Competition merely expresses as real, posits as an 
external necessity, that which lies within the nature of capi
tal; competition is nothing more than the way in which the 
many capitals force the inherent determinants of capital upon 
one another and upon themselves. Hence, not a single cate
gory of bourgeois econolllY, not even the most basic, e.g., 
the determination of value, becomes real through free com
petition alone. "9 

In other words, competition is the mechanism by which 
the underlying laws of accumulation manifest themselves. 
Specifically, one can point to the law of value, which we 
have considered in detail. Competition does not generate or 
even make possible the operation of this law, for its basis is 
free wage labor' and the means of production circulating as 
commodities. Competition merely allows for the expression 
of the law. Another way to put it is that the fundamental 
concept here is that of the relations of production (free wage 
labor), and these create the possibility of both the law of 
value and the competition among capitals at the samt: con
ceptual level. 

At points in his writings, Marx states that competition is 
the mechanism by which the essence of capitalist social re
lations is transformed into their appearance. We have consid
ered an example of this. While: the basis of capitalist accu
mulation is the appropriation of unpaid labm, the wage lorm 
masks this exploitation in the guise of an t:qual exchange. 
Workers compete among themselves on'r wages and capi
talists compete with workers. A second example of the dis
torting effect of competition is in the price (orm. A, \\"l' haw 
shown, the competition among capitals bring, .Ibout .1 de
viation of price from valut:. which gin', the diU-Ion that 
dead labor creates value. Thest: two cx.lIllpks CII1 he lI1ulti
plied, which led Marx to ohsl'J've th.1l 111 (OJ11l'etltll)J1 L'\"l'[\' 
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rebtiollship is rcverscd. '" From this distortillg character of 
(ompctitioll, wc (all (ollcludc that it is .m allalytical mistake 
to hcgill OIlC'S thcory with all analysis of compctition. for 
this would bc to hcgin at the kvel of distorted appearances. 
Hathl'r, olle should bcgin at the kwl of social relations and 
,lsk why thcre should be compctition. 

C. CO.\IPETlTlON :\S TIlE "INNER NATUHE 01' CAPITAl." 

When Marx ddillcs compctition, hc does so in terms of cap
ital-as-a-who!c. writing that "conceptually, (Olllpel;l;oll is 
nothing othcr than the ;11 11 er /UlII/I,(, (~rCilp;lal, its essential char
acter, appearing in and realized as the reciprocal interaction 
of many capitals."" As wc shall sce, this seizes upon the 
social relationship of the buying and selling of labor power 
as the basis of the competition among capitals. In order to 
understand Marx, wc must sce that the bourgeois theory of 
competition, although ahistorical in method of analysis, is in 
fact merely an idealized description of the particular histori
cal character of capitalist production. Unlike utopian social
ists such as Proudhon, Marx did not believe that there had 
once existed, or could ever exist, a society of free producers, 
each small and independent, each pursuing his or her inter
ests. Whereas socialists such as Sismondi and Proudhon 
looked back to a pre-monopolistic competitive era, Marx 
scorned such ideas as illusion. '2 Marx argued that such a 
viC\v of capitalism-and of competition-was merely an ide
ological fantasy, a description of the historical conditions 
that freed capital from feudal barriers to its self-expansion, 
presented as natural law. 

Prior to the epoch of capitalism, economic life was regu-

[Ill competitIOn I JII dctcrlTlll1.lIHS ,lppl',1r in J 1"0..,UIOIl which i~ the: 
If"'t'r)!' of (heir po~itioll in ('lpitJI III gCIll'T.t1. There pnCl' dl'(lTllllllcd lw 
bbor. hac bbor Jctl'flllllll'd hy price, etc.. ere." C(llIIdrissl'. p. (1~7. 

[hid .. p. 414. ,,'(olld l'mpl"", .Hld",l. 
: L.ltcr. Lenin .1\"0 .m.llyzed thl':-'l' lItOpl.l1l ~ori.dL"'1 vicw .... dl'fl'lldll1~ 

M,lrx\ mcthod. Scc V. I. Ll'tllll ... A Ch,Ir,lcterii',ltlOIl (If LrOllllllllr I{OIll,II1-

t1cl ... m." in C(l/kdft/ lrMJ..·.\ (M()~co\\"· I'r()grL''''~ 1'1Ihli ... hcr .... 1!J74). 11. 
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lated in a particular way within a particular mode of produc
tion. These regulations involved guild membership, state 
trading monopolies. and many other mercantile trappings. 
With the emergence of capitalism as the dominant mode of 
production. economic life was also regulated, but by cap
ital for capital. The intellectual spokesmen of the rising 
bourgeoisie. such as Adam.Smith. described the latter regu
lations as "free competition." giving an ideological justifica
tion to the new order. IJ In the broadest sense, both systems 
are characterized by monopoly-one the monopoly of the 
landlord class. the other the monopoly of the capitalist class. 
What Smith did not do. and his successors down to Samu
elson have not done. was to analyze the conflict among cap
itals.'· This Marx took as his task. To suggest, as Sweezy 
and Haran do. that competition is the existence of many 
competitors. and the absence of monopolized and centralized 
production. is to use bourgeois ideology as theory. For ex
ample. there were a large number of manors in feudal soci
ety. but no competition. Numbers arc not the key, nor is the 
size of competitors; the key is the social rclations that deter
mine and regulate the interaction of producers. 

The bourgeois definition and treatment of competition are 
ahistorical. for competition is treated without first explaining 
why there should be competitors. This is the same mistake 
as initiating an analysis of value without explaining why 
there are commodities, discussed in Chapter 11. In both cases 
the general production of products as commodities is presup-

1\ Hcnryk Grossmann. "Marx. Classl(.1.1 Political Economy dnd lilt' Proh

Icm of Dynamics, Part I," C.'pil.,i ,,,,.I Ci.J". 2 (Summcc 1'177) 
H Marx is at his Inos{ inSightful 011 this: "lk(JlISl' competitIOn aprl\,us .1~ 

the dissolution or compulsory guild ml'mbership. govl'fnlllcllt fcguiltwn. 
inll'rnal tJrilTs and the likc \\'ithin J (OUlllfY III ... hort. as the nq!.tthHl o( 
the limits .1.nd barriers pccuh.u to du,' ~tJgl'S of productlon prllCl'l'thng c.1.p1t.l1 

.• it has IthcfcfofCIIl('\TT been l'x..Il1lmni l'vell for rhl!\. T11l'rdy nC~.1t1\·l· 

side. this. its mt.'rely historit..".ll ~hk •• lI1d till' Il.ld led .H Ihe !'t.W\(: tlll1l' 10 rill' 
even greater absurdity of rl'g.1rJIT1~ It d!'t 1Ill' t"lllll!'thll1 o( \1I11i..'UcrcJ IIldl\"ld
uals who In"~ detcrmined nnly hv tlll'lr OWII llltnl'!'th .lI1d IWIKt..' .1\ th .. , 
absolute modI..' of Cxistl'IlCl' (If (n'c IIhi!\"Idll.lhr," 111 rht' 'phere n( lllllsurnr
tion dnd of l"xch.1T1gc" ,'"tlfl"".\? (.m hI' "It""I' "",(./l'ol "' (;nmd,.,,'I" p (,44 
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posed. Put .lIlother way, bourgeois theory initiates the dis
cussion of competition at a relativelv low level of abstraction 
.lIld, ,IS a result, treats it in extremely complex form, at a 
level where onc must at the outset Jccount tor price com
petition, product ditTerentiation, capital mOVelllelltS, barriers 
to those mo\'Cments, and the process of centralization. As a 
consequCllce, the analysis proceeds eciectically, and the torms 
the competitive struggle take under capitalism do not derive 
from the concept itsclC but appear as exceptions to it. It is 
to avoid this eclecticism dut we define competition simply 
as "the inner nature of capital itsclC" and with this simple 
concept wc can move to more complex concepts such as 
competition among capitals and, more complex still, con
cepts such as "price competition." 

Capital as a social rclation represents the integration of 
production and exchange in a reproductive circuit. Compe
tition among capitals arises in this integration. As Fine and 
Harris write, "in reality competition between capitals is 
predicated upon the circuit of capital-in-general ... for with
out the rclations between capital alld labor encompassed by 
these simpie circuits competition bctwcl'II capitals cannot ex
ist. "\; For this reason, the basis of competition is the buying 
and selling of labor power. Every phenomenon of capitalism 
need not be traced back to first principles, but cOIll'epts must 
be constructed at the point where the phenomenon to be 
analyzed can no longer be abstracted from. 

Competition is the inner nature of capital in that it arises 
from the contradiction between the process of production 
and the process of circulation, which arc united in industrial 
capital ("capital as such," as Marx put it). While capital un
ites production and circulation, it does so in a contradictory 
way, through the medium of free wage labor. lkcause labm 
power is a commodity, the product of capitalist production 
must be exchanged. The reproductioll of capitalist society 
necessitates that the use values arising from production he 
realized as money. It is first under capitalist society that the 
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surplus labor of dircct produccrs cannot bc appropriatcd gcn
crally in material or natural form, but must be converted 
into money. I" Thc first and most basic form of competition 
is thc competition betwcen capital and labor, not for the dis
tribution of the valuc produced, but ovcr the organization of 
production itself. This compctition is a class struggle over 
the most basic aspect of any society-the control of produc
tion. And the subsumption of labor to capital'" is thc basis 
for the competition among capitals. 

Capital cxists by virtue of thc prcscnce of free wage labor. 
on the one hand, I" and the monopolization of the means of 
production by a class, on the other. The existence of frel' 
wage labor facilitates not only the exploitation of labor but 
the exploitation of labor in the service of capital and its de
ployment at the will of capital; i.e., whcre it will bring forth 
the largest profit. The feudal ruling class exploited labor, but 
because labor was unitcd with the means of production, this 
exploitation was of an essentially immobile labor force. Free 
wage labor liberates the exploiting class to exploit labor un
der different circumstances.'" We have used the term "free" 
wage labor repeatedly, and now its full implications come 
clear. Prior to capitalist society, labor was "unfree" in that 
its mobility was narrowly limited within servile social rela
tions-New World slavery being perhaps the most extreme 
type of such limitations. When such social relations werl' dl'
stroyed in favor of free wage labor, workers become free in 
the narrow sense of not being permanently tit'd to particular 
exploiters. What received the potential for unconditional 
freedom and liberation as a result of the demise of servile 
relations was capital, not labor. 

It Hobcrt Brenner. "The (Jn~ins of C.ll'i[.1.h~r Developmellt A Cnoyul' 
of Nco-Smithian MJrxism." .\'1'11' Lr/i Rn-,,'II'. 1114 Uuly-Au!!'''1 1'177). rr· 
3-12. 

P In the Appendix to the Pt'n)!ulIl edllitll1 of Vnlullll' I ~1.nx ,ll1.11\,ln lIlI~ 

process. Karl Marx. Cdl'ildl (London: 1\-11":'11111, Itntl). 

III Thus, (IJpiM! is the Ilcg.nil)l1 (If 1c..'Ulb.1 T1hlIHlrhll\' I l·tlll~hicr the 'Igml:' 

iC.1.l1cC of this below. 
I" Marx writes: "It is 110t indJ\·idll.1.l .. ''I.·hn .ITe 'l'[ (rcl' h\ (rcl' ~'~'ll1l'l'llfion; 

it is. rather. capitAl which is set (Tec." (;nmd,-il.I", 1'. h"\" 
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rhe illller lIacure of capic.d is che c.lpical-Iabor rdacioll. ti.lr 
ic is ch is social relacioll. ill\'olvill~ che exchall~e of capical 
.1~.liIlSC l.lbor power. chac hrill~s chc productioll proccss un
der che domina cion and direct control of capital. This inner 
nacure of capical is hascd upon frce wa~c !abor. and bc~ins 
wich an exchan~e. an exchanf;c which is prior co production 
JIH.i prior co che circulation and rcalization of commodicics. 
It is chac purchasc of labor power by capical chac creates che 
condicions for competition. Thc nccessary conditions for 
bourgcois production-frcc wagc labor and a market for thc 
Illcans of production-mcan that the possibility of capital 
marshalinf; che forccs of production for an invasion of 
branches of industry wherc thc rate of profit is above average 
is al\VJys present. Thus competition under capitalism is not 
dctermined by conditions in what bourgeois economists call 
the "product market," but determined by thc existence of a 
market for labor power. While a capital can momentarily 
monopolize the sale of a particular commodity, a capital can
not monopolize the market for labor power (or "monopson
ize"). In part this is because of the reserve army, which is 
continuously generated by capital. Buc the existence of the 
reserve army itself is the consequence of labor power's beinf; 
a commodity, and this is the basis of competition amonf; 
capitals. There is a more fundamental point, which the cx
istence of a reserve army of the unemployed reflects. In cap
italist society, because labor is separated from the means of 
production, their unification for the purpose of carrying out 
production is of a particular type. 

Free wage labor involves the permanent separation of la
bor from the means of production in terms of ownership and 
control, and necessitates the repeated uniting of labor wich 
the means of production by capitals throu~h cach circuit of 
capital via the buying and selling of labor powcr. Sincc chl' 
unity of labor and the means of production is a momL'llt ill 
the circulation of capital and always illcomplete qualltiLl
tively (the existence of the rcserve army), each capital's COII

crol over !abor power is momClltarily alld quantitatively ill
complete. The unification is also incompletc in that capitalist> 
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buy not workers themselves but their capacity for work. 
Once the period for which labor power has been contracted 
passes, the link between a particular group of workers and 
a particular capitalist is broken. Thus we have a contradic
tion: while capital as a whole asserts its monopoly over labor 
as capitalism develops (by the tendency to eliminate all 
sources of livelihood except wage labor), this monopoly 
takes the form of the competition among capitals. It is in this 
sense that "free competition is the relation of capital to itself 
as another capital. "20 Under capitalism, the relations of pro
duction-Iabor power as a commodity-prevent the perma
nent monopolization of production in any branch of indus
try, for the form of capital's exploitation of labor continuously 
creates the conditions for competition. 

At this level of conceptualization, competition among cap
itals is only an inherent tendency. The form this competition 
assumes cannot be analyzed without considering particular 
stages of capitalist development, a point pursued in the fol
lowing section. Competition, as it appears. is determined by 
the sophistication of the credit system. the role of the state. 
and the development of the productive forces. 21 The basis of 
competition can be analyzed, as we have done. through ab
stracting from the complexities of reality. but competition as 
it manifests itself incorporates all those complexities. 

It is important to break with the idea that competition is 
the struggle over sales of particular commodities. which is 
the conclusion of bourgeois analysis. This is certainly an as
pect of competition. but an aspect that presupposes the buy
ing and selling of labor power. The exchange of commodi
ties (that is. circulation of products for the purpose of 
realizing their exchange value) predated the deH'lopment of 

~. Commcnting on the \'Il'\\' by Sl11uh th.u l"OIllI't'IHhlll I' the J.h~(·TKl' \)( 
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l-'Ipitalism. It was a characteristic of merchant's capital, 
which Marx called the form of capital (M-C-M') without the 
essellLT of capital." Control over the market for a single 
commodity or a number of commodities by onc or several 
capitals temporarily suppresses the manifestation of compe
tition in a particuiJr market, but does not eliminate or even 
reduce competition among capitals. Control over a market 
does not touch the source of competition, which is the ex
istCllce of free wage labor. To eliminate competition, it 
would be necessary to eliminate labor power as a commod
ity, as was the case under feudalism. 

Since a market for labor power is the necessary condition 
for capital. to assume competition is to assume capitalism; 
the existence of capitalism implies competition. Capitalism 
involves the movement of capital; competition is this move
ment. ,.I Wc can now understand why bourgeois economists 
must assume or posit competition at the outset of their anal
ysis. Competition is the "inner nature" of capital, its force 
manifested in Jll the complex appearances that capital's 
movement assumes, and none of these appearances can be 
considered independently of competition, though the under
lying basis of capitalist reproduction can be. 

To this point, the competition among capirals has bem 
analyzed without treating centralization and concentration. 
Centralization (redistribution of existing capital) does not re
duce competition-causality runs the other way, from com
petition to centralization. Competition gives rise to capitalist 
monopolies, but such monopolies arc not the antithesis of 
competition; i.e., monopolies arc not the negation of com
petition." On the contrary, 

" (.",'pir"i. Ill. p .. 12(, 
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Wc all know that competition was engendered by feudal 
monopoly. Thus competition was originally the oppo
site of monopoly and not monopoly the opposite of compe
tition. So that modern monopoly is not a simple antithe
sis, it is on the contrary the true synthesis. 

Thesis: Feudal monopoly, before competition. 
Antithesis: Competition. 
Synthesis: Modern monopoly, which is the negation 

of feudal monopoly as it implies the system of compe
tition, and the negation' of competition insofar as it is 
monopoly. 25 

The contradictions inherent in the social relation capical 
generate centralization, but this does not result in the elimi
nation of the competitive contradiction. Competition is the 
negation of feudalism and not a function of the number of 
competitors. Competition arose as a consequence of che 
elimination of the .material basis for feudal monopolies. That 
material basis was the immobility of laborers, the appropri
ation of surplus product in natural form ("in kind"), and the 
union of labor with the means of labor. Capitalism arose 
through the separation of labor from the land (and the means 
of labor in general), which created the conditions for the ap
propriation of surplus product in the form of surplus value. 
Since the process of centralization does not eliminate the al
ienation of labor (in the Marxian sense described in the pre
vious sentence), but intensifies and advances it, centralization 
does not eliminate competition. Modern monopoly emerges 
as the synthesis of the competitive contradiction and the 
process of centralization. Ca pitalist monopoly is thus "the 
unity of opposites." The monopolies that stalk the pages nf 
the writings of Uaran and Sweczy have no existence bn'ond 
the work of thosc authors. For these JlJonopolie~. which at 
will set priccs, control and suppress iIllHl\·,1tlOn. and the like. 

itsdC Monopoly is thl~ T1.1tllT.11 oPl'(l'Ul' of l-"IllPCllth1l1 .. (.~lhl(l'd bv 
Marx in Tilt' Hll'at)' .If Phi/I'.lt'/I},)'. K.nl "-1.lTX ,U1d )"n'lit-rh k rn~t·I ... Ct,/
/C'(lt'd U','rks (New York: lntl"TlI.tll0I1.11 Puhll' .. hcr,. l q -;",,'I, \'1. I' lq4 
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arc idealistic resurrections of "fcudal monopoly, bcfore COlll-

pctltlOn. 
The buying and selling of labor power does not establish 

the forms that competition will assume or its intensity. 
These two aspects of competition require an analysis of 
credit and accumulation. As wc argued in the previous chap
ter, credit is the mechanism that brings competition about. 
Competition among capitals can be seen in essence as the 
attempt to redistribute (centralize) capital, and the credit 
mechanism is the lever for this redistribution. Since the 
credit system develops and becomes more sophisticated as 
capitalism develops, competition among capitals is facilitated 
as capitalism matures. The process of accumulation, on the 
other hand, sets the context of thc competitive strugglc, 
whether it occurs within a contracting or cxpanding circuit 
of reproduction of social capital. 

D. COMPETITION IN THE ERA OF ADVANCED CAPITALISM 

The necessity of compctition comcs out of capital itself and 
is establishcd as a charactcristic of capitalism prior to any 
discussion of many capitals. lndecd, thc cxistcnce of many 
capitals is the conscquence of compctition; M,lrxian theory 
turns the bourgeois analysis of competition on its head. Sincc 
competition ariscs from the inner nature of capital, "capital 
exists and can only exist as many capitals, and its self deter
mination therefore appears as their reciprocal interaction 
with onc anothcr. "21, Thus, the form the capital relation nec
essarily takcs is that of many capitals, and capitalism without 
compctition is a contradiction in terms. This theoretical con
clusion has becn subject of intense debate among Marxists 
and socialists sincc the turn of thc century. V. I. LCIlin and 
Karl Kautsky, onc the leader of the world's first socialist 
state, thc other the leader of thc reformist social dcmocrats 
of his day, waged polemical argumcnts over precisely this 
issuc. Kautsky argucd that capitalist developmcnt tl'lldcd to-

, Cnmdn.i.il'. r. 414 
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ward a "single world trust" in a world of "ultra-impe
rialism" and, in such conditions, competition would be 
eliminated. By implication, this meant for Kautsky that 
intercapitalist wars, generated by competition for markets, 
would also be eliminated. Lenin sharply attacked this view 
on the grounds that competition and conflict intensified as 
capitalism developed. 27 The theoretical analysis of competi
tion is also relevant to the present debate over the nature of 
Soviet society.2l! Although this latter issue is beyond the 
scope of our discussion, we note that if the Soviet Union is 
capitalist, as some contend, then it is characterized necessar
ily by capitalist competition. 

The Marxian analysis of competition reverses another as
pect of bourgeois analysis. As noted, bourgeois theorists 
look back to a "golden age" of competition, when compet
itors were many, production units small, and competition 
was free. This follows· logically from the quantity theory of 
competition. This view is totally ahistorical. Competition. 
since it derives from the inner nature of capital, devc:lops and 
intensifies as capital develops. When competitors were small 
and many, competition was primitive and embryonic. It is 
with the development of capital in its most advanced form, 
monopoly capital, that competition, too, develops to its full
est extent. 29 It is possible to be more concrete. In the early 
development of capitalism (1750-1850 in England, for ex
ample), competition was under-developed in that there re
mained precapitalist fetters on the expansion of capital. Fur
ther, the incomplete devc:lopmcnt of tinancial institutions 
made it difficult for capitalists to obtain sufticient money 
capital to invade other branches of industry. In this early 
phase of capitalism, competition took the primitive ftHln of 

~7 Lenin, "Imperialism .md the Split in Snn.i1blll." and Iml'fndil.mt 
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the struggle ,lmLlng c.lpitals within a single branch of indus
tn·. When capitalism as the dominant mode of production is 
ti.lIly devdoped, however, the development of credit insti
tutions adnnces, and capitalist competition reaches a highcr 
stage, wherein competition manifests itsdf in the flow of 
capital between branch,'s of industry, which themsdves may 
be monopolized. 

In practical Iill: \\"C tlnd not only competition, monop
oly, and the antagonism betwecn them, but also thc 
synthesis of the two, which is not a formula, but a 
movcmcnt. Monopoly produces competition, competi
tion produces monopoly. Monopolists compete among 
thcmsdves; competitors become monopolists ... and 
the more the mass of the proletarians grows as against 
the monopolists of onc nation, the more desperate com
petition becomes between monopolists of different na
tions. The s)'l/thesis is SII(h that lIIol/o/wl)' (aI/ (111)' lIIailllail1 
itself b), (llllilll/all)' ctJleril1,e il1to the strtlg,l?le of Wlllpctit;ol1.-''' 

In the age of monopoly capitalism, capitalist competition 
has burst through the confines of onc branch of industry, 
burst through the confines of onc country, and rages on an 
international scale. With this theoretical bac',ground, one 
can, for example, understand Lenin's writings on imperial
ism. When Lenin comes to dctine imperialism, as opposed 
to characterizing or describing it, his definition is disarm
ingly simple, "If it were necessary to givc the briefest pos
siblc dcfinition of imperialism we should have to say that 
imperialism is thc monopoly stage of capitalism. ".1\ This is 
thc stagc of capitalism in which competition rages on a 
worldwide scalc. Closely related to the process of competi
tion among capitals as Marx devcloped it is the law of UII

evcn development, considcred in detail ill the next two chap
ters. Uneven development describes the tendency under 

" Ma" .111d Engcls. Col/C(/ctl /V,,,b. VI. p. 197. Those who think M."" 
"could nor antlcipatl''' [he.: l'f.l of il11pl'rlJh~111 .1Ilt! mOllopoly c.lpn,dl ... lIl 
might rcAcct on rh I, p.lssagc from The P(ll'fr()' ,~f l'hii,ls(lph),. 
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capitalism for the forces of production to develop un
cvcnly-bctwecn capitals in thc same branch of industry, be
twccn branchcs of industry, bctwcen rcgions and countries. 
What is fundamcntal is thc uncvcn development of capital. 
and this may take many forms. 

As wc pointcd out at thc bcginning of this chapter, onc of 
the most important aspects of competition is its impetus to 

the dcvelopment of thc productivc forces in capitalist soci
ety. Marx argucd, and wc shall a'rgue in the next two chap
tcrs, that tcchnical changc gcncratcs crises in capitalist soci
eties. Since the contradiction that forces development of the 
productive forccs upon capital is competition, the theory oi 
crises derives in part from thc analysis of competition. We 
havc argued that compctition is internal to social capital as a 
wholc; thc existence of compctition cannot be assulTIl·d, nor 
is it in thc first instancc an cmpirical question. It is a iunda
mental internal contradiction of capital as a social relation. 
With this undcrstood, it bccomcs clear that compctition de
velops and intcnsifies as capitalism develops; i.e .. with the 
fuller dcvelopmcnt and maturing of capital, all the contradic
tions of this mode of production develop and intensify. This 
analysis is in contrast to bourgcois theory, which is either 
idcalistic (invoking competition by assumption) or empiri
cist. What it ignorcs is capital as a social relation. lookin~ at 
thc form of (number of capitals) rather than the essence of 
things. 

F. COMPETITION AND THE MOVEMENT 01· CAPITAL 

To this point we have primarily considered the basis of the 
competition among capitals, identifying that basis as the 
buying and selling of Iabor power. The f()rm competition 
takes is the movement of capital. which IS the process by 
which the average rate of profit is conyerted into a general 
rate of profit. To review briefly these ClllH·ept,. the ;I\·er.lge 
rate of profit is the rate of profit f(H ,·.lpit.t1-.I,-.I-\\,ho!c. and 
the general rate of profit is that ;I\·cr.lgc gl'l1l'raitzed to each 
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industry. I, In light of the discussion of competition. wc can 
now further consider this prolTSS of the formation of the 
gt'I1l'~1 rate of protit. 

Previousl\'. wc demonstrated that the rate of surplus value 
t'xists:ls a social aggregate. independently of any particular 
illllustrv. This follows from the social natun: of the value of 
labor power. so that it is incorrect to conceive of the rate of 
surplus value varying across industries and the aggregate to 

be a mere weighted average of rates in different industries. 
For any particular capital. the rate of profit is the ratio of 
surplus value realized as profit to capital advanced. This rate 
of protit for a capitalist enterprise presupposes the interaction 
of capitals (competition). To demonstrate this. let us con
sider a particular capital. whose price calculation can be writ
ten as follows 

PI = (1 + 'TT) (a"p, + IlIL). 

Where PI = price of commodity 1; 
'TT = actual rate of profit earned; 
£1" = the physical amounts of the 

means of production used up 
in the labor process; 

Pi unit price of the means of production 
IV the money wage; and 
L the quantity of living 

labor employed. 

If the value of labor power is given. the profit earned by 
a particular capital depends upon the prices paid for the 
means of production (the ]I,'s) and the efficiency of use of the 
means of production and labor power (the a,,'s and L). Prices 
arc determined by the movement of capital. If we begin ar
tificially with the situation where exchange values arc equal 
to values. this implies unequal rates of protit across indus
tries. This must be the case since the rate of surplus value is 
equal for all industries. but the ratio of constant to variable 

" Sce Chapter Ill, .hove. 
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ital differs. n Prior to the movement of capital 10 alt5'~"~ 
~uality of profit rates, no general rate of profit cxis~ y., 
inition. Given the a,,'s and L's, the general ratc o~ fit 
chi~ved by changes in prices. Price changes resul in }he 
Istnbutlon of surplus value among mdustrles, an ,.I«e-
" this process ends when the same rate of profit pr~~s. 
:ach industry. In the two-industry case, this must invo1w'
:es rising in the industry that has the higher ratio of con- -. 
11 to variable capital. and prices falling in the other. In the 
e of many industries, the realistic case, it is not possible 
predict the direction of price movement for any given 
ustry, whatever its value composition of capital." 
t appears that the movement of capital determines the 
,fit rate, while in fact this movement establishes the social 
rage as the general. Competition is the mechanism by 
ich capital as a whole devolves into its component parts. \; 
is same process, 'which creates a general rate of profit 
oss industries, brings about uneven development within 
ustries. In the abstract, one can conceive of the movement 
:apital between industries for a given de\'elopment oi the 
,ductive forces in each industry (given the a,,'s and L's). 
wever, in the process of accumulation this movement is 
process of the introduction of new techniques. so that 
invasion of capital into a branch of industry with a high 

: of profit revolutionizes the productive iorces there. This 
ates a stratification of capitals in each industry and unequal 
,fit rates within the industry, as the more efticient capitals 
ture a larger share oi the surplus value realized as proilt 
:hat industry. 
"hus, the process oi the equalization of the rate of pTtltit 
ong industries is also the process of uneven dC\'e1opment 
I stratification within industries. COI11 petition tends to 

lalize returns by industry and also to generate ul1l'qual re-

That is, the valuc composition of r.1pll;1I-t1ll' r,lth) l)f the \,.1ll1l' of tI"" 
ns of production to tho \'dlul' of lahOT p(l\\'l'r 
Sraffa. The Pmducti,lU l~" C\l,"rn"dif'f.I h)' .\If.HI.' t1f (:,lff"H"./",o (C';Ull
~e. England: C'l11hnd~l' Unl\·(·"it\, Pro". 1'11.1) 

Sel' C,'I','dl. Ill. p.rt 11. 
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turns within industries. It is a mistake, thcrdllre, to conceive 
of competition as an equilihrating mechanism, for it estab
lishes not a stabk, sustainable relationship among capitals, 
but r,\thcr a general rate of profit among industries. The 
tendency for the rate of profit to equalize hides a fiercely 
competitive struggle within industries between the strong 
and the weak. 

The law of value predicts a tendency for profit rates to 
equalize among industries. It shares this prediction with 
bourgeois theory. But the latter treats this tendency as a 
process of establishing general equilibrium by ignoring strat
itlcation of capitals within industries (the "representative 
tlrm" assumption). The same tendency in value theory is a 
mechanism of disequilibrium, creating an unstable and frag
ik, uneven development among competitors. This aspect of 
the law of value is central to our discussion of crises in Chap
ter VIII. 



CHAPTER VII 

FIXED CAPITAL AND 

CIRCULATION 

A. THE CIRCULATION OF CAPITAL 

Capitalist society is based upon the exploitation of labor 
through the buying and selling oflabor power. The existence 
of labor power as a commodity implies not only the capital 
relation but the circulation of capital. Since money is ad
vanced to initiate production. realization must follow pro
duction so that the process can be started afresh. Overall. 
this process of circulation appears irrational. in that it seems 
that value expands as money. M-M'. since these arc the ter
minal points from the point of view of capital. It appears 
that the expansion of value is not material. in that the ter
minal points. M and M' appear as only quantitatively difrer
ent amounts of money. To this point. wc have largely con
sidered circulation as the circulation of value. with little 
analysis of the material process that is the basis of this cir
culation. In order to proceed further and consider the cause 
of economic crises. wc must treat the basis of circulation. 
production itself. The circulation of capital has three mo
ments. as wc have seen. associated with three forms of cap
ital-money capital. productive capital. and commodity cap
ital. These must be considered in detail-and the relationship 
between them-in order to relate the circulation of nlue to 

the circulation of use values. In this dual circulation arises 
the contradiction that generates crises. 

The circuit of capital presupposes the gl'l1er.ll CIrculation 
of commodities and. in particular. th.lt I.1hnr ppwcr ht' a 
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commodity. The initial moment in the circuit, !'vl-C, repre
sents a historically unique way of uniting the means of pro
duction \vith the laborer. 1 Of the three moments in the cir
cuit of capital, this is the onc that identifies the circuit as a 
circuit of capital. The sale of labor power gives this mode of 
production its particular character and exists under no other 
mode of production. It is followed by the moment of pro
duction, during which capital exists as productive capital, 
capital as function. The moment of production is not unique 
to capitalism. Human effort and the objects of labor have 
been combined in production in all societies in order to pro
duce objects of use. What makes a labor process capitalist in 
nature, and what stamps the productive forces as capital, is 
the particular manner in which they enter the production 
process. It is during the production process that new value 
is produced, in the material form of use values. Once pro
duced, these use values must be transformed into money, 
C' -M'. Failure to do so necessarily implies that the circuit 
cannot be renewed at a higher level. The last step involves 
the return of capital to its purely social form (money), the 
form in which it is again a claim on commodities in most 
general form. 

The circuit of capital, when taken as M-e . .. P. . C'
;"'1', is a circuit of replacement, the replacement of specific 
value (commodities) for general value, then the replacement 
of the means of production and labor power, to initiate pro
duction again. [n this chapter wc consider this process of 
replacement and rc-initiation in detail. 

B. FIXED AND CIRCULATING CAPITAL 

To initiate production, capitalists advanC1: money in two 
parts, constant capital and variable capital. These two cate
gories of advanced capital correspond to two functions in the 

/ cc - I11t'JTlS of production 
, Morc completely. ,H~ 

l.'C - Jahor PO\ ... ·cr 
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production process. Constant capital exchanges for the means 
of production, commodities whose value is transferred in the 
production process from one material object to another. The 
means of production are constant capital because their value 
remains constant in production. A certain amount of steel. 
coal, machinery, etc., enters production representing a cer
tain value. After production has occurred, this value is em
bodied in newly produced commodities. Labor power also 
enters the production process with a certain value. but the 
consumption of labor power in production results in ex
panded value. Therefore, the money exchanged for labor 
power is variable capital, in that value created varies from 
the value that enters the labor process. Variable capital is 
"variable" in another sense, which reflects the domination of 
capital over the production process. When a capitalist buys 
steel, for example, the consumption of that steel is given by 
or constant relative to the techniques of production. Without 
a change in technology affecting the amount of steel in the 
commodities to be produced, or without a degrading of the 
quality of these commodities. a certain amount of steel al
lows for the production of a certain number of commodities. 
This is not the case with labor power. A capitalist may pur
chase the capacity to work of a given number of la borers for 
a specific length of time. but the intensity of work is not 
determined until product occurs. Capitalists. or their super
visory agents on the shop floor. can obtain a varying amount 
of effort from workers. Indeed. the intensity of work. like 
the length of the working day. is the product of day-ta-day 
class struggle. In capitalism's early stages. the intensity of 
work is primarily determined by the oppression and coercion 
that capitalists bring to bear on workers on the shop floor. 
As capitalism matures. this coercion continues. but the intro
duction of machinery brings the work process increasingly 
under the direct control of capital and out of the influence of 
workers, who becollle increasingl\" de~killl'd within ma
chine-paced production processes.' 

~ Harry BravC'rm.1.ll. L,J"" mu/ ,\IIHIt'r(11), (:,II'II.II (Nt'\\ Y(lrk f\1nnthly 
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The constant capital-variable capital distinction is primary, 
in that it identifies the source of surplus value. It is a distinc
tion based on the nature of the production of value, a dis
tinction central to the understanding of value and surplus 
value, bur it is of no consequence to capitalists. From the 
view of operating capitalists, all costs appear the same, and 
reducing constant capital costs appears just as much a source 
of profit as reducing labor costs. 

When we move from the analysis of the production of 
value to the circulation of value, the constant capital-variable 
capital distinction is obscured. Once production has oc
curred, constant and variable capital are merely two quan
tities, component parts of the value of a commodity, distin
guishable only in an accounting sense. The great bourgeois 
economists of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Smith 
and Ricardo) devoted most of their analysis to the circulation 
of value, and therefore found no necessity to employ the 
constant capital-variable capital distinction. Rather, they 
made a distinction between fixed and circulating capital. 
These categories identify the manner in which the realization 
of value occurs. Circulating capital includes all of those ele
ments of production that are completely consumed in the 
production process, and, consequently, whuse value circu
lates with the circulation of the newly produced commodi
ties. These elements are labor power, raw materials, and in
termediate commodities. Fixed capital is that part of the 
means of production that is not completely consumed in pro
duction, the part of the value of these means of production 
that does not circulate but remains fixed ("fixed" Marx 
sometimes says) in noncirculating material objects such as 
machines, buildings, ete. 

It should be clear that the fixed capital-circulating capital 
distinction obscures completely the value-cn:ating process, 
since the source of expanded value (labor power) is lumped 
together with non-value-expanding means of production. 
This does not make the concepts invalid; rather it points up 
their specific and limited usefulness. They arc categories for 
the analysis of the circulation of value. They enter the Jnal-
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ysis after production has occurred, presupposing a prior 
analysis of production and the constant capital-variable cap
ital division. Once the analysis of the production of value 
has been made, the concepts of fixed and circulating capital 
allow us to consider the particular problems arising in the 
circulation and realization of value. 

We characterized fixed capital as that part of the means of 
production which has a life longer than one circuit of capital. 
This corresponds somewhat, but not precisely, to the neo
classical concept of capital. In neoclassical theory, capital is 
any element of production that involves deferment of con
sumption. Thus, a tool that is produced in one period, but 
whose use exhausted in the next, is capital. An example of 
neoclassical capital that is excluded from our definition is the 
proverbial forest. J In neoclassical theory, the trees in the for
est are capital even if they are all cut down at the same time, 
since there is a waiting period for the trees to mature. Fixed 
capital, as we use it, is not characterized by its useful lifespan 
as such, but by this lifespan in relation to the circuit of cap
ital. The reason for using the definition given above will be
come clear in our analysis of the circulation of capital. 

Fixed capital has two characteristics important for the cir
culation process. First, the use value of fixed means of pro
duction does not circulate, only their value does. Unlike 
other means of production, fixed means of production 
undergo no change of material form in the production proc
ess. Part of their usefulness is exhausted, but not as a con
sequence of the material objects being altered. What is trans
ferred to the commodity in the labor process by the 
consumption of fixed capital is value alone. Second, and ob
viously related to the tirst, fixed capital imparts its value to 
commodities piecemeal, over several production and circu-

\ SCC' WiIliam J. lhumol, E(tltJ(lrtll( Thft"T ,HId 0rrrIJtltlPl.\ .o\".I/)'~I.\. The 
example of the forest .lllo\\'~ wuhm nc()d.l~'H'JI ,hnn\' .111 Jpl'uem (.1\(' 01 

value-creation \v!thout .1n~' Input of hUll1.111 IAboT. 1'- the '-orc~t I!I !i'old prior 

to the cutting of thl" trec', 
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btiun cyc!t:s.' As a consequence, a portiun uf the value of 
tlxed capital does not circulate, but remains tixated in mate
rial form. 

This second characteristic !t:nds a special character to the 
circulation of tixed capital. Since tixed means of production 
ha\'C beL'Il purchased with money (they arc capital), they 
must be replaced by a subsequent money purchase when 
their usefulness is exhausted. Their value is continuously 
transferred, passed onto the commodities, but they arc re
placed discretely.' This reflects the twofold nature of fixed 
means of production. As values, they shrink with their ma
terial wearing out, and this value is accumulated continu
ously as money for their replacement. As use values, they 
arc replaced all at once. By reference to concepts previously 
employed, we can summarize by saying that the transfor
mation of fixed means of production from productive capital 
to money capital occurs continuously, with the realization of 
new commodities in money form (money capital). However, 
the transformation of money capital back into productive 
capital tor these fixed means of production is a separate, dis
continuous process. Realization of value and replacement of 
use value are separate processes." It might seem that wc arc 

• "[Fixed constant capitall does not circulate in use value form, but it IS 

merely its value that circulates, and this takes place gradually, piecemeal. in 
proportion as it passes from it to the product, which circulates as a COI11-

modity." Capital, 11. p. 161. 
; "In the performance of its function that part of the value of an instru

ment of labor which exists in its bodily form constantly decreases. while 
that which is transformed into money constantly increases ulltil the ins(fu
ment of labor is at last exhausted and its entire value. detached from the 
corpse, is convened into money. Here thl" particularity ill the turnovl'r of 
this clement of productive capital becomes apparent. The transformation of 
its value into money keeps pace with the pupation into muney of the COI11-

modity which IS the carrier of its value. But its conversion from the mOlley
form into a use value proceeds separately from the recoll\'ersion uf the com
modities into other elements of their production and is determined by its 
o\'-'n perIod of reproduction. that is. hy the time during \\'hich the instru
ment of jabor wears out." Ihid .. p. 16h. 

'''[AI portion of [thel value [of fIxed means of production I is continu
ously circulated and convened into money as ,1 p.lrt uf the \'alue of the 
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la boring an obvious point. but in fact the implications of this 
separation of realization and replacement arc not sufficiently 
recognized. 

C. COMPETITION AND 

THE REPLACEMENT OF FIXED CAPITAL 

The nature of fixed capital results in a contradiction between 
the social process of the realiZation of value and the material 
replacement of the means of production. This contradiction 
involves a conflict between the two processes. which gener
ates economic crises. These crises reflect. in part, the inability 
to realize the value embodied in fixed means of production. 
This particular type of realization problem has nothing to do 
with the inability to realize (convert into money) commodi
ties. Indeed, it is the consequence of the sale of commoditil's 
at their values. 

As we have seen in Chapter VI, inherent in the circulation 
of capital is the competition among capitals. Whereas in pre
capitalist societies competition within the ruling class is car
ried out in the political sphere. in capitalist society competi
tion is directly economic and occurs through the cheapening 
of commodities. This cheapening of commodities is achieved 
through productive innovations, which increase the number 
of commodities a worker produces per unit of time. Except 
in trivial cases. productivity is raised by providing workers 
with new fixed means of production. This development of 
the productive forces means that at any moment existing 
means of production are being rendered obsolete. 

We must be clear about the manner in which existing 
means of production arc affected. The introduction of a new 
and more efficient way of making sted has no impact upon 
the material usefulness of the older methods. To the extent 
that the latter arc not materiallv exhausted, they remain ca
pable of producing use values (c.g .. steel). Wh~t is at1i.'cted 

commodities without hcin~ recon\'erted trom I11CII1CY IIH() If!'> ()ri~illoll bodily 
form .. · Ibid .• pp. 171-172. 
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is thl' ability to pass on their value, [0 convert it [0 money 
form. 

If the pressurl' of competition allows, capitalists with so
cially obsolete means of production can attempt [0 continue 
[0 stretch the use of those to the limit of their material life. 
Even if successful in doing so, these capitalists will not be 
able to realize the value of those means of production. The 
introduction of new techniques, by reducing the value of 
commodities, at the same time reduces the value of the old 
means of production. Marx called this the "moral deprecia
tion of capital," referring to the social process by which use
ful objects are rendered socially less useful, i.e., less useful in 
producing surplus value. When rapid technical change is oc
curring and values are falling rapidly in an industry, materi
ally useful means of production can be rendered socially use
less, since they cannot produce commodities at low enough 
values. 

The stratification of capitals in an industry, which we 
treated in Chapter VI, corresponds to a devaluation of fixed 
capital, i.e., the impossibility that less efficient capitals will 
realize the capital they have advanced. This necessarily 
means that the less efficient capitals cannot realize the surplus 
value that would fall to them if they were not burdened with 
socially obsolete means of production. Again, it must be 
stressed that the failure to realize the value of fixed capital is 
not because commodities cannot be sold, but because tech
nical change lowers their values. 

It should now be clear why fixed capital was defined in 
terms of how it circulates. In all societies, labor processes 
have included means of production with a Iifespan beyond 
that of the time necessary to produce use values. This is only 
the basis of the difference between fixed and circulating cap
ital. The difference itself is the manner in which value is 
transmitted. In one case, value is transmitted completely and 
replaced immediately upon resumption of the labor process. 
In the other case, value is transmitted incremCl1tally and re
placement is necessarily deferred. This problem does not 
arise in precapitalist society, since the means of production 
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are not commodities and do not circulate as values. This 
manner of transmission of value and character of replace
ment of use values creates the possibility that conditions may 
change such that the transmission of value cannot quantita
tively correspond to the realization of that value. Competi
tion turns this possibility into actuality. 7 

In summary. fixed capital is fixed in that a parr of its value 
does not circulate through the circuit of capital. while an
other part is separated from it and circulates with the com
modities produced. The conditions of realization for fixed 
capital are set by the circulation of commodities. and these 
conditions can render the fixated part of fixed capital unreal
izable in whole or part. This reflects a contradiction between 
the process of production (value transmission) and process of 
circulation (value realization). H In times of economic crisis. 
this contradiction can bring about catastrophic moral depre
ciation of capital. and intrinsically useful objects become so
cially useless. 9 

7 "This difference in the behavior of the elements of productive c.piul In 

the labor-process forms however only the point of departure of the differ
ence between fixed and non-fixed capital. not this difference itself. That 
follows from the fact alone that this different behavior 'm.teri.l lifesp.n) 
exists in equal measure under all modes of production. capiulist .nd non
capitalist. To this different behavior of material clements corresponds how
ever the transmission of I'allle to the produCl. and to thIS in turn corresponds 
the replacement of value by the sale of the product. Hence capiul is 
not called fixed capital because it is fixed in the instruments of bbor. bll! 
because a part of its value laid out in instruments of !abor remains tixed in 
them. while the other part circulates as a component part of the value of the 
product." Ibid .• pp. 201-202. 

, "In all these cases the point of Issue is Itou' a gi\'en value. laid out in the 
process of production of commoditIes. whether it be wages. the price 01 

raw materials. or that of instruments o( labor, IS rransfcTrcd to du." product 
'sphere of production-JWJ. hence is circulated by the product. and re
turned to its starting-point by the sale of the product. or is replaced 'sphere 
of circulation-JWJ." Ihid .• p. 130. 

, "'C)ompetition compel, the replacement of th,' old I",trument, of I.bor 
by new ones before the expir'lIon of thelf m.ten.1 hIe. especiallY when 
decisive changes occur. Such rrrlllature rencwal, n( factory cqUlpml'm on 
a rather large social scale arc l11.linly cnforcC'd hv c.1t.1stn)ph("~ or crises," 

Ihid .. p. 174. 
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Wc cJn now sce that though the realization of value ap
pcars JS a quantitativc problcm, it is in fact a problem of 
qualitativc changcs that accompany accumulation. Thc prob
lcm appcars quantitative inso!3r as it is vicwcd simply as the 
matching of a ccrtain quantity of commodity capital with an 
cqual amount of moncy capital. Since the commodity capital 
rcachcs thc markct with its value determined, the concord
ance between this amount and the money capital it will ex
change against seems to be determined by the latter. This, of 
course, is the view of the "underconsumptionist" school, 
which Jl1alyzes realization in terms of what determines the 
demand of commodities (represented by money capital). 

Were there no fixed capital, the realization of value would 
be a quantitative issue alone. Capital advanced for produc
tion would circulate in its entirety in commodities, and the 
realization of these commodities would be the realization of 
capital advanced for any circuit of capital. Realization of 
value, in part or whole, would correspond to the money 
exchanged for commodities. In this case the circulation of 
value would proceed smoothly. Any interruption of this cir
culation would have to be explained by factors influencing 
the moment C' -lW' itself, not by the moment of production. 

But the existence of fixed capital introduces a qualitative 
element into the analysis of circulation. The realization of 
circulating capital can be considered purely quantitatively, 
for the sale of commodities at their values assures the con
version of the value of circulating capital into money. But 
since technical change reduces the values of commodities, an 
equality of value produced and value realized does not cnsun: 
a realization of the value of fixed capital. 

D. DURABILITY OF FIXED CAPITAL 

AND CAPIT ALlST DEVELOPMENT 

The specific character of the realization and replaccmcnt of 
fIxed capital becomes increasingly contradictory as capitalism 
develops. Technical change is brought about by thc compet
itive struggle among capitals. The intention of capitalists in 
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introducing technical changes is to lower the unit cost of 
production and raise their rate of profit. Let us represent the 
unit cost of production of a commodity as CC + VC, which 
Marx called the "cost-price." For a capitalist, this sum rep
resents a brenchmark, in that it is the minimum selling price 
at which the capital he advances for the commodity will be 
replaced by money. In fact, to the capitalist CC + VC ap
pears as the basis of price, rather than a mere component 
part of the value of the commodity. IU Indeed, in this simple 
cost calculation, "the extortion of surplus labor loses its spe
cific character. "" As we ha~e seen (Chapter Ill), surplus 
value is distributed on the basis of capital advanced, so it 
appears that constant capital is as much a source of profit as 
variable capital. This inversion of reality equates the calcu
lation of profit with the source of profit. 12 

The nature of fixed capital requires an expansion of the 
cost price formula in order to analyze the two qualitatively 
different aspects of constant capital, i.e. (CC, + CC!) + VC, 
where CC, represents the transfer of value from fixed means 
of production and CC! the transferred value of raw materials 
and intermediate commodities. As noted, CC, represents the 
transfer of value alone, while CC} represents a transfer of 
value corresponding to the actual material transformation of 
means of production. 

In capitalist society, the introduction of technical change 
is determined by the impact of technical change on the cost 
price, i.e., on the process of value transfer. This impact on 

10 "The minimal limit of the selling rnCt.~ of.1 commodity IS Its (OM prll'C'. 
If it is sold under its cost pnre. the expended constituent c1ements of pro
ductive capital cannot be fully replaced out of the ,ellll1~ price. If Ih" pr<,,"
css continues. the value of till' Jlh'dTl(cd (.1.pH.l1 dl~.lrpC'.lrs. From thl!'> romt 
of view alone. the capitalist is indil1l'd to n·~.Hd the cost prin' as the (rut' 
im,rr valu(.' of the commodity. hlY.lUSC It I!'I rill" pnn' n'lIU1rcd for tlH.' h~rc 
conservation of his caplu!.·· lh,d .. p. -'H. 

11 Capital, Ill. p. 45. 
I.' "This way in \\'lllch surplus \'.1lu<..' 1'" tr.Ul!o>I('fl1lt'd IIlh) the fOfm n(protit 

by way of the ratc of profit I~. hl)\\'C\'l'r . .l further de\'elopment of the 111-

Vt'rSlOn of subJC'ct and objl'd dUI f.1kl·~ pl.1'T .1lrC.1,h 111 Ih(' rnKl"\ ,'If pro
duction." lhid .• p. 45. 
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value transfer reflects changes in the material process of pro
duction, and the analysis of technical change and production 
provides the basis for the analysis of the production and 
transfer of value. 

The ability of people to produce use values is determined 
by the means of production at their disposal, their quantity 
and quality. Increases in the mass of use values produced per 
unit of time are achieved by increasing the fixed means of 
production employed by labor. This increase in the technical 
composition of production-the number of workers to fixed 
means of production-comes about through the division of 
labor. In modern bourgeois theory this rise in the ratio of 
means of production to labor power is called "capital deep
ening," and, to the extent it is analyzed at all, is treated 
purely quantitatively. This is because the production process 
is considered only from the value side, which abstracts from 
the material process involved. 

Changes in the productivity of labor arc achieved through 
division of labor within the production process. Marx, of 
course, did not discover this fact, for it is the basis of Adam 
Smith's theory of technical changeY Marx's contribution 
was that he related this division of labor to the process of 
value production under capitalist relations. The division of 
labor within production is achieved by the introduction of 
machinery, which reduces and simplifies the tasks performed 
by each worker. As a consequence, the division of labor 
within production is the process of the de-skilling of the pro
letariat. ,. The concrete skills of the laborer become increas
ingly degraded and irrelevant, so that the formal abstraction 
from concrete labor in exchange becomes a real abstraction 
in production. Through the division of tasks, tasks become 
trivialized to the point that each worker is a virtual substitute 
for every other in production as well as exchange. 

The process of technical change necessarily involves pro
viding each worker with more fixed means of production. 

'\ Smith used the example of a pin fJ([ory [() dCllloIlstra[l' ho\,·; thl" dl\'I

slon of JahOT mcrCJSCS productivity. 

" Capital. I. Chapter XV. 
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This is a controversial conclusion, attacked by bourgeois 
critics of the labor theory of value, who argue that technical 
change can be "capital saving,"IS by which they mean "con
stant capital saving." If we completely abstract from the ma
terial aspect of the production process, it is certainly possible 
to posit such an outcome. The cost price has two elements, 
CC and VC, and if we are oblivious to how technical change 
actually occurs, we can say that its result is either to decrease 
constant capital ("capital saving") or variable capital ("labor 
saving"). Certainly these two possibilities exist in the realm 
of ideas, though it is rather like shooting an arrow into the 
air blindfolded and concluding that one has a fifty-fifty 
chance of hitting a bird-either one will or one won·t. 

At the moment we in fact are not arguing about the effect 
of technical change on the ratio of constant capital to variable 
capital, but the impact upon the ratio of the mass of the 
means of production to the mass of labor power; that is. wc 
are considering the material (use value) side. The argument 
is that the division of labor in production is achieved by the 
introduction of machinery, which subdivides and simplifies 
tasks. If other things remain unchanged. the introduction of 
more machinery will raise the ratio of constant to variable 
capital (the organic composition of capital). Since living la
bor is the source of expanded value, this would tend to re
duce the rate of profit. 10 Onc way of overcoming this tend
ency is to increase the durability of fixed means of production, 
If fixed means of production arc made to last longer. the 
portion of their value that they transfer to commodities dur
ing any production period is reduced, Let us consider the 

" Scc GcofT Hodgson. "Thc Theory or 11ll' F'''IIl~ IhlC or pro!il." .\',.,.. 
L"fi Rfl'j,·W. H4 (1974). 

"h" The average fate of protit for .1 gl\'(.'11 tlll1C rcrioJ IS 

.\'(Sl) 

K + .\'(CC ... I 'Cl 

when- K is the non-cir(ul:1ting .11l10UIlt ~)( l".1pH.l1 (lixt'd l".Iplt.lll .1lhi .\" the 
numher of proJudiol1 period!'> O\'l'r the time \01'.111 I~lr Whh·h the r;l(e of 
profit is measured. 
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cost price of a commodity, CC + vc. A technical change 
that involved nothing more than increasing the material life
span of tixed capital (while allowing the same number of 
commodities to be produced each production period) would 
reduce tht' constant capital portion of the cost price. 

Thus in capitalist society, competition generates a tend
ency to lengthen the physical Iifespan of tixed means of pro
duction as one way of reducing cost price. This tendency is 
in direct contradiction with the struggle among capitals, 
which forces the shortening of the value life of fixed means 
of production. 17 To counteract downward pressure on prof
itability, capitalists seek innovations that extend the material 
usefulness of tixed means of production. But this extended 
material life of constant capital is contradicted by the com
petition among capitals, which continually shortens the so
cial Iifespan of tixed means of production. This contradiction 
intensities as capitalism develops, and is perhaps the clearest 
example of what Marx identified as the general conflict be
tween the development of the productive forces, on the one 
hand, and the relations of production, on the other. This 
contradiction generates devaluation of socially obsolete fixed 
capital, making its conversion into money capital (realiza
tion) quantitatively incomplete. On the other hand, the same 
competitive forces induce a lengthening of the material life 
of fixed means of production. In capitalist society, competi
tion induces the longevity of fixed capital and, at the same 
time, contradicts that longevity by devaluing fixed capital. 
This devaluation, which is the result of accumulation itself. 
makes economic crises inherent in capitalism, crises during 
which the devaluation of fixed capital brings on the general 
devaluation of commodities. It is this process that wc con
sider in the next chapter. 

'" "Where", the development of fixed capital extends the Ien~th 01' this 
imJtcnallhfc on the onc hand. it is ~hortl'ncd 011 the other by the (OIHllIll

ous revolution III the mcan~ of production. whirh likewise Illccs~J.lltly g.IIIl" 
momentum with the dcvcloprncrH of the c.lpitahst llIode or proJuctlOll." 

C"pilai. 11. p. IHH. 



CHAPTER VIII 

ACCUMULATION 

AND CRISES 

A. ECONOMIC CRISES 

A repeated theme in the foregoing chapters has been that 
capitalist society is based upon historically unique relations 
of production and that these social relations manifest them
selves in forms that assume a unique character. While some 
of them are older than capitalism-money and commodities. 
for example--they take on new and qualitatively different 
significance in capitalist society. As a consequence. all of the 
phenomena considered to this point-value. protit. money. 
credit. competition. and fixed means of production-presenr 
themselves not in isolation. not as abstract topics for treat
ment, but as part of the circulation of capital. These phe
nomena, considered in this context, interact to generate the 
most concrete manifestation of the historical uniqueness of 
capitalism, namely economic crises. 

By an economic crisis we mean an interruption or disjunc
ture in the process of social reproduction that involVl's the 
incomplete reproduction of the circuit of capital. An eco
nomic crisis is the same thing as capitalist crisis. or a crisis 
of capital, since the category "economic" presupposes bour
geois society and capitalist social rclations. As argued in 
Chapter 11, the division of social life into the economic and 
the non-economic reflects the t\\'ofold nature of commodi
ties, so that bbor performed tin exchange becomes subject 
to objective regulation in the phenomenal fixm of l110netary 
costs. In this way. it is formally separated frol11 all other 
labor performed for other rcasons. This separation remains 
incomplete unrillabor power itself is a ,·ol11l11odit\,. in \\'hich 
case each working person's hfl: is institutionall\' divided be-
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tWL'L'n work (thL' economic) and leisure (the non-cconomic). 
From this division clllcrgc thc catcgories of bourgeois soci
cty-wages, protit, etc.-which :Irl: thc surfacc cxprcssions 
of capital's domination of social production. Thc term "eco
nomic crisis" presupposes these categories, just as the phe
nomenon it rcfl:rs to presupposes the circulation of capital. 

Onc could use the term "economic crisis" to refer to any 
illtcrruption in social reproduction that had its origin in the 
Illaterial process of production. For example, it could be used 
to dcscribe the consequences of the l3lack Death in medieval 
Europe, since the plague resulted in declines of production, 
widespread dislocation of population, and famine. However, 
to do so would render the term "economic" meaningless in 
theory, as well as contradict what is generally understood by 
identifying a crisis as "economic." At least since the time of 
Ricardo, economic crisis has referred to the phenomenon of 
overproduction, a situation in which use values pile up idle, 
unused. I Crises of overproduction necessarily involve over
production of value, in which some commodities cannot be 
sold, and realization is the necessary condition for their con
sumption as use values. From our previous discussion (Chapter 
11), we see thar overproduction of value implies overpro
duction of capital, since commodities (the carriers of objec
tified labor) are commodity capital. 

As long as products do not circulate as commodities but 
arc produced directly for consumption without the media
tion of exchange, overproduction of use values is impossible. 
Interruptions in social reproduction in precapitalist society 
took the form of underproduction of use values, resulting in 
famine, social upheavals, and so on, and were themselves the 
result of plagues, warfare, natural disasters, or direct class 
conflicts that undermined the relation of the exploited to the 
exploiter. 2 All meaning of the term "economic" is lost if 

For .l discussion of why Adam Smith did not dl';t1 \vith thl' problem of 
.~nlfYIJI overproductIOn. scc Karl M.HX. TIH'(lYlfS t~( S"rpllls l'II/,IC' (Moscow' 
Progress Publishers. I %H). Book 11. rp. 4H41T. 

J Scc Hobcrt Brenner. "The Orq .. !;ITl" or C,lplt,lhst Dc\'clupml'llt: A CTI
!lque of Nm-S nllth 1.111 M.Irx"rn.·· :\el<' l.e/t Ner'II·I<'. 1114 (l1I1\"-Au~lI\"t 1'177). 
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such crises are categorized with the form of social disruption 
unique to capitalism, general overproduction of use values. 

Any theory of capitalist reproduction with a pretension to 
be seriously considered must account for economic crises.; 
Marx's entire mature works were devoted to explaining eco
nomic crises, and his theory of crisis is inseparable from his 
theory of accumulation. In the process of accumulation, all 
of the tensions and contradictions of capitalist production 
and circulation are intensified, ~nd economic crisis is the nec
essary outcome of the accumulation process.' Prior to con
sidering economic crises, we must analyze the process of ac
cumulation. In doing so, we integrate the various elements 
treated in previous chapters. 

B. ACCUMULATION AND VALUE FORMATION 

Capitalist accumulation is a particular historical form of so
cial reproduction in which the material reproduction of the 
means of production and means of subsistence occurs in a 
manner to produce a specific form of class rule (the dictator
ship of the bourgeoisie) and a specific form of exploitation 
of the direct producer. If we take the conditions for capital's 
existence as given, accumulation is the duplication of the 
capital-labor relationship on an expanding scale. For this rea
son, Marx at one point defines accumulation as the growth 
of the proletariat.' In countries where there are significant 
precapitalist sectors, accumulation involves the transforma
tion of direct producers from servile and petty commodity 
production relations into proletarians, a qualitative transfor
mation of the relations of production. In advanced capitalist 
countries, the growth of the proletariat is achieved by the 
replenishing and depletion of the industrial reSCfve army. 

\ For a brief surv('v of crisis theOries. bnur";l'ol .... lI1d M.uXlst, scc Anw~r 
Shaikh. "A Hi'tor\" 'of Cri", Theones." UHI'E. l' S. Cdp''''/'''''' ; .. Cri.'" 
(New York: UI1IOI; of H,dlCal 1'0!ttIc,1 Ecol1ol1mt,. 1 'i77) 

• Clp;t,,/. 111. Chapter XV. 
, Cap;"'/' I. p. 576. 
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tween work (the c:c:onolllic) and leisure (the non-econolllic). 
From this division t'1lll'fge the categories of bourgeois soci
ety-wages, protlt, etc.-which are the surface expressions 
of capital's domination of social production. The tl'fm "eco
nomic crisis" presuppost's these categories, just as the phe
nomenon it refers to presupposes the circulation of capital. 

One could use the t('fm "economic crisis" to refer to any 
interruption in social reproduction that had its origin in the 
material process of production. For example, it could be used 
to describe the consequences of the Black Death in medieval 
Europe, since the plague resulted in dcclines of production, 
widespread dislocation of population, and famine. However, 
to do so would rcnder the term "economic" meaningless in 
theory, as well as contradict what is generally understood by 
identifying a crisis as "economic." At least since the time of 
Ricardo, economic crisis has referred to the phenomenon of 
overproduction, a situation in which use values pile up idle, 
unused. 1 Crises of overproduction necessarily involve over
production of value, in which somc commodities cannot be 
sold, and realization is the necessary condition for their con
sumption as use values. From our previous discussion (Chapter 
11), wc see thar overproduction of value implies overpro
duction of capital, since commodities (the carriers of objcc
tified labor) arc commodity capital. 

As long as products do not circulatc as commodities but 
arc produced directly for consumption without the mcdia
tion of exchange, overproduction of use valucs is impossible. 
Interruptions in social reproduction in precapitalist society 
took the form of underproduction of use values, resulting in 
famine, social upheavals, and so on, and were themselves the 
result of plagues, warfare, natural disasters, or direct class 
conflicts that undermined the relation of the exploited to the 
exploiter.' All meaning of the tl'fIll "economic" is lost if 

For J dl'\cussion of why AdJm SmIth dill Tlot de.lI \,·:1th the prohlL'llI of 
,?t"'t'r!1/ overproductIOn, scc Karl MaTx, Tllc(lri('s (~( .\lIrl'''u ",J/III' (Mosco\\': 

Pro~rc5S Puhlishers. I%H). Book 11. pp. 4H41T. 
: Scc Haben Brenner. "The Origins of C'lplt.lh~t Devclopml"Tlt: A Cri

tique "fNeo-Snllthl.lll M.HXI\tlI." .\,',,",1.1'/; Ih,,/I·/I'. 1114 (lul\'-Au~ust 1'177). 
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such crises are categorized with the form of social disruption 
unique to capitalism. general overproduction of use values. 

Any theory of capitalist reproduction with a pretension to 
be seriously considered must account for economic crises.·\ 
Marx's entire mature works were devoted to explaining eco
nomic crises. and his theory of crisis is inseparable from his 
theory of accumulation. In the process of accumulation, all 
of the tensions and contradictions of capitalist production 
and circulation are intensified, "nd economic crisis is the nec
essary outcome of the accumulation process.' Prior to con
sidering economic crises. we must analyze the process of ac
cumulation. In doing so, we integrate the various elements 
treated in previous chapters. 

B. ACCUMULATION AND VALUE FORMATION 

Capitalist accumulatiOl~ is a particular historical form of so
cial reproduction in which the material reproduction of the 
means of production and means of subsistence occurs in a 
manner to produce a specific form of class rule (the dictator
ship of the bourgeoisie) and a specific form of exploitation 
of the direct producer. If wc take the conditions for capital's 
existence as given, accumulation is the duplication of the 
capital-labor relationship on an expanding scale. For this rea
son, Marx at onc point defines accumulation as the growth 
of the proletariat. 5 In countries where there arc signiticant 
precapitalist sectors, accumulation involves the transforma
tion of direct producers from servile and petty commodity 
production rclations into proletarians, a qualitative transfor
mation of the rclations of production. In advanced capitalist 
countries, the growth of the proletariat is achieved by the 
replenishing and depletion of the industrial resenT army, 

\ For .1 brief sun'c\, of crisi~ theorlC's. hOllr~l"()I' .md M.l.D'I!<ot. SC"C' Anw,u 
Shaikh, "A History 'of Cri.is Theones," UHPF, /. S Cdpll,,/j,," '" en', •. < 

(New York: Union o( H,d,c.1 Polltic,l Econon",", 1 'i77) 
• Cdp'ldl, Ill. Ch'pter XV, 
, Cd,"I,'1. I, p. 57h 
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which Marx callcd "the general law of capitalist accumula
tion, "h a law considered below. 

Since living labor is the source of valuc, the growth of the 
employed prolt:tariat implies the expansion of value, so cap
italist accumulation is the accumulation of value. 7 Consid
ered purely as the accumulation of value, capitalist accumu
lation appears as a quanritative phenomCl1on, M-C-M', M' 
> M. It is not uncommon for accumulation ro be treated as 
if this were its essenrial character, rather than merely its ap
pearance.' For some purposes it is useful to analyze the 
purely quantitative aspect of accumulation, but in doing so 
it is not accumulation that is being treated bur expanded re
production. " 

In Chapter VII we noted that if one abstracts from fixed 
capital (and, therefore, from technical change), the realiza
tion of value becomes a purely quantitative question. There
fore, expanded reproduction, which makes precisely these 
abstractions, is the vehicle by which onc can analyze the 
quanritative aspect of realization. Marx created this idealized 
framework-expanded reproduction-ro do exactly this. \<1 

But these abstractions cannot be made if accumulation is to 
be treated. Expanded reproduction should not be thought of 
as a simplified model of accumulation, bur as an idealized 
construct ro demonstrate the quantitative aspects of the cir
cuit of capital, in which the mechanics of realization arc dem
onstrated, so that when wc turn ro accumulation we can 
eliminate realization as a cause of the interruption of accu-

, Ibid. Chapter XXV . 
. Value-and surplus value-can incrcase cvell \'-'lth a constant or declin

ing employed proletariat, though nC\I,/ly Cft.:Jtcd value: call1lot (a~~lIlllillg J 

given working day and intensity of labor). Total value would illnease if till' 
rJtio of dead to living labor (CCI VC) rose with J constJllt emploved pro
letariat. Since. as wc shall scc, thiS ITllplies .1 risc in the rate of ~lIrrllls \'alue 
once Ill'\l,: values arc cstahlishcd. rot,ll surplus v;dw,: would ri~l·. 

~ Scc M. Iweh. "A Formulation of MaTx's Thcory of Crisis," .)(;(,11((, ,md 
Society 42 (SulTlmer I '!7H). 

I Scc Wcck~, "Procc.:'i~ of ACCUlllulatllHl ;md the 'Profit SqUl'l'i"l" Hypoth
esIS." Seiellce alld Sn(lety (bll 1'!7')). 

" Capital. Vo!. 11. Chapter XXI. 
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mulation." Hy proceeding on the assumption that commod
ities are realized at their values. we are not assuming away 
problems of realization. but moving them from the category 
of causes (0 the category of consequences. 

While accumulation is the process of value expansion. it is 
simultaneously the process of value formation. The first can 
be considered in terms of capital-as-a-whole. while the latter 
involves the interaction of many capitals. As we pointed out 
in Chapter VI. Marx first analyzed accumulation by abstract
ing from competition among capitals. The basis for accu
mulation is the production of surplus value. which takes 
place in the context of the competition betwem the two 
great classes of bourgeois society. the capitalist class and the 
proletariat. This competition. or class struggle. underlies the 
quantitative expansion of capital. The qualitative dewlop
ments within this quantitative expansion reflect the compe
tition among industrial capitals and between industrial and 
money capital. 

Inherent in the capital relation is competition among cap
itals or the fragmentation of (Otal capital into formally au
tonomous parts. which is the same thing. This competition 
manifests itself in the cheapening of commodities. achieved 
by technical change. Of the many elements of accumulation. 
perhaps technical change is that most mystified by bourgeois 
political economy. This mystification has two aspects. Con
ceptually. it is mystified by being treated only from the value 
side. which wc discussed in the context of tixed capital. A 
second aspect of mystification is the manner in which tech
nical change is viewed temporally. It is characteristically 
treated as a long run influence. whose consequences can be 
ignored in the short run. where the latter coincides with the 
"business cycle. "'2 First. the "short run-long run" distinc
tion in bourgeois theory has nothing to do with the passage 

11 Shaikh's disclIssion of the lIndcr(OnSUmrlinlll~( h\,rothrsls ('xpbin!'l 
this. See Anw.r Shaikh. "A Hi,ton' of CnSlS Tlll'one," 

,~ Scc How.ud Shcrnl.lll. "A M,U)';1J.11 Thcnr\' (l( Ihe HU!ollll"S!lo eyrie." 
Rrl'iru' (~( R,ldi(,JI fJ~llrti(dl /:,(J'h1mil.\, 11 (Sprm~ 1(74) 
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of timt:. but rders to abstract analytical catt:gorit:s. 1 \ At any 
1Il0111t:nt some capitals arc introducing nt:w production tt:ch
niqut:s. and whik tht:st: can bt: bunched at ct:rtain mOIl1t:nts. 
they occur continuously. Likt:wist:. tht:ir impact is felt con
tinuously. though obviously tht: impact of technical change 
increases with tht: passage of time. Uut since long time pe
riods arc made up of small time periods. it is totally contra
dictory to ignore technical change during the latter and con
sidt:r it during the formt:r, since the onc is the sum of the 
others. As we shall sce, this metaphysical temporal distinc
tion rt:sults in a misunderstanding and distortion of the tend
ency of the rate of profIt to fall. 

As accumulation proceeds, the competition among capitals 
leads to the introduction of new techniques of production. 
Capitalists arc so motivated in order to reduce unit costs of 
production. However this is achieved technically, it involves 
a fall in the value of commodities, so that the concrete labor 
time necessary to produce a commodity falls in those pro
duction units where the new techniques have been intro
duced. Thus technical change creates a quantitative indeter
minacy in the value (socially necessary abstract labor time) 
of commodities. Except in the idealized neoclassical world of 
the "representative fIrm," technical changes arc not intro
duced throughout an industry,l. but in a few capitals only. 
If wc consider onc industry, technical change creates a situ
ation in which the same commodity is produced with differ
ent amounts of concrete labor. 

The importance of the analysis of value (in Chapters I and 

" In neoclassical theory. the short run is the period over which the firm 
is locked into a given plant and equipment. and the long run the period 
dUring which fixed means of production ("plant") can be varied. Whatever 

the analytical use of this distinction. it is irrelevant to the JctuJI pa"J~e of 
time (as neoclassical theorists point out). Tht" long run eXists only as J COIl

cept. which is why "long-run cost curves" arc often called "pbnnint( 
curves. 

14 Ncocla~sical theory formally recognizes this prohlem of IlUIl), tech
niques for the same commodity In "vintage-capita'" models. Howevl'r, It 

remams true that the general theory of neoclassical economics 15 dc:vdorcd 
by abstractmg from many techniques to the "rcprt'SCrHJtl\'l' firm," 
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11) should now become clear. If we hold to an embodied 
lab or view of value, our theory of value would break down 
at this point, since we are faced with a situation in which a 
commodity reaches the market after being produced with 
different amounts of concrete labor. Neo-Ricardians argue 
that in such a situation it is not possible to define the value 
of a commodity, and, given their definition of value. they 
are correct. When there are many techniques of production. 
the labor embodied in a commodity is conceptually indeter-
minate. IS • 

We are presented with the conceptual problem of con
structing a single value for a commodity out of a diversity 
of labor processes. This conceptual problem reflects a real 
indeterminacy. an indeterminacy resolved by the competi
tion among capitals. In the circulation of commodities. some 
of the capitalists discover that part of the concrete labor con
sumed under their domination is not socially necessary. i.e .. 
part of it is not value creating (in the case of living labor). I" 
This discovery is made upon the sale of the commodity and 
is presented as an objective fact in the market price of the 
commodity. The process of value formation presents us with 
the category to resolve our conceptual problem, namely ob
jectified labor. The value of a commodity is not determined 
by the concrete labor consumed in its production in a partic
ular labor process. but the concrete labor of all labor process 
for onc commodity transformed into abstract (objectitled) la
bor by the interaction of many capitals in exchange. 

" Sce lan Stccdman, ,\f.r.\· <I/ia .'iraLl;, (London: New Lt'lt Hook>. 1477l. 
Even speaking of embodied lab", presupposes a homogcnclI\" of connete 
labors within a labor process. 

If, '" S Jincc the circul.1.tion pron's!'\ of c.1.pH.l1 IS not completed 111 onc dJly 
but extends over a fairly long period until the.' capital TC'turn!rl tn It on~ltul 

(arm. since this period coinCIdes with the peTlod wuh1l1 which m.uk("t~ 

prices equalize with Iprices 01 produfllon-JWI. dnd ~rc'l upheav.ls .nd 
changes take place in thl' prOdllClI\'IlY of lanor ;md th('fC'fnrc .lbo In the rrlJi 
lIairlt' of commodities." TIt('cmn (l(.'\I4'1'llu ('d/lle 11. p_ "liS 

In the oriRin.l1. M.ux wrote "c,:nst prllT ..... what' I h.1\'(' lTl\crtcd "pncC'\ 
of production." Since CO!oo( "fin' dOL" IhH mdudc rn,tir. he ()~\'J()u\ly mc.ant 

"prices of production." 
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The process of accumulation involves the initiation of the 
circuit of capital upon the basis of one set of values, and the 
generation of a new set of values that confronts capitalists at 
'the end of the circuit. The moments of circulation, M-e and 
e' -.\1' are the moments when changes in the material process 
of production manifest themselves as changes in values. 
What appears 3S purely quantitative, M-e( ... p ... )e'
,'11' is the phenomenal form of continuous qualitative change. 
The change of form of capital (money capital to productive 
capital to commodity capital) is the process of the formation 
of new values. '7 This necessarily implies, given the working 
day and intensity of labor, that the circulation of capital af
fects the amount of surplus value that can be realized as 
profit (since surplus value is part of total value). 

The impact of the formation of a new value for a particular 
commodity is not, of course, limited to that branch of in
dustry. If the commodity is a means of production, a decline 
in its value directly cheapens the constant capital in every 
branch of industry using that commodity as an input, which 
reduces all those commodities in value. If the commodity is 
an element of workers' consumption, a decline in its value 
reduces the value of labor power and may cheapen variable 
capital. '" Thus technical change, even if restricted to a tCw 
commodities (though there is no reason to assume it to be 
so) results in a general devaluation of commodities in the 
process of accumulation. 

The formation of new values, subsumed within accumu
lation, involves the process of the redistribution of capital 
(centralization) as well as the growth of existing capitals 

!- "The (ompdri.soPl of value in Ollt: period with thl' value of the ~.lInt: COIll

moditic~ in J later period is no scholastic illusion. bur r.lthn forlll~ the 
fundamental principle of the circulation process of capit.l!''' T1'(,(Hil'.1 t~1 ,"'1/,.
pi", Vah.e. 11. p. 4')5. 

'" A decline III the value of the TllC.IIlS of ~l1bsi~tl'IlCl' IH.'L'd !lot chc,qH.'1I 

variahle c.lpit.lI1f the standard of hving of the \\'orking c1.I~s r1~l'~. Thl'~l' .In' 
(\I,!() SCP,lTJtl' prOCl'S~l'\-OIlC nt' iIlVO]\,lIlg the .llfJlI~tll1l'l1t of UIlIt \',tillC:-' 

(competition ,lTllong clpHab). the othn the .1lIJ\I~tI11Cllt of Ill.Itn]'11 l'll]l

SlImptlOn (cornpetHIOIl hct\\,tTIl I.lhor .Ifld c,lrlt.d). Thclr rel.lti(JIl~ll1p III 

c,lch other I" complex. Scc John Wccks ... Procc ...... of ACCtlllllll.Hi(l1l " 
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(concentration). In consequence. analysis of accumulation re
quires treatment of credit as well as competition among cap
itals. The introduction of new technology involves. as we 
have seen. an increased division of labor, requiring produc
tion on an expanded scale. The growth of credit proceeds 
along with accumulation. so that the pyramiding of financial 
obligations goes hand-in-hand with the formation of new 
values. 

The process of accumulation brings together and unites all 
the aspects of capitalism considered previously-the forma
tion of values. the division of money into its functions as 
means of circulation and means of payment. the intensifica
tion of competition. and the contradiction between the 
value-life and material-life of fixed capital. The motor force 
that is the basis of the interaction of these elements is the 
development of the productive forces (technical change). 
This development. its~lf a material process, occurs in the 
context of the production of value. and the source of eco
nomic crises lies in the opposition of the material and value 
aspects of production and circulation, 10 which finds its fullest 
expression in the tendency of the rate of profit to fall. 

C. THE TENDENCY Of THE RATE Of PROfIT TO FAll 

Marx considered the law of the tendency of the rate of protit 
to fall to be the most important law of political econom\', 
and the analysis of it to be the key to unlocking tht' concrete 
workings of a capitalist economy.!<' In Cal'illll, wc do not 

I~ "The: contradiction, (0 put it in .1 vcry ~C'ncr,;al \\".1)'. consists 111 th.ll du' 
capitalist mode of production in\'ol\'e's J. tendency towards .1hsolutl' dc\"('I
opment of the productive forces. rcg.udlcss of tht.' ~oClal (onJinons unda 
which capitalist production takes plan:: whde. 011 the orhn h.1.l1d. Its ,;11111 IS 

to preserve the v.1.luC' or the l'xisting l.1pll.l1 .lnd rrOI1l0tl' Us sclf-<"'rolnslOll 
to the highest limit (I.c., to promote ;m (,\Tr more r.lpld .,:rt,wth of rtlls 
value)." Capit.ll. Ill. p. 2'14. 

,!I, "This is III C\Try respect rhe l110st 1111 pnTt.1I1I I.lw ,,( TlHhirrn P,)hIK.11 
(.'conomy. and the most (.~ss(.·nti.ll for 1II1d(.'r\I.Uldll1~ the I1hl"r dllliruh rC'lJ

tions. It IS the most imrortdlH law from the hl,tt'rt(.ll 'I.lndpllllll.·· (;rrmd

ris.<r, p. 74H. 
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encounter an exposition of the law until well into volume 
Ill. But the tendency in question is clearly present in volume 
I in the discussion of accumulation. ~I Here all the elements 
of the tendency arc set out. It is not pursued at that point, 
however. because its implications or consequences cannot be 
unfolded until one considers the circulation process. In other 
words. the tendency itself arises in production (the subject of 
volume I). but the analysis of production is insufficient to 

give full expression to the tendency. ~2 An exposition of the 
tendency does require abstraction from circulation. however. 
or its operation becomes lost in manifestation of its conse
quences. 

The tendency of the rate of profit to fall is the direct con
sequence of the development of the productive forces and, 
therefore, represents the consequence of the dynamism of 
capitalist society, the success of capitalism in revolutionizing 
the forces of production. It is a law (tendencial law) of ac
cumulation. not of stagnation. It is a tendency that emerges 
in the process of capital-expansion, a dynamic tendency, 
which disappears when onc compares static states. 23 

The circuit of capital is initiated by the exchange of money 
for the elements of production, M(CC + VC) - C. The 
money advanced is divided into constant and variable capital. 
and this decision is quantitatively determined by the physical 
amount of the means of production required in relation to 
the labor power required. and the value of these. In sym
bols. 24 

" Capira{. I. Chapter XXV. 
~2 "The mere (direct) producthlll process of capital in itself CJIlllot .Idd any

thing new in this context ]crises]. But [crisis] CallTlot bt' ~ho\\,ll whcll 
dealing \vith the production process itself. for the btter IS not cOllcerllcd 
with the rcalizariOlI either of the produced value or the ,urplus nluc. TillS 
can only emerge In the cirwlariOfI proccss \II/hich is in Ibdf .!lso a flr"( ,'ss ,'I 
rt'prOd!l(tJ01I." Thf'oril's of Sffrp/IIJ Vaiut'. 11, p. 513. . 

:1 Thi., will be the baSIS of our critique of other interpret-Itiolls of the 
tendency. 

~~ In rhe [ext, for ~iJJlph(ity, \VC .1SSurl1l' a slIlgk, h()1lI0gl'IIl'Oll~ IlIC.IIl'" pi 

production. 50 that .\1 is a slIlglc: number (e:.g .. tOilS of stcel). MlIre: gCIIl'r
.1I1y .. \1 C.11l he: deflncd .15 .1 vcctor of llSe: v,ilun Jlld .\\' ,I ve:rlOr or Ulllt 
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cc = MXM 

VC = LXL • 

the means of production in units; 
the unit value of these means of production; 
the number of workers, employed for a given 
time period; and 
the value of a unit of labor power, for a given 
time period. 

The ratio MI L represents the material proportion in which 
means of production and labor power are combined, a ratio 
of use values, called the technical composition of capital. 
This ratio is technical in a limited sense, in that it is a ratio 
of material components. It is not exclusively determined 
technically, however, for the techniques of production uti
lized in any society reRect a process of class struggle. This is 
particularly true in capitalist society, where the ruling class 
seeks to establish its control over the direct process of pro
duction, and class struggle rages over its ability to do so. 

When the means of production are aggregated by use of 
their values and labor power expressed as a value, the ratio 
MX.\,I LXL = CCI VC measures the value composition of 
capital. The tendency of the rate of profit to fall arises from 
the interaction of the technical and value compositions dur
ing the process of accumulation. The relationship between 
the two is quite complex. Technical change raises the mate
rial productivity of labor, so that a given number of workers 
in a given length of time processes more products. This must 
necessarily increase the technical composition of capital. This 
follows as the result of two separable processes. First. in
creased productivity is achieved by a further division oflabor 
within the work process. as more and more machines each 
do smaller and more detailed tasks. This involves a rise in 
the ratio of fixed means of production to the number of 
workers. As a consequence of this subdivision of the labor 

values corresponding to the use \·JluC'~. Note thn .\/ 1~ J nUl11hcr ,hat r("sults 
from multiplying l\vO \'('ctors. ('I1lC' .1 V("ClOr of \l~(, \'aluC'~ dUI work('rs con
sume. the other the vcctor of thclr \'.llllc!\! 
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proct'ss, tht' number of products producl'd hy a givt'n labor 
lurcl' illlTcascs. Thc circulating mcans of production that a 
workcr transforms during a givt'n length of tiJ1lC rises. Tht' 
technical composition of capital risl's hecause of a relative 
increasc in tixcd mcans of production (the causl' of produc
tivity incrcascs) and a relativc incrcJsc in circulating J1leans 
of production (the conscqul'Ilce of productivity increases). 

Whetht'r or not thc valuc composition of capital rises with 
the developmcllt of the forces of production depends upon 
not only .\11 L but also V.II and VI., the values of commodi
ties. What makcs the analysis complex is that the same proc
ess that incrcases :v1l L decreases both VII and VI.' The com
plexity has a temporal dimension, since the immediate 
impact of tcchnical change is to increase MI L, while the ad
justment to ncw (and lower) values must await the process 
of circulation. We have here an ambiguity in our definition 
of the value composition of capital. In the phase J'vI-C, labor 
power and the means of production have been purchases at 
some set of values. In the subsequent phase, ... p ... C' 
(production), the labor process is altered as a result of tcch
nical change, so that when the new commodities arc realizcd 
(C' -.H'), a new set of values will be established. Simply put, 
at which set of values is M I L to be valorized (aggregated 
into the value composition of capital)' To accommodatc this 
ambiguity, Marx introduced the concept of the organic com
position of capital, which is defined as thc value composition 
calculated prior to the establishment of the new values which 
are implied (but not yet actualized) by technical change."' 

Insofar as this distinction between the value and organic 
compositions is not made, any analysis of accumulation is 
implicitly static. in that the process of value formation is ig-

~, Aftl'r referring to the: value .1nd m.iteTIJ) relationships .I"i WL' h.I\"C. tv1.lrx 

\\'ritcs: "I call the former the I'llh,f-((1"'I'(lsit;Oll. the LItter till" fl'(/",;(,d (l''''I'(I
sitiofl of capital. Bct\\'LTTl [he two tht'rL' IS .1 ~tri(t correi.ltlOll. To exprC<i'l 

this. I call the value-compositlOll of c,lpit.11. ill ~o r.H ,IS It i:-. dctL"rllllllcd hy 
its technic;'!) cornposHioll and mirror<; the c1l.1llgL'~ or the Litter. the {"g.m/( 
(OmpOSltllHl of clpit.ll." CIII"tll/. I. p 574. 
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nored. 26 The distinction reRects a real process and is not 
merely a measurement question of which set of values to use 
to convert the technical composition into a value ratio. At 
one moment in the circuit of capital a set of value relations 
has been established in the market. A change in the technical 
composition will result in a devaluation of commodities. but 
this must await the competition among capitals. To move 
immediately to the new values is to presuppose the process 
of value formation; thus. to presuppose accumulation itself. 
We can describe the process in more detail. The circuit of 
capital is initiated by the exchange of capital for labor power 
and the means of production. The values of these were set 
by the average techniques prevailing in each branch of the 
economy prior to the exchange. We can call these the "old" 
values derived from the "old" techniques of production. 
Those means of production and labor power are then con
sumed by some capitalists using "new" techniques. which 
implies lower v.alues in the future. The commodities pro
duced then circulate (C' -M') in a competiti\'e context that 
lowers their values below the "old" values at which they 
entered the circuit of capital. It should be clear that technical 
change necessarily involves a rise in the organic composition 
of capital. for the organic composition is the technical 
composition valorized by the old set of values. On the basis 
of the old values. the rate of surplus value is unchanged. but 
the ratio of CCI VC has risen. This implies a fall in the rate 
of profit. 27 Marx called this "the law as such. "2. 

'" To this author's knowledge. the only contemporary writers who both 
explicitly recognize this distinction and employ it analytically .re Fine and 
Harris in Rr-,,·udill.~ Cupi,,,/. Chapter IV. The following discussion builds 
upon their work. 

n This follows c.~VC'1l if wc ignore tixed consUnl capital m the profit (.11-
culation. The average rat,' of protit is. 

sr' 
l' ~----

cc + r'c 

cc/r'e + 
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pnKl'ss, the number of products produced by a ~iven labor 
tllrce increases. The circulatin~ means of production that a 
worker trJnsforms durin~ J given len~th of time rises. The 
technical composition of capital rises because of a relative 
increase in tixed means of production (the cause of produc
tivity increases) and a relative increase in circulating means 
of production (the consequence of productivity increases). 

Whether or not the value composition of capital rises with 
the development of the forces of production depends upon 
not only MI L but also V" and V/., the values of commodi
ties. What makes the analysis complex is that the same proc
ess that increases Atl L decreases both V" and V/., The com
plexity has a temporal dimension, since the immediate 
impact of technical change is to increase MI L, while the ad
justment to new (and lower) values must await the process 
of circulation. We have here an ambiguity in our definition 
of the value composition of capital. In the phase lvI-C, labor 
power and the means of production have been purchases at 
some set of values. In the subscquent phase, , .. p ... C' 
(production), the labor proccss is altcred as a result of tech
nical changc, so that whcn the ncw commodities are realized 
(C' -.\1'), a new set of values will bc established. Simply put, 
at which set of values is MI L to be valorized (aggregated 
into the valuc composition of capital)? To accommodate this 
ambiguity, Marx introduccd the concept of the organic com
position of capital, which is defincd as the value composition 
calculated prior to the establishment of the new values which 
are implied (but not yet actualized) by technical change. 2' 

Insofar as this distinction between the value and organic 
compositions is not made, any analysis of accumulation is 
implicitly static, in that the process of value formation is ig-

~; After referring to the.: value ,md material rl'iatiollships as wc h,l\'l', J\rLITX 

' .... rites: ") (;111 thl: former the I'1l1uc-rt1t1l/wsirit1", the bun till' 1('(II"i(111 {(II1l/'I'· 

slfilm of c.lpital. Uctwn'll the two there IS a strict (orrcl.ltioll. To l'Xrrl's~ 

thiS, I call the v.l1uL·-composltioll of c.lpitJI, in so I~H ,IS It is dctl'rlllillcd by 
Its technical composition .1nd mirrors the changes of till' Litter. [he tl'g!llII( 

(omptJSitiM/ of (.1 pi r;1 I. " CIIl'itdJ. I. p. :;74. 
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nored. 2', The distinction reflects a real process and is not 
merely a measurement question of which set of values to use 
to convert the technical composition into a value ratio. At 
onc moment in the circuit of capital a set of value relations 
has been established in the market. A change in the technical 
composition will result in a devaluation of commodities, but 
this must await the competition among capitals. To move 
immediately to the ne'w values is to presuppose the process 
of value formation; thus, to presuppose accumulation itself. 
We can describe the process in more detail. The circuit of 
capital is initiated by the exchange of capital for labor power 
and the means of production. The values of these were set 
by the average techniques prevailing in each branch of the 
economy prior to the exchange. Wc can call these the "old" 
values derived from the "old" techniques of production. 
Those means of production and labor power arc then con
sumed by some capitalists using "new" techniques, which 
implies lower values in the future. The commodities pro
duced then circulate (C' -M') in a competitive context that 
lowers their values below the "old" values at which they 
entered the circuit of capital. It should be clear that technical 
change necessarily involves a rise in the organic composition 
of capital, for the organic composition is the technical 
composition valorized by the old set of values. On the basis 
of the old values, the rate of surplus value is unchanged, but 
the ratio of CCI VC has risen. This implies a fall in the rate 
of profitY Marx called this "the law as such. "2H 

'" To this author's knowledge. the only contemporary writers who both 
explicitly recognize this distinction ,nd employ it an,lytic,lIy arc Fme and 
Harris in Rc-reading Cal'iMi. Chapter IV. The following discussion builds 
upon their work. 

" This follows even if we ignore tixed constant rapiul in the profit ,',1-
culation. The average rate of protit is . 

.'I" 
p = ----

cc + ,·c 

S"/"C 

CC/"C + 
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Olle must be clear about what has beell established at this 
POillt. It has llOt beell argued that a rise in the organic COIll

positioll results in :l fill in the average rate of protit (see 
Chapter lll). The law of the tl'l1dl'l1cy of the rate of protit to 
tJIl is merely another way of expressing the expelling of liv
ing labor from the production process, what Marx called 
"the gcnerallaw of capitalist accumulation." Whether or not 
the tendency results in an actual fall in the average rate of 
profit, and the average in a fall in the general rate of profit, 
and, finally, the general in a fall in the rate of industrial profit 
(e. g., deducting for interest) cannot be considered at this 
level of abstraction. The movement from the abstract tend
ency through all the above steps involves thc analysis of 
value formation, which occurs at thc level of many capitals. 
This process of value formation involves a rise in the rate of 
surplus value, as well as a general devaluation of commodi
ties. Marx was well aware of the tendencial and abstract na
ture of "the law as such," and set alongside it a second law 
that encompasses the process of value adjustment-"the law 
of the counteracting tcndencies to the tendency of the rate of 
profit to fall. "29 Thc operation of this law of accumulation 
brings about the adjustments of the valuc formation process. 
Changes in the labor process rcduce the labor time required 
to produce commodities. Through the interaction of capitals, 
this reduces the abstract neccssary labor time (value) of com
modities. A fall in thc value of commodities, given the 
standard of living of the working class (sec Chapter Ill), re
duces the value of labor power. If thc working day rcmains 
unchanged, this rcsults in a risc in the rate of surplus value. 
Surplus valuc is thus raised relatillrly-necessary labor time 
falls in the contcxt of an unchanged working day. This rise 
in the rate of surplus value counteracts the tendency of the 

If C VI VC (the o~~alli( composition of capital) rises with SI '1 l'e (the r Jte of 
surplus value) constant. p must fall. 

" Capital. Ill. Chapter XIII. "The LJW .1S Such." 
" [hid .. Chapter XIV. 
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rate of profit to fall. This counteranion may be reinforced if 
the values of the means of production fall more than the 
values of the commodities workers habitually consume. If 
this occurs, then the value of constant capital may fall rela
tively to the value of labor power, reducing the value com
position of capital; other things equal, this will raise the rate 
of profit (5 V/CC + VC, in the simplest case). There is no 
theoretical reason to believe that technical change would af
fect the means of production more than the means of con
sumption, however. So the major aspect of the law of the 
counteracting tendencies to the tendency of the rate of profit 
to fall is the increase in the rate of surplus value. 

The two laws are closely interrelated, in that the law as 
such gives rise to its counteracting tendencies. That is, the 
rise in the technical composition of capital raises labor pro
ductivity and lowers the values of commodities. The laws 
do, however, exist at different levels of abstraction. The law 
as such arises in production and can be developed for capital
as-a-whole. Since consideration of capitalist production pre
supposes capitalist relations, the law as such reflects changes 
in the forces of production. The counteracting tendencies in
volve the interaction of capitals, and thus the operation of 
the relations of production (competition, money, credit). 
When considering the interplay between the tendency and 
the counteracting tendencies, onc is considering a specitic ex
ample of the conflict between the relations and forces of pro
duction.]() 

Nothing distorts the analysis of the relationship between 
these two laws (tendencial laws) more than interpreting the 
law as such as a long run phenomenon. though this interpre
tation is appallingly common." This interpretation confuses 
the technical composition with its value counterparts. While 
the historical tendency of capitalist development. a historical 
tendency continuously realized. is for the technical compo
sition of capital to rise. this expresses nothing more than the 

." Scc Fine and Harri,. Rf-rr.,d;".~ C'/",,,l. Charter IV 
JI Sce Shcrman. "A Marxian Thenrv "fthe Bu,tIle" Cvdr." for examplr. 
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development of the productive forces under capitalism, It is 
merely another way of saying that labor productivity rises, 
The law as such and its accompanying familiar, the law of 
counteracting tendencies, an: laws of the accumulation proc
ess, at work in each circuit of capital. If they arc to be placed 
within a time dimension, then they arc indeed short-run 
laws, laws of value formation, 

D, OTHER PRESENTATIONS 

OF THE LAW BRIEH y CONSIDEnED 

The law as such provides the key to unlocking the dynamics 
of capitalist crises if onc recognizes that it is a law of accu
mulation, If, on the other hand, it is interpreted not as a 
dynamic tendency, but as a relationship between static states, 
it collapses both as an analytical tool and as a descriptive 
tool. As a consequence, critics of Marx have always sought 
to present the law statically (as have some defenders of 
Marx), It is not surprising that the law of the tendency of 
the rate of profit to fall can be refuted in a static context, for 
between static states there can be no tendencies, only defin
itive outcomes, When treating the law as such, critics char
acteristically omit the word "tendency," referring instead to 

"the law of the falling rate of profit," a phrase that implies 
that a prediction has been made as to the actual movemCllt 
of the rate of profit. n 

Characteristically, critics presCllt the issue in the form of 
the following question: can it be demonstrated, givCll the 
standard of living of the working class," that onc can movc 
analytically from onc static cquilibrium state with a given 
rate of profit to another static equilibrium state ill which the 

" An example of thIS is Hodgsoll, "The ThcoTI' "t" the hllmf( HJtl' "I 
Proftt," ,\lCl" Lej; Revil'II', H4 (In4), but the >allle vie\\' is I'>llllc! III P,lld 

SWt't'zy, Theory of Capilali51 Dt'I'c/"1'1Il <'11 I (New York: MOllthly Hl"'Il'\\', 

19AR~. Some defenders of Marx accept thiS ddillitioll of the ISSlIe. Scc f)and 
Yaffe. "The Marxian Theory of Crisis. Capital ,lIld the St.lfl'," 1:'ltJ,ltlttl)' ,md 
SOClely (May 1'.173), 

1\ A rise In the standard of hvill~ Ulll<;[ he TlIkd out, <;ItlCC thl\ (Ollld t.Hl"C 

.l fall in [he rate of profit with or without .lIlY ch.lIIgc ill rhe (cdllll(.1I ('PIIl

po<;itlon of capital. 
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rate of profit is lower? By "static equilibrium" is meant that 
all commodities circulate at values implied by the most ad
vanced production technique. This question implies a corol-. 
lary: is there a set of available technical changes which capi
talists would choose. which when generally adopted would 
result in a lower rate of profit?14 The answer to both ques
tions is irrelevant to the tendency of the rate of profit to fall. 
though much ink has been spilled debating the answers. 

The answers can be summarized briefly. If one assumes 
that all constant capital turns over in one production period. 
then the answer to both questions is "no. "15 If one allows for 
fixed constant capital. then the answer depends upon the as
sumption made about the ratio of fixed to circulating con
stant capital over time.16 We do not pursue these positions 
hereY But whether the answers are affirmative or negative. 
one has discovered little of interest. 

" In other words. are there technical changes which lower cost priers 
(inducing capitalists to adopt them) and subsequently reduce the rate of 
profit when generally adopted? 

"The proof of this is sometimes called the "Okishio Theorem." See 
Nobuo Okishio. "Technical Change and the Rate of Profit." K.hr l.·n",rn;ly 
Economi( Revi.u', 7 (1961). For simpler expositions (thoulth still quite tech
nical) sce Susan Himmelweit, "The Continuing Saga of the Falling Rue ot" 
Protit," Bllllel;lI. The Conference of Socialist Economists. -' (Autumn 1974); 
.ndJos" Alberro and Joseph Persky. "The Simple Analytics of Falhn!l Profit 
Rates. Okishio's Theorem and Fixed Capiul." Rro';ru' ,~r R.d"al Polllr,.1 
1;'(,,,,orni(5. 11 (Fall 197'1). In thl' same \·ein. but claiming more "!lnttirance 
for their conclusions. sel' John Roemer. "Tl'rhnic.1 Change and the Tmd
eney of the Rate of Protit 10 Fall." '/"unr.1 "r Erollom;( Theory. I t> (December 
1977); JellS Christl'nsen. "M.rx and the Falling Rate of Protit." ."mm(a. 
Er",,,,,,,;( Rel'''u'. 66 (May 1976); and Phillippc Van Pan.ls, "The Fallm!l
Rate-of-Protit Theory of Crisis: A Hational l~econstrucllon I>y Wav of 
Obituary," Rrr'iell' "r R.,d;(.,1 P,'/;ri(,,/ EH"','''';'.', 12 (Srrin!l 19110). The title 
of tht" last article brings to mmd S.1ll1uel CIC'I11C'll"\ TC'.action to Tc-,Iding hiS 

own obituary 111 the pfl'~': "The n'rnrt~ of my dC'Jth If('' hi~hlr ('X:lt:tReT

lted ... 
If, Sh.ukh ~l'ts. .1 Idll 111 the: rat,' of protit by .ll'rr(lpn.1tl~ .1Ssumpuons. SC'C" 

Anw.n Sh.1lkh. "Politlc.t) E"0110111\' .Hld C.1pu.1h!lom-Nntl""s on D"hb's Th~ 
or~' o( (:risl~," (:,,,"hrli(~f ./"l1rPhJI \l{ b ,1,,,,,,", .', 2 {1 tf;oS) 

\' The ~t;lII( (.11111l~ r.lle of prnlil I'MI(' I' IH'.tfC'd 111 H(~n hnC' and John 
Wc('k~, "1~(,c(,l1t (:rllld~11l ,,( the I .1W ,,( rhl' Tl'ndl'I1l'\' nf rh,' 1~~tC' of Profit 
'n I'.tll" (W.I,h,I!!,,," rvlS. l'IH") 
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The law as such and the counteracting tendencies to it are, 
as we have seen, not laws of long run dcvelopment, but laws 
of accumulation. They come into play as a result of a dy
n:llnic process of uncven development and disappear when 
one considers static positions. To try to refute or defend the 
law of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall by reference 
to situations in which commodities exchange at equilibrium 
values is like trying to analyze the acceleration of bodies by 
gravity when they are lying at rest. The phenomenon is de
fined out of existence. 

One of the most common formulations of the falling rate 
of profit is to say that the rate of profit will fall if the organic 
composition of capital rises more than the rate of surplus 
value as the result of technical change. 3" This view is also 
static. First, it can be shown that this cannot in fact occur if 
one abstracts from fixed constant capital. Second, the two 
changes (in CCI VC and S VI VC) are part of the same proc
ess of value formation and are therefore related to each other 
in a strict and determinate way, so that the statement col
lapse~ into "the rate of profit will fall if the rate of profit 
falls." Marx, in fact, does consider in detail the relationship 
between the rate of surplus vahe and the composition of 
capital, but does so by use of the distinction between the 
value composition and the organic composition, which ren
ders the analysis dynamic.") 

E. THE TENDENCY OF THE RATE OF PROFIT 

TO FALL AND VALUE FORMATION 

The tendency of the rate of profit to fall manifests itself as 
an actual fall in the average rate of profit as a result of the 

\H 5\\.·cczy. Theory o/Capitalist Dt'I't'lop",t'fIt. 
, .• In the three chapte" on the law and its operation (Vol. Ill. Chapter> 

XIII-XV), the terminology is not always precise. which refiects the facl Ih.1I 
Marx did not live to revise these chapteTs. Indeed. he did nut l'\'cn ~ct the 
order of Vo!. Ill. thl<;' being the \ ... ·ork of Engcls. Howcver. froT11 the dISCll~
';1011 U le; cleJr that MaTX Llrricd forward the organic-v,due Jlstll1ctioll he 

had made in Vol. I. 
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process of value formation. The tendency is actualized as a 
result of the quantitative difference between the values that 
prevail when capital is advanced and those that prevail upon 
the realization of commodities. In other words, the process 
of accumulation has within it the devaluation of existing cap
ital. In analyzing this process, we must draw together all our 
previous discussions, for the contradictions associated with 
them reach their most intense manifestation in the tendency 
of the rate of profit to fall. In order to explain adequately 
this process, we must consider not only why the average rate 
of profit should fall but also why it should not under certain 
circumstances. 40 If the rate of profit always fell, it would not 
be a tendency, but an inevitable trend. Further, if it in all 
circumstances fell, accelerated accumulation would be im
possible, for in each circuit of capital, the ratio of surplus 
value to capital advanced would fall. Since accumulation is 
the result of capitalized surplus value, a falling rate of profit 
would imply a secular slowdown in accumulation in all cap
italist countries. The task, then, is to explain both why the 
rate of profit does fall and why under some circumstances it 
does not. A theory that always predicts one or the other is 
no guide to understanding reality, where both occur. 

Accumulation is initiated by the advancing of capital. and 
the elements of production are purchased at some set of pre
vailing values. Further. production occurs on the basis of 
workers employing a quantity of fixed means of production 
purchased at some set of values. Technical change reduces 
living labor relatively to the means of production. raising the 
organic composition of capital. Once the production process 
is completed. the produced commodities must be realized. 
Since technical change does not occur evenly. dificrent cap
itals bring the same commodities to the market after using 
different quantities of concrete labor in their production. In 
the process of realization. ne\\' \'alues Jre objectitied in these 
commodities. lower than before. 

40 YafrC'. for example, f.llb to JC'T1h)n!lon.lll~ Ihl~, and hl!oo ,1Iulysi!l ImpliC'!o 

that the rate of pro tit would al\\"\,, f.,II. Valle. "MHXW' Theorv of Cm i.," 
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This results in two major consequences. First, within each 
branch of industry, a redistribution of surplus value occurs. 
Those capitals unaffected by technical change will have 
higher cost prices than those which have introduced the new 
technique. As a consequence, at the uniform selling price, 
the former will realize less surplus value as profit than the 
latter. For the less efficient capitals, the rate of profit will fall. 
This fall in the rate of profit for these capitals is the result of 
having initiated the circuit of capital at onc set of values and 
realizing their commodities at a second, lower, set of values. 
But this is Jlso true of the innovating capitals, and leads to 
the second effect. For all capitals, the realization values arc 
below the initial values, so that the capital advanced (denom
inator of the profit formula) is calculated upon values that 
are higher than the values that determine the amount of sur
plus value realized. The greater the increase in the productiv
ity of labor, the greater will be the quantitative difference 
between these two sets of values. 

During this process, it is the organic composition of cap
ital that is relevant, since the new and lower set of values 
does not affect capital advanced until the next circuit of cap
ital. when it enters the profit calculation. But even at that 
point, the new values only affect increments of fixed capital, 
for all fixed capital that has been bought Jt previous values 
does not circulate in its entirety; part remains" fixated." The 
problem for capital is to realize the existing means of pro
duction in the context of the progressive dcvaluation of thosc 
means of production." This problem affl'cts those capitals 
using new means of production as well ;\s those using so
cially obsolete ones. For each capital ml'ans of production 
and labor power arc purchased at o Ill' set of values and re.ll
ized at another. The difference is that for the capitals using 
new means of production, the devaluatioll of a,h'anc'l'li cap-

JI "'n reproductlOll. Ju:-,t .1\ in tilt' .1L'ClIIllUI.1t101l of l"'I,lt,d. 11 , ... Ilnt ollly 

,I question of repl.lClllg ,I,r ",cWIt' qu.lIltity ot' lI ... c-\',dut· ... pr \\"hll·h l-.lpn.d l'OIl

-;j"ts on thl' t-orfllL"r \( .lle (If ,Ill 1'1l1.'r~l'd sLllc hili of rCl'l.ll"Illg thl' I',dlll 

of rhe c.1pitJ.i ,1dv.lllccd .1lollg \\/ith the lIslI.d r.lfl' Pt" prolit (<.,lIrphl\-\',dllcl." 

Tlu'MY (~,- Surpl1l5 t'ed"f, 11. p. 4()4. 
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ital is offset in part or whole by the reduction in the cost 
price of the realized commodities. 

In this process of accumulation and value formation, the 
rate of profit will fall for some capitals, namely those using 
old means of production. As the circuits of capital repeat 
themselves, each time with technical change reducing the 
concrete labor consumed in the production of commodities, 
the stratification of capitals will·increase. The number of cap
itals experiencing a fall in the rate of profit depends upon the 
intensity of the competitive struggle. Consider the case of 
two sets of capitals, one using old means of production and 
another (generally larger) using new means of production. 
We say "generally larger" because the process of technical 
change involves an increased division of labor in the tabor 
process, which implies a larger scale of production. Each !a
bor process, its productivity determined by the vintage of its 
means of production, implies a different set of equilibrium 
values. When the commodities produced by each process 
reach the market, they must be realized at a common value. 
The closer the unit realization value is to the old value. the 
smaller will be the devaluation of capital advanced and vice 
versa. So, a fierce competitive struggle that forces down re
alized value toward the value implied by the new means of 
production can reduce realized surplus value (profit) for all 
capitals, i.e., generate a general fall in the rate of profit 
(though this general fall affects the more efficient capitals 
less). 

To this point, wc have said nothing about crises. only ar
gued that technical change. by devaluing existing means of 
production. can under certain circumstances resulr in a fall in 
the rate of profit. difTerentially affecting various capiuls. 
This process is the consequence of the simultaneous existence 
of means of production of dit1crent ctliciencies in terms of 
use of concrete labor. If wc ahstract from this stratification 
of capitals and consider only equilibrium situations. where 
the same values prevail when capital is advanced and when 
commodities arc realized. no fall in the rate of profit. general 
or specific. occurs. In such a case. wc .1[e dealing only with 
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the value composition of capital. abstracting from a(cumu
I.Hion itself. 

F. CRISES AND THE TENDENCY OF 

THE RATE OF PROFIT TO FALL 

Capitalist reproduction is an integrated process of social pro
duction and circulation. and its repetition involves the unity 
of these two moments. A crisis in such a society manifests 
itself as the disunity or separation of these two moments. 
The possibility of such a separation is inherent in the unity 
itself. since the unity is an antagonistic one42 This antago
nism manifests itself at the most abstract level in the meta
morphosis of the commodity itself, C-M. This metamorpho
sis expresses nothing more than the fact that a commodity is 
produced for its exchange value, but this simple fact allows 
for the possibility that, once produced, it may not be ex
changeable. 43 

The moment of circulation, C-M, cannot provide us with 
the explanation of crisis. In the main, commodities arc con
verted into money, and the lask is to explain why in most 
cases the transformation C-l\,I occurs and in other cases it 
does not. The exchange itself cannot explain this. but only 
indicate after the fact that realization of commodities was or 
was not possible. H The metamorphosis of cOlllmodities 0(-

~2 "The possibility of crisis, which became apparent in the .\i11l1'/(' tllt'(,lHhlr

pilOsis of the commodity. is on CL' mort: demonstrated, and further dcvcl
oped. by the diSjunction between the (direct) process of production Jnd the 
process of circulation. As SOOIl as these processes do not l1ll"rgc smoothly 
into onc another but hccollll' independent of OTlC .1l1other, the cri~ls i~ tht'H' " 

Ihid., p. 507. 
~\ "The most ahstract form {~r eris.;s (and therefore the form.d possibility of 

CriSIS) is thus the mfldmorpJW51$ (~r tIll' /{l,,/Hl<ldit}' itself: the COlltr.ldictlOll of 

exch.mge value and lIse value. Jnd furthermore of mOIll'Y .1nd commodity." 
Ibid .. p. SOH. 

U "The factors \vhieh turn this possibility of Crisis Il1to ,.111 .\Ctu;)ll criSIS 
arc not contained in this form itself: it only implies th.lt the )iwllt'lIJtJrk for J 

crisis exists." Ihid., Ill, p. 'iIIH. 
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curs not in isolation, but as pare of the circuit of capital, and 
it is in the circuit of capital that the explanation of crisis lies. 

As we have seen, the process of accumulation involves a 
redistribution of social labor among branches of industry. 
This redistribution of labor implies a redistribution of sur
plus value, so that individual capitals may expand beyond 
the limit set by their realized profit. This involves the so
cialization of capital and is facilitated by the credit mecha
nism. With the growth 'of credit, there develops a division 
between money as means of circulation and means of pay
ment. During accumulation, credit serves the first function, 
so that commodities circulate on the promise of future pay
ment. This development adds a further dimension to the 
metamorphosis of commodities, allowing for their circula
tion but moving their realization as money to the future. 4; 

This creates the possibility that at some future point the de
mand for the money commodity will exceed the demand for 
all other commodities to an extreme degree." Were the pyr
amid of debt to be called in generally, an amount of money 
would be required to realize not only all currently produced 
commodities but also all those previously circulated by 
credit. 

The pyramiding of credit, which facilitates the centraliza
tion of capital, is the financial side of the development of the 
productive forces. The development of the productive forces 
creates a quantitative difference between the value of com
modities at the outset of the circuit of capital and at the mo
ment of realization. As we have seen, this quantitative dif
ference can turn the tendency of the rate of protit to fall into 
actual decline. With this actual decline. some capitals will no 

4\ "The crisis in its sl.·cond form is tht' function or money ~s m('~ns of 
plymem, in which money has IWO dinercnI functions and ti~lIr~ in IWO 
ditTerent phases, divided from cafh olhcr in timc." Ibid" 11, p. 510 . 

.. .. AI a given momenl, Ihe supply of all l'OmmodJlies can be greater than 
the demand lor all commodllll's, SUKe Ihe demand lor Ihe .~r"rr.1 (ommoJil)', 

money, exchange ",Iuc, is greatcr Ihan Ihe demand 1(,. all parlJrolar com
modities; in other words the motivc to turn the commodity into money. to 
realize its cxchangr valuC'. prevails O\'CT the mori\"(' to transform the com
modit), into usc v.luc." Ihid, 11, ". 507. 
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longa be abk to mL'L't their debt obligations and will collapsL' 
financially. If sufficil'llt capitals arc so affected, a general 
credit crisis results, as described in Chapter V. This general 
credit crisis Sigl13ls the beginning uf a crisis of realization, so 
that commodities in general go unsold. It must be noted that 
the credit crises, like the fall in the rate of industrial profit, 
arc activated by the interaction of capitals and cannot be ana
Iyzed or theoretically established at the level of capital-as-a
whok. Further, the interaction of capitals is not an interac
tion of equals, but an interaction of the strong and the weak, 
of the more efficient and the less efficient. In general, the less 
d1icient capitals will suffer more in the credit crisis. But the 
larger, more efficient capitals will also be threatened with 
fmancial collapse, since they, too, have entered into credit 
buying; indeed, it is through growing indebtedness that the 
more efficient capitals have become more efficient. In order 
to install new means of production, the more efficient capi
tals have used the credit system to centralize capital in their 
hands. The credit collapse imposes itself upon both the 
strong and the weak and all in between. 

We can summarize the process of accumulation and crisis 
as follows. The necessity tn realize commodities as money 
creates the possibility of capitalist crisis, a possibility histor
ically specific, predicated upon general commodity produc
tion, itself created by labor power being a commodity. The 
particular form of capitalist crisis derives from the division 
between money as means of circulation and as a means of 
payment, which creates a structure of growing indebtedness. 
This is not merely an institutional division, but a necessary 
division in order to restructure the division of tabor. The 
cause of capitalist crisis is the tendency of the rate of profit 
to fall, a tendency arising from the sphere of production. 
This tendency finds expression through the formatiun of 
new values, through the interaction of capitals (competition). 
A fall in the rate of profit is the qualitative change that acti
vates the developing tensions in the accumulation process. 
First, it implies a slowdown in accumulation. since thl'fl' 
becomes relatively less surplus valul' to convert into new 
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capital. Second. it bankrupts inefficient capitals. setting off 
a credit collapse. The resultant inability to realize value. be
cause all commodities cannot be sold or not at their values. 
is the crisis itself. 

Marx summarized in similar terms. 

The general possibility of crisis is given in the process of 
metamorphosis of capital itself. and in two ways: in so 
far as money functions as means of circulation. [the pos
sibility of crisis lies in) th~ separation of purchase and sale; 
and in so far as money functions as means of payment. it 
has two different aspects. it acts as measure of value and 
as realization of value. These two aspects [may) become 
separated. If in the interval between them the value has 
changed. if the commodity at the moment of its sale is 
not worth what it was worth at the moment when money 
was acting as a measure of value and therefore as a 
measure of reciprocal obligation. then the obligation 
cannot be met from the proceeds of the sale of the commod
ity ... 

. . . [I)t is quite clear. that between the starting-point. 
the prerequisite capital. and the time of its return at the 
cnd of onc of the periods. great catastrophes must occur 
and elements of crises must have gathered and devel
oped. 47 

Crucial here are the dynamics of the accumulation process. 
the fact that time intervenes between the two moments of 
circulation (M-C and C' -M'), an interval of production. This 
necessary separation involves a change in values between the 
two moments of circulation, and as a result. "elements of 
crises must have gathered and developed." The crisis itself. 
as we have seen in our discussion of credit. can lead to a 
general fall in the exchange value of commodities as all com
modities cannot be realized. Most important here is the 

" [hid .. pp. 513-514. 4'15. The emphasi' ,,,d tirst two t.nck('!('d inserts 
arc in [he text. 
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"moral depreciation" of existing means of production. In
sofar as existing ml'ans of production are not materially de
stroyed through enforced idleness, it is their value which is 
ant-credo Bankrupt capitals liquidate their material assets, 
selling out to the surviving, more efficient capitals. Some of 
this socially obsolete means of production has been devalued. 
This devaluation itself raises the rate of profit on obsolete 
means of production and extends their useful life as part of 
the value-producing process. 

The crisis was caused by the fall in the rate of profit, re
sulting from the implicit devaluation of means of production 
by technical change. In the crisis, the devaluation becomes 
explicit. Old means of production arc forced to circulate in 
their entirety as the result of financial failures, i. e., to be sold 
off. What was latent during accumulating-the inability to 
realize fixed capital at its original value-becomes an actual 
failure when these means of production arc liquidated in or
der to meet credit obligations. 4" This collapse of capital val
ues momentarily resolves the contradictions in the process of 
value formation, laying the basis for a higher rate of profit 
and renewed accumulation. 4<) 

In Chapter V we argued that in a credit crisis, the preser
vation of the financial value of fictitious capital is preserved 
by the devaluation of commodities, which increases the 
value of money. Part of this process is the devaluation of the 
means of production, forcing the circulation of their value, 
part of which remained "fixated" in the period of expansion. 

" "The specific feature about Icapitalist accumubtionl is that it uses the 
existing value of capital as a means of increasing this value to the lItmost. 
The methods by which it accomplishes this mclude the fall of the We of 
proftt. depreciation of existing capital, and the development of the produc
tive forces of labor at the expense of already created productive forces." 
Capital. Ill. p. 249. 

~') "The periodic depreciation of existing capitJ.I--onc of the mealls im
manent in capitalist production to check the fall of the rate of profic and 
has[(:n accumulation of capnal-value through formation of ne\\' clpital
disturbs the given conditions, within which the proccs!-. of circulation ,ITlJ 
reprodution takes place. and IS therefore accompanied by suddell stopp.lgc> 
and crises in the productIOn process." l/'id .. p. 24'1. 
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The economic crisis in its full development, therefore, in
volves the devaluation of capital on the one hand achieved 
on the other by the growing idleness of the proletariat. 50 

In the crisis, the process of devaluation converts the or
ganic composition of capital into the value composition. 
That is, the process of value formation, which proceeds by 
incremental steps during accumulation, is sharply accelerated 
during the crisis, and values rapidly approach the level im
plied by the most advanced forces of production that are in 
use. The process of accumulation is, as we have seen, a proc
ess of dynamic uneven development, during which technical 
change repeatedly lays the basis for new sets of values. This 
uneven development generates its own compensating force, 
the economic crisis. During the crisis, socially obsolete 
means of production are physically discarded and socially 
devalued. The new values latent in the new productive forces 
emerge to rule exchange. As a consequence, the valorized 
composition of capital may fall (CCI VC) and the rate of sur
plus value rise (S VI VC), the latter occurring as a result of a 
fall in the value of the commodities workers normally con
sume. A new and higher rate of profit is established (given 
the standard of living) by the combination of devalued fixed 
capital (in the denominator of the profit formula) and a rise 
in the rate of surplus value (in the numerator). 

G. THE "INEVITABILITY" OF CRISES 

AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CAPITALISM 

The elements giving rise to economic criscs are inherenr in 
the accumulation process. Specifically, capitalism is a mode 
of production that gencratcs rcpcated rC\'olutions in the 

'" "[A] sudden general increase in the t"orces of production would rd.
tively devalue all the prrs,'" I'a/ut< which I.hor obJectities .t the low« stage 
o( the productive (orees. and hence would destroy present c.pital .. well .s 
present laboring capacity. The oth"r SIde ot" the cmi, rcsoh'es itsdi into. 
real decrease in production, in Ii\"in~ l.~hnr-H1 ordcr to r('stor(' the corrt'(( 
relation between 1H.'CCSS.uy and surplu!<I J.:.hnr. on \\'hu'h. in the" last analysi!rl. 
everything rests." C;nmdri.(.\(. r. 446. 
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torn:s of production. This dynamic characteristic of the 
~node of production itself sets the limits to accumulation, 

.slnce the development of the productive forces undermines 
. the basis upon which surplus value is realized at any mo

ment. -As a consequence, crises are inherent in accumulation, 
since accumulation is the process of the revolutionizing of 
the m~ans of production. 
~ut also inherent in the process of capitalist reproduction 

is' the recovery from crises. The same process that makes 
crisis necessary also provides for recovery, renewed accu
mulation. Thus from the process of accumulation itself there 
is no reason to predict or expect a final crisis that because of 
its severity will for economic reasons alone result in the col
lapse of the capitalist system and the automatic emergence of 
socialist society. This conclusion was clearly recognized by 
Lenin, and because of it, he argued that the end of capitalism 
in any country would come as a violent political confronta
tion between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. 

Crises result, as we have seen, from the uneven develop
ment of capital. Capitalism is the first mode of production 
in which revolutions in the forces of production arc inherent 
in social reproduction. This is because social reproduction 
for capital-as-a-whole is the process of accumulation. How
ever, these revolutions in production occur in the context of 
the anarchy of capitalist production, creating the stratifica
tion of capitals in terms of efficient use of the productive 
forces. As accumulation proceeds, the structure of capital as 
many capitals becomes increasingly fragile, and the repro
duction of capital-as-a-whole is blocked by the antagonistic 
interaction of many capitals; capital-as-a-wholc conll'S into 
conflict with the mutual interaction of its decentralized parrs. 

The crises generated by this conflict partially resolve the 
conflict, as a portion of capital is sacrificed for the well-being 
of capital-as-a-whole. Inefficient capitals are eliminated, either 
dropping out of existence altogether or by heing absorbed 
by other capitals. This lays the basis for further acculllulation 
upon a firmer basis. Thus, crises arc both a devastating shock 
and the means to further accumulation. They arc "inevita-
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ble" in that accumulation and its accompanying techniqJ," / I ~ 
change are inherent in capitalist reproduction. They are. al~ 
a moment of renewal. Perhaps the most grotesque and ma..', 
tional aspect of capital's inner nature is that pen.ds of 
deprivation for the masses of the population provide~~he \ 
mechanism to re-energize capital. Out of the ub,e;jpf ,. 
unemployment, unsold commodities and idle pro~~ 01-" 

forces, capital arises to repeat the accumularion-crisis cy~,,!'~.: 
But this cyclical repetition does not proceed in mere du- .... 

plication. The development of capitalism is contradictory, in 
that social relations change in such a way as both to facilitate 
and to block the rejuvenative effects of crises. On the posi
tive side, from the point of view of capital's reproduction. 
the credit system grows more sophisticated. making the cen
tralization of capital easier. State direct action grows. provid
ing a lever to centralize and reorganize capital without the 
devastating discipline of economic collapse. Both the devel
opment of the credit system and action by the state. how
ever. are predicated upon and increase the centralization of 
capital, so that each cycle of accumulation and crisis occurs 
in the context of social system dominated by larger and more 
powerful capitals. As matters proceed. the point is reached 
where the inefficient capitals to be eliminated in the reorgan
ization called forth by crises arc not small and weak and in
efficient. but large and powerful and ineflicient. Examples of 
this abound-British Leyland and Rolls-Royce in the United 
Kingdom. Chrysler and U.S. Steel in the United States. It 
is clear that such powerful economic institutions cannot be 
restructured or eliminated by economic processes alone. In 
the epoch of monopoly capitalism. capitalist production be
comes controlled by immense financial institutions that can 
invoke the aid of the state to prevent their disintegration in 
face of competitive pressures. As a consequence. the function 
of economic crises is undermined. and the necessary attrition 
of the incflicient capitals is blocked. 

State action to reduce the severity of crises cannot but have 
contradictory results. The unt'vt'n dt'\'Cloplllt'nt of capital 
creates tht' conditions for tht' tt'ndetlCv of the rate of profit 
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to fall, and th~ t~ndcncy via the cr~dit system produces fi
nanCIal or monetary cris~s, followed by cris~s of generaliz~d 
overproduction. Th~ stat~ can act to maintain demand, using 
K~ynesian mon~tary and fiscal policy, and this can postpone 
the crisis of realization. However, this is done at the cost of 
maintaining a fragile structure of stratified capitals. Postpon
ing a crisis of realization prevents the devaluation of fixed 
capital that would facilitate the reorganization of capital. 
This is precisely what occurred in the United States economy 
in the postwar period, and also in the United Kingdom. As 
a consequence, a burden of inefficiency was carried forward, 
and by the 1960s, U. S. capital was being undersold in for
eign markets; by the 1970s, U.S. capital could not maintain 
its control over domestic markets in major commodities 
such as steel, consumer electronics, and automobiles. As dis
ruptive and devastating as crises may be for capitalists, the 
long term consequences of "controlling" the business cycle 
are even more catastrophic. U. S. capital has reached the 
point where accumulation can be sustained only in the con
text of growing foreign competition in domestic markets 
and powerful inflationary pressures. 

The law of value is th' law of value formation, and its 
necessary elements-the value form, money form, credit, 
competition, and revolutions in the means of production
generate uneven development of capital that somehow must 
be resolved. As the role of the state grows and competition 
is increasingly among giant capitals, the severity of a crisis 
that would be able to affect a significant restructuring of cap
ital grows. The alternative to such a crisis in a world of na
tional capitalist states is the economic decline of som~ na
tional capitals, which taken as a whole fall behind in the 
revolutionizing of the means of production. Capital-as-a
whole requires periodic restructuring, and in its reproduction 
provides the means to this restructuring, crisis; capital as 
many capitals resists this means. This basic contradiction, 
which intensifies as capitalism develops, is essentially unre
solvable. 

Marx wrote that, in each mode of production, the de vel-
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opment of the productive forces reaches a point where me 
social relations governing production and distribution come 
in conflict with the further development of mose productive 
forces. The advanced capitalist countries have reached that 
point. The social relations that two hundred years ago lib
erated the productive forces for a great burst of development 
now serve to restrict that development, ushering in an era in 
which the tensions accompanying accumulation lay me basis 
for the possibility of a revolutionary transformation of capi
talist society; but only the possibility. The transformation 
will not occur automatically; it will require a consciously di
rected class struggle to overthrow bourgeois rule. 
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